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^ANNIBAL, like Napoleon, and
even more decidedly than Na-
poleon, towers over all the fig-

ures of an age of war in its

grandest aspects, and of the shock
of nations in conflict. Except his

father, who died when Hannibal was
still a youth, no Carthaginian of his

time had a pretence to greatness
;
he is

supreme over the soldiers and statesmen of Rome

;

he is the master spirit of the Mediterranean World.
Nothing in the period of the Second Punic War can

be compared to Hannibal, save the great people

which at last overthrew the great man. We possess

hardly anything which has emanated directly from
this extraordinary personage, scarcely a phrase, not

a line of correspondence ; his achievements and
character have been described by bitter enemies,

with the doubtful exception of one historian who
understood his genius, yet inclined to the side of

Rome. Yet through the mists of calumny and de-

traction we can see the form and the lineaments of

that gigantic figure, one of the most commanding
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that has appeared in history. Hannibal was a con-
summate warrior, an illustrious statesman, a patriot,

sustained through a career which proved every ex-
treme of fortune by devotion to his country, and
intense hatred of its implacable foe, and that too
apparently without a thought of ambition and self-

aggrandisement. The triumphs of Hannibal do not
increase his stature, as he stands on the tracts of the
past ; his misfortunes do not diminish it ; he seems
superior to fate itself. The success of his arms
would have been a calamity to mankind

; but this
does not lessen his greatness, or the admiration it

deserves.

Our information respecting Hannibal is far from
adequate

; we know very little about the daily round
of his conduct in the camp and in council, and about
his domestic and private life. Nevertheless history
has been busy with him

;
it is possible to form a

sufficiently just estimate of the epoch he fills, of his
mighty deeds and his character. There is not much
in the writings of Appian, Plutarch, Cornelius Ne-
pos, Sallust, and others who have cursorily dealt
with his time and his career, that deserves attention,
and the feeble poem of Silius Italicus is chiefly inter-
esting as it affords proof how Hannibal’s memory im-
pressed the Romans with awe, even after the lapse
of centuries. But two historians of the ancient world
did describe the Second Punic War in detail, and
did dwell fully on the exploits of Hannibal

; we can
obtain from their works a tolerably accurate idea of
the period and of the great man who overshadows it.

Polybius is rather a dull writer ; he was a bad geogra-
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pher ; he was under Roman influence, especially

under that of the Scipios, but he is tolerably im-
partial ; he has a true military eye

;
he under-

stood war, especially on its moral side
;
he sincerely

admired Hannibal
;
he was not far removed from

Hannibal’s time. We only possess his complete
narrative of the Second Punic War to the end
of the battle of Cannae; but considerable fragments
of the lost books remain

;
these are of the great-

est value ; and all that he has written about the
institutions of Rome and of Carthage, the composi-
tion and the characteristics of the Roman army, and
the art of war in that age should be carefully studied.

The second historian is Livy ;
his whole account of

the Second Punic War has fortunately come down
to us; it is scarcely necessary to refer to the brill-

iancy of his style, the beauty of his descriptions,

the animation and charm of his pages. But he was
indifferent to truth, and a superficial enquirer; his

narrative is often untrustworthy, full of omissions,

almost incredible
;
he continually strains after effect

and gives too free a rein to rhetoric ; above all he is

a persistent, mendacious, and unscrupulous slanderer

of Hannibal. Still Livy is a great writer
;
his de-

scription of the Second Punic War is of the greatest

use to the student of the time, were it only that it

perfectly illustrates the strength, the pride, the con-

fidence, and the indomitable constancy of the Roman
character.

The modern historians of, and commentators on,

the Second Punic War and on the career of Hannibal
are very numerous ; they may be said to extend from
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the days of Raleigh to the present time. Many of

these works, however, are worthless or obsolete; many
are chiefly conversant with antiquarian researches, as,

for instance, with the itinerary of Hannibal’s march
across the Alps. I shall briefly glance at recent

authorities which appear to me to be of peculiar

value. The great work of Mommsen, owing to its

proportions, necessarily contains rather a brief ac-

count of the Second Punic War; the eminent author
has, I think, fallen into error in his description of
more than one battle, notably of the Trebia. But
no modern historian has reproduced so perfectly the
genius and tendencies of his age, and of the institu-

tions of Rome and of Carthage
; and Mommsen has

placed in full and striking relief the grandeur of
Hannibal’s nature and achievements.* My idea of
Carthage has been mainly derived from Mommsen’s
History of Rome, but Mr. Bosworth Smith’s Carthage
and the Carthaginians is an admirable work which
should be diligently perused, Arnold’s Second Punic
War is a posthumous fragment

; Arnold is, I believe,
quite wrong in his account of the battle of CanntE,
and in his estimate of Scipio Africanus

; but he is an
excellent geographer; he is very intelligent in de-
scribing military operations; he thoroughly under-
stands Hannibal’s greatness; his narrative is clear,
full, and rich in information. Every student of
Hannibal ought to possess and to master the Anni-
bal of Colonel H6nn6bert. I do not concur in his
* I cannot read German ; my knowledge of Mommsen’s History of

Rome is derived from the translation by Dickson published in 1862.
The references in the notes to my text are to this edition.
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account of tKe route taken by Hannibal in his Alpine
march, and in several of his conclusions ; but he is a
most conscientious and learned biographer

; he has
ransacked all available sources for his materials ; his

work is very valuable and attractive. The Ua7inibal
of Colonel Dodge of the United States Army is also

a very able and interesting work ; it is especially

good in the description of the military organisation
of Rome and of Carthage, and of the Roman and
the Carthaginian armies ; he has described carefully

and very well the strategy and the tactics of Hanni-
bal and of his adversaries in the field. MacDougall’s
Cainpaig7is of IIa7i}iibal is a good epitome, well writ-

ten and containing able criticism ; the same may be
said of the “Trasimenus ” of Colonel Malleson in his

A77tbiishes uTtd Sttrprises. There are some pregnant
remarks in the Sea Power of Captain Mahan, on the
importance of the command of the sea in the Second
Punic War, and the few lines Napoleon has devoted
to Hannibal, if deficient in knowledge, reveal a

master’s hand. I cannot close these pages without
expressing my sense of the ability and the courtesy of

Mr. Evelyn Abbott, the editor of this and the other

volumes of the “ Heroes Series.”

William O’Connor Morris.
7th July, 1896.
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CHAPTER I.

ROME BEFORE THE FIRST PUNIC WAR.

The descendants of Japhet and Shem—Their perennial strife and its

many vicissitudes—Conflict between Rome and Carthage at the
end of the third century b.c.—Peril in which Rome was placed
by Hannibal—Early history of Rome—The regal period—Rome
at the head of the Latin cities—Advance of Roman conquest

—

Wars with the Italians, the Gauls, and Pyrrhus—Consolidation of
the power of Rome in Italy—Her wise government of the allied
and subject states—Civil institutions of Rome under the mon-
archy and the republic—End of the contest between the patri-
cians and the plebeians—Rome becomes a free state, but is not a
democracy—The military institutions of Rome—Her military
power before the First Punic War—The Roman army—The
legions—Their organisation and armament—Roman ofHcers and
commanders—A Roman battle—Defects in the military system
of Rome—Recruiting and discipline of the Roman army

—

Roman sieges—The Roman camp—Rome weak at sea—The
Roman national character—Rome on the verge of the First
Punic War.

ISTORY has verified the words of the

Sacred Writings ; the sons of Japhet
dwell in the abodes of the sons of

Shem. The march of Alexander to

the Indus was only a raid ; but Eng-
land has effaced the empire of the

Moguls at Delhi ; she has long ruled

from the Ganges to the Himalayas, amidst the wrecks
of Asiatic dynasties. Russia has advanced into the
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lands of Zinghis and Timour ; she is supreme on
the Oxus and the Jaxartes; she menaces the fast

decaying Chinese world. Yet the conflicts between
the descendants of Shem and Japhet have been
many and prolonged for ages ; their ultimate issue

has often appeared uncertain. Rome never perma-
nently established her power in the Parthian or the
Bactrian deserts, though the legions on the Tigris

and the Araxes kept back, for centuries, the barba-
rians of the East. But, as the empire began to de-

cline and fall, these hordes pressed on the civilisation

of the West, the Huns of Attila made their way into

the heart of Gaul
;
the Saracens overran Spain, and

appeared on the Loire; they sat down, more than
once, before the city of Constantine. Even the
crusades hardly checked the coui'se of invasion ; the
Turks made themselves masters of Asia Minor;
seized the seat of imperial power on the Bosporus
and, from the fifteenth to the end of the seventeenth
centuries, were the terror of European Chri.stendom.
Islam is now in the last stage of decrepitude

; but it

is hardly more than two hundred years .since the hosts
of the Crescent spread around Vienna, and its navy
was dominant, in the Mediterranean, before the great
day of Lepanto.
The most memorable, however, of these contests,

and perhaps the most momentous for the estate of
man, was that which took place between Carthage
and Rome, at the close of the third century before
the Christian era. The great Phoenician state, su-

preme on the northern shores of Africa, had, by this

time, been for years in decay ; it had lost the ascend-
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ency at sea, which was the main source of its power
;
it

had been driven out of Sicily, after a disastrous war;
it had been almost overthrown by rebellion at home ;

it was undermined by corruption and bad govern-
ment, The Roman republic, on the other hand,
was in the prime of youthful national vigour and
strength

; it had long ruled Italy, south of the Apen-
nines ; it had triumphed over its declining rival, and
wrested the Mediterranean from its grasp ; and it

was extending its dominion to the verge of the Alps,
was subduing the Celtic tribes in the valley of the
Po, was turning its gaze towards Hellas and the East,

and was the best ordered community then in exist-

ence. Should the two powers be engaged in a death
struggle, the fall of the weaker power appeared al-

ready certain.

Commanding genius, nevertheless, ' came, at this

juncture, to the aid of Carthage, redressed the bal-

ance of adverse fortune, struck down Rome over and
over again

;
and all but achieved her complete de-

struction. Hamilcar—the chief of the great house
of Barca*—the Nassaus of the Carthaginian com-
monwealth—had been the hero of his countrymen
in the First Punic War; he had resented, with stern

patriotic wrath, the calamitous results of that omi-
nous contest. Like William of Orange, in another
age, he made it the work of his life to prepare the
means to confront an infinitely more powerful enemy

;

and, having shaken off the ignoble peace party at

home—it had paralysed and almost betrayed the
state, like the rich Dutch burghers of 1671-2-—^he

* Evidently corresponding to th,e Hebrew Barak.
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set off from Carthage, with an armed force, to carry

into effect his audacious purpose. He made the

Phoenician settlements in Spain a seat of empire,

collected immense resources and subdued whole
provinces

; above all created an army of formidable

strength, to become the instrument of his scheme of

vengeance. A worthy successor continued his task
;

ere long his mantle fell on his eldest son, one of the
most extraordinary of the figures which stand out in

history. Deceiving Rome by the very grandeur of

his design, Hannibal crossed the stupendous barrier

of the Alps, where an army had never been seen be-
fore

; in battle after battle he overthrew the legions

hitherto almost always invincible in the field
;
and

though the tenacity of the republic enabled it to re-

sist, he maintained the contest for many years in

Italy, making the result uncertain, almost to the
last. And it was Hannibal, and Hannibal alone, who
achieved these great deeds, for his army was much
less numerous than that of his foes, and he received
little or no support from an ungrateful country

; and
despite difficulties and discouragements of every
kind, success well-nigh crowned his gigantic ef-

forts. The fate of the world trembled, in fact, in the
balance, for many months, after the terrible rout of
Cannae.

Before we follow the career of Hannibal it is

necessary, in order to understand its wonders, to
glance at the previous history of Rome and of Car-
thage. The petty community that, in the eighth
century before Christ, had gathered around the
Palatine Hill, and was laying the foundations of the
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Eternal City, was possibly superior to the other

Latin tribes, in certain elements of essential great-

ness, as the Salian Franks were to the other Ger-

mans, or the Normans to the kindred Danes and the

Saxons. But it was the neighbour of the trading

Etrurians ; it was seated on the sea, and acquired

power by commerce
;

its kings, mythical as their

figures are, were probably really great rulers ; to
these causes, perhaps, we may chiefly ascribe the
sources of the future grandeur of Rome. The mon-
archy lasted nearly two hundred and fifty years ;

and
before it passed away the little town near the Tiber
had expanded into a great fortified city, of which
imposing remains are still in existence. Rome had be-

come wealthy, prosperous, great in peace and war, as

the legends about Numa and Servius prove ; she had
already taken the first step in the march of conquest.
She had subdued some tribes of the Sabellian stock

;

and she was the recognised head of the Thirty cjties,

which, extending to the upper course of the Anio,
formed the confederacy of the Latin name.
For more than a century and a half after the fall

of the monarchy, owing to protracted civil and
social discord, Rome made little progress beyond
her borders. During this period her fortunes ap-

peared uncertain
;
she was more than once on the

verge of ruin. She was assailed and often defeated
by the Etrurian league

;
the victory of Porsena is not

a fable ; the tale of the Fabii attests her disasters.

Her own sons, too, were found among her enemies,

as the pathetic story of Coriolanus proves ; and the
feuds that divided her citizens were a continual
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source of danger. But the greatest calamity that

befell her came from across the Apennines
;
she was

nearly overwhelmed by a horde of the Gauls ;
the

sword of Brennus all but cut short the thread of her
destiny. Still her power increased on the whole,
even in these years

;
with the assistance of her Latin

allies, she conquered two of the Sabellian clans, and
advanced her dominions near the heads of the Liris.

When her intestine troubles had been composed, and
the elements of her constitution had become harmoni-
ous, she moved rapidly forward in the path of con-

quest, and ere long made herself the dominant state

of Italy. She broke up the declining Etrurian

power ; reduced the Latin league to subjection ;

made the fertile land of Campania her own ; exacted
terrible vengeance from the Celts on the Po, and
after a fierce and prolonged struggle, conquered the
Samnites, the flower of the Sabellian people. In
this conflict she had to resist a league of warlike and
brave enemies; she often suffered bloody reverses;

the catastrophe of the Pass of Caudium might have
unnerved a race of less sterling qualities. But the
perseverance, the craft, and the power of Rome in

war prevailed
;
and, after the earlier years of the third

century before the Christian era, Italy, from the
Rubicon to the Gulf of Tarentum, was at her feet.

The republic had, hitherto, fought Italian tribes
only, and the rude, if formidable, levies of the Gaul

;

it was next to encounter the armed force of Hellas,
led by the most brilliant commander of his age. A
quarrel between Tarentum and Rome brought Pyr-
rhus and a Greek army to the southern verge of
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the peninsula filled with Greek settlements, and the
king had been promised the support of a great

rising of the subject races, and of the Celts of Italy.

But the insurrection was crushed in the bud
;
a tre-

mendous example was made of the Gauls ; a small

force proved sufficient to keep down the north ; and
Rome was enabled to put forth her strength against

the invader, who had challenged her power. The
presence of the elephant in the Greek ranks—these

huge animals, with their towers of archers and sling-

ers, formed a kind of heavy cavalry and artillery com-
bined, to which the consuls had nothing to oppose

—

gave Pyrrhus the victory in two great battles ; but
the phalanx could not break the flexible legion ; and
it deserves notice that the king learned to imitate

the tactics of the barbarians he had at first despised.

A Pyrrhic victory has become a proverb
;
the dash-

ing soldier endeavoured to march on Rome, but he
found of what stuff his enemy was composed. The
aged head of the proudest of the nobles of Rome
struck the keynote of the foreign policy of the state ;

the senate haughtily declared that it would not treat

with an invader upon the soil of Italy
; and the king

fell back, amazed and discomfited. He had now
embarked in the great venture in which he hoped to

become the lord of a Sicilian kingdom
; but here

again he failed, after passing success ; and, having
returned to Italy to confront Rome once more, he
was completely defeated in a decisive battle. The
republic had again proved unconquerable in the field.

Nor was the steady advance of Rome to empire
more remarkable than her wisdom and skill in con-
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solidating and maintaining her conquests, and in

securing the obedience—nay, the goodwill of her

subjects. Her territory was enlarged to the utmost
bounds consistent with her rule as a sovereign city

;

the domain of her people was widely extended.

But she was not the tyrant of the Italian races ; she
made her power and her influence supreme by modes
of government and administration that attained her

ends, but were not unnecessarily harsh or severe.

She treated, indeed, the Celt as an enemy, and
crushed him out wherever she could ; but she al-

lowed the subject communities of her own stock, to

retain their institutions, usages, and laws, and gave
them a large measure of self-government. She
obliged the Italians to follow her standards ; but she
never exacted tribute from them ; her suzerainty
was limited, but well defined

; it chiefly consisted in

her prerogative to declare war, and to make treaties.

As regards some populations of other parts of Italy,

she kept them, so to speak, in more strict tutelage

;

and throughout the peninsula she took care to estab-

lish military colonies, at points of vantage, which
formed centres of her power, and upheld her armies.
Italy, by these means, became, by degrees, welded
into a great and united nation, ruled, in different

ways, by one supreme state, but not generally dis-

contented with its lot ; in the main it loyally obeyed
Rome

;
it hardly ever ventured, at lea.st, to rebel.

And this structure of empire was bound together
by great roads, fortresses, and strong garrisons, even
now preparing the way for the Roman Peace to be
made perfect only after centuries of war.
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The development of the institutions of Rome must
also be noticed in this rapid survey. The kings were
the masters of the Roman state, as the Roman father

was of his own household ; but they were only the

foremost men of a noble order
;
they were advised

by a senate, or Great Council ;
they were, in some

degree, controlled by a patrician assembly. They
were supposed, too, to govern according to law, and
it must be borne in mind that reverence for law was
a special characteristic of the Roman citizen

; the
conceptions of Public Justice and of Crimes against

the State became very soon manifest in the Roman
commonwealth. The kings, therefore, were not mere
despots ; but, as was the case with every Roman
magistrate, they were depositaries of very great

power; and, able rulers as some certainly were, they
no doubt occasionally abused their immense au-

thority. Yet the external growth of Rome, we have
seen, was remarkable during the regal period, and
her internal progress was not less decisive. As the
territory and the possessions of the city increased,

the little community that formed its ruling caste

was gradually surrounded by a population of so-

journers, of dependents, of subject vassals ; and num-
bers of these acquired wealth and influence, though as

yet shut out from the full rights of citizens. The
military necessities of Rome probably caused these
classes to be largely introduced into the ranks of the
national army ; a political revolution in time fol-

lowed. The exclusive aristocracy of birth, that had
been dominant, was supplemented to a certain ex-
tent, by an aristocracy of landed possessions and
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wealth
;

the supreme assembly of purely noble
houses had set by its side a new assembly of a
broader and more popular aspect. The strongest

barriers of privilege were thus broken
;
the founda-

tions of the state were made wider; and the com-
bined aristocracy formed by these means in all

probability caused the fall of the monarchy which
had lately shewn arbitrary and unjust tendencies.
The new aristocracy of Rome, however, was very

inferior in position and rank to the old aristocracy
of patrician blood. It was excluded from the chief
offices in the state, and from rights and distinctions
of many kinds ; it was in some respects what the
Nobles of the Terra Firma were to the Nobles of
the Golden Book of Venice. It was only the head
of the plebeian multitude

; and, accordingly, it soon
began to regard the oi'der placed above it with jeal-

ousy and dislike. The feud between the patricians
and the plebeians of Rome was envenomed by social
distress and grievances, especially as regards the
domains of the state, of which the more humble
classes vehemently complained

; and it lasted, we
have said, more than a century and a half. During
this period of trouble the young republic was re-

peatedly torn by fierce dissension ; the plebeians fled,

in a mass, it is said, from the city ; the tyranny of
the decemvirs was formed, and perished

;
and Rome

was divided into two bodies of citizens exasperated
against each other by angry passions. The means
adopted to put an end to these disorders were
curious and strange; dictator after dictator was
made supreme ; the magistracy of the tribunes
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was even invested with the power of paralysing on
the spot the march of the government. Yet the
respect for authority, and the keen political insight

which were marked features of the Roman national

character, brought these evil times at last to a close ;

the plebeians were made eligible to nearly all digni-

ties
;
their social wrongs were, in some measure, re-

dressed
;
and the assembly of the city was placed on

a more popular basis. These great reforms, which
removed what was most iniquitous and peccant in

the institutions of the state, gave new life to the
Roman commonwealth

;
thenceforward, we have re-

marked, it advanced from conquest to conquest.
The transformed constitution of Rome, in fact,

was well ordered and worked well ; it combined
stability of government with large popular rights

;

it was favoured, in a remarkable way, by circum-

stance, The admission of the plebeian leaders to

power in the state healed a schism of classes which
had been most disastrous, and animated the republic

with ever growing energy. The Duilii and the Icilii

led armies in the field and filled the highest places in

peace, as ably as the Postumii or the Furii of the
old noblesse ;

the twofold aristocracy did Rome
equally good service. A common sentiment of

patriotism extinguished faction, and gradually fused
all orders of men together

;
at the same time the

whole system of government and administration was
greatly improved. The extravagant powers which
had been entrusted to single magistrates and had
proved dangerous, were divided among many, and
made more safe

;
the individual became less potent,
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the law stronger ;
the tribunate which might have

wrecked the commonwealth, became the loyal and
docile ally of the senate. Rome was knitted together

as it had never been before ;
and the results were

seen in the expansion of the state, in the diflfusion of

content through nearly all classes, in the cessation of

civil trouble and discord. There was much, indeed,

in the existing state of society, which contained the
germs of evils to come ; the late social reforms had
been superficial only ; the class of small owners of

land was being diminished
;
the public domain was

being more and more engrossed by wealthy men of

the ruling orders
;
a population of slaves, if not yet

very large, had been for centuries on the increase.

But the extension of the territory of Rome, which
had been the result of conquest, and which enabled
thousands of citizens to acquire land, had made
these mischiefs comparatively little felt

;
and slavery

had not yet become a national peril. The republic
was seated on firm foundations

; and the establish-

ment of civil equality and of enlarged franchises had
the happiest effects on the whole community.
The constitution of Rome, however, although

national, and popular in a real sense, had very little

of a democratic character. The assembly of the
citizens was nominally supreme ; but the senate
possessed the substance of power

;
and the govern-

ment belonged to the upper classes. The.senate,
composed of the most eminent men in the state,

selected with great care by a very powerful board, prac-
tically declared war, made treaties, and proposed the
measures which ultimately were to become law ; and
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the assembly at this period never crossed its purpose.

It had thus the highest legislative and executive
functions ; it was recognised abroad and at home
alike as the true embodiment of the majesty of

Rome. The great officers of the state, whether
generals in the field or heads of embassies, or chief

judges, might be indifferently of patrician or plebeian

origin ; but they were chosen, with scarcely an ex-

ception, from the ruling orders of men. The insti-

tutions of Rome were, therefore, aristocratic in

essence ; they were not yet affected by the will of

the multitude, or by the influence of mere popular
leaders. The causes of this were threefold

;
political

influence in Rome centred in the owners of the
soil

;
and these have usually been conservative in all

countries, and ready to obey the powers in existence.

Again an assembly of citizens engaged in successful

wars, in husbandry, in the pursuits of industry, was
willing enough to put its trust in another assembly,
drawn from its very best men, especially as this had
marvellous tact in falling in with the general senti-

ment ; and this tendency increased as the affairs of

Rome became more complicated, and had a wider
scope. But the most decisive cause is to be found
in the peculiarities of the Roman character. The
Roman looked up with reverence to his natural

leaders ; had profound respect for authority, law, and
usage ; could resent practical wrongs and grievances;
but had no ideas about the abstract rights of man

;

and thought that the people should be governed,
not govern. And hence it was that the republic, at

this stage of its being, had the strength and the con-
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stancy of an aristocratic state ;
and was loyally

upheld, also, by the undivided will of a community
prosperous on the whole, and contented.

We pass from the civil to the military institutions

of Rome, of special interest in a revdew of the career

of Hannibal. The first Roman army w^as drawn
from the aristocracy of birth, which formed the

people of the original city ;
it was composed of $000

footmen heavily armed, of 300 hoi'semen, and of

1200 light infantry ; it received the celebrated name
of the Legion. As the territory of the state w'as

enlarged, and its population gradually increased, a

new and alien element was brought in to augment
and strengthen the force of the state ; the ranks of

the soldiery of noble blood were multiplied by the
addition of another soldiery, for the most part, pos-
sessors of land

;
and the single legion grew into four,

each modelled upon the pattern of the first, and
containing about 4500 men. The Confederacy of
the Latins, allies, and afterwards subjects, contrib-
uted four legions of this type, save that the horsemen
were double, perhaps threefold in number ; and thu.s

the military establishment of Rome consisted of
eight legions, Roman and Latin, comprising 33,600
infantry, and probably 4000 cavalry or more. In
addition to this, the regular army, composed mainly
of holders of land, there were bodies of supernume-
raries, as they may be called, made up of men lower
in the social scale

; and as the republic extended its

conquests, and became ruler of Italy .south of the
Apennines, its militai'y strength was prodigiously
increased. The vnn'’!n’‘'.fied Italian peoples were
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forced to send contingents to its army ; these may
have retained characteristics of their own, but prob-
ably were organised, armed, and disciplined after

the fashion of the legion in nearly all respects ; they
certainly held the same order in battle. By these

means the armed forces of Rome became the most
numerous and formidable in the then known world

;

she had 70,000 infantry and 8000 horsemen, at the
great battle of Ausculum fought against Pyrrhus;
in a contest with the Gauls, before the Second Punic
War, she put, it seems, more than ten legions on
foot.* In the last years of the third century before
Christ, she could place 200,000 men in her first

line
;
and these were supported by powerful re-

serves, it has been said, more than 400,000 strong.

Besides these arrays, swarms of Gallic auxiliaries, on
many occasions, followed her standards, giving aid

to a mortal enemy, with the recklessness of the Celt,

in their savage quarrels with neighbouring tribes.

The legions, before the First Punic War, seem to

have remained at their original strength, that is, the

Roman at 4200 foot and 300 horse, the Latin at the

same number of foot, and at least 600 horse—some
writers say there were goo ;—and to these should be
added the supernumerary force, some perhaps light

footmen, archers, and slingers, others attendant on
the trains and the impedimenta, others possibly a kind

of special reserve. We may next briefly consider the

^ Polybius, ii., 24, estimates the entire armed strength of Rome
and of Italy before the Second Punic War at yyy.ooo men, including

70,000 horse. These figures have been adopted by Napoleon III.,

Hist, de yules Cesar

^

i., 153, and by Colonel Dodge, Hattnihal^ p. 95,
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nature and qualities of the legion, the principal unit

of the Roman army, corresponding to the “ division
”

of our day ; we assume that the Latin and the other

Italian legions, known by the general name of
“ allied,” were essentially of the same character.

The old Roman legion was, for the most part, a

dense mass, analogous to the Greek phalanx ; the

3000 heavy infantry, from sixteen to twenty deep,

were arrayed for battle on a compact front, the 1200
light foot, thrown as skirmishers forward, the 300
horsemen placed upon either wing. This formation,

however, was ill adapted to the hilly and broken
country of Italy ; and at a remote period—the date
is unknown—the Romaiis, with their natural instinct

for war, replaced it by another formation better

suited to their land and themselves, and shewing
a marked progress in the military art. The light

footmen, now called velites, perhaps supported by
supernumeraries, armed with bows and slings, re-

tained their position and occupied the extreme
front; but the heavy infantry was divided into
three classes of troops, the hastati and the przncipes,

each 1200 strong, men in the vigour and flower of
life, and the triarii^ 600 picked veterans ; and these
bodies were formed into three lines, at fixed dis-

tances, passing from the front to the rear, and each
probably ten deep. The order of battle of these
lines was remarkable, and requires attention. Each
line was composed of a number of maniples, the
counterparts of the modern ” company ”

; the mani-
ples were drawn up on the field, with gaps between
them, at measured intervals; and the lines were so
arranged that the maniples of each could move.
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through the gaps, to the support of the others,

advancing or falling back as the case might be, and
even, conceivably, that the three lines could be
marshalled on a single extended front. • This order
of battle, which must have required troops of ex-
treme steadiness, and of the highest discipline, was,
given this condition, very flexible and strong; and
armed and trained as the Roman infantry was, it

was most formidable in attack and defence, espe-
cially against a mass like the phalanx, resembling the
unwieldy French columns of the last days of Napo-
leon. The cavalry of the legion, weak in numbers,
and not reckoned an important arm, remained, as
before, on both wings. The organisation and the
order of battle of the allied legion was, no doubt,
the same as that of the Roman legion, in all essen-

tial respects.

The legionary soldiers wore defensive armour ; but
this hardly requires notice ; it was of excellent qual-

ity and fit for its uses. The velite had a helmet and
a light shield ; but the heavy infantry man was well

protected; he carried an admirably designed shield,

and wore greaves and a flexible coat of mail
;

his

helmet, nodding with red or black plumes, guarded
his head, and seemed to add to his stature. The
offensive arms of the footmen deserve to be men-
tioned ; for they explain and illustrate the Roman
methods in battle. These troops made little use of

missiles of far range ; they had not yet the balisia,

the ancient field-gun
;
* their slingers and archers

* The balista was perliaps in use during t3ie Second Punic War,
but does not seem to bave been very effective. It proved useless at

tbe Trebia, if it was really employed.
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were few, and of small account; they had nothing

resembling the English long-bow, which levelled the

haughty chivalry of France with the dust. They
trusted wholly to close hand-to-hand fighting; for

this their weapons were of extraordinary power.

The velite carried a short sword, and six or seven

light darts ; but these, thrown by the hand, could

not have had a long flight ; his sword was probably

much more effective. The offensive arms of the

heavy infantry were, on the other hand, peculiar,

and formidable in the extreme. The hastati and
principes, besides spears, had the piliim, a javelin of

great weight and strength, and the gladms, a cut

and thrust sword, short, sharp, and of the best

workmanship ; these decided the issue of many a
battle. The triarii were armed with a long pike, a
relic, perhaps, of the exploded phalanx ; but they
had the gladius, and two spears; the duty of these
veterans in the last line, in the rear, was to avert

defeat or to follow up victory
; their arms were

adapted to this purpose. The weapons of the com-
paratively neglected cavalry were less distinctive;

they carried a lance, a sword, and a few javelins.

The legion, organised and armed in this way, was
divided into numbers of cohorts,* similar to the bat-
talions and squadrons of these days; each cohort
was composed of a turma of horsemen, and of mani-
ples of heavy and light infantry; but this unit was
not of special importance. As has been the case in

all good armies, the Romans had many officers in

* Some writers have maintained that the cohort was a formation
later than the Second Punic War.
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well-defined grades ; the legion was commanded by
a tribune—a general of division, of brigade, and a

colonel in one
;
and it had centurions, signifers, de-

curions, the captains, lieutenants, ensigns, and ser-

geants of modern times. Every legion, too, had its

regular staff, its hospital and commissariat services,

its artificers, bands, carriages, trains, and beasts of

burden ; but it should be specially noticed that the
legionary carried a pack heavier than that of any
soldier of our age, and yet made astonishing marches,
a decisive proof of his excellent training and health.

We may next see how a Roman army was formed
out of a union of legions. A Roman and allied

legion usually marched together
;
the two were often

reckoned as a single legion
; and two of these double

legions, really four, formed a consular army, as it

was called, an army, including fighting men, and
men of other services, from 20,000 to 21,000 strong

at this period.* A consul, as a rule, was at the

head of this force; the two consuls, the military

chiefs of the state, thus commanded from 40,000 to

42,000 men in this way; but these numbers could

be enormously increased by the addition of other

legions, and auxiliary troops, such, for instance, as

friendly Gallic warriors. A dictator, however, at

grave crises, occasionally was invested with supreme
command, and represented the consuls in the field

;

and the military duties of a consul were often de-

* At and after the time of the Second Punic War, the strength of

the legion, Roman and Latin, was increased
;
a consular army would

then be from 24,000 to 26,000 men, and two consular armies double
their numbers*
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volved on a praetor, or a legatus,* especially when
there were many armies on foot, and a retiring con-

sul was sometimes re-appointed, and served as a

pro-consul. The highest commands in the Roman
army were always confined to Roman citizens, but

the allied legions probably had their own officers.

We may now observe how a Roman army, say a

consular one, engaged in battle. It was, we have
seen, usually composed of two double legions, that

is, two Roman and two allied ; the Romans held the

centre, the allies the wings. It often marched from
its camp, across a river to meet the hostile force in

its front, a grave error, the results of which it learned

by tremendous lessons, when before Hannibal. A
Roman army always assumed the offensive, with the
true instinct of a conquering race ; its whole system
of tactics was designed for attack and that at the
closest possible quarters; but its attacks were usu-
ally in front simply; it seldom manoeuvred. The
velites, when it formed its order of battle, detached
themselves from the rear, and moved to the front

;

the cavalry was stationed at the edge of either wing:
the heavy infantry was marshalled in its compara-
tively thin lines, which supported each other from
the front to the rear. After discharges of arrows,
stones or bullets from bows or slings—these seem to
have been feeble and not effectiv'-e—the velites
threw their darts to harass and shake the enemy;

* Some commentators, e. ff., Hennebert, iii., chap i. ,
6i, think

that a legatus was a commander of a later period. I.ivy, however,
refers more than once to a legatus in the Second Punic War. The
point is not important.
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the hastati then advanced in their divided maniples,

flung their spears and launched the terrible pilum,

and then instantly closed with the fatal gladius, the

onset resembling a volley of musketry, followed by
a determined charge of the bayonet. If the attack

of the first line was not successful, the principes

moved forward in their maniples, through the gaps
that had been left open for them ; or the hastati, if

repulsed, fell back on them ; the triarii, the last line,

followed the same tactics. The enemy’s masses
were thus exposed to formidable c.ttacks by three

lines, which assisted each other with practised skill

;

the three lines had the means of deploying on a
broad front, and attaining the hostile flanks; and
armed and disciplined as the Roman soldiery were,

this method of fighting repeatedly secured victory.

The cavalry, as a rule, was held in reserve, until the
infantry had made success probable ; it then fell on
the enemy’s flank and rear.

An army, however, like this, and these modes of

tactics, successful as they were, over and over again,

were not without several well-marked defects ; and
advantage might be taken of these, especially by a

great captain. The Roman army had very little

means of projecting missiles, at far distances; its

slingers and archers were an insignificant force; it

was thus liable to defeat at the hands of an army,
superior in this respect

; and this was to be proved by
notable instances. A Roman army, again, was weak
in cavalry; this arm was seldom more than a seventh
or eighth part of the infantry, perhaps not a tenth
in the shock of battle, for it was largely employed
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as an exploring force ; and the footmen of the

legion would be necessarily exposed to formida-

ble and perhaps fatal attacks, if assailed by cavalr}'-

better and more numerous than their own, particu-

larly if these were ably directed. The Romans had
already felt the power of the elephant

;
an array of

“ the huge, earth-shaking beasts ”—heavy cavalry

and artillery we have said, combined—might lay

them open once more, as in the days of Pyrrhus, to

a reverse. The methods besides by which their

lines of foot were formed on the field, admirable as

they were against such a mass as the phalanx, were
perilous in the face of a skilful enemy, possessing

good cavalry
;
the gaps between the maniples would

afford the horsemen an opportunity to strike in ; and
crush the ranks; and, marvellous as the Roman dis-

cipline was, it sometimes failed to endure a trial of

this kind, and the legionaries were broken up, and
routed. We should add, what was, perhaps, most
important of all, that the system of supi'emc com-
mand in the Roman army was faulty. The consuls
held their offices for a year only ; this term was too
short to make them masters of war, trained to arms
as they had been from boyhood ; and though the
term was sometimes renewed, and a dictator was
now and then made general-in-chief, in a few in-

stances, for a series of years, this was not the way to
create great commanders. When the consuls, more-
over, were in the field together, they commanded,
as a rule, on alternate days, a thoroughly bad and
dangerous practice, which was, however, followed in

the army of France, until it was exploded by the
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powers of Turenne. It should be remarked, too,

that the institutions of Rome, both civil and mili-

tary, were not adapted to bring out supreme indi-

vidual genius
;

its statesmen and soldiers were rather

able men, than of the first capacity in peace or in

war. It was reserved for Hannibal to shew, by
immortal examples, what were the defects of the
Roman armies and their chiefs.

The Roman legion, we have said, was mainly
composed of owners of land—peasant freeholders

probably in most instances—and so doubtless were
the allied legions. The army, therefore, was drawn
from the classes which have nearly always produced
a breed of hardy men, amenable to discipline, and
ready to obey ; it was formed of the elements
which were seen in the archers of Crecy, and the
mighty Ironsides of Dunbar and Worcester. The
Roman soldier was liable to seiwe from seventeen to
forty-five, in the field ; and after that age he might
be employed in garrisons ; he was, therefore, bound
to an extremely long service, though probably he
received his discharge, in ordinary times, while still

a young man. The army has been most incorrectly

called a militia; it was a standing national army of

the best quality, embodying what was strongest in

the Roman people, and trained to the highest point

of perfection. The boyish recruit was drilled with
extraordinary care, especially in the use of his arms,

and marching ; his military education was always
going on ;

from his teens, until he became a veteran,

he was kept to a round of incessant duty. The
Roman soldier was liable to the severest punish-
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meats; death was the penalty of insubordination,

desertion, and cowardice in battle; but his country

could appeal to his patriotic pride ;
and he was eligi-

ble for different rewards and honours. The army,
constituted and fashioned in this way, like every

creation of man, was not faultless ; it went down
before a great genius in war; but it was indomi-
table, and it subdued the civilised world.

The Romans, at this period, had not attained the

proficiency of the Greeks, in the art of sieges. The
fortifications of Rome, and of other Italian cities,

were formidable, and apparently well designed ; but
they were certainly inferior to those of Carthage

;

the Romans, like all races that excel in war, relied

more on armies in the field, than on the skill of the
engineer. The methods of besieging in use, before
the invention of gunpowder made them in part ob-
solete, were, however, understood by the Romans
of this time; they drew lines round a beleaguered
fortress, constructed approaches, and employed
mines ; they possessed the battering ram and the
catapult, the wooden tower and the a^gcr * to
command the walls they assailed. The Roman
camp was a special feature of the Roman system of
war; it largely contributed to the progress of the
arms of Rome. The legions, we have said, always
attacked in battle ; but they usually had a fortified

camp in the rear to fall back on, in the event of de-

* Excellent illustrations of Roman siege works, at a later date,
will be found in the Atlas to the ITistory of fulitts Ccssar by
Napoleon III. See also T’Ae A-ft-nals of a Portress by Viollet le

Due, pp. 27—29.
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feat ; this great work was sufficient to keep the
enemy at bay, and to enable them to resume the

offensive.* The Romans, too, made camps, when
they were on the march, especially in a hostile coun-
try ; and these constructions, admirably planned,

though hastily thrown up from materials on the
spot, and resembling an Italian town in a state of

defence, formed points of vantage for resistance or

attack, and laid the foundations, so to speak, of

conquest. A Roman camp probably baffled Han-
nibal more than once ; and encampments hold a
conspicuous place in the campaigns of Csesar.f

In one most important part of the art of war,

Rome was, at this time, behind other nations of the
age. The Mediterranean was, for the ancient world,

the great highway of commerce, and the road to

empire. The possession of naval power had made
the Etrurians, for many years, a formidable state

;

had spread Greek colonies, and the civilisation of

the Greeks, from the shores of Asia Minor to the
Gulf of Lyons ; had made Carthage supreme at sea,

from the Adriatic to the Pillars of Hercules. Rome
had a fleet, and a trading marine in the regal period ;

but between her intestine strife, and her Italian con-
quests, she had neglected these elements of strength

* See the profound and masterly observations of Napoleon on the

Roman Camp, Correspondence^ xxxi., 462, 467.

f Polybius and !Livy, especially Polybius, are still of course the

best authorities on the military institutions and the army of Rome.
But a naodern reader should carefully study the Hannibal of Colonel

Dodge, pp* 35, 122, and MacdougalPs Campaigns of Hannibal., pp.
i“i4. The great: work too of HennAert contains some valuable

information.,
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and wealth ; her flag in the Mediterranean, to use

modern language, was seldom seen in the century

before the First Punic War. By this time Carthage

was mistress of that great basin, and though nomi-

nally she was an ally of Rome, she took care to

exclude the republic from commerce between the

coasts of Hellas and the Atlantic, and looked with

jealousy at her petty and few war-ships. Rome,
afraid of the naval power of the Phoenician empire,

began to fortify parts of the coast of Italy ;
but with

her instinctive comprehension of war, she perceived

ere long that a fleet alone would secure her the means
of effective defence, or prevent the annihilation of

her foreign trade
;
thenceforward she began to con-

struct a navy. Her efforts were, however, weak
and tentative for a long time ; had her rival known
what the future was to bring forth, she would have
left nothing undone to make them fruitless

;
for, as

we shall see, maritime power was a decisive element
in the contest with Rome, and was, perhaps, a para-
mount cause of the ultimate defeat of Hannibal.*
The civil and military institutions of Rome, of

which we have tried to sketch the outlines, were,
taking also circumstance into account, visible sign.s

and growths of the Roman national character. That
character was one of the most striking that has ap -

peared among the families of man ; we need not say
what a mark it has left on history. The Roman
citizen, of this period at least, possessed the qualities

* I shall, of course, dwell on this subject afterwards. It xs treated
with admirable insight and clearness by Captain Mahan, T'he In*
fluence of Sea Power in JJistory^ pp. 13. 20.
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that assure the greatness of a state, and that send it

upon the path of empire. He feared the gods,

whom he devoutly worshipped, bound by the relig-

ion '^ligare) which he sincerely felt
;
but he was not

a coward to immolate human victims
;
and he had

not a trace of the scepticism of the Greek. He had
the pi'ofoundest regard for law and the powers that

be ; the very authority his magistrates possessed is

a proof that it was not often perverted ; he went
through life a loyal and obedient subject. He was
attached to his farm, as his chief pursuit ; he did
not care much for the stir of the city ; he took com-
paratively little part in its din and its turmoil. He
scorned mob rule, and would have laughed at a

demagogue ; he knew nothing about democratic
theories ; he would have thought the natural equal-

ity of man nonsense. The ideas of Greek philoso-

phy never entered his mind ; but deep down in his

heart was the proud conviction that Rome was the
ruling state of Italy, and that nothing should be left

untried to secure her aggrandisement. For this he
freely shed his blood in battle

;
for this he endured

hardships however severe
;
before everything else he

was a true patriot. He thought foreign nations his

inferiors ;
the destiny of Rome was to make them

her footstool ;
but he could conciliate them, when

he had become their master; he was their sagacious

ruler, not their cruel tyrant. He was stern, and
even implacable in war, but he was sometimes mag-
nanimous, seldom bloodthirsty

;
he was a conqueror

who did not abuse conquest. At home he was mas-
ter in his own household, but he was a good hus-
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band, a good father, even not pitiless to his slaves

;

he made a righteous use of his immense authority.

For the rest, he was dogged, tenacious, conservative

in thought, not ready to take new ideas in, some-

what commonplace, and seldom endowed with gen-

ius, but manly, of a genial and happy temper, and
usually contented with his lot in life. He was in

many respects the very opposite of the brilliant,

keen-witted and light-hearted Greek, the chief in-

ventor of the arts that adorn life, the parent of phi-

losophy and poetry of the highest order, but not the

founder of stable and enduring government.

Such very briefly was the position of Rome before

she entered the lists with Carthage. Though not

always victorious in the First Punic War she, never-

theless, did wonderful things; she showed an easy

superiority over her declining rival, in patriotism, in

energy, in essential power, in all that constitutes a
vigorous and a rising state. She made remarkable

progress after this contest
;
expanded nearly to the

extreme verge of Italy; evidently began to aspire

to far-reaching empire. Yet, just when she thought
she was about to subdue and annihilate her detested

enemy, she was suddenly arrested in the path of

conquest. Hannibal very nearly compassed her
ruin; and, notwithstanding Zama, and the fall of

Carthage, the memory of his tremendous exploits

lay heavily on the minds of her people, even
through the centuries of her imperial grandeur.
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HE Phcenicians, a people of the Semitic
stock, of which the Hebrews were
doubtless the finest specimen, seem
to have originally wandered in lands
to the east of the Tigris. At a pe-
riod, however, before the birth of

history, they had settled upon the
plains of Syria, and they held a strip along the coast
that received their name. The Mediterranean lay
open to their enterprise; their great cities of Tyre
and Sidon arose; they had establishments in Hellas,

still half barbaric ;
* they became the first nation of

^The legend told by Herodotus, v
, 58, that Hellas owed many

elements of ber first culture to the Phoenicians, may be rejected
;
but

it attests their relations with the early Hellenes.

29
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traders on record. The Phoenician sails were seen

in the Erythraean sea, along the Persian gulf, in

the bay of Biscay ; Phoenician merchants trafficked

in the tin of Britain, in the ivory of Africa, in the

gems of India; Tyre became the Venice of the early

ancient world. A Phoenician colony, probably set-

ting out from Tyre, in the ninth century before the
Christian era, seated itself—perhaps beside another
colony that had already formed an abode at Utica

—

in the fertile territory around the bay of Tunis; and
Carthage,* the “ new town ” of the latest settlers,

became gradually a large and flourishing city. Its

position on the Mediterranean, upon the northern
coast of Africa, a few leagues only from the shores
of Sicily, and within easy reach of Italy, of Greece,
of Spain, marked it out by nature as a great centre
of trade ; and the rich inland plains along the Me-
jerda—still abounding in the olive, and waving with
corn—gave it an ample store of agricultural wealth.
In a comparatively short time Carthage had spread
her dominion over the adjoining region occupied by
the Libyan tribes, and had sent colonies of her own
along the verge of Africa, into the Algeria and
Morocco of modern days, which mingled with other
Phoenician settlements, and seemed to have reached
the distant Atlantic.

The Phoenicians were a strong and adventurous
race ; the mariners who first braved the ocean of the
West must have possessed qualities of a very high
order. But their energies were devoted to trade
only ; they did not aspire to foreign conquest ; they

* To be compared with Kirjath.
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were not destined to become great rulers of men.
They founded numerous settlements on the Medi-
terranean coasts

;
but these were factories like the

Madras and Bombay of the East India Company
before the advent of Clive

;
they paid tribute to

Assyrian and Egyptian kings ; even in the Mediter-

ranean they had few war-ships. Carthage followed

the example of the race from which she sprang; she
acknowledged, perhaps, for three or four centuries,

the suzerainty of the chiefs of the Libyan nomades

;

she was a vassal of the Great King of the East ; she
co-operated, with the men of Sidon, in the expedi-
tion of Xerxes. Sheer necessity seems to have made
her a warlike state, and to have directed her in the
paths of conquest. Her commerce in the Mediter-
ranean was crossed and thwarted by the powerful
maritime Etrurian league; the settlements she had
formed in Sicily, and along the verge of Tripoli,

were threatened by the swarms of Greek colonists,

which had begun to emigrate from the lands of

Hellas. She was thus compelled to build fleets and
to fit out armies; and she maintained a protracted
contest with the foreign races, which had made
themselves, against her will, her enemies. The
dominion of the Etrurians at sea soon passed away

;

but Carthage had to contend, for centuries, with the
Greeks, for empire in the Mediterranean, and along
its borders. The chief theatre of the strife was
Sicily, where the Phoenician state had large posses-

sions in the west, and the great city of Syracuse was
at the head of the Hellenes, in the east, and the
south : it was waged with the fury which has usually
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marked conflicts between the Semitic and the Aryan
races. We cannot follow its many vicissitudes;

more than once the Greek power in Sicily had al-

most fallen
; more than once Carthage was in grave

straits; but from the great battle of Himera, fought,
perhaps, on the day of Salamis, to the failure of
Pyrrhus, after he had set foot in Sicily, that is, for

a period of upwards of two centuries, these wars
raged with few large intervals of time between. The
trial made Carthage a great naval and military
power; she had, on the whole, proved superior in

strength to the disunited and misgoverned Greek
cities. She had kept the Hellene back to the east
of Tripoli ; she had maintained and enlarged her
bounds in Sicily ; and she was the mistress of the
Mediterranean and its waters.

In the first years of the third century before
Christ, Carthage had become the seat of an impos-
ing empire. The original colony had become greatly
enlarged by emigration from the parent city of Tyre,
after it had fallen to Alexander’s arms

; the Cartha-
ginians were the recognised heads of the Phoenician
name. They had completely subdued the Libyan
peoples, whose lands they had once held as vassals

;

they had extended their territory near to the great
African desert. They had swallowed up and re-
duced to subjection their own and the earlier settle-
ments on the north African coast; their rule was
absolute from the verge of Greece to regions far be-
yond the straits of Gibraltar. They were masters
of Sardinia, and the Balearic isles

; they formed the
dominant power in Sicily; they possessed settle-
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ments in the Iberian peninsula, as far as the course
of the Guadalquivir. But the chief symbol of their

grandeur was Carthage herself ; the city, the Lon-
don of the ancient world, had a population probably
of a million of souls, and was infinitely the largest

of the Mediterranean cities ; the renown of its edi-

fices and fortifications had spread far and wide. The
wealth and resources of the state were immense,
they were upheld by formidable military and naval
power. Carthage had placed armies in the field of
great numbers, which had repeatedly fought, not
without success, against the best troops of the
Greek race ; her soldiery had more than once over-
thrown the fine infantry of the Dorian name. And
her fleets, at this time, had no rivals; they we»'e

probably superior to those of all the Greek cities

combined ; in the Mediterranean they were easily

supreme.
The Carthaginians, however, were not fitted to be

the architects of a permanent empire. They re-

mained a Phoenician colony, of Phoenician qualities,

planted in the midst of inferior African races ; this

did not conduce to the vigorous growth of the state.

A nation of traders, their souls were given to the
accumulation of riches, especially by sea; they had
not the genius of well ordered government ; they
were cruelly oppressive to the peoples they had made
their subjects. They reduced the Libyan nomades
around the city to the condition of abject and de-
graded serfs ; the lands of their great merchant
nobles were tilled by thousands of slaves, or by a
population resembling the fellahs of Egypt. The
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magnificent plains around the Mejerda formed a
slave plantation of immense extent

;
very different

from the hills and valleys of Latium, the seat of free

and hardy owners of the soil, they yielded their in-

crease to alien masters; they were filled with ele-

ments of discontent and wretchedness. The rule,

too, of Carthage over the settlements of her own
race was that of a selfish, grasping, and short-sighted
tyrant. Unlike Rome, she exacted tribute from the
cities and colonies she called allies, and governed
them with suspicious harshness ; she did not allow
them to build walls; she gave them no municipal
rights; she kept them under the yoke of her own
citizens. Her African empire was thus not loyal;
the people of mixed Phoenician and Libyan origin,
which spread from the Syrtes to the Atlantic, re-
garded her with terror, not with affection

; she could
not rely on them in the stress of national peril. As
for her subjects in Spain, and the Mediterranean
islands, she dealt with them in the meanest trading
spirit ; she extorted from them as much as she could,
and made use of them to man her fleets and her
armies; but she treated them as mere half-tamed
barbarians, and never tried to attract their sympa-
thies. In Sicily alone her rule was milder; she
could not afford to be in too marked contrast with
the civilisation and the free isle of Hellas.

Aristotle has praised, to a certain extent, the civil
institutions of the Carthaginian state; but that great
thinker has looked chiefly at their mechanism and
external aspect. Even theoretically they had marked
defects; but they were most worthy of notice for
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this : they most strikingly shew how modes of gov-
ernment that conceivably might have worked well,

in a public-spirited and patriotic nation, were made
vicious and evil by the selfishness, the corruption,

and the venality of rulers and subjects- Two mag-
istrates of Carthage had the title of kings ; but
though representing perhaps a monarchy of the past,

their authority seems to have been almost nominal

;

the suffetes * were honorary chiefs of the state, like

the doges of Venice. The government was carried

on by an elective council, formed of two bodies, one
large, one small ; the whole, in Roman language,
was called a senate ; but the small body, composed
of a few members, apparently always wealthy mag-
nates, had the general work of administration in its

hands, declared war, made treaties, prepared the
army and navy, and appointed the leading function-

aries^ of the state. This body, however, was, in

turn, controlled by a board, selected from aristo-

cratic families, and resembling the Venetian Council
of Ten; it exercised supreme judicial powers; and in

this capacity it could try and punish even the most
exalted personages, who had held office. These in-

stitutions were thus narrow, and exclusive in the

highest degree; and the executive government was
checked and hampered by a dominant and irrespon-

sible order of men, who repeatedly gave proof of a
most cruel spirit, and inflicted unjust and terrible

vengeance on generals, ministers, and others, who
had been unfortunate. This order of things, how-
ever, possessed stability, and might not have been
* Compare the analogous word
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essentially bad, had the national life of Carthage
been different frona what it was, more healthy, vigor-

ous, and able to throw off disease. But the com-
monwealth was divided into a class of ruling

merchants, who made selfish profit the aim of their

being; into a great city populace, which could be
stirred with passion, but, in ordinary times, could
be bought and sold; and into a multitude of miser-

able serfs; the results were what might have been
expected. Tyranny, maladministration, a cowardly
and injudicious policy, truckling to the strong,

and cruel to the weak, suspicion, jealousy, and vin-

dictiveness in high places, were characteristics of

Carthaginian government, except at crises of grave
importance; and the state was honeycombed, so to

speak, by corruption. Yst the most significant

feature, perhaps, of this state of things was that, in

theory at least, the whole system depended upon
the will of the citizens ; a popular assembly at Car-
thage, as at Rome, had the right to exercise sover-

eign power; but it was practically impotent, for it

was regularly bribed, and reduced to nothingness by
the mei'cantile noblesse. Fierce faction and demo-
cratic passion were certain to arise out of these evil

elements; but, in the case of Carthage, they failed

to restore a falling state.

An empire powerful on land, and mighty at sea,

but unjust to alien and subject races, and therefore
weak in the hour of trial and danger; an aristocracy
of wealthy and noble merchants, exhibiting the vices
traders have always shewn where they became abso-
lute in a state, and carrying out the ideas of the
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shop and the counter, not of the minds fitted to rule

nations ;
a harsh government of privilege secured by

riches, severe to its own members, and lording it

over a vast population of bondsmen and slaves, and
the rabble of a city bought by its gold—such was
Carthage in the days of her highest grandeur. Her
“ princes,” in the words of the great Hebrew pro-

phet, ” were like wolves, ravening for prey, and to

get dishonest gain ; the people of the land exercised

robbery, vexed the poor and needy, and oppressed

the stranger.” * It may appear surprising that Car-

thage, in circumstances of this kind, should have
produced a breed of really great men ; but the Sem-
itic races have had many examples of warriors and
rulers of a high order; we may refer to the renowned
monarchs of the tribe of Judah. The Carthaginians,

too, like other peoples of their stock, were brave,

stubborn, even heroic in terrible crises ; and the very
weakness and decline of a state has sometimes
favoured individual genius. Caesar appeared in the
decay of the Roman republic, Napoleon when
France was in the throes of anarchy; the house of
Barca was most conspicuous in the last years of Car-
thage.

The military institutions of Carthage are little

known ; but they were wholly different from those of

her great rival.-f- The Carthaginians never possessed a
national army composed of the flower of their citizens,

* Ezekiel, xxii., 27,^.

f For the civil and military institutions of Carthage the great work
of Hennebert should be studied, vol. i., books i., ii. A good sketch
will be found in Mommsen’s History of Rome, vol. ii., chap. i.
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like that of the Romans and their allies; and they

had no peculiar military organisation of their own.
The Phoenician element in the state was not very

strong ;
a great colony of traders, devoted to the

sea, did not keep a powerful army permanently on
foot. Carthage was able to muster a kind of militia,

of considerable size, for the defence of the city, she

occasionally sent a small body of choice troops,

called the “ sacred band,” to serve in the field; but
she had nothing resembling the legions of Rome

;

and if her allied and subject states were even bound
to supply contingents to aid her in war, it appears
probable they had a right to commute this laborious

duty by a fixed money payment. The empire, in

fact, was one of trade, and brave as the Carthagin-
ians were as a people, they relied chiefly on their

riches, and what these could effect, to obtain the
military resources required for the state. They had
great arsenals to store up arms, and manufactured
them in immense quantities ;

but their armies were,
for the most part, formed of mercenaries collected

from the provinces they ruled, and from foreign and
even barbarian lands. Carthage bought her troops
as she bought everything else ; she gathered them in

like her commerce, from many parts of the earth.

The pure Phoenicians in her service were certainly

few; but these, apparently, were her best troops;
they were animated by the pride of a dominant race

;

they had the Semitic daring, and stubborn courage.
The mixed population of Phoenicians, and of the
Libyan tribes, spread along the seaboard of north
Africa, supplied great levies of warlike men, resem-
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bling the Zouaves and Turcos of modern France;
and to these should be added swarms of Numidian
horsemen, light cavalry of the very best quality.

The Spanish settlements and the other parts of

Spain sent thousands of Celts inured to Avar; the

Balearic isles gave excellent archers and slingers;

and the martial races of Gaul—born soldiers in all

ages—flocked, in masses of foot and horse, to the
Carthaginian standards. Great mercenary armies
were formed by these means; and though, even in

mere numbers, the military power of Carthage was
very inferior to that of Rome, she had more than
once, in her Sicilian wars, put at least 100,000 men
into the field.

An army thus made up of many races and tongues,

differing from each other in modes of life and usage,

unlike the Roman army, could not have had a uni-

form organisation in the field, the same formations,

the same order of battle. A Carthaginian army
must have, in fact, presented an extraordinary and
strangely irregular aspect. The Phoenician citizens,

civilised men, must have formed a marked contrast

to the dusky hordes of Africans, the savage children

of the far-spreading plain, to the kilted and half-

naked clans of the Gauls, and to the Balearic and
Spanish levies. Attempts, however, appear to have
been made to combine these motley elements of

military power into something resembling a fixed

system. Carthage, so different from Rome, had no
instinct for war; the organisation of her armies in

the field was largely borrowed from the Greek
model. The Phoenicians and the Spaniards were
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probably her best infantry; they were usually mar-

shalled in a phalanx, that is in a dense mass sixteen

or twenty deep, and composed of about 6000 foot-

men. We find, however, Africans and Gauls placed

in bodies of this kind ; and the phalanx, like, the

legion, probably was the principal unit of a Cartha-

ginian army. The phalanx combined heavy and
light infantry, and had some 500 horsemen to cover

its flanks ; a number of phalanxes, like a number of

legions, made up, when united, an army, in its main
strength at least. But a Carthaginian army cer-

tainly possessed other large formations of a different

kind, adapted to the habits in war of its numerous
mixed races. The African footmen, for the most
part, were light troops

;
these doubtless provided

great arrays of skirmishers, who fought in open
order, or charged home in masses. The Numidian
cavalry, often in immense numbers, formed separate

bodies, perhaps like the Cossack horsemen ; they
had their owm tactics, and their own modes of fight-

ing. The Gauls w^ere drawn up in the field in their

clans, they rushed forward to battle, perhaps in

strong lines like the Highlanders of Preston Pan.s,

and Falkirk; their formidable cavalry seems to have
been a real “ equestrian tempest." It should be
added that Carthage possessed in the elephant a
powerful element of support to her army in the field.

The defensive armour and the weapons of the
Carthaginian army were different, like its dissimilar

races; but they were far from as good as those of a
Roman army. The light and heavy footmen of the
phalanx were protected for the most part like those
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of the legion, but their shields were not to be com-
pared with the Roman scutum. The African levies

not in the phalanx wore only a tunic, or a burnous
cloak; the Numidian horseman had a leopard skin

thrown over his shouders. The Spanish infantry

had helmets, and perhaps coats of mail, over a uni-

form of white, with red borders ; but the Gauls
fought in their kilts, or naked to the waist, and seem
to have despised all defensive armour, except a huge
shield of inferior quality. The light infantry of the
phalanx carried darts like the Roman velite ; but the
heavy infantry did not possess the pilum and gla-

dius—the most destructive of Roman weapons ;

they were armed with long pikes, and perhaps
spears; and they were certainly supported by infan-

try less heavily armed. The arms of the African
levies, and of the Numidian cavalry were darts and
lances; the Numidians, like the Saracens of a later

age, were admirably skilled in the use of the lance.

The Spanish soldier was well armed ; he carried a
spear, and a cut-and-thrust sword, the nearest resem-
blance to the Roman gladius; the slings of the
Balearic islanders in their hands were very effective.

The Gaul was armed with a spear, and a long broad
sword, the claymore of the highlander of another
day ; he often did great things with these weapons

;

but their temper was bad, and their shape clumsy ;

*

they were most formidable in the first rush of battle.

* See a very interesting account of the Gaulish modes of fighting

and their weapons, Polyb., ii., 33. ncced Tiijv icptarijv IstpoSov

h'aoi OLv d.ycipociov p qaofispooviXTov kOrt icoLv to I'ocXccvzyco-y

qivXov. The Ganls had the furia francese of their descendants.
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Hannibal more than once armed his troops with the

weapons of legionaries slain, or made prisoners ; this

is a conclusive proof of their superior excellence.

The array of elephants in a Carthaginian army bore
towers, filled with archers and slingers, on their

backs ; and, as we have said, it united the power of
heavy cavalry and artillery in a single arm.

It is not easy to describe the features of a battle

fought by a Carthaginian army ;
they were less

strongly marked than those of a Roman battle, and
they seem to have been much less uniform. It may
be possible, however, to understand them, generally

at least, by examining a number of known instances.

The deep phalanx formed the strength of the Car-
thaginian line ; but its depth apparently was much
varied ; this seems to have been reduced by Hanni-
baL The phalanx presented a narrow front ; but on
either side were arrayed strong lines of the less

heavily armed infantry, to take advantage of the
effects of its shock, and to make the order of bat-
tle more extended ; swarms of archers, slingers, and
other light troops, much more numerous than those
attached to the legion, were thrown forward, to act
as skirmishers. The auxiliary forces doubtless held
the ground in formations of their own ; beside the
cavalry which belonged to the phalanx there were
great masses of other cavalry in the field ; all these
were usually on the wings of the army, but some-
times were placed on points of vantage, and the
array of elephants, as a rule, was on the flank, or in
the rear. A Carthaginian army was thus drawn up
less regularly than a Roman army ; its tactics in
battle were very different. After the skirmishers
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had discharged their many volleys of missiles, and
made an impression on the hostile force, the pha-
lanxes advanced in their dense arrays, with probably
infantry on both flanks; reliance was chiefly placed
on the imposing size and the weighty shock of the

close column, and should it succeed in forcing the
enemy back, the supporting infantry fell on, to

make his overthrow complete. This method, how-
ever, furnished a single attack only, unlike the three-

fold attack of the legion ; it was less really formidable
because the weapons of the soldier of the phalanx
were inferior, especially in a hand-to-hand fight

;

and should the unwieldy mass be defeated, it ran
the risk of being broken up and cut to pieces. The
infantry battle of a Carthaginian army was feeble

compared to a Roman infantry battle; the troops
engaged, too, were of different quality, for nothing
was equal to the Roman footman ; but it was other-

wise as regards the cavalry. This arm, we have
said, was weak in the Roman service ; in the Car-
thaginian it was extremely strong

; and the Gaulish,
and especially the Numidian horsemen, repeatedly
performed admirable feats in the field ; annihilated
the squadrons, and even the legions of Rome, and
secured for Carthage most splendid triumphs. The
elephant seems to have been usually employed in

crushing the enemy when once shaken ; the archers

and slingers on the towers harassed him when in

retreat.*

* It will, of course, be understood tbat tbese attempts to describe

a Roman and a Carthaginian battle are meant only to explain its

broadest and most general characteristics. No two battles can be
exactly the same*
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The army of Carthage, considered as a whole, was
not a trustworthy, or even a good army. A huge
mercenary assemblage of mixed races, it did not
possess the patriotic feeling, the regular order, the

systematic training of a well-organised, national

army ; it was wanting in moral power, and could not
bear defeat. Crowded as it was with levies of bar-

barian tribes, its discipline must have been very im-
perfect ; its subordinate officers were probably bad

;

it was difficult to make the troops obey orders ; it

was liable to break up, and scatter into fragments.

The infantry, the backbone of an army in every
age, were not the " robur peditum ” of the army of

Rome; few certainly were of the best quality, and
the phalanx, in its formation and its mode of giving
battle, was very inferior to the lines of the legion,

armed as these were with much better weapons,
more easily handled and less cumbrous, and much
more powerful for attack and defence. Still a Car-
thaginian army had excellences of its own, and
these in the very points in which a Roman army
was most defective. Its power of projecting mis-
siles was great ; its archers and slingers were not
only more numerous than the Roman, but much
better ; the Balearic slingers had no equals ; the
tower on the elephant was not unlike a battery''. Its

cavalry, however, was by far its most formidable
arm; this was superior to the Roman in every re-

spect ; and, as we have said, it achieved wonders.
It was admirable in reconnoitring and scouring a
country, and in carrying into effect stratagems; it

sometimes burst through the gaps in the legions,
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and broke them up, iron as was their discipline ; its

charges on the enemy’s flanks were often fatal;

and it was terrible in following up a victory. Cav-

alry, in fact, was Hannibal’s talisman in war; h»

prodigious successes were mainly due to his horse

men.* In another respect a Carthaginian army
had a great advantage over an army of Rome. The
command of a Carthaginian general was usually for

a length of time ; Hannibal and his chief lieutenants

commanded the army, that invaded Italy, during
many years. This single circumstance, in marked
contrast with the short and divided commands in a

Roman army, told strongly in favour of a Carthagin-
ian army

; in fact Hannibal would not have won
his most decisive victories had he been opposed by
a single general, even of inferior powers, but inured
to war, and of long experience in the field. It is

unnecessary to add that the Carthaginian army, like

every army directed by a great captain, surpassed
itself when Hannibal was at -its head.
The Greek was better versed in the theory of war

than the Roman, and in the elaborate knowledge of

the engineer. A Greek was the great
‘

‘ destroyer of

cities”; Carthage learned fortification, and the art

of sieges from Hellas. The fortification's of Car-

thage were the wonder of the world
;
the citadel was

of enormous extent ; the ramparts and walls were
of great strength, were furnished with all appliances
for defence, and, as far as we can judge, were
constructed with admirable skill. But the fate of

* “Annibal battit constamment les Remains par la seule superiorite

de sa cavalerie (Napoleon, Corf^,^ xxxi,, 428).
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empires seldom depends upon that of a city unless

they are already in decline ;
and the power of a mili-

tary state has, at all times, consisted rather in the

strength of its armies in the field, than in its for-

tresses, and its scientific arms. Carthage did not

possess the Roman camp ; a nation that had no
genius for war was not one to invent and perfect

the marvellous system of field defences, which so

powerfully contributed to Roman conquest. A
Carthaginian army, of course, encamped ; but its

camp was merely a resting-place for the time.

The supremacy, however, of Carthage at sea was,

at this period, we have said, absolute. Her war gal-

leys filled the harbours and docks of the great city ;

her transports crowded the expanse of the bay of

Tunis. She possessed numbers of craft with five

banks of oars, like the great battle-ships of a modern
power; she had hundreds of three-banked triremes;

she sent fleets into the Adriatic and Tyrrhene seas,

beyond the straits, and along the west of Africa ; she
had enormous resources for naval construction. At
this time, we have seen, she was watching Rome with
suspicion, and keeping Rome within narrow bounds;
and had she maintained her maritime power, she
might have become the mistress of the civilised

world. In that event Hannibal would not have lost

more than half an army in crossing the Alps; he
would have been able, after his first great victories,

to keep his communications with Spain and Carthage
open, and his countrymen could not have failed

to give him ample support. But Rome was already
creating a navy ; it was possible, under the existing
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conditions of building vessels, especially in the
smooth Mediterranean, to make and fit out a fleet

in a very short time ; and the material was abundant
in the fine woods of Latium. Rome was to conquer
her rival on her own element ; Carthage lost an
opportunity that she might have secured.

Carthage was not a nation in the true sense of the

word; she was a colony that had made an empire,

and that ruled allied and subject races; there was
no Carthaginian national character. But we can see

what the Carthaginian citizens were
;
and what the

qualities of the population spread around the city.

The Carthaginian was superstitious and cowardly in

his faith ; he propitiated Moloch by human sacrifice

;

he bowed before the licentious and perhaps cruel

Ashtaroth. The Carthaginian noble had little

thought of the moral forces that uphold states, of

law, order, or just government; he belonged to a
dominant caste of traders, and was the master of

slaves by tens of thousands ; he was a narrow-
minded, selfish, corrupt, and oppressive ruler. His
position did not encourage manly virtue, the sense
of duty, the patriotic spirit

;
his great pursuit was

to make money ; and, accordingly, the government
of which he was the leader, was seldom energetic in

public affairs ; and, as we have said, usually adopted
a bad and timid policy, that cringed to the strong
and wronged the feeble. The mass of the citizens

resembled their betters ; and the lower orders formed
a great urban populace, bought and sold like sheep
in the mart of politics, but arrogant, domineering,
passionate, and addicted to the most odious vices.
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As for the subject population directly ruled by Car-
thage, it was, we have seen, a multitude of slaves

and fellahs, it exhibited, of course, the degraded
qualities of men in a state of ignominious bondage.
The genuine character of the Carthaginian race was
nevertheless, we repeat, brave, stiff-necked, like that
of the Hebrew, and capable of great deeds; and
Carthage, many as were the obstacles, produced
illustrious men. The peoples governed by the Car-
thaginians, but at a distance, seem not to have felt

their influence deeply; their nature, habits, and
usages were hardly changed. The language of their
rulers has left no ti'aces among them ; like the exotic
literature and art of Carthage, it has altogether
perished.

A Greek historian has written that Rome and
Carthage were not unequally matched before the
First Punic Wan* This, however, is a superficial
view; there was no real comparison between the
inherent power, the vitality, the influence of the two
states. The ascendency of Carthage at sea was no
doubt a great thing

; but in every other element of
national strength she was hopelessly inferior to her
vigorous rival. Rome was a great nation, mainly of
one great race ; Carthage was a colony at the head of
a half barbarian empire. Rome was a wise, even a
merciful ruler of her allied states

; they were usually
not only submissive, but loyal; Carthage was the
oppressor of down-trodden peoples eager for an
opportunity to throw off her yoke. Rome, backed

* Polybius, i., 13. The words arc, 7r/v/>icrar rat? Svvdp.£dt.
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by at least half Italy, had defeated Pyrrhus; Agath-
ocles and a handful of Greeks had placed Carthage
in peril. Rome was a community of free land-

owning citizens, not yet divided by sharp differences

of class ;
Carthage was an aristocracy of merchants,

and great slave-owners, ruling the mob of a demoral-
ised city, and races sunk in degraded thraldom.
The governtnent of Rome was essentially good, was
animated by a patriotic spirit, regarded the state

as its first object ; the government of Carthage was
essentially bad, was pervaded by the narrow selfish-

ness of a caste, was ready to sacrifice every interest

for mere lucre. The Roman army had certainly

defects ; but it was far superior to the Carthaginian
as an instrument of war, especially in the qualities

that ensure success. The Roman was god-fearing,

law-abiding, manly, conservative; the Carthaginian
was superstitious, vindictive, corrupt, venal ; the
great body of his subjects was misruled or savage.*
It is easy to see which of the two states was destined
to take a leading place in the march of humanity.
Rome was to overcome Carthage in the First Punic
War; if the struggle was to be fierce and long, she
was then rapidly to make her way to empire. Yet
she was to meet Hannibal like a destructive, irre-

sistible power; the edifice of her greatness nearly
toppled down ; and though the mighty Carthaginian
fell, and his country disappeared from the eyes of
men, his exploits have preserved the name of Car-
thage, and will live forever in the page of history.

* The spirit of the institutions of Rome and of Carthage is well
described by Polybius, vi*, 52, 56.

4



CHAPTER III-

THE FIRST PUNIC WAR.

Origin of the war—The Mamertines at Messana—Rome sends aid

—

Carthage declares war—Roman success in Sicily—Carthaginian
fleets destroy Roman commerce—'riie Romans construct a fleet

—

Roman victory off Myios—Naval operations—Roman expedition
against Carthage—Battle oE Cape Ecnomus— Rtjman descent cn
Africa—Defeat of Regnlus near Tunis—Barbarities of the Gov-
ernment of Carthage—Destruction of a Roman fleet^—The war
in Sicily— Fall of Panormus—Another Roman fleet destroyed

—

Siege of UilybDcum—The Romans turn the siege into a blockade
—Naval victory of Carthage off Drepana—Destruction of a
Roman fleet off Sicily—Rome does not prosecute the war

—

Opportunity lost by Carthage—Rise of Hamilcar Barca—I'he
situation in Sicily becomes menacing to Rome—Extraordinary
efforts bypri\ate citi2ens—They fit out a fleet, which gains a
decisive victory—Carthage reduced to submission—Skill of
Hamilcar in negotiating peace—End of the First Punic War.

^RHUS, when leaving Sicily, ex-
claimed, it is said* " There is a fair

battle-field for Carthage and Rome. ’ ’

It was becoming evident, indeed,
that the two powers, one supreme on
the land, the other at sea, wovikl ere
long be engaged in strife, and that

Sicily would probably be a scene of the conflict.

Rome had been hemmed in more and more by Car-
thage

;
she was being shut out from Mediterranean

commerce ; her trading mariners, if the story be
5®
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true, were often murdered by crews of Phoenician
vessels. She had begun, too, we have seen, to

build a war fleet, for the coasts of Italy were ex-

posed to Carthaginian insult ; after her recent tri-

umphs in the south of Italy, she had become the
ally and the head of most of the colonies of “ Great
Greece ’

' ; and her attention had already been turned
to Sicily, a part really of the land of Italy, and
where the Hellenic race was being subdued by her
rival. Carthage, on the other hand, w’as resolved to

maintain the ascendency at sea she had long
secured

; she was mistress of many of the Mediter-
ranean islands ; in the east of Sicily she threatened
Syracuse, and the declining power of the other
Greek cities ; and she desired to make the great

island her own, in order effectually to curb the naval
power of Rome, and to hold a position which would
completely command the Adriatic, the Ionian, and
the Tyrrhene seas. Although an ally of Rome in

name, she had lately sent a fleet to Tarentum, in

the hope probably of occupying that fine port and
station ; and this had given the senate extreme um-
brage. The two states, in a word, were drawing
towards each other, to meet in stormy shock, like

thunder clouds in a lowering sky.

The great contest, however, known as the Punic
Wars, like other great contests of which history

tells, was brought to a head by a trifling incident.

A filibustering band of armed marauders, who had
left the Campanian plains in quest of adventure, had
seized the Greek city of Messana, and had for some
time been extending their forces along the Greek
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region bordering the eastern coast of Sicily. Hiero,

a brilliant soldier, who, in the many changes that

had befallen the great state of Syracuse, had been
placed at the head of its affairs, thought it foul scorn

that a horde of freebooters, even in the decay of the
Greek name in Sicily, should hold the key of the

Sicilian straits
;
and having overthrown the Campa-

nians in a decisive battle, he proceeded to attack

and besiege Messana. The Mamertines, or “ Men
of Mars,” as the besieged called themselves, after

hesitating whether they should apply to Carthage,
resolved to seek the assistance of Rome ; they
despatched an embassy to the senate * just ten years
after Pyrrhus had been driven out from Italy. It

seemed scarcely probable that Rome would give aid

to a lawless body, little better than pirates, especially

as she had lately made an example of a party of
raiders of the same kind, who had sacked Rhegium,
and done horrible deeds; and the envoys at first

received but little countenance. But it was gradu-
ally perceived that great issues were involved

; Mes-
sana was a bridge head, so to speak, that would give
its possessor easy access to and from Sicily, and the
peninsula; Carthage would occupy it, if it was not
held by Rome ; would not this be a standing men-
ace to Italy ? Besides, the Hellenes of Sicily were
friendly to Rome; nature had made the island an
Italian land ; and to assist the Mamertines really

meant to set limits to Carthaginian power, to sustain
the cause of the Greeks in Sicily, and to extend the
sphere of Roman influence, perhaps of conquest.

* 265 B. c.
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The sovereign assembly of the citizens, to whom
the senate referred the question, confident in the
power and the future of Rome, embarked in an
enterprise boldly conceived but of which.it could
not foresee the results. The defenders of Messana
were promised relief ; Hiero was peremptorily
ordered to abandon the siege

;
a Roman army was

despatched to Rhegium and a Roman fleet to com-
mand the straits. To secure the possession of Mes-
sana, and to place a check on Carthage, were,

doubtless, the objects of this energetic policy.

Carthage saw through the designs of her enemy

;

but she had not the determination of Rome ; she
tried to negotiate, but the attempt failed- She
succeeded, however, in patching up a peace between
Hiero and the Mamertines; a Carthaginian fleet was
sent to guard the straits; a Carthaginian garrison

was placed in Messana. But Rome was not to be
thus baffled ; the officer in command of the van of

the Roman army contrived to elude the relieving

squadron ; and having landed with a few troops, so
wrought on the fears of the Carthaginians on the
spot that Messana was evacuated, and fell into his

hands. A consular army now crossed the straits

;

the Carthaginian admiral was doomed to the cross,

the fate of many an unfortunate Carthaginian chief

;

and Carthage reluctantly declared war *
; the begin-

ning of the mighty struggle with Rome, more than
half a century in duration and of grand vicissitudes,

which involved the destinies of the ancient world.
Sicily was the theatre of the first scenes of the con-

* 264 B.C.
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test; and for three years Rome was easily triumph-

ant in the field. A Carthaginian armj" and fleet laid

siege to Messana
;
but the passage from Rhegium

had been secured ;
and the Romans compelled the

siege to be raised, after inflicting a heavy defeat

on the enemy. There were soon two consular

armies in Sicily; the progress of the arms of Rome
was thenceforward rapid ;

nearly all the Greek cities

joined her standard
;

Hiero, her late adver.sary,

became her loyal ally, and supported her with all

the power of Syracuse. A great victory was w'on on
the eastern coast ; and though Carthage maintained
her hold on her fortresses in the west of Sicily and
on some of the maritime towns in the north, the
island seemed about to pass under the dominion of

Rome, and a not doubtful contest to approach its

end. The Roman army was actually reduced one-
half

;
and when the great Greek city of Agrigentum

fell, the power of Carthage in Sicily appeared lost.

In a battle fought under the walls of the fortress,

the contrast between a Carthaginian and a Roman
army had been made strikingly manifest, perhaps
for the first time.* The Numidian cavalrj^ had
lured their enemy into a trap ; but the Phoenician
infantry were scattered like chaff by the legions.

Successful, however, as Rome was on land, Car-
thage maintained her ascendency on her own ele-

ment. “ We will not let you wash your hands in

the sea,” a Carthaginian envoy had boasted at
Rome ; the prediction hitherto had been fulfilled.

The commerce of the Romans and their allies had
^ Polybius dwells on this, i., 19*
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been strangled by Phoenician cruisers ; raids had
been made on the coasts of Italy; not a Roman war-

ship had dared to leave its harbour. Rome, with

the intuition of a great conquering race, resolved to

put an end to this state of subjection, and to create

a marine able to cope at sea with Carthage. She
had been constructing a fleet, we have seen, for

some time ; but her efforts had been comparatively

small ; she had no ship larger than the trireme of

three banks, she did not possess the great quinque-
reme of her foe. But hers was the indomitable
energy of a great people, and excellent material was
at hand ;

with the assistance of her allies on the
coast—she laid the principal charge on these—she
launched a hundred quinqueremes in less than two
years, and was strong enough to confront her rival

at sea. This was one of the most astonishing efforts

ever made by a state in the annals of mankind. It

was no doubt much less difficult to improvise a fleet

in that age, than in modern times ; the war-ship
propelled by oars, and without artillery, was very
different from the war-ship moved by sails or steam ;

the one could be made ready to manoeuvre and
fight in very much shorter time than the other ; and
there are but few storms in Mediterranean watei's.

The result, nevertheless, was one of imposing grand-
eur; and it is very remarkable that the Romans
gave proof of consciousness where they would be
inferior at sea, and made admirable preparations to

redress the balance. The crews of the Carthaginian
fleets were expert seamen

; they were trained to

handle their ships in battle with effect
;
their success
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usually depended on their practised skill in striking

the enemy’s vessels with the beaks of their own, and
ramming them until they were disabled or sunk.

But the Carthaginian galley had few fighting men
on board; and its formidable onset might be para-

lysed, by numbers, brave hearts, and mechanical
aid. The Romans placed many soldiers on the

decks of their ships, relying, as always, on close

quarters ; an ingenious contrivance was made by
which the attack of the formidable hostile beak
might be thwarted, and the enemy might be assailed

in force hand to hand. A machine, something
resembling a crane, was set in the bows of each
Roman war-ship

;
huge grappling irons, easily let

down by pulleys, hung from the extreme top, to

entangle a hostile war-ship’s rigging, and to prevent
or retard its onset ; and strong flying bridges, fitted

to bear armed men, were so attached to it that they
could be swung and thrown on the decks of the
Carthaginian vessels. By these means the ramming
attack might be rendered useless, and the enemy’s
ships might be carried by boarding.*
The occasion ere long came when the new mari-

time power was to try its strength with the ancient
ruler of the seas. The skill of the Carthaginian sea-

men at first prevailed ; a Roman squadron was cut

* The French seamen of the great Revolutionary war, and indeed
Napoleon himself, repeatedly dwelt on the naval contest between
Rome and Carthage. Like the Romans, the French admirals
crowded the decks of their ships with soldiers and relied much on
grappling and boarding. Villeneuve and Lucas tried to board the
Victory at Trafalgar, but there was no real analogy between the two
cases.
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off and captured, in an attempt to seize the little

island of Lipara. But the Roman methods of fight-

ing proved successful in a sharp engagement off the
coasts of Italy

; and this was the prelude to a gen-
eral and decisive battle. The Roman and Car-
thaginian fleets encountered each other off the
promontory of Mylos,* to the north of Sicily; each
had more than a hundred war-ships of the largest

size
;
the results seem to have astounded the Medi-

terranean world. The Carthaginians advanced with
reckless confidence, trusting to their superior power
of manoeuvre

; but their ships were ill ordered, and
not in their places ; they thought they had only to

close on their prey. Their efforts, however, to ram
and run down the enemy, were baffled in many
instances, by the Roman corvi

;

f the Roman flying

bridges did their work well, and threw boarders in

hundreds on the hostile decks ; and when the strug-

gle, in the historian’s words, :{; had become " like an
infantry fight in the field,” fear fell on the Cartha-
ginian leaders, they became demoralised and sought
refuge in flight. The admiral escaped in an open
boat ; but thirty quinqueremes were made prizes

;

the victory of the Romans was complete.
The Romans had little experience of naval war-

fare, indeed of war upon a grand scale ; their opera-

tions at sea were at first tentative, notwithstanding

their late extraordinary success. For some years

they confined themselves to making descents on

* Now Milazzo. The battle was fought 260 B.C.

f The name of the crane and its grappling irons.

Polybius, i., 23. His account is careful, even spirited.
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Italian islands, and to strengthening their position

in Sicily, where the Carthaginian fortresses still

bravely held out. At last, after another engage-

ment at sea, the issue of which seems to have been
uncertain, they made an effort more worthy of a

great race of conquerors. They had doubtless

learned from their Greek allies how weak Carthage
really was on land ; the example of Agathocles was
not forgotten ; an immense expedition was fitted

out to strike at the heart of the enemy, in the seat

of his rule in Africa. The armament was composed
of 330 vessels, including transports and .ships of war;
two consular armies were placed on board ; the sol-

diers, seamen, and rowers, it is said, were not less

than 140,000 men. Carthage, however, conscious
of her vulnerable points, prepared an armament of

even greater size
;
this stood out to sea to confront

the enemy moving down along the southern coast of

Sicily, The encounter took place off Cape Ecno-
mus *

; it was one of the greatest seen in Mediterra-
nean waters. Hard fighting was again opposed to
manoeuvring skill; hard fighting gained a triumph
once more. The Roman vanguai’d, led by the two
consuls, forced, like a wedge, the centre of the Car-
thaginian line which gave way by exprc-ss orders;
che Carthaginians closed in on cither side, a fierce

and well contested engagement followed, in which
the Carthaginians were at last worsted. Meanwhile,
two Roman squadrons, lying in the rear, were
boldly assailed by two hostile squadrons ; the
Roman ships on the right were driven, in part, on
* Now Cape Licata, The battle was fought 256 B.c.
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shore
;
those on the left suffered heavy losses. The

consuls, however, hastening back after their success-

ful fight, came, with their victorious ships, to the

aid of their hard pressed rear
;
this decided the final

result of the battle. Some thirty ships were sunk
on either side ; but sixty-four Carthaginian ships

were captured
; and the Carthaginian fleet was scat-

tered in flight.

Africa was now laid open to the attacks of Rome

;

the consuls Regulus and Volso—^tradition and poe-

try * have thrown a halo over the first name

—

effected a landing in the Bay of Clupea,f near Cape
Bon, the eastern head of the Gulf of Tunis. They
had with them 40,000 troops at least, flushed with
recent triumph

;
and having thrown up a great camp,

they proceeded to scour and ravage the adjoining
country, part of the subject domain of Carthage.
No hostile army shewed its face in the field; the
essential weakness of Carthage was now made mani-
fest. A servile insurrection broke out

; 20,000 slaves

sought Roman protection ; the Libyan fellahs found
leaders, and rose in arms ; some oppressed towns
cook part in the revolt; others, being unfortified,

had no choice but surrender. The men in office at

Carthage, powerless and terrified, sued for peace,

but the consuls refused their offers ; and had Rome
vigorously prosecuted the war, she could have laid

her enemy at her feet. She stood in the position,

in fact, in which she stood more than fifty years

The legend of Regulus, beautifully told by Horace, Odes, iii., 5,

is a fiction.

f Now KibeUa.
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afterwards
;
had she seized the occasion and put

forth her strength, she would have escaped the tre-

mendous strokes of Hannibal. But, great as the
Roman nation was, it seldom produced individual

genius ; the government made an unpardonable
mistake; in the over-confidence of assured success,

it recalled one of the consuls and the mass of its

forces; and Regulus was left in Africa with only
about 16,000 men. This gave Carthage the breath-

ing time she needed ; like other nations of the Sem-
itic stock, she showed energy in the extreme of

misfortune. The troops she had in Sicily were
recalled ; her gold gathered a mercenary army
together, and large bodies of active Numidian
horsemen ; she placed Xanthippus, a skilful Spartai'i

officer, at the head of the forces thus quickly assem-
bled. The days of Lacedemonian supi'cmacy in

arms had passed ; but the traditions of Brasidas and
Gylippus had not been forgotten. After a few
months Xanthippus was in command of an army
more than 20,000 strong, comprising 100 elephants
and 4000 horsemen, a force dangerous in the extreme
to ill-protected infantry.

Regulus had long ago broken up from his camp,
had moved into the open plains around Tunis, and
had even approached the walls of Carthage. He
had some 15,000 footmen in hand, but not more
than 500 horsemen

;
yet he offered his enemy battle

on the very kind of ground where his inferiority in a
rapidly moved force would be most felt. He seems
to have been aware of this ; and, in order to break
the shock of the elephant, and the tempestuous
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charge of the Numidian horsemen, he placed his

infantry in an order of battle by which he hoped to

attain his object. He arrayed the maniples, in his

three lines, in succession, so that the maniples of

each line could not move through, in the ordinary

way, the gaps made for them, and support the mani-
ples in the others ; his front thus presented a line

of columns, with a handful of horsemen on either

wing; and not only was the threefold attack of the
legion rendered almost impossible, but the soldiery

were put out by the new formation, bad in itself,

and of which they had no experience. Xanthippus,
on the other hand, made excellent use of the advan-
tage given him by the ground and his special arms.
He arrayed his elephants before his front, in order
to baffle the rush of the legion in the smooth plain

;

behind them he placed his massive phalanxes, with
light infantry on the wings, thrown rather forward,
and he drew up on the extreme edges of his line his

admirable cavalry, beyond comparison more numer-
ous and better than the Roman horsemen. The
result was what was to be expected when skill is

pitted against incapacity in war, and also possesses
preponderating strength. The matchless Roman
infantry of the left wing, outflanking the narrow line

of the elephants, burst through, indeed, the merce-
naries in their front, and pursued them, utterly

routed, to their camp. But the legionaries of the
centre and right, no doubt hampered by a strange
and unwonted order of battle, were stopped by the
elephants and thrown into disorder ; and though
* Polybius lays stress on this, i., 33.
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they fought on in spite of heavy loss, they were un-

able to shake the serried phalanx, and fell in great

numbers. Meanwhile, the Numidians had driven

the few Roman horsemen from the field ; they closed

in swarms on the enemy’s rear ; Xanthippus bade
his whole line advance

;
and a scene of murderous

carnage followed. The Roman foot, huddled in a
mass, held out to the last ga.sp ; but they were sur-

rounded and attacked in front, flank, and rear
; only

2CXX) escaped to tell the terrible tale.*

No such disaster had befallen the arms of Rome
since her legions had passed under the yoke at Cau-
dium. The nation, however, was equal to itself,

whatever had been the faults of the government
; a

fleet of 350 ships and transports was sent to sea; it

completely defeated a Carthaginian fleet off Cape
Bon. But the Roman commanders threw their vic-

tory away ; they did no more than re-embark the
survivors of the army which had been lately de-
stroyed

;
with a want of resolution difficult to under-

stand, they abandoned the enterprise, and set sail

for Italy. The armament almost perished from the
effects of a tempest which struck it on the western
coast of Sicily, the inexperienced landsmen in com-
mand having rejected the advice of the pilots to
make the course through the straits ; and more than
250 vessels were lost. Meanwhile, the cruel Cartha-
ginian government had exacted hideous vengeance
from its revolted subjects; three thousand leaders
of the rebels were set writhing on the cross ; enor-

*The battle was fought 255 B.c*
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mous sums were levied from the districts around the
city

;
atrocities were committed big with evil results

in the future. Carthage, however, elated at unex-
pected success, sent a fleet and army into Sicily

again; 140 elephants were placed on board to make
up for the inferiority of the infantry in the field.

Rome, rising above disaster once more, met her
enemy on the old battle-field ;

the great fortress

of Panormus* fell; nearly the whole of the northern
coast of Sicily passed, in a short time, into Roman
hands. But the arrogant ignorance of the com-
manders of the Roman fleet involved them in another
catastrophe at sea

;
they insisted on making from

Panormus straight to the Tiber against the entreaty
of practised seamen on board

;
and 1 50 war-ships

were sunk by a storm. After this fresh misfortune
the senate held its hand for a time ; but the Roman
arms in Sicily were crowned by a most welcome
triumph. Since the great defeat of Regulus, even
the Roman soldier feared to encounter the elephant

in the open field ; he lost heart when these ponderous
animals appeared in line.-j* But in an attempt made
to retake Panormus, the elephants were nearly all

slain, or captured ;
the Carthaginian infantry thence-

forward could not face their foes.

The power of Carthage in Sicily seemed again

destroyed ; she retained only the two great fortresses

of Lilybaeum and Drepana on the western coast;

*Now Palermo,

f Polybius is not a brilliant historian, but he understood the

moral forces that have such influence in war. He dwells on the de-

moralisation the elephant produced, i,, 39.
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she had no army that could contend with Rome.
She made proposals of peace, for the second time

;

but the senate, in its exultation, rejected these, and
made a great effort to finish a war, which had
dragged on its length for fifteen years. A fleet and
army were fitted out to master the strongholds still

in the hands of the enemy ; I-ilybaeum was singled
out for the first attack. The city, directly opposite
to Cape Bon, was the chief place of arms Carthage
possessed in Sicily ; it had been fortified, after the
Greek fashion, with all the resources of engineering
art

;
it was defended by a numerous garrison ; and

it lay open to the sea, of which Carthage had had
absolute command until the present war.* The
siege was the first, upon a really great scale, which
the Romans had hitherto undertaken, at least when
attacks by land and sea were required; it was con-
ducted with stubborn constancy, if perhaps with
little skill. The Roman army drew lines round the
place, and succeeded in closing the harbour, at least
in part, by the superiority of their more powerful
fleet. For a time, their triumph appeared at hand ;

their catapults, i-ams, and other engines beat down
ramparts and towers in several place.s

; a large prac-
ticable breach was made ; the garrison, its supplies
cut off, was reduced to grave straits. The com-
mandant, however, retrenched the breach, and
repelled a series of fierce assaults

; though beset by
a conspiracy within the walls, set on foot by his
mercenary troops, he kept the besieging forces at
bay; and at last a Carthaginian squadron ran the
* Lilybseum was close to Marsala.
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blockade, and threw food and reinforcements into

the place. Ere long the garrison made a well

planned sally, and destroyed the works of the siege

by fire ; this compelled the Romans to abandon the

attack, and to confine themselves to a mere invest-

ment.
While this difficult siege was being prolonged, the

consul in command of the Roman fleet—landsmen
were still at its head spite of late disasters *—made
a bold effort to destroy a large Phoenician fleet lying

within the harbour and bay of Drepana.'f* He set

off at night, and reached the spot by sunrise; his

ships formed a semicircle within the port extending
thence to the open sea

;
he made preparations for

immediate attack. But his adversary, Adherbal, was
a trained seaman ; he had no notion of being
caught at anchor ; he drew out rapidly from his

moorings on the opposite side of the port, making
seawards, in order to accept battle where his ships

* Landsmen, it is well known, held the highest commands in the

English naval service until late in the seventeenth century. Blake
was a distinguished soldier before he became a great admiral*

f Now Trapani. The battle was fought 249 B.c. The harbour
resembles a sickle—hence the Greek name Drepana.

if The student of naval history will recollect how Brueys failed

to weigh when Nelson bore down on the French fleet at the

Nile. The words Polybius, i., 49, puts in the mouth of Adherbal
would have been good counsel to Brueys. The cases, however,

are different
; the Carthaginians had oars, the French sails

;
the

wind was blowing against the French
;
and a large part of the

French crews was on shore. Still several French ofiScers urged

Brueys to weigh, and he seems to have entertained the idea. See
Mahan, Sea Po’wer.^ Second Series, i., 268 ; De la Gravi^re, i.,

217.
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could readily move and manoeuvre. When the

fleets engaged, the line of the Roman ships, for the

greatest part of its length, was close to the land,

and, towards the sea, was outflanked by the ene-

my ;
the Carthaginians had thus evei'y advantage of

position, and scope for their superior skill
; mere

hand-to-hand fighting was given hardly a chance,

and could hardly avert almost certain defeat. The
Roman ships were jammed up against the shore and
driven aground in numbers, by their nimble ene-

mies ; the Carthaginian ships purposely gave way to

any that endeavoured to break their line, and closed

on them with fatal effect; the wing that had been
outflanked was surrounded and cru.shed. It was a
triumph of power of maxroeuvrc and seamanship over
want of skill ;

but it was the only great naval vic-

tory of Carthage in the First Punic War. The
Romans lost nearly one hundred war-ships; their

fleet, in fact, was almost destroyed.

The wreck of the Roman fleet, after this disaster,

returned to Lilybjeum to renew the blockade, but it

was blockaded at sea by a Carthaginian fleet. The
army outside the fortress remained in its lines; but
the place had practically been set free ; the invest-

ment became little more than nominal. Meantime
Rome had suffered another great reverse, due again
to superior Carthaginian seamanship. A consul had
been placed at the head of a large fleet, attended by a
number of transpoi'ts, with orders to send supplies to

the army at LilybcEum ; he most unwisely divided the
armament, and despatched a part of his transports
along the southern coast of Sicily, while he remained
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at Syracuse, with the mass of his forces. The Car-

thaginian admiral, Carthalo, drew off the squadron,
watching the enemy’s fleet at Lilybaeum, and ad-

vancing with all possible speed, pounced on the

isolated array of transports
;
and though the crews

effected a landing on shore, and defended them-
selves, by missile engines, their vessels, observed by
the enemy standing out to sea, were ere long caught
by a storm, and perished. Carthalo made next for

the consul and his fleet ; he met the Romans who
had weathered Cape Pachynus,* and were pressing
forward to join hands with their comrades; and,

—

it would appear by skilful manoeuvres,—^he com-
pelled them to take refuge in bad anchorage, not
far from the city of Camarina, The experienced
seaman, foreseeing a tempest at hand, doubled
Pachynus, and got into smooth water; but the
Roman fleet was exposed to the fury of the wind
and the waves ; and, like its detachment, it was
utterly destroyed.

f

These reiterated disasters shook the senate’s pur-
pose, and, for a time, made even Rome hesitate.

The war had lasted half a generation of man ; its

victories had been balanced by defeats ; its ultimate

success seemed now improbable. The Roman arms
had been checked in Sicily, where at first they had
carried all before them ; if a Roman army had landed
in Africa, and shaken the power of Carthage to its

base, it had perished in a frightful catastrophe ; Car-

thage which had lost the command of the sea was
* Now Cape Passaro,

I The disaster occurred 249 B*c»
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apparently about to regain it again. The losses,

too, of Rome had been immense ; the roll of the
citizens had been largely diminished

;
and, owing to

mismanagement and rare Mediterranean storms, the
Roman war-fleet had suffered far more than that of

her enemy.* The stress of the contest, at least at

sea, had also chiefly fallen on the allied states ; these

had been compelled to build and man most of the
Roman ships

;
their soldiers had fallen in tens of

thousands ;
sounds of murmuring and discontent

were heard. Rome ceased to prosecute the war
with energy; for a long time she did little more
than retain what she had won in Sicily, keep up the
investment of Lilybjeum where her troops were
really thrown away, and endeavour to injure Car-

thaginian commerce by petty expeditions that

effected little. Now if ever was the time when her

enemy had an opportunity to strike a tremendous
blow, which might have anticipated even the blows
of Hannibal. The enormous resouxxes of Carthage
were still intact

;
she had still her vast trade, and

vast stores of gold ; her prospects at sea had again
beconae bright; she might easily have arrayed a
great armed force and fitted out a fleet of formidable
strength, which might have effected a landing in

Italy, and placed Rome, in her present condition, in

the gravest danger. But Carthage never understood
war ; her half-hearted government of trading nobles
procrastinated, temporised, lost the occasion ; they

=•* The Romans at the end of the war had lost 700 quinqtictemes,
the Carthaginians only 500 (Polybins i,, 63), The Roman loss was
at present in larger proportion.
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even allowed their maritime power to decay, com-
pletely neglected their land forces, and actually

starved the still doubtful contest in Sicily.

Yet Carthage possessed, at this time, a man, who
might have changed the course of her fortunes, had
she known how to second his noble efforts. In the
eighteenth year * of the no’w lingering war, Hamil-
car, the leader of the house of Barca, the most
illustrious of the Phoenician name, obtained the
command of all the forces, on land and at sea, which
Carthage had still in Sicily. He was eminent in a
small party of nobles opposed to the vacillating

conduct of the state; he had already formed pro-

found designs ; and though only in the flower of

youth, he was a great soldier, nay, a great states-

man. The government at home refused him the aid

of its good Phoenician and Libyan infantry, and left

him a comparatively small fleet ; he had only an
assemblage of mercenary troops, and, apparently,
two or three armed squadrons. But a great captain
can make and inspire soldiers; mercenaries follow a
leader who can shew them victory. The very men
who, under other chiefs, had deserted their stand-
ards, and mutinied for pay, were fashioned by
Hamilcar into staunch warriors capable of daring,

and even heroic efforts. He devoted some time to
preparing his levies ; he then made persistent attacks

on the Romans thrown round Lilybaeum, harassing

the besiegers with effect and skill; he pursued the
same course before Drepana, which had been, also,

invested by a Roman force; and he employed his
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war-ships in making descents on the coast, in some
instances not without success. By these means he
created an army and a fleet, which became for-

midable instruments of war; his troops were at last

not afraid of the legionaries in the field, a result

never attained before. Hamilcar now seized the
town of Eryx, near Drepana, and made the siege

hopeless ;
but his greatest effort was seen in another

direction. Monte Pellegrino rises seawards above
Palermo ; it commands far and near the adjoining
lands ; its top is admirably fitted for a great en-
trenched camp ; it is not easily approached by an
enemy; and the neighbourhood can supply all the

wants of an army- * Hamilcar occupied this strong
position in force; threw up fortifications carefully

planned; and made Mount Erctc, as it was then
called, a Torres Vedras from whence to defy the
power of Rome, and to defend Sicily. At this

point of vantage he menaced every one of the

Roman stations at hand, Panormus, Lilybmum, and
Drepana; he was well-nigh invmlnerable to his foes;

and his fleet was within easy reach of Italy. It was
a stroke of genius worthy of his still more renowned
son.

The war languished for a considerable time, but
the position of Hamilcar continued to improve as

regards his operations, at least on land. PI is army
had begun to hem the Romans in, and to lessen

their hold in all parts of Sicily ; he seems to have
contemplated a descent on Italy. This, however,
required a large addition to his fleet

; and the weak
*See the careful description of Polybius, i,, 56.
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and short-sighted Carthaginian government not only-

refused to supply this; but reduced by degrees his

available naval force, and left him almost isolated in

his camp- He was, however, a most formidable

menace to Rome; should he obtain the reinforce-

ments at sea he required, he might yet carry the

war into the heart of Latium. Rome once more
made one of those marvellous efforts, in which no
nation has ever been her equal. The senate, dread-

ing the terrible drain on the state, still hesitated to

adopt a bold policy
;
but the citizens, backed, it

appears, by many of the men in power,* fitted out
another great fleet at their own cost, and despatched
it to Sicily to strike with effect. Two hundred
quinqueremes, constructed, so to speak, by magic,
appeared suddenly off the north-west of the island,

drove off the small Carthaginian squadrons, seized
the harbours of Drepana and Lilybaeum, and joined
hands with the army on land which was thus enabled
to press forward the double siege. Hamilcar was
unable to risk an attack; Carthage was completely
taken by surprise. After a delay of some months
she sent out a fleet, which seems to have been of

very bad quality, and to have consisted, in the main,
of transports; it was intercepted, in an attempt to

relieve Drepana, off the little island of Favignano;
it was almost annihilated in a battle in which it

never had a chance.
-f* Roman energy and patriot-

ism had at last triumphed over the supineness of the

* Polybius, i., 59,

f The battle was fought 241 B.c.
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ruling class of Carthage; the great work of Hamilcar
was undone; nothing, could now save Sicily from
the grasp of the conqueror.

Hamilcar, however, did his country most import-
ant service at this grave conjuncture. There is no
more distinctive mark of a true statesman than to

be able to negotiate in adverse fortune, to measure
accurately the enemy’s strength, to know what
resources are still at hand, to perceive what to insist

on, and what to yield. Hamilcar was little more
than thirty ; but he gave conspicuous proof of polit-

ical insight. Rome years before had demanded
terms which would have made her enemy a vassal

state ; Carthage was to cede Sardinia and Sicily, to

surrender her fleet, and to furnish war-ships to her
conqueror's marine. She, doubtless, tried to impose
these conditions again, but Hamilcar had received

the fullest powers to treat; he acquitted himself
admirably of a most difficult task. He gave up
Sicily, for it had been hopelessly lost

; but he stipu-

lated for the integrity of the rest of the Carthaginian
empire, and for the independence of Carthage as a

state; he rejected every proposal of a humiliating
kind; he steadfastly maintained an undaunted atti-

tude.* After long negotiation.s, and much opposi-
tion at Rome—the senate consulted the assembly
again—peace was practically made on these bases,

save that Carthage had to pay a large indemnity for

the war. Here also the father as it were foreshad-

Polybius dwells especially on the political tact and wisdom of

Hamilcar, i., 62. 'O 8k tcccX Xicev kjcoir]<Stv 'ipyov ^yapiuvoi
ccyaBov fcai g>povi/i.ov.
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owed the son, if at a less terrible and momentous
crisis.*

The First Punic War was a prelude to the Sec-

ond
;
but with much less grandeur and tragic effect,

indeed, the protracted contests of powerful states

have, in most instances, a marked resemblance.

Rome did not produce a single great man ;
her gov-

ernment made very grave mistakes ; the senate,

engaged for the first time in a trying foreign war,

conducted to a considerable extent at sea, was repeat-

edly wanting in its characteristic energy. Had the
descent on Africa been steadily carried out, Carthage
might have met the fate she met years afterwards

;

Rome would not have known Trasimenus and Can-
nse. The war, too, was sometimes ill planned, and
badly directed ; and it was unwise to entrust whole
fleets to inexperienced landsmen, and to court a
series of immense disasters. But these considera-

tions vanish before the magnificent spectacle of the
heroic determination of the Roman people, which
secured victory spite of the faults of its govern-
ment. The community that could fit out war-
fleets, in rapid succession, undeterred by reverses

that might have destroyed hope, and that, ignorant
as it was of naval affairs, could defeat a mighty ene-

* Mommsen, History of JR ed. 186:2, eloquent in

describing Hamilcar^s diplomacy. “ Thus at length they came to

terms. The unconquered general of a vanquished nation descended
from the mountains which he had defended so long, and delivered to

the new masters of the island the fortresses which the Phoenicians

had held in their uninterrupted possession for at least four hundred
years, and from whose walls all assaults of the Hellenes had recoiled

unsuccessful.*’
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my on its own element, was destined to triumph in

the strife with Carthage ; it was to withstand even

the giant power of Hannibal. Carthage, on the

other hand, already shewed that she was no match
for her young and invincible rival. Her government

was effete, her aristocracy worthless; she threw

away every opportunity Fortune gave; her policy

was at once vacillating, cowardly, and odiously

cruel. Her inhereiit weakness on land was soon

made manifest when an enemy had set foot on her

coasts; with her natural and overwhelming superi-

ority at sea, she was defeated even at sea by Rome.
Nevertheless, a man of genius appeared in her midst,

and had she made an earnest effort to support

Hamilcar the First Punic War would have had a

different end. The phenomenon was to recur, but

with more marked significance ; Rome, though

stricken to the earth, was to overcome Hannibal, by
her indomitable constancy and strength of will

;

Carthage was to abandon her mighty defender and

to perish, the victim of her own folly and weakness-
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HAMILCAR, AND THE YOUTH OF HANNIBAL.

Precarious position of Cartilage after the First Punic War—The state
saved by Idamilcar—His designs for restoring the power of
Carthage—He departs for Spam—His son Hannibal, and the
“Lion's Brood”— Hamilcar creates a Carthaginian empire in
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Greece—Decline of the power of Macedon—Rome masters the
Adriatic, and subjugates part of Illyria—This gives umbrage to
Macedon—Rome advances on northern Italy—The inroad of
the Gauls—They are routed at Telamon—The Roman frontier
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drubal completes the work of Hamilcar—His death—Hannibal
commander-in-chief of the forces of Carthage— PI is designs
against Rome—The siege of Saguntum—Preparations to invade
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HE First Punic War had deprived Car-
thage of her great domain in Sicily,

had placed Rome almost at her gates
in Africa, above all, had destroyed
her supremacy at sea, and annihil-

ated her monopoly of Mediterranean
trade. She had been reduced, in

fact, to an inferior power; it was easy to foresee

that her victorious rival would seek an opportunity
to renew the contest. The struggle with Rome had
hardly ceased when terrible troubles beset Carthage,

and all but overturned the already tottering state.

75
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Hamilcar, admirably as he had conducted the war,

had been almost left to his own resources ; a large

arrear of pay was due to his mercenaries when peace
was made. Foreseeing danger, he had sent these
troops off in detachments, to enable the government
to treat with them in detail, but the men in power
at Carthage probabty waited until the whole army
had landed in Africa; and then, with the true shop-
keeping spirit, began to haggle about the debt they
owed. The mercenaries broke out in furious re-

volt; they found leaders in a Campanian free-lance,

and in an African soldier of real parts
;
and ere long

they formed an army 70,000 strong, which mastered
the region around Carthage, and even approached
the walls of the city. The perniciou.s result of the
misrule of the past, and especially of the crimes
perpetrated after the defeat of Regulus, became,
as was to be expected, manifest. The oppressed
Libyans rose in masses and joined the mutineers

;

the women tore off their ornaments to make money
to give them support; subject cities threw off a
detested yoke; Numidian tribes sent their horsemen,
in thousands, to take part in an insurrection prom-
ising liberty, at least plunder. Even Utica and
Hippo, Phoenician colonies,—the first the mother
perhaps of Carthage herself—were drawn into the
universal movement, attracted by sympathy, or
compelled by terror. The rebellion, in the hi.sto-

rian’s words, had become even more threatening
than the power of Rome.*
The Carthaginian government was taken by sur-
* Polybius,. 71.
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prise, and for a time made scarcely a sign of resist-

ance. It collected, however, by degrees, an armed
force, largely composed of the city militia ; it set at

its head one of the leading merchant nobles, who
had risen to a bad eminence in suppressing the pre-

vious revolt. But " Hanno the Great,” as he was
called by his partisans, if a tyrant, was in no sense

a soldier ; he was beaten by the mercenaries, in two
battles ; the progress of the insurrection became so

decisive, that even the fall of Carthage appeared at

hand. In this extremity the Junta at the head of

affairs turned at last to the one man who could save

the state
;
they recalled Hamilcar and sought his

counsels; but with the jealousy and suspicion of

short-sighted faction, they insisted that Hanno
should share his command, and have a prominent
part in conducting the war. A leader of men, how-
ever, makes his presence felt, especially in a national

crisis
;
Hamilcar succeeded in putting an army to-

gether, in a great measure through his commanding
influence; he defeated the enemy near Utica; and
then, by a movement of peculiar skill, contrived to

drive him, in rout, far away from Carthage. These
exploits raised him to his true position ; even the
government had to thrust Hanno aside ; Hamilcar
was placed, by the voice of the army, which at this

juncture had seized the substance of power, in un-
divided and supreme command. The war raged,

with many vicissitudes, for more than three years

;

it was marked by barbarities frequent in contests of

the kind. Envoys were murdered ;
men in beleag-

uered camps devoured their captives before laying
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down their arms; hundreds of prisoners perished
in torture on the cross. But the military skill and
tact of Hamilcar prevailed ; he defeated the rebels
over and over again

;
gradually detached from them

the Numidian leaders; induced the Libyan popula-
tion to return to its homes ; in short, by uniting
severity and clemency with true insight, brought at

last the hideous struggle to an end.'^^'

Carthage emerged with difficulty, and exhausted,
from this desperate contest. And yet the peril she
had only just escaped was but part of the perils

which menaced the state. The garrisons .she still

kept on foot in Sardinia, felt the contagion of the
mercenary revolt, and offered the island to observ-
ant Rome, when they found them-selv’-es unable to
subdue it without their aid. Rome hitherto had
maintained a doubtful peace with her rival ; but she
accepted the gift that had been proposed ; .she .seized

the Phoenician settlements on the Sardinian coasts;
and when Carthage ventured on a reluctant protest,
she not only cynically declared war, but extorted a
large sum of money as the price of a humiliating
peace. This degradation had little effect on the
mercantile noblesse which had regained power, and
thought only of commerce and pelf; it licked the
dust, and sued for concessions at the feet of Rome;
it actually conspired against Hamilcar, because it

thought this would please the Roman senate, which
instinctively felt who was its real enemy. But it

* Compare Napoleon, Carr
. ,

xxix. , 1 13 , on the revolt of i'avia, *

‘
Qtie

le conquerant sache y employer un melange de sev^rite, de justice, et
de douceur/^
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was otherwise with the people of Carthage ; corrupt

and venal as it usually was, it still knew that Hamil-
car had saved the state, that he alone could avert

impending dangers, that the aristocracy in power
was corrupt, nay, false to its country. The unpa-
triotic peace party, supreme in the senate, in the

dominant board, in a word, in the government, was
set aside by the small war-party of nobles, and by
what seems to have been a strong popular move-
ment. Hamilcar was placed at the head of all the
forces of the commonwealth on land or at sea, and
in Roman phrase was made a dictator, responsible
to no higher authority. The illustrious chief ad-

dressed himself to the task of making his country
ready to confront an enemy, whose deadly designs
were but too evident. Hamilcar hated Rome with
true Semitic hate

;
he had long wished to strike at

her power with effect ; but he was cautious, and
knew how to conceal his purpose. Rome, at Lily-

b^um, held close watch on Carthage ; she might
pounce down on her foe from that point of vantage,
and complete the work she had left undone ; she

might overwhelm the Phoenician empire, should
warlike preparations be made on the northern coasts

of Africa. But Carthage had settlements in Spain
and the far West ; she might elude the eyes of

Rome in these distant regions, regain much of the

power she had lost, above all form a great army and
fleet ;

when the opportunity arose she might then
strike. The country of Hamilcar was to be re-

stored by his efforts made beyond the Pillars of

Hercules.
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Hamilcar set off on his arduous mission, a few

months after the insurrection had ceased.* He
took with him Hannibal, his first-born son, having

made the boy, then in his tenth year, vow ven-

geance on Rome before the Phoenician gods
; Has-

drubal and Mago, two of his younger sons, of the
“ Lion’s Brood ” of the Barege, were in their father’s

train. The expedition shewed how weak Carthage

had become at sea; the army, in previous years,

would have been borne along the African seaboard

by a great fleet ;
it was now obliged to make its way

by land, accompanied only by a petty squadron.

Hamilcar, however, reached Spain in safety ; during

the nine years of life that remained to him, he suc-

ceeded in carrying out the first part of his design,

and in preparing the way for its complete fulfilment.

He found the Carthaginian settlements mere seats

of trade ; he made them outposts of a fast-growing
empire

; and by a policy of blended conciliation and
force, he turned Iberian chiefs into docile vassals,

reduced whole provinces to loyal submission, and
extended his dominion to the line of the Ebro. At
the same time he took care to form, what was his

great object, a fleet and an army; war-ships were
constructed from the Spanish forests; thousands of

the Iberians ranged themselves around him, with the
eagerness of the warlike Celt ; even tribes of the dis-

tant Gauls were drawn to his camp. By these means
an army of formidable power, trained to service in

the field by long experience, and equipped and dis-

ciplined by a great leader of men, was, in a few
* 236 B.C.
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years, assembled and arrayed ; Phoenician cities and
Libyan tribes sent numerous levies of high quality

;

and multitudes of the Numidian horsemen left their

plains to follow a chief they loved. Hamilcar, too,

knowing what the government at home was, sup-
plied its wants or its greed out of the resources he
had formed ; he contrived even to secure its safety,

for he put down another attempt at rebellion. The
records of all that he accomplished are lost

;
but a

deadly enemy of Carthage—the elder Cato—is

known to have exclaimed after a journey through
Spain, that “ no king was the peer of Hamilcar
Barca.” The illustrious soldier and statesman died
a warrior’s death, but he died in the full fruition of

hope
;
and he bequeathed his task to a son-in-law,

Hasdrubal, who worthily trod in his heroic foot-

steps.

Rome, meanwhile, had been steadily growing in

power and advancing upon the road to empire. She
left her ally, Hiero, to rule at Syi'acuse, and treated

the Sicilian Greeks as friends ; but he and they were
alike her vassals ; she was really supreme throughout
the island. Corsica was soon added to her last prize,

Sardinia; and though she did not subjugate the

interior of either land, she held the coasts of both,

and the adjoining sea. Rome had thus taken the
place of Carthage in the Mediterranean

;
she was all

but absolute throughout its waters
;
from her base

in Sicily she could not only land an army in Africa

in a few hours, and threaten her rival with complete
ruin, she could stretch her arms equally towards
Hellas, Syria, and Spain. Her aggrandisement did
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not as yet cause any marked change fn her foreign

policy; she felt that she had to master Italy up to

the Alps, and probably to annihilate Carthage, be-

fore she could venture on large fui-thcr conquests

;

her statesmen, indeed, were still, perhaps, irot eager

to enlarge her dominions. A change, however, was
made in her domestic policy ; speaking generally the

peoples of the lands she had annexed, were ti'eated

not as allies, but as conquered subjects; they were
left their own laws, but had to pay tribute; they
sent no contingents to the armed force of Rome,
like the Italians under the old rule of Austria; they

were governed by officials from Rome; the system
of provincial administration, which was to give birth

to such odious abuses, was thus established. Rome,
at the same time, was casting a watchful eye on
Greece, where the best Hellenic influences were
dying out, and Hellas was divided and weakened
by her perennial discords. The glory <^f Athens, of

Lacedaemon, of Thebes, was a thing of the past

;

the empire of Alexander had fallen to ruin ; if it had
diffused elements of Greek civdlisation and life as

far as the Araxes and the Upper Nile, it wa.s rapidly

decaying, in its great .seat, Macedon. The chief

representatives at this period of the Hellas of Milti-

ades, of Leonidas, of Epaminondas, of Pericle.s, of

.^schylus, Sophocles, Plato, and many other great
names, were the league of the Achman towns, and
the military adventurers of obscure ..Etolia.

Rome, however, was brought into contact with
the affairs of Greece, in the first in.stancc at least,

through her interests at sea. She had made Brun-
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dusium * a great naval station, before the close of

the First Punic War; her object was to rule the
Adriatic waters. The Illyrians, however, a half-

barbarous race, settled on the eastern shores of the
gulf, from near Trieste to the straits of Otranto,
had made the Adriatic the domain of piracy

;
their

Liburnian galleys, famous even in the Augustan
age, preyed on the commerce of the adjoining
lands

;
they repeatedly made raids on the Greek set-

tlements extending along the coasts of Epirus, and
even on the Greek islands in the Ionian sea ; their

sails spread terror as far as the Peloponnesian sea-

board. Some years after Rome had made peace
with Carthage they had seized Corcyra and held it

by force; they had sacked Dyrrachium j* almost
within sight of Italy; they carried on their depreda-
tions to such an extent that even Roman traders

feared to put to sea, and Roman colonists were kept
in a state of danger. The Italians and the Achaean
league had endeavoured in vain to protect the

Greeks ;
their fleets were defeated off the island of

Paxos; the Adriatic, in a word, had passed into the

hands of freebooters. Rome took the matter up
with characteristic energy

;
sent a great fleet and

army to the Illyrian coasts, set the Greek islands

and settlements free from their dreaded enemies

;

purged the Adriatic from piracy, for a time ; threw
it completely open to Italian traffic, and made it, as

she had determined, a Roman lake. She adopted,

besides, a more aggressive policy ;
she dictated

* Now Brindisi.

f Now Durazzo.
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peace to the Illyrians under the walls of Scodra,*
the capital of her terrified foes ; she compelled them
to cede large districts on the coast, and to become
tributary vassals to Rome ; and she established her

power firmly in Dalmatia, aiid the regions to the

south. f She was welcomed as a deliverer by many
of the states of Greece, and—a most signal mark of

Hellenic honour—she was made free of the Eleusi-

nian mysteries, and allowed to send aspirants to the

Isthmian games. But she had planted herself at the

gates of Macedon, and shut Macedon out from the

sea; and this necessarily provoked the jealousy of a

power ambitious and proud even in decay.

Ere long northern Italy became the theatre of an
internecine struggle of race. After the defeat of

the Gauls before the war with Pyrrhus, Rome had
seized part of the lands of the Scnones, a tribe

dwelling near the heads of the Tiber; the name of

Senigallia still attests the presence of the colony she
planted in their midst. She had then gradually
extended her power to the Rubicon and had made
settlements at Ariminum, % and other places ; it was
becoming evident that she entertained a design to
conquer the Gauls in the valley of the Po, and to
stretch her victorious arms to the line of the Alps.
Italy, north of the Apennines, was at this time
occupied by a medley of wild and barbarian races;

the Veneti held the tract between the Adriatic and

*Now Scutari, on the verge of Dalmatia,

f B.c. 229, 6.

t Now Rimini.
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the Adige
; the Ligures the territory around Genoa

;

but the Gauls were the predominant people ; they
were masters of all the plain of the Po, and of its

numerous feeders. Like all Celts, the Gauls were
repeatedly at feud ; the Cenomani near Brescie and
Verona were enemies of the Insubres spread around
Milan ; the Boii settled around Bologna quarrelled

with their neighbours on the spurs of the Apen-
nines ; even the menacing aspect of aggressive Rome
did not unite them for years to resist a common
danger. The Italian Gauls, however, with the Celtic

memory of the past * treasured a proud recollection

of the great deeds of their fathers, and of the march
of Brennus on Rome; and just about this time their

kindred beyond the Alps were moving through the
passes, and adding to their strength. A short time
after the First Punic War, a combined assemblage
of the Transalpine Gauls and of the Boii made a
raid into Umbria, and even encamped before Arimi-
num ;

but Celtic dissensions saved the colony ;
the

invad&rs savagely fell on each other ; and Rome, not
ready as yet, gave them a favourable peace. Some
years afterwards,f however, an attempt to found
another Roman settlement in Gallic land combined
most of the Gauls in the valley of the Po, to make a
stand against the advancing spoiler; the Cenomani
Indeed held aloof ; but the Insubres, the Boii, and
other lesser tribes made a determined effort to assail

Rome ;
and these were seconded by the warlike

races of the lands watered by the Rhone. Leaving
* Polybius dwells on this, ii., aa,

f B.c. 225.
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detachments to hold the Cenomani in check, the

Gallic chiefs burst into the Etrurian plains, at the

head of a formidable host 70,000 strong, of which
20.000 were fine cavalry, supported by the well

known war chariot.

The military strength of Rome at this time was
gigantic ; she could put, we have seen,'!' 200,000 men
into her first line, sustained by reserves perhaps
double in numbers; and before the war ended she

made a formidable display of her power. But, on
this occasion, she was taken by surprise

;
time was

required to collect her forces; though all her Italian

allies and subjects flocked eagerly to arms, when
they received her summons, she was at first inferior

in the field to her barbarian enemies. She had only
two ordinary consular armies on foot, that is about
43.000 men, and a kind of militia arrayed on the
spur of the moment ; one of the consular armies was
In Sai'dinia; the other in Umbria, near Ariminum.
The greatest terror prevailed in the city, when the
Celtic watch-fires lit up the hills of Clusium; with a
barbarity uncommon in Roman annals, and signifi-

cant of extreme panic, a Gaulish man and woman
were offered up to the gods. The Gallic leaders,

however, fell back towards Fiesole, perhaps fearing

the consuls now on their flank
;
but they drew the

Roman militia upon ground they had chosen for a
fight, and routed it with considerable loss, Rome,
possibly, was for a time in danger; but the invasion
was only a huge raid, not a systematically planned
rttack; the Gauls, victorious as they were, turned

t IS.
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their steps homewards, intent chiefly on securing
the fruits of their plunder,* and advancing along the

southern coast. By this time the consul Atilius

Regulus had landed at Pisa with his Sardinian

legions ; the other consul Lucius .^milius Papus
came into communication with him, after a skilful

march
;
the two Roman armies brought the invaders

to bay, moving against the enemy in front, and from
the rear at Telamon, near the stream of the Umbro.
The Gauls bravely accepted battle ; but their lines

were compelled to form back to back, in order to

face the Romans from both sides ; their horsemen
and chariots had but scant space to manoeuvre. In
this unfavourable position, the cross volleys of the
darts thrown by the light Roman footmen, f had,

as seldom happened, terrible effect
;
and when the

legions closed on their foes in a converging attack,

the pilum and the gladius were easily superior to the
claymore. The Gauls fought with heroic courage,
but they were gradually heaped together into a dis-

solving mass, and penned in like sheep to the
slaughter. 40,000 clansmen perished in the field;

60,000 captives graced a Roman triumph; several of

the chiefs slew themselves in despair.

After this great and decisive victory, Rome poured
in force through the Apennine passes

;
the time to

crush the Celtic barbarians had come ;
the gens

* Compare the similar conduct of the Highlanders even as late as

X745-

f Folybxns, ii., 30, particularly notices this. His account of the

battle is clear, even vivid. See Dodge also, pp. 139, 140. The
battle -was fought 224 B.c.
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togata and the gens braccata * could not coalesce

;

Italy joyfully seconded her leading state. The Boii

and their dependents were quickly subdued; noth-
ing in fact could withstand the Roman arms

; the
plains south of the Po were mastered in a few
months. But the Insubres made a noble resistance

;

they took the standards of gold from the shrines of

their gods, and swore to perish in defence of their

homes
;

their armed levies, nearly 50,000 strong,

caught the consul Caius Flaminius, who had pressed

forward beyond the Oglio, in difficult straits. The
Roman commander was inferior in force

; the Ceno-
mani were in his camp ;

but he distrusted auxiliaries

who had begun to waver; he separated them fi'om

the rest of his men ; and he placed his legions, with
their backs to the stream, telling them plainly that

they must do or die.f Roman constancy and wea-
pons at last prevailed; but the Insubres fought
heroically on ; and it was not until after a series of

defeats, that Milan fell into the hands of the con-
querors. Rome proceeded to settle the valley of

the Po; the Gauls were hunted down, atid expelled
from their villages ; Roman colonies were planted at

points of vantage, Modena, Casteggio, and Piacenza
on the Po; the outposts of the legions were pushed
as far as the Alps. A stream of Italian emigration
set in, and flowed over the subjugated lands; Italian

The Italians had already the common name of togaU.^ the Gauls
of braccait.

f Military history repeats itself- Hafiz Pacha adopted a similar

course before the battle of Nisib, and Moltke approved (Letires sur
rOrzettf, 281:)*
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civilisation passed the Apennines ; and a great
Roman road—the Via Flaminia—which united the
Tyrrhene and the Adriatic seas, was carried on from
Ariminum towards the Ticino, and opened the
region between to the Roman armies. The Gauls,
trodden under foot, had no resource left but to

brood over their wrongs with Celtic hatred
;
already

Carthaginian emissaries from Spain had made them
hope that the hour of revenge was near.*
Meantime Hasdrubal had been carrying out in

Spain, systematically, and with notable success, the
policy and the designs of Hamilcar. He was, per-

haps, rather a statesman than a soldier ; he did not
engage much in Iberian warfare

;
but he steadily

kept up and increased the Phoenician army and fleet

in Spain. In Cartagena, founded by his hands, he
made an excellent harbour for his war-ships

;
and

under officers trained by his great kinsman, he
brought his troops to a high point of perfection.

His army became devoted to chiefs, always at its

head, and of long experience ; it was mainly com-
posed of the best elements which Carthage was able

to send into the field ; it had little of the mercenary
spirit in it ; it was numerous, admirably disciplined,

capable of great deeds. Yet Hasdrubal’ s efforts

were more remarkable in diplomacy and the tri-

umphs of peace. He overcame the Iberian princes,

made treaties with them, and became their master,

consolidated, in a word, the rule of Carthage ; and,

at the same time, drew vast resources from the silver

The struggle with the Gauls contiutted from 225 to 219 B,c.
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mines of Murcia, and caused flourishing agriculture

to spread. The trade between Carthage and Spain
enormously increased ;

heaps of gold flowed into the

Carthaginian treasury; and the Carthaginian govern-

ment, taking things easily, allowed Hasdrubal a free

hand in Spain, indifferent apparently' as long as he
sent them revenue. Rome acted in a very different

way; she became suspicious of the enemy’s empire
in the West, and especially of Hasdrubal’s army and
fleet ; and she endeavoured to check the progress of

Carthage in Spain. At this time she was engaged,
we have seen, in putting the Illyrian pirates down,
and in her protracted struggle with the Gauls; but
she found allies where she could not herself appear
in arms. The patron, as usual, of the Hellenic
name, she made treaties with two half-Greek colo-

nies, Saguntum and Emporia;,* on the eastern coast

of Spain; she w'arned Hasdrubal that he was not to
cross the Ebro. She did not, indeed, dream of peril

from across the Pyrenees, but she wished to set a
limit to Carthaginian influence in Spain.

Hasdrubal was assassinated in the prime of man-
hood ;

but he had a successor greater than himself,

one of the gigantic figures that only increa.se in the
lapse of time. Hannibal had served under hi.s illus-

trious father and under Hasdrubal, from his teens;
he had held the chief command of the cavalry in

Spain ; and, like most great soldiers in their early
years, he had made his mark for conspicuous deeds

Now Murviedro and Ampuiias. Sagonte is not on the actual
site of Saguntum, though near it.
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of valour.'^ He was as yet, however, known only
as a brilliant officer, and as excelling in the duties

and the pastimes of the camp ; but he was a Barca,

and the eldest son of Hamilcar ; the army unani-

mously elected him general in chief. The choice
was ratified by the government at home

; and though
only in his twenty-ninth year, Hannibal succeeded
to all his father’s commands, and was entrusted with
the supreme direction of the forces of Carthage on
land and at sea. We do not possess a letter or a

despatch of this extraordinary man, or of the lieu-

tenants who made him their idol ; we have no Car-

thaginian records to tell us what he was ; we know
of him only from the reports of enemies, who, while

they could not deny his powers, feared and hated
him, through a succession of centuries. Yet enough
remains to enable history to assert that he was a
mighty genius in the camp, and in council; that,

considering the state of the art at the time, he has
certainly not been surpassed as a warrior

; that he
was gifted with marvellous diplomatic skill, and with
rar^ political insight; above all that he was a single-

minded patriot, apparently without one selfish

thought, and devoted, through an heroic life, to the

cause of his country, spite of base ingratitude, and
half-hearted cowardice at home. Hannibal, too,

was one of the greatest leaders of men, who have
ever been seen on the stage of events ; he ruled an
army of many races and tongues, whether in victory

* Livy, xxi., 4, of course only repeats tradition, but the tradition

is remarkable. ‘
‘ Equitum peditumque idem longe primiis erat

;

princeps in proelium ibat, ultimus conserto proelio excedebat.”
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or defeat, with absolute sway ;
he maintained a pro-

tracted and ultimately a hopeless contest for years,

by the sheer force of his genius
;
he mastered the

government and the people of Carthage, eveit in the

hour of disaster and misfortune, and shewed that he
could be superior to fate; he bowed kings of the

East to his will, when an exile, and a soldier with-

out a sword ; he inspired Rome with terror even in

his old age. And his domestic life, as far as we can
judge, was as pure and honourable as his public

career; nor is there a doubt that the “ Punic faith ”

which Roman historians have made a charge against

him, means simply that he had wonderful craft in

war, and that he was a consummate master of the

art of stratagem.* “ Nevertheless,” a great writer

has truly said, ” though anger and envy and mean-
ness have written his history, they have not been
able to mar the spotless and noble image it pre-

sents.” f
Hannibal was not long in affording striking proof

of his capacity as the chief of an army. He had
reached the Douro, in a raid upon Iberian tribes ;« on
his return he was well-nigh surrounded by a host of

barbarians, near Toledo, as he was preparing to get
over the Tagus. His enemies thought they had
him in their grasp; bvit instead of attempting to
cross the river, which would almost certainly have
^ I liave lately come across a so-called writer on war who has actu-

ally charged Marlborough and Napoleon with unfair Jinesse^ and
who extols Wellington and Moltke for the want of this quality » as if

power of surprise and of stratagem were not a distinctive mark of a

great captain.

f Mommsen^ xLp 95.
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led to disaster, he sent light horsemen to discover a
ford

;
and when the means of passage had been

found, he deceived the Iberians by a skilful feint,

successfully crossed while they were sunk in sleep,

and annihilated them from the opposite bank, by the
admirable use he made of his favourite arm, cavalry,

and by his elephants, and their towers of slingers

and archers.* He soon had addressed himself to
the great work of his life, the accomplishment of the
designs against Rome, which he had sworn to carry

out, and were a parent’s legacy. Hannibal inherited

his father’s hatred of the mortal foe of Carthage; he
had been long aware of Hamilcar’s policy and views ;

and possibly his extraordinarily precocious judgment
in affairs of state may in some degree be ascribed to

this teaching. But his project of assailing Rome
was probably all his own, though the original inspi-

ration came from his father. Had Carthage retained

the command of the sea, Hannibal doubtless would
have effected a descent on Italy by the Mediterra-

nean from Spain ;
he knew the difficulties of the

attempt, if made by land
;
he was perfectly aware

that, in an operation of this kind, he would expose
his army to peril and loss, and would lose the
immense advantage of what are technically called

interior lines on the field of manoeuvre. f But the

mastery of the sea had passed to Rome
;

all that

could be expected from Carthage, on the element

she had once ruled, was a mere diversion ; and Rome
* The battle is well described by Colonel Dodge, Hannibal, p. 154.

I Hannibal, in his operations, shewed over and over again that he
understood the value of interior lines. It is indeed self-evident.
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had acquired admirable opportunities to attack her

enemy, from the Mediterranean, and from her watch-
tower, so to speak, in Sicily. The enterprise, there-

fore, must be conducted by land whatever the obsta-

cles, dangers, and risks ;
and it must also be conducted

from Spain, for a direct attack from Africa was cer-

tain to fail, nay, practically had become impossible.*

In the suddenness and unexpected nature of his

attack—so often the object of great captains—Han-
nibal saw the prospect of safety and success. He
had confidence in himself, and in his devoted
troops ; he would march aci'oss the Pyrenees and the

Alps, a march never made by an organised army
before, and would strike at the power of Rome in

the valley of the Po, while she was preparing her
I'esources for the field, and contemplating a descent
upon Africa. He matured with the greatest care,

but with extreme secrecy, this extraordinary plan of

invasion ; he negotiated with friendly Iberian chiefs,

and with leaders of the tribes of Gaul, to give him a

pas.sage across their borders; he sent envoys to the
stricken Gauls of Italy assuring them of action and
desiring aid ; he had spies even in Rome, to observe
her conduct. The sweep of his ample intelligence

went even further ; he knew that Macedon had
resented the policy of Rome in establishing herself

on the Illyrian seaboard ; he endeavoured to fan the
smouldering flame; he tried to rally the Macedonian
dynasty to his side. Hannibal thought it possible

that many races from the banks of the Guadalquivir

* For an excellent discussion of this subject, see Mahan, Sea Power,
First Series, 15, 16, et seq.
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to those of the Karasu * might be gathered together,

under his supreme command, in northern Italy to

assail Rome
;
and the occasion was favourable to his

earnest hopes, for Rome was just beginning to dis-

band her forces, after her long and furious struggle

with the Gauls. He could not expect much from
the states of Italy, after the example they had just

given of loyalty to Rome ; yet even here he might
ultimately find allies. The conquest of Italy was of

comparatively recent date, the Samnites had not
forgotten the Caudine triumph

;
in parts of the

peninsula there were nobles hostile to Rome, a

priesthood which hated the gods of the Capitol,

a population that disliked the aristocratic Roman
yoke. Success might yet bring him Italian support;
diplomacy and statesmanship might accomplish
much. For the rest he, only expected Carthage to

send occasional reinforcements by sea, perhaps to

attempt descents on the coasts of Italy. In Hanni-
bal’s magnificent project of war, splendour of con-

ception, forethought, and preparation were alike

combined ; in the language of a mighty kindred
spirit, “No more vast, more far-reaching plan has
been carried out by man

;
but it was methodically

conducted, “t
Hannibal’s military and diplomatic arrangements

were completed about a year after he had received

his command. He now sought an opportunity to

strike ; he was ready, delay might reveal his pur-

pose. But the men in office at Carthage, though
* The ancient Strymon.

f Napoleon, Corr., xxxi., 349.
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doubless unaware of the gigantic scheme he kept to

himself, had become suspicious of the young gen-
eral ; they were alarmed at his independent and bold
attitude ; they tried, almost on any terms, to remain
at peace with Rome. Hannibal watched an occa-

sion to force their hands, and, at the same time, to

pick a quarrel with Rome; he threatened to make
an attack on Saguntum ; he treated with rudeness
Roman envoys, who had been sent to complain of

his conduct. The government at Carthage was
stricken with fear when an embassy from Rome de-

nounced their general in Spain; but Hannibal mean-
while had seized a pretext to declare war against

the men of Saguntum ;
he laid siege to the city,

though an ally of Rome. The place, perched on a

rocky upland, resisted his efforts for many months,
with the stubbornness characteristic of Spanish de-

fence; but Rome, from whatever reason, withheld
her aid; Saguntum was stormed and razed to the
ground

;
a great mass of booty was sent off to Car-

thage. Rome demanded that Hannibal and his offi-

cers should be given up to her to atone for this

affront ; the Carthaginian senate hesitated for a time.

But whether it felt that war could not be avoided,
or feared the indignation of the army in Spain, or

was inspired by a more patriotic motive, it gave an
evasive answer to the Roman summons; and Han-
nibal's object was attained. The Second Punic War
—one of the greatest in history—^began in the two
hundred and eighteenth year before the Christian
era.

By this time Hannibal had made ready for the
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field, and was about to set off on his great enter-

prise. He had received pledges of friendship from
some of the tribes in the tracts between the Ebro
and the Rhone; he had been promised support by
the Insubres and other Gauls in Italy

;
his envoys

had been well received at Macedon. His army
numbered some 140,000 men, of whom 16,000 were
fine cavalry ; he had about 60 elephants and 50 war-
ships; but he was obliged to detach a large part of

his forces to the defence of Carthage and other Phoe-
nician cities

;
and in order to maintain his communi-

cations with Spain, which, like a real general, he
kept steadily in view. He set off from Cartagena in

May, at the head of 90,000 foot, 12,000 horsemen,
and 37 elephants; he knew that he would have to

leave part of these on the line of his march ; he must
have known that he could not scale the Alps with-

out great risk and loss. But he knew also that Rome
was making delays, and was utterly ignorant of his

design. He had made it certain that she was chiefly

intent on fitting out expeditions to land in Africa,

and had few troops in the valley of the Po, the

decisive point in his theatre of war; he had calcu-

lated that his strokes would take her by surprise,

would paralyse her efforts, and expose her to defeat.

Even if he had lost half his army before he was in

the north of Italy, he was assured of the enthusiastic

support of the Gauls ; and he trusted in his genius

in war, and his heroic purpose. He took his depart-

ure in high hope; so, while Austria was planning
an invasion of Provence, Napoleon burst on the rear

of Melas, and won Italy by a march and a battle

;
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so, while Mack was dreaming of attacking Alsace,

the same great commander, moving from the Chan-
nel, hemmed in his unhappy enemy at Ulm, and
discomfited the allies, largely superior as they were
in force.

HANNIBAL.

{^Fr0m King's "Engraved



CHAPTER V.

THE PYRENEES THE ALPS THE TREBIA.

Composition of Hannibal’s army—His principal officers—He subdues
the Catalans and crosses the Pyrenees—Roman military measures
inadequate—Sempronius sent to Sicily to invade Africa—Scipio
directed to make a descent on Spain—A rising of the Gauls de-
tains Scipio—He reaches Marseilles—Hannibal marches to the
Rhone—Crosses the river in the face of a Gaulish army—Deceives
Scipio—Scipio sends his army to Spain, and returns to Italy

—

Hannibal marches up the Rhone to the Isere—Pie crosses the
Alps—Difficulties of the enterprise—Attacks of the Gauls—De-
feated by Hannibal’s skill—He descends from the Little St.
Bernard—Enters the land of his allies, the Insiibres—He attacks
the Taurini and seizes Turin—Advance of Scipio to Placentia

—

Combat with Hannibal and defeat of Scipio—Hannibal masters
the Stradella pass, and places himself between Scipio and Sem-
pronius—Sicily and southern Italy—March of Sempronius’s army
to Ariminum—Scipio escapes from Placentia and crosses the
Trebia—Sempronius joins him—Dissensions in the Roman camp—Battle of the Trebia—Rout of the Roman army.

HE army with which Hannibal began
his march was, we have seen, 102,000
strong, 90,000 infantry and 12,000
horsemen, with the importaint addi-

tion of 37 elephants ; it was the

best army Carthage ever possessed.

Formed by Hamilcar and Hasdrubal
during many years, it was mostly composed of

Spanish, Phoenician, and African troops; it con-

tained only a handful of Gauls; it had long been
commanded with great skill and care. It had been
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organised, too, for its grand enterprise by Hannibal,
with remarkable forethought ; it possessed nearly all

the services of a modern army, a commissariat, hos-

pital, and transport administration, an intelligence

department, as the phrase now is, an excellent body
of sappers, miners, and pioneers, long trains of im-
pedimenta and beasts of burden, and—for the diffi-

culties of crossing the Alps had been foreseen—it

was probably furnished with an explosive of great

power, resembling, it has been thought, the dyna-
mite of this day.* It was, in a word, supplied with
all that the material invention of the age could pro-

duce to form a good instrument of war; but it

appears to have had no bridge equipage, though
Hannibal knew that he would have to cross the
Rhone and the Po, not to speak of numerous lesser

streams ; this most valuable appliance of an army of

our times, in all probability was not then in use.f
The superiority, however, of Hannibal’s army

consisted mainly in the greatest elements of military

strength—its moral power, the genius of its chief,

and the resource of its officers. It had been accus-

tomed to victory for years, it had perfect confidence
in itself and its leaders; it instinctively felt that a

master of war was at its head. And Hannibal had
lieutenants worthy of himself, though eclipsed, like

* This was the famous SsoS, a Greek invention, mistratislated by
IJvy and other writers as vinegar, almost certainly an explosive. See
Hennebert, Vie d’Atmibal. ii., 253, et seq.

f From several passages in ancient historians, e. ff., Livy, xxi., 45,
Polybius, iii., 64, we may infer that the Romans at this period threw

bridges over a river. But the.se seem to have been made of boats

found on the spot
;
pontoons probably did not accompany the army*
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lesser stars by the sun,—^his brother Hasdrubal, left

in command in Spain, another brother, Mago, a very
brilliant soldier, a second Hasdrubal, an admirable
cavalry chief, Hanno, Maherbal, Carthalo, and other

distinguished names.
Hannibal, as his whole life shews, was a grave

and earnest man ; before setting out he had sol-

emnly invoked the assistance of his gods for his

mighty project. Visions and portents too, it is said,

beckoned him onward on his path; but the Hector
of Carthage, we may well believe, thought that the
best omen for him was “ to fight for his country.”
He bade farewell to the Spanish princess he had
made his bride, and to their infant child, as he took
his departure ; he had his Andromache, like the hero
of Troy, but he was not to see them again until his

hair was grey ; this is almost the only glimpse of his

domestic life which we catch in his tragic career of

wonders. His army, welcomed by allied chiefs, and
passing through a friendly or a subject country,

made its way with comparative ease to the Ebro
;
a

Carthaginian squadron was on its flank at sea, to

furnish it with supplies, and to repel attack, for a
Roman descent on Spain was known to be probable

;

it apparently crossed the river early in July, and up
to this time, it had little suffered. But when Han-
nibal entered the Catalonian wilds, then, as even
now, an intricate region, he encountered a fferce and
prolonged resistance, and he had to fight his way
with heavy loss to the Pyrenees. The Catalans,

as always, proved themselves to be an independent
and martial race; they had had no experience of
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Carthaginian rule, and the efforts they made were
seconded or at least encouraged by the Greek colo-

nists of Ampurias and Rosas, dependents of Rome,
like most of the Greeks of the West, and perhaps
even obeying her commands- Hannibal, however,
divided his army into three columns, that marched
between the Segre and the coast ; he defeated and
ere long subdued his assailants, and he seems to

have crossed the Pyrenees without difficulty, where
they slope down to the Mediterranean sea. But he
had lost thousands of men in the late contest ; and
he thought it necessary to leave Hanno, a trusted

officer, with a very considerable detachment behind,
to keep the Catalans down, and to preserve his com-
munications with Spain. His army was assembled
at Elne,* on the Tet, about the third week of Sep-
tember, but it had been reduced to a force that

appeared quite unequal to cope with the military

strength of Rome. It numbered only 50,000 foot

and 9000 horsemen, apart from the elephants, still

37 ; what was this compared to the resources of a
power that could easily place 200,000 men in the
field ? But Hannibal's word was still forward ; he
trusted in his genius and he was not deceived.
The Roman senate had meanwhile been making

preparations for the conduct of the war, but no
great soldier assisted its councils ; its arrangements
were ill-conceived, above all, feeble. Gigantic as
was the power of Rome, the state set on foot only
two consular armies, with an auxiliary force of little

This is the Illiberis of Livy and the Helena of other writer**

The place is still known as Hie or Elne*
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strength, and, as we have said, its first thought was
to descend on Africa, and to make, as it hoped,
Carthage an easy conquest. It divided, however,
ere long its forces; ultimately it despatched one
consul, Tiberius Sempronius Longus, with some
26,000 men and 160 war-ships, to Lilybseum, to

invade Africa; the second consul, Publius Cornelius
Scipio, being intended to land on the coast of Spain,

—the fall of Saguntum was to be avenged—with
about 24,000 men and 60 large war-ships. This last

move shews ignorance of what was going on in

Spain, and of the real strength of Hannibal’s army.
Had Scipio made the projected descent, he would
probably have been annihilated by his far superior

enemy. Besides these very inadequate forces, the
senate sent 18,000 or 20,000 men * under a military

praetor, f Lucius Manlius Volso, to observe the
position of affairs in northern Italy, which, in differ-

ent ways, had become menacing, for the Gauls were
astir, and the new Roman colonies were in need of

help from the great mother city. Sempronius was
soon on his way to Sicily ; but Scipio was delayed
for weeks by an incident, apparently untoward, but,

for him at least, fortunate. The Boii and other
tribes of the Italian Gauls, excited by messengers
sent by Hannibal and furious at the progress of

*** The strength of this force has been very differently estimated. It

should if possible be nearly ascertained, as the judgment to be formed
on the strategy of Scipio depends much on what it was. I have in

the main followed Tivy
;
Polybius gives no exact figures.

f An officer appointed by the government to chief command in the

absence of a consul, with the functions of a legatus. It is not quite

certain, ante^ p. 20, if the grade of legatus was at this time established.
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Roman settlement, rose suddenly, overthrew Man-
lius, and seized two high civil officials of Rome ; the

senate was compelled to punish the affront, and
Scipio was directed to send one of his legions to

strike down the rebellious Celts in the valley of the

Po. This detained the consul for a considerable

time, for new levies had to be formed to join his

army; and September was probably somewhat ad-

vanced before he reached Marseilles with his fleet,

still bent on effecting a landing in Spain. The
Greeks of the city, staunch allies of Rome, iirformed

him that Hannibal was already at hand ; but he
hesitated, and took no decided step

;
he wasted pre-

cious days in councils of war—that sure sign of a

chief who does not know what to do— ; he did not
even send a man to the western bank of the Rhone
to observe the progress of the enemy on his march.
He probably had a fixed idea that Hannibal could
never get across the river, as he certainly had a fixed

idea afterwards that Hannibal could never get across

the Alps.*
Hannibal, during this time, had been pressing for-

ward, by forced marches, from the P3n-cn;can fron-

tier. He had been delayed unexpectedly by the
Catalans ; he knew that autumn would be advanced
before he could reach the Alps

;
he evidently called

on his armji' to make a great effort. His militaiy

chest was well supplied ; he bought off the resistance

of some chiefs of the Gauls, but found them, for the
most part, friendly. He marched rapidly along the

^ The views and the conduct of Scipio at this critical juncture are

well described by Polybius, Hi,* 41.
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south of Languedoc, probably by the road even
then connecting Narbonne and Nimes. He was on
the western bank of the Rhone towards the close of

September, at a point between Avignon and Orange,
supposed generally to be Roquemaure

; he found a
huge assembly of Gaulish warriors, perhaps under
the influence of the citizens of Marseilles, crowding
the opposite bank to dispute the passage. The
river itself, too, a broad waste of waters still rolling

down the melted snows of the Alps, was an obstacle

of a formidable kind
;
but hindrances like these

could not stop Hannibal- He made immediate
preparations to cross the Rhone, seized or purchased
a number of the large boats and barges, even then
engaged in navigating the stream, and employed his

sappers and miners, and probably many of his

troops, in constructing rafts and canoes to assist in

the passage. The work progressed with extraordi-

nary speed
;

it was completed, we are informed, in

forty-eight hours
;
and if this account be even nearly

true, the mechanism of Hannibal’s army must have
been extremely good. The great Carthaginian,

however, had no notion of forcing the crossing by
an attack in front, in the face of thousands of brave
armed men—he had, we must recollect, no bridge

equipage *
; he resolved to turn, surprise, and bafifie

his enemy. He sent Hanno, one of his best lieu-

tenants, with a body of cavalry, up the river, to a
point believed to be Pont St. Esprit; and Hanno
was directed to cross the Rhone, to descend the

* The pontoons, however, of even a modern army would not have
sufficed to effect the passage of the Rhone at Roquemaure.
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eastern bank, and to fall on the rear of the Gauls,

while the main army was to effect the passage. A
preconcerted signal was to announce to Hannibal
the appearance of Hanno on the scene of action.

The Carthaginian army remained in its camp, or

was only making ready for the decisive effort, while

the Celtic horde, giving a free rein to noisy bravado,
insulted it from across the river, by dissonant clam-
our, and rude and wild gestures. But on the second
day after Hanno had set out, a column of smoke
rose from the opposite bank of the Rhone, within
sight of Hannibal and his troops ; this was the sig-

nal that had been arranged ; and before long Han-
no’s horsemen had burst on the amazed barbarians,

who had laever dreamed of an attack of the kind,

and hewed their way into the breaking up multi-

tude. Meanwhile Hannibal’s army was steadily

crossing the Rhone by the means its great leader

had admirably prepared. The heavier vessels,

breaking the force of the current, and towing the
greater part of the cavalry horses, were ferried over,

higher up the stream ; the lighter boats and canoes,
under the lee of the others, crossed lower down

;
in

this way the whole army got over the Rhone, by
degrees, it would seem, with scarcely any loss. The
cheers of the Spanish and African soldiers drowned
the frantic yells of the Gaulish warriors ; who, taken
by surprise, and assailed in front, flank, and rear,

made only a feeble and brief resistance ; and as

Hanno’s attack was pressed more and more home,
and the Carthaginian army began to form in men-
acing strength on the bank it had won, the undis-
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ciplined and terrified Celts gave way, and had soon
scattered in ignominious flight. With the exception
of the elephants, the foot and horse seem to have
effected the passage in about twenty-four hours, an
exploit that must be pronounced wonderful. But a
great chief can really do wonders; and Hannibal,
we are expressly told, was one of the first to cross,

and kept on encouraging his men. The elephants
were carried over a short time afterwards ; the huge
animals having been enticed to a great landing
stage, to which rafts were attached that bore them
across.*

The Carthaginian army had hardly passed the
Rhone when several chiefs of the Gauls of Italy

—

chiefs of the Insubres were among these—appeared
in Hannibal’s camp, having crossed the Alps, and
bade him good cheer in his great enterprise. They
furnished him with a number of guides for the
march

;
pronounced the mountain range an obstacle

that could be overcome
;
gave a brilliant description

of the riches of the valley of the Po, and promised
him the support of many tribes of that region.

Hannibal’s soldiers, it would seem, had been alarmed
by the reports of the perils that lay in their way,
especially of the terrors of the Alps ; but their chief

addressed them in impassioned language ; hesitation

and fears at once vanished. Meanwhile their great
* The admirable skill and resource of Hannibal in crossing the

Rhone, in the face of the enemy, may be contrasted with the pitiable

weakness of Ba2;aine in crossing the Moselle, on the 13th and the

first part of the 14th August, 1870, though the enemy was not at

hand, and he had bridges, pontoons, and the material of a great

arsenal at Metz.
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commander had made a remarkable move, an
instance of his astonishing skill in stratagem, which
probably effected the objects he had in view. Scipio

had sent a party of 300 horsemen to reconnoitre

the eastern bank of the Rhone; they had drawn
near the Phoenician camp before the elephants had
got across; and they were on their way back to

make their report, when Hannibal told off 500
Numidians to fall on their rear, and to compel them
to fight. A sharp and bloody encounter followed

;

Hannibal's troopers, better cavalry than their op-
ponents, and not far from twofold in numbers,
retreated, and were pui'sued with heavy loss, to the
verge of the Carthaginian lines, from which, how-
ever, no counter-attack was made. The Roman
officer in command informed his chief that the hos-

tile army was still divided on the Rhone
; Scipio

thought a grand opportunity had come ;
he instantly

marched his whole army up the river, in the hope of

catching his adversaiy at fault, and striking him with
decisive effect. The consul found Hannibal’s camp
abandoned, and heard that he had moved up the

Rhone ; he returned to Marseilles breathing empty
curses against the “ cowardice ” of an enerny, who
would not abide his attack. He lost eight or ten

days by these useless movements ; this enabled
Hannibal to get clear away, and increased the diffi-

culty of sending the Roman army back, by land or

by sea, in time to encounter the Carthaginians as

they emerged through the passes of the Alps. The
detachment of the Numidian horsemen, and their

defeat, almost certainly feigned, contributed largely
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to this most important result ; the stroke, admirably-

conceived and brilliant, was one of the numberless
examples of Hannibal’s craft in war.*

Scipio was now at Marseilles with a consular

army; to follow Hannibal to the Alps was impossi-

ble ; what was to be the Roman’s next move in the
theatre of war ? The consul appears to have had
no doubts ; he sent the mass of his forces by sea

to Spain, under the command of his brother Cnseus
Scipio ; he set sail for Pisa, with a few hundred
men, and, in a short time, was across the Apen-
nines, to control the operations of the Roman army
in northern Italy, under the praetor Manlius. The
direction of Scipio’s army to Spain, in the long run
had momentous results ; it almost decided the issue

of the war; and it has been extolled as a movement
inspired by real genius. There is nothing in Scip-

io’s career to warrant a supposition of the kind; it

is probable that he adopted the course he took, sim-
ply because these were his original orders. And
though the movement may be justified, as affairs

stood, being a blow at Hannibal’s communications
with Spain, it was of little effect, for any present
purpose, for it was made at a very remote dis-

tance f ;
and it is doubtful, at least, if the Roman

general should not have taken a step altogether

agree with Colonel Dodge, Hannibal, 184, that the operation

of Hannibal was a dexterous ruse de guerre, A careful study o£

Polybius and Livy confirms this view. Indeed the facts speak for

themselves. Five hundred Numidian horsemen would never have
retreated before 300 Roman, without orders.

f See on this point Hamley’s Operations of War^ p. 123, edition

of 1866.
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different. He could not come up with Hannibal by
any march on land ; but it was of the first import-
ance to meet his enemy, as he descended from the

Alps to the Po, and to strike him down with a suffi-

cient force
;
and as Scipio possessed the command

of the sea, this operation was probably within his

reach. Had the consul embarked his anny at Mar-
seilles, landed it at Genoa, and brought the forces

of Manlius into line with his own—the roads in this

district were even then good—he could have opposed
at least 45,ocx) men to Hannibal at the Italian verge
of the Alps, and Hannibal could hardly have escaped
a fatal disaster in the existing condition of the Car-

thaginian army. Scipio, howevei', never thought of

this movement, and the reason is not difficult to

seek. He was convinced that Hannibal could not
cross the Alps,* or that if he did it would be with
the wreck of an army, which he could easily destroy
with the force of Manlius, from 25,000 to 30,000
strong, even making allowance for all losses. The
consul’s view was not without reason, and he did
not yet know the giant he had to deal with ; but it

is certainly questionable whether his strategy was
well conceived. i*

Having got rid of Scipio, Hannibal ascended the
Rhone, by the eastern bank, as quickly as possible.

* Polybius dwells on this, iii*, 6i.

f Whether Scipio was right in sending his army to Spain, or
whether he should have taken it with him, by Genoa, to northern
Italy, has been discussed by many able writers* The opinion of

Napoleon, though not fully considered, is of course of the greatest

value, and requires attention. The Emperor points out truly that

Scipio had no chance of catching Hannibal, by any march made
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On the fourth day after his army had left its camp,
he reached the confluence of the Rhone and the
Isfere—there is no difference of opinion on this sub-

ject—and entered the region described as “ The
Island,” that is the fertile tract in the northwestern
part of Dauphin^, compared by Polybius to the
Delta of the Nile, which may be said to extend
from Grenoble to Lyons. The course he took from
this point, in his march across the Alps, has been
discussed, with much learning, in a number of

works
;
we shall follow the route, which appears, on

the whole, to be the most consistent with the really

known evidence. After entering the ” Island,”

Hannibal was in the land of the Allobroges, a pow-
erful tribe of the Gauls; he conciliated a leading

chief, at feud with his brother; and he obtained
from his grateful client an ample supply of food,

clothing, and other necessaries for his men. He
appears to have skirted the Rhone, nearly as far as

Vienne ; avoiding there the great bend of the river,

he struck across the country until he nearly reached
it again ; and here he found himself on the spurs of

the mountain barrier, like a rampart in front of the

main chain of the Alps, which stretches from Belley,

by Montm6lian, to Grenoble. The friendly chief

by this time had bade him farewell
; and as his army

'wholly by land ; but he has not noticed that Scipio might have gone
by sea to Genoa, and marched from that place to the Alps, and that,

in that case, he probably would have met his enemy as the Cartha-

ginians descended into Italy, and ought to have been able to crush

them, Napoleon, on the whole, rather approves of the direction of

the Consul’s army to Spain, Corr., xxxi., 407.
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drew near a pass in the range, probably the Che-
velu, just north of the Mont du Ch3.t, it was chal-

lenged by the Allobroges of another clan, who,
jealous of their wild freedom, like all mountaineers,

checked the advanced guard, and crowding the
neighbouring heights, assumed a menacing aspect,

and seemed eager to attack. Hannibal deceived the
barbarians by a skilful feint ; he moved his army
towards the mouth of the pass, but kept it in its

camp for some hours, as if hesitating what step he
was to take ; and then, having ascertained that the
Gauls returned to their villages at night, and kept
no watch, he pushed forward a body of picked men
in the darkness, seized the defile, and the highlands

above, and gradually drew the mass of his troops

onwards, under the cover, so to speak, of huge fires,

which would make the enemy believe that the camp
was still fully occupied.

The autumn morning found the Carthaginian
army in possession of the pass, and making its way,
by a descent of extreme difficulty, towards the open
plains leading from Chambdry, to the valley of the
Isfere. The Gauls had been baffled, and paused for

a time ; but their chiefs, who had probably sent
their commands far and near, ordered their clans-

men to fall in force on the enemy. Hannibal’s
columns were toiling along a mere track, formed in

the side of the range above, and often meeting
precipices that, steep as walls, went down hundreds
of feet, into torrents below; the barbarians, swarm-
ing by mountain paths in their way, attacked them
at these dangerous points

; and as the numbers of
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the assailants increased, the army was beset in front,

flank, and rear, and a terrible scene of disaster

followed. Horses, beasts of burden, carriages, and
trains were hurled in confusion into the yawning
depths beneath; hundreds of the soldiers were slain,

or made captives by the Gauls
;
thousands perished

as they were forced over the cliffs ; the air rang for

leagues with the savage yells of the Celts ;
the whole

enterprise, in a word, was gravely endangered. But
Hannibal’s picked men had kept the crest of the
heights; they moved rapidly along, at their leader’s

command, overlooking from above the Gaulish
onset ; they doubtless were accompanied by the
renowned Balearic slingers, and they poured such a
storm of missiles on the enemies below that an
immense number of these was killed * and the bar-

barians were compelled to abandon the prey that
seemed in their grasp. The Carthaginian army,
extricated, but with enormous loss, made its way,
molested no longer, into the plain that extends to

the great lake of Bourget; it seems to have made a
halt for a time; and it avenged itself on its defeated
enemy. Hannibal destroyed the principal town of

the Gauls ; laid in an ample store of provisions ;
and

made booty of large herds of cattle. He was re-

joined, probably near Chamb^ry, by a considerable

number of wounded men and stragglers.

The army was soon in the valley of the Isfere, still

broad and fertile for many miles, before the river

* Polybius, iii., 51, emphatically says rotlS fJih-v ‘TrXsi&Tov? TtS'y

^AXkolSpoymv^ (XTtiuTBZ'VB. Livy’s account, xxi., 33, is very

spirited, but probably under«estimates the loss of the men of Hannibal.
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approaches the main range of the Alps. Hannibal
was received with gifts and honeyed words by the
Gauls of this region

;
but though he accepted the

guides they offered, he was fortunately suspicious,

and took precautions. After a march of two or
three days he reached the valley of the Reclus, a
feeder of the Iscre ; he beheld the gigantic barrier

of the Alps rising in snow, thousands of feet above,
and the gap which marks the pass through the Lit-

tle St. Bernard. His distrust of the Celts had only
increased ; he formed his army, as it was about to

begin the ascent, in the manner that he thought
would best insure its safety. He placed his ele-

phants in front of the long column, for the bar-

bai'ians beheld these beasts with superstitious awe

;

next to these followed the cavalry and the impedi-
menta; his infantry, which he kept in his own hand,
closed the rear, well together, and in full force.

The army had got into a narrow defile overhung by
huge cliffs on either side—one of these was then
known as the “ White Rock,” and .still i-etains the
traditional name—when it was suddenly assailed by
multitudes of the treacherous Colt.s hidden in am-
bush on the top of the heights ; and this attack was
ere long followed by a formidable attack on its rear.

The preceding disaster was repeated, but this was
much worse ; the Gauls hurled down rocks and even
boulders from their points of vantage, and com-
pletely broke up the middle parts of the column;
the destruction of men and horses was immense;
the impedimenta were to a great extent lost ;

and
the masses of the Gauls fell with desperate courage
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and determination on the Carthaginian footmen.
The army of Hannibal was cut in two

; but the great

captain overcame the storm
;
his infantry gradually

forced the assailants back, though the ground was
strewn with their dead and dying men ; and ulti-

mately he succeeded in bringing his forces together,

—for the attack slackened in all directions,—having
again saved his troops by his resource and energy.

The army had ere long attained the summit of the
Little St. Bernard pass

;
it was nine days after it

stood under the Mont du Ch§.t ; the date was the
26th of October, 218 before Christ.*

Hannibal gave his worn-out soldiers rest, on the
top of the range, for two days. The region around
was a desert of mountain and snow ; even the
bravest began to lose heart, and to murmur; but
Hannibal pointed towards the east; “we have
climbed," he exclaimed, “ the ramparts of Italy,

nay, of Rome, what lies still for us to accomplish is

not difficult." The slopes, however, of the Alps,

on the Italian side, are more precipitous than on
that of France; and as the Carthaginians made the

descent, a considerable number of men and horses

were lost, though no hostile tribes attempted an
attack. At last a point was reached where ava-

lanches had swept away the track, and had made the
mountain side a sheer wall like a cliff ; the march of

the column was arrested ; it was pronounced impos-
sible to make a step in advance. This was, so to

* Hennebert, book vi., vol. ii., p. 227 ; Malleson, Amhushes and
Surprises, p. 20 ; Dodge, Hannibal, p. 23s.
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speak, Hannibal’s Fort of Bard

;

but the natural
was far worse than the artificial obstacle; the No-
vember snow covered the glaciers beneath

; and, in

an effort to press forward, many victims perished.

An attempt was made to find a path higher up the
range; but this failed and had to be abandoned; a

kind of gallery was then cut in the side of the cliff,

blasted by the explosive to which we have referred, f
The cavalry, infantry, and impedimenta were soon
enabled to pass, but four days were required to

open a way for the elephants, yet, though famished,
the animals were saved. The army, having over-

come this strait, moved rapidly down the valley of

the Dora Baltea ;
and by the first days of November

had reached Ivrea, and entered the lands of the
friendly Insubres. It was welcomed by its allies

with delight ; but it presented a woeful and almost
hopeless aspect. In a record supposed to have been
made by himself, Hannibal has declared that of the

59,000 men he had led from the Pyrenees, there
remained only 20,000 infantry, aird 6,000 horsemen

;

and these were but the shadow of a military force,

the men spectres, the horses scarcely able to stand.
What must have been the result, if, as was quite
possible, Scipio had met this exhausted army at the
passes from the Alps, at the head of even 40,000 of

the soldiers of Rome ? %
The Insubres, thirsting for vengeance on Rome,

supplied the needs of Hannibal’s army with eager

* Referring to Napoleon’s Alpine march in 1800,

f Compare Iltinnebert, Vie tPAtinibal^ vol* ii,, pp, 252,^67, and
Malleson^ Ambushes and Surprises., p. 29.

J See note at end of chapter.
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alacrity and good-will ;
but weeks were required

before the worn-out troops were in a condition to
move, and to face the enemy. By degrees they
regained their strength and acquired once more the
appearance of a well-organised force ; it deserves
special notice that not one of the elephants was lost

in the long and arduous march, for they had been
an object of peculiar attention and care. Hannibal
was now in Piedmont and at the foot of the Alps,
but almost without a trustworthy base; he entered
the country of the Taurini, with whom the Insubres
were at continual feud, in order, in part probably,
to please his allies, in part to render his communi-
cations in some measure secure. The chief town of

the tribe, the modern Turin, fell to a siege con-
ducted with great vigour, and followed by an
assault, after the explosion of an enormous mine *

;

an example was made of the hostile Gauls, who
were, not improbably, in the pay of Rome. It was
now time for Hannibal to march into Italy, and to

proceed on his heroic enterprise, but the prospect
before him was not reassuring. A Roman army, he
knew, was not far distant ;

and if the Insubres were
his devoted friends, and other Gaulish tribes seemed
eager for his approach, there had been no general

rising as yet in his favour, and the Cenomani and a
few lesser clans, along the south of the Po, had
joined the standards of Rome. As usual, in a word,
the Celts were divided ; but the die had been cast,

and the Carthaginian army advanced, perhaps in the

* For an elaborate and brilliant account of this siege see Hennebert,

Vie d'Annibal, book vi., ch. L, pp. 420—28,
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first week of December, towards the Sesia, along
the northern bank of the Po. Before this time
Scipio had reached Placentia, * even then a strong

fortress, and a large Roman colony ; he had marched,
we have seen, across the Apennines, had rallied the

army of the prsetor Manlius, had obtained some
reinforcements in Italy, and had been joined by a
body of Gauls

;
he was probably at the head of more

than 30,000 men. At Placentia he held the key of

the north of Italy and commanded the famous Stra-

della pass
; f ha-d remained in that position he

would have placed Hannibal in no doubtful straits.

But, though his army was largely composed of

recruits, he resolved to push forward, and fall on
Hannibal, when apprised that his adversary was on
the march

;
he was full of recollections of the skir-

mish on the Rhone. In an unlucky hour for him-
self he left his point of vantage, crossed the Po and
the Ticinus $ as quickly as possible, and moved into

the great plains eastward
; it seems that he pressed

his cavalry on, leaving the greatest part of his army
far in the rear.

We may picture to ourselves the grim delight of

Hannibal when he learned that his enemy had
quitted his fine position, and was moving into the
Lomellina, where the Phoenician cavalry would cer-

^ Now Piacenza.

f The student of Napoleon’s campaigns and writings is well ac-

quainted with the importance of Piacenza, and the Stradella Pass, as

defences of northern Italy. Napoleon, xxxi, 407, remarks as to

Scipio’s position, “ La il etait merveillesement place pour arr^ter les

Carthaginiois.”

X Now the Ticino.
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tainly possess a distinct advantage. He crossed the

Sesia to meet the consul, with, it has been said, about

6oc>0 horsemen, in part heavy Spanish and Phoenician,

in part light Numidian ; lie came in view of Scipio, a

little to the east of Vercelli. The consul's force was
only composed of some light infantry and perhaps

2000 or 3000 horsemen ; at all events it was greatly

outnumbered
;
he had recklessly advanced with a

portion of his army only, into the ground where his

defeat was certain. The combat that followed, if

hardly a battle, had important results, and was short

and decisive.* The Roman velites, boyish recruits,

gave way at once, when charged by the heavy Car-
thaginian cavalry ; the Roman horse made a better

.stand ; but their inexperience in their arm was
clearly shewn f ; numbers dismounted, attempted to
fight on foot, and were trampled down by the Phoe-
nician and Spanish squadrons. Meanwhile the
admirable Numidians had closed in on the hostile

wings, their favourite manoeuvre so often seen ; all

then became confusion and rout; the Roman detach-
ment was butchered where it fought

; few only
escaped to bear the dismal news. The consul, who
stood with his men to the last, was severely
wounded in the first shock of arms ; he was extri-

cated from the fugitives by his young son, the cele-

brated Africanus of the day of Zama, destined, in

after years, to overthrow Hannibal. The Roman-
army, after this reverse, retreated hastily behind the

* Polybius, iii., 64, 65 ; Livy, xxi., 46.

f This is specially noticed by Polybius, iii. , 65 ; Livy, xxi. , 46..

Livy’s account of the combat is excellent.
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Ticinus and the Po, and took refuge, it would ap-

pear, just outside Placentia, forming a great camp
near the walls of the fortress.

Hannibal made prisoners of a large rearguard, in

his pursuit of the defeated army. Some critics have
asked why he did not follow his enemy across the
Ticinus and the Po ; but the reason is sufficiently

plain ; he had suffered loss, and his position was still

insecure. His next operations, for the few sub-
sequent days, are remarkable for judgment and
military skill. He was reinforced by some Gaulish
warriors, though no general insurrection as yet took
place; and he enlisted them in the ranks of his

army. He then resolved to proceed on his march;
but he did not advance lower down the Po ; this

would have led him into the lands of the Cenomani,
well-known subjects and allies of Rome; the passage
of the great river too would have become very diffi-

cult, as its waters extend in their course eastwards.

But the Stradella pass, he knew, was a main defence
of Italy, and must be mastered to enable him to

advance safely; he was eager to join his enemy at

Placentia ; he had messages from the Gauls to the
south of the Po assuring him of large and loyal sup-
port

;
and he had been informed, probably through

his spies in Rome, that Sempronius, with the army
which had been designed for Africa, was in full

march to the north of Italy in order to effect his

junction with his colleague Scipio. Hannibal’s
resolution was soon formed ; it reveals a great cap-

tain in every sense of the word. He ascended the
Po, by the northern bank, crossed the river appa-
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rently by boats and barges, as he had previously
crossed the Rhone, at a point supposed to be near
Cambio ; the Celts, as they promised, rose at his

summons, and swelled the ranks of his now rapidly

increasing army. Pushing instantly forward by
forced marches, Hannibal seized and held the Stra-

della pass, an avenue into the midst of northern
Italy ; he passed Clastidium,* a Roman stronghold,
either mastering it, or, as has been said, making
terms with a cowardly or false commandant—this

was one of the instances of his Punic faith—and he
was ere long in sight of Placentia, and of the hostile

army motionless in its camp. Judging admirably
that his enemy was cowed and beaten, he marched
boldly across Scipio’s front ; established his army
on the banks of the Nura, a short distance to the

east of Placentia ; and thus placed himself between
the two consuls, holding Scipio in check, a few
miles away, and preventing Sempronius from ap-

proaching his colleague, at least by the proper line

of junction, the great main road from Ariminum.
He had the full advantage of an interior line; and
was in the central position between divided foes,

which Turenne and Napoleon so often gained, and
in which both of these great commanders, especially

the last, accomplished marvellous exploits of war.f
During these operations on the Ticinus and the

Po, Sempronius and his legions had been advancing

* Now Casteggio,

+ These fine operations of Hannibal are excellently described by
Hennebert, book vi., ch. iii. Dodge, ETatinibal^ pp, 255, 260,

Malleson, Ambushes and Surprises^ pp, 39, 42*
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with extraordinary speed to the north of Italy, and
had reached Ariminum about the third week of

December. That officer, we have seen, had been
sent with a consular army, and a great fleet, to

make a descent on Africa; but he had been unable
to fulfil his mission- Under the inspiration beyond
dispute of Hannibal, the Carthaginian government
had fitted out two small squadrons to make a diver-

sion ill the Mediterranean, and to threaten Italy

;

and though one of these suffered loss in a severe
storm, and the other was defeated off Lilybaeum, in

a combat in which sheer hard fighting prevailed again
over manoeuvring skill, this fleet effectually accom-
plished Hannibal’s purpose.* It kept hovering near
the southern shores of Italy ; this detained the consul
through the whole summer; and if he endeavoured
to strengthen his hold on Sicily, by capturing one
or two small islands, he did not even approach
Africa, and his fleet and his army were almost para-

lysed. Early in November he received the news
that Hannibal was descending from the Alps ; the
senate, alarmed at what they regarded as an unfore-

seen portent, directed him to march to the aid of
his colleague, Scipio ; stout soldier as he was, he did
not hesitate. He embarked with his army at Lily-

baeum
;
proceeded by sea, in person, to Rome

; and
landed his troops on the coast of Bruttium, with
orders to make for Ariminum by forced marches.
The soldiery, bound by a solemn oath to their chief,

^ Livy has described this battle in his usual picturesque manner.
He points out very clearly the characteristic difference between the

Roman and the Carthaginian naval tactics, xxi,, 50,
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advanced from the extreme south into the north of
Italy, at a rate which must be pronounced astonish-

ing; it is said, at an average of sixteen miles a day,
for a period of probably four weeks at least.* The
excellence of the Roman roads accounts in some
measure for this celerity; but if we bear in mind
the weighty burden the Roman legionary carried on
a march, the exploit deserves the very highest
praise, f
Meanwhile Hannibal had been making attempts,

in accordance with the true principles of war, to
turn his position of vantage to account, and to fall

on Scipio before his colleague could join him. He
had offered the consul battle, when he had passed
Placentia ; but the strength of the Roman camp,,

close to a great fortress, enabled his adversary toi

decline his challenge. A short time afterwards a
1‘evolt of the Gauls in Scipio’s army induced that

officer to endeavour to leave the ground he held—he
evidently feared contact with the Gauls in Hanni-
bal’s camp—he set out from before Placentia, and
made for the Trebia, by a night march skilfully

planned. Hannibal pushed forward his well-trained

Numidians to follow the enemy and bring him to

* Dodge, Hannibal, p. 257 «

f Very few modern armies have ever marched sixteen miles a day

for any great length of time. The boasted marches of the German
armies, in the war of 1870, were seldom longer than thirteen miles a

day for considerable distances ; they have been unduly extolled by
the uninformed worshippers of success. They were far surpassed by
many marches of Napoleon, and even of Wellington, The march
of the Grand Army from the Channel to the Danube approached

that of the army of Sempronjus in rapidity.
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bay, and pursued with the great mass of his forces, *

but the Numidians lost time in burning the Roman
camp; the consul escaped across the Trebia; took a

strong position not far from Rivalta, and entrenched
himself in a camp on the western bank, awaiting the

appearance of his now expected colleague. Hannibal
confronted him, near Settima, on the eastern bank,

and did not cross the river to attack. Why did he
not carry out the design he had originally in view ?

We may ascribe his apparent inaction in part to the

formidable nature of the Roman camp, an obstacle

that may be compared to a fortress ; but Hannibal,
superior as he was in cavalry, ought to have been
able to ravage the adjoining country, and to starve

his adversary out of his lines; and probably there

was a more sufficient reason. Though Hannibal
had been joined by numbers of the Gauls, there was
still no universal rising in his aid

;
a great many

tribes still held aloof f ; some were as yet friendly to

Rome, or waiting on fortune. His army, too, was
by no means fully restored

;
in these circumstances

he may have thought it the wisest course to further
the training of his Gaulish levies, to accustom them
to Carthaginian discipline, to give his troops a still

needed rest, and not to attack Scipio in his well
protected lair. It is possible, besides, that he did
not believe that Sempronius could reach his col-

’•'This is positively asserted by Polybius, iii., 68. The passage
which proves that Hannibal contemplated falling on Scipio, when
still separated from Sempronius, has escaped the notice of, as far as I

know, all commentators.

fPolybius, iii., 60, and Livy, xxL, 52, dwell emphatically on this.

important fact.
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league, by a practicable road other than the great

road from Ariminum; his knowledge of Italy must
have been very imperfect. He did not, however,
waste his time

; he scoured the whole country
around for supplies ;

and he pounced on Clastidium
where the Romans had great stores, in the hope
perhaps of compelling Scipio to retreat. His “ Pu-
nic faith ” was again seen in his trafficking with the
officer in command.*
While Hannibal was thus on the watch for Scipio,

Sempronius had been moving from Ariminum, to

effect his junction with his defeated colleague. He
certainly did not march by the great ordinary road,

the Via .Emilia of a later day, for the Carthaginian
chief was in his path

;
he may have marched along

the northern spurs of the Apennines ; but probably
he advanced along the south of the range and
reached the Trebia, from Genoa, in part by the road
known, in modern times, as that by the famous
Boccheta.-f- He had reached the camp of Scipio, in

the last days of December, or possibly even a little

afterwards, having again pressed forward with great

* I have described these operations of Hannibal somewhat differ-

erently from other writers* But my conclusions are, I think, borne

out by Polybius and Livy if attentively studied. It is perfectly plain

from Polybius that Hannibal at first intended to fall on Scipio in

force ; why he paused, after Scipio had crossed the Trebia, may also

be gathered from the historian's narrative.

f Though the Via Emilia had not yet been made there certainly

was a main road from Ariminum to Placentia at this time. Arnold,

Second P'unic Wa7\ 32, Colonel Dodge, Hannibal^^^. 261—62, think

Sempronius moved north of the Apennines. I follow Hennebert,

Annihal^ book vi., 481.
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celerity *
; he had eluded, if not out-manoeuvred

Hannibal t ;
the two consuls were now at the head

of a united army at least 45,000 strong, but com-
posed in part of Gauls and recruits, and with scarcely

more than 4000 horsemen. Scipio was still com
pletely disabled by his wound ;

but the mischief of

divided consuls and a divided command were felt at

once in the Roman camp. Scipio urged that it was
the true course to hold Hannibal firmly in check, not
to offer battle with uncertain results, to await large

reinforcements from Rome; the Carthaginian army
could not fail to be in want of supplies in a short
time

;
the Gauls would not bear importunate allies

;

in masterly inaction was the real hope of safety. His
colleague, however, was of an opposite mind ; the
consular elections were not distant

; he burned for

an opportunity to atttack his enemy before he laid

down his high oflfice :{: ; a victory would make him
perhaps a dictator. Nor were plausible military

*Henndbert dwells on this, book vi,, 484, ei seg.

f It is very remarkable that Napoleon does not blame Hannibal for

not having attacked Scipio before Sempronius joined him, and for not

having prevented the junction of the two consuls. He compares the

position of Hannibal to his own in the campaign of 1796, when he
stood between Beaulieu and Colli, and when he separated his adver-

saries, and defeated them in detail. But, he says, “ J’etaisdans une
situation plus favorable qu’ Annibal ; les deux Consuls avaient un
interet commun ; couvrir Rome ; les deux generaux que j’attaquais

avaient chacun un interet particulier que les dominait
;
Beaulieu, celui

de couvrir le Milanais ; Colli, celui de couvrir le Piedmont,’' quoted
by Colonel Dodge, i/annidal, p. 258. I have not been able to verify

the passage in Napoleon’s writings.

J This is especially noticed by Polybius, iii., 70, and by Livy,

xxi., 53.
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reasons wanting-
; the Roman was superior in num-

bers to the Phcenician army; and what could resist

the shock of the legions on a fair field, in their own
land of Italy ?

Hannibal had numerous spies in the enemy’s
camp, and was probably informed by treacherous
Gauls of the divided counsels prevailing in the
Roman army. It is one of the gifts of a great cap-

tain to understand the character of an adversary in

his front ; Hannibal evidently took an accurate

measure of Scipio and of his ambitious colleague.

By this time he had his army in hand
; it was inferior

in numbers to the two consular armies, about 38,000
to 45,000 men ; but it possessed the elephant, an im-
portant special arm, 10,000 cavalry, largely Gaulish,

against 4000 ; a considerable force of Balearic sling-

ers very superior to similar Roman troops
; above

all it was a trained and veteran army, in a very large

proportion at least, directed by a master of war, and
opposed to an army, in part of recruits, and under
generals of conflicting views. It was the interest of

Hannibal, therefore, to fight a decisive battle, before

Scipio had recovered from his wound, and had made
his authority more distinctly felt

;
he resolved to

lure Sempronius on to attack, retrieving the error, if

error it was, of having allowed him to join his col-

league. He sent out a detachment, chiefly of Nu-
midian horsemen, to ravage the lands of Gauls still

allies of Rome; Sempronius crossed the Trebia,

with a considerable force, and drove the squadrons,

probably under orders, back; this fired the consul’s

exulting hopes; he made up his mind to follow up
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what he deemed a victory."^ Hannibal felt that his

enemy was falling into the snare; he made instantly

preparations for a great and general battle. He
arranged the positions his army was to hold, super-

intending everything with the most minute care ;

and as it was the depth of winter, and the weather
was very severe, he gave orders that his troops
should oil their bodies, should be plentifully supplied
with good food and fires, and especially that their

horses should be looked after. At the same time,

being perfectly aware of the great qualities of the
Roman infantry, he most skilfully laid a deadly
ambush for them, foreseeing, as he did, that they
would cross the Trebia to attack. He placed his

brother Mago, .with 2000 picked men, in part horse-

men, in part foot, in the hollow of a ravine hidden
by brushwood and aquatic plants, with directions to

fall in full foi'ce on the enemy’s rear when the battle

had been thoroughly engaged in front.-f-

It was the early morning of a bitter winter’s day,
supposed to have been the 26th of December.:}:

The snow was falling, the sky lowering; the Trebia,

* Polybius, iii, , 70, dwells on the arrogance and over-confidence of

the consul. The Greek is not Attic, but is very expressive. Tivy,

xxi,, 53, says the same thing in more measured language.

f Polybius, iii., 71, notices the remarkable skill shewn by Hannibal
in preparing this ambush. The Romans had been accustomed to

such tactics on the part of the Gauls ; but the Gauls hid them-
selves in woods ; Hannibal, knowing this, stationed Mago in a fold

of ground.

J Hennebert, book vi., chap, iv., pp. 503“4, fixes this as the date,

and is followed by several writers. I think it ought to be a few days

later ; Sempronius could hardly have reached the Trebia from Ari-

minum by Genoa, so soon. The point is not of much importance.
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an Apennine torrent, was in full flood, rolling its

swollen waters over its broad channel. Nature con-
curred to second the design of Hannibal. He sent
a body of his trusty Numidians across the river to
the western bank ; they gallantly swam the angry
stream ; they were soon swarming around the Roman
lines, insulting the soldiery, challenging them to
fight. Sempronius could not contain his wrath

;
he

told off footmen and horsemen to sweep his enemies
away; these, obeying their orders, recrossed the
stream. The consul, furious at seeing the children
of the desert escape, did not even ask his colleague’s

advice
;
he hastily assembled his own officers ; he

gave directions that the whole army should pass the
Trebia, and attack Hannibal on the eastern bank.'®^

The Romans and their auxiliaries discovered a ford

believed to be that of Mirafiore f ; but the water was
up to the armpits of the men ;

they had not even
had their morning meal ;

they reached the scene of

action exhausted and famished. Hours were spent
in effecting the ill-omened passage

; Hannibal be-

held with delight his enemy given into his hands
;
a

general of a lesser order would have fallen on the

Romans when entangled in the stream ; he allowed

them to cross to a man to make his victory;}: com-

* With all the best authorities, I have placed the scene of the battle

on the eastern or right bank of the Trebia. The narratives of Poly-

bius and Livy seem to me decisive on this point, nor can we
explain otherwise the escape of the t0,000 Roman infantry to Placen-

tia, which is east of the Trebia- Mommsen, vol. ii., 117, is here, I

think, in error,

f Hennebert, book vi., 502.

4: Well noticed by Macdougall, T*he Campaigns of Hannibal^ p, 53.
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plete. The day was far spent when the armies,

about to close, had placed themselves in their order

of battle ; the Romans with their backs to the

swollen Trebia, worn out, and not at all fit to fight;

the Carthaginians, rested, in good condition, and
confronting the river that threatened to engulf their

foes. Sempronius arrayed his legions in the usual

three lines, the Gaulish auxiliaries being on the left

;

his weak force of horsemen was on both his wings.

Hannibal drew up his infantry in a deep phalanx

;

his powerful cavalry was on both his flanks ; his

array of elephants perhaps filled a space between his

horse and his foot *
;
perhaps occupied to the right

and the left, the extreme edge of his line.

The Romans, as always, took the offensive ; their

archers, slingers, and light-armed infantry advanced,
in open order, against Hannibal’s array. Their
numbers, however, wei'e small, and their efforts

weak; the velites had wasted their darts in pursuing
the Numidian horsemen; they were driven in, and
routed by the Phoenician skirmishers, apparently
nearly threefold in strength, the renowned Baleares
plying their slings with most destructive effect.

This, however, was but the prelude to the fight ; the
lines of the legions had soon reached the phalanx

;

Sempronius rode at the head of his men, encourag-
ing them by voice and confident gesture, never

* This is the view of Colonel Dodge, Hannibal., pp. 267—8, Divy,

on the contrary, xxi., 55, certainly ranges the elephants on the ex-

tremities of Hannibal’s wings. Elephanti,*’ he says, ** eminentes ab
extremis cornibus/’ Polybius gives no explanation that can hm called

clear, iii.,
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doubting that victory was in his grasp. But the
stern cheers of the Romans were hollow and faint,

as, starving and benumbed with cold, they endeav-
oured to close

; the pilum was hurled by nerveless

hands
;
the gladius was unable to do its work ; the

serried ranks of the Carthaginian column resisted

efforts that were half paralysed. The principes
rushed in vain through the intervals between the
divided maniples, to aid the hastati

;
the triarii

pressed on boldly in vain
; the extending line of the

assailants tried fruitlessly to outflank and surround
the unshaken enemy. While this conflict was in full

progress, the great masses of Hannibal’s horsemen
had completely routed the weak Roman cavalry,

and foi'ced it, with heavy loss, away from the field

;

and they had soon fallen on the exposed flanks of

the legions, crushing down the men with their irre-

sistible weight. The Gaulish auxiliaries gave way,
and were dispersed ; but the noble Roman infantry

still bravely fought on, though the elephants had
come to the aid of the Phcenician horsemen, tramp-
ling hundreds of luckless victims under foot, and
though the Balearic slingers had crept round, and
were smiting the Romans in the rear with a deadly

storm of missiles.* The legions, now assailed in

front by the advancing phalanx, and hemmed in by
foes gathering in on all sides, nevertheless still main-
tained the lost battle ;

when a sudden apparition

was seen in their rear. Mago, perceiving that the

*** Hennebert, book vi., p. 529, asserts that the balista was em-
ployed at the Trebia, There is no trace of this in the narratives of

Polybius and Livy, and he gives no authority.
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crisis of the day had come, issued from his lair, and
fell on the doomed army ; the attack of this fresh

reserve was decisive ; the Carthaginian spear and the

Gaulish claymore wrought fearful havoc in the ranks

of the beaten troops ; defeat became an appalling

rout. Yet even in that hour of despair and ruin,

the matchless Roman infantry was worthy of itself

;

io,ochd men cut their way through a host of enemies,

and found refuge within the walls of Placentia. The
disaster, however, was not the less complete; Han-
nibal did not pursue the defeated army, for night

had fallen, and the Trebia was not to be lightly

entered
;
but 30,000 men of the consular armies were

made prisoners, wounded, or slain.*

The battle of the Trebia, if not the most tremend-
ous, was one of the most brilliant of Hannibal’s
victories. He often recurred to it in his old age,

as a masterpiece of his skill in the field
;

it is suffi-

cient to .stamp him as a great captain. It is difficult

Xo say whether we ought most to admire his craft in

arranging the ambush of Mago, his dexterity in lur-

ing Sempronius on to his fate, his careful prepara-

tion of his troops beforehand, his perfect disposition

of his army on the ground, or his art in making a

decisive triumph secure
;
and there can be little

but blame for his enemy’s conduct. Yet who can

withhold the due meed of praise from the mag-
nificent Roman infantry on that day ; we see, in

* The student of war cannot fail to perceive a marked but only
general resemblance between the conduct of Hannibal and Sem-
pronius at the Trebia, and of Napoleon and the allies at Austerlitz,
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what it achieved, the heroic qualities which made it,

at last, the master of the ancient world. The wreck
of the Roman army seems to have made its way

—

apart from the large division shut up in Placentia

—

to Cremona and other Italian colonies
;
but it was

annihilated as an organised military force ; Hannibal
was lord of Italy north of the Apennines. The im-
mediate result of this prodigious success was that
the Italian Gauls rose, in one great body, at last,

and joined his standards; 64,000 warriors, it is said,

flocked into his camp. Yet Hannibal’s prospects
were not all bright

;
his great project had only suc-

ceeded in part. He was, doubtless, aware that he
had not really weakened the enormous military

power of Rome
; nor could he expect as yet that he

could make an impression on her allies in the middle
and south of Italy. But he had been disappointed

in his hope of collecting in the valley of the Po a

great host of many races and tongues, to attack the

object of his deadly hate, and of marching against

the republic at its head. The court of Macedon
made no sign, the Illyrians, along the Adriatic coast,

were held in awe by a Roman fleet ; the power of

Carthage in Spain was being already threatened by
the army in the hands of Cnseus Scipio; Spanish

troops had not come to Hannibal’s aid ;
the immense

circuit by the Alps was a most grave obstacle, espe-

cially as Rome was really supreme at sea. And
though Hannibal had obtained the assistance of the

Italian Gauls, how long could he rely on natures of

this kind, excitable, reckless, and, as he often found

out, treacherous ? His army, besiddfe, as the winter
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advanced, began to suffer much from disease and
privations ; his elephants, which had escaped the

Alpine march, nearly all perished. With perfect

judgment, he paused for some months before mak-
ing an attempt to invade the southern parts of Italy;

he employed this interval of time chiefly in forming
his new levies.

The first act in the drama of the Second Punic
War, ends with the great defeat of Rome on the
Trebia. Seldom in the histoi'y of the world, has the
decisive influence of individual genius in war been
as grandly and conspicuously made manifest. While
Rome was dreaming of a descent on Africa, and
listlessly making ready for an easy conquest, Hanni-
bal baffles her by the originality and greatness of his

plan
;

seizes the initiative on the theatre of war

;

marches from the Ebro to the Pyrenees and the
Rhone, before her feeble preparations are complete.
His sudden attack disconcerts all her projects;

reduces her, overwhelming as is her power, to resort

to an ill-considered and passive defence ; and when
after his march across the Alps, the great Cartha-
ginian descends to the banks of the Po, he anni-

hilates the only army she can yet oppose to him.
The magnificent conceptions of Hannibal, too, were
worked out by an execution not less admirable. In
all his operations we see supreme excellence, skill,

resource, daring, an heroic spirit, the faculty of

command in the very highest degree, caution, sound
judgment, extraordinary craft, and last, but not
least, watchful and incessant care in providing for

the requirements of his troops. Every movement
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from the fine passage of the Rhone to the astonish-
ing crossing of the Alps, to the brilliant engagemenc
on the Ticinus, to the mastery of the Stradella pass,

to the manoeuvres which separated the two consuls,

and finally to the decisive blow on the Trebia, is

marked with consummate power in war
; it is scarcely

possible to detect a single fault ; and there is evi-

dence enough to shew that, if Hannibal did not fall

on Scipio and Sempronius while still apart, he was
prevented from the design he had formed, by reasons
which, if obscure, may be held sufficient. As for

his adversaries they were generals of the ordinary
Roman type, stout soldiers, even capable men, but
ignorant of the higher parts of war

;
mere playthings

in the hands of a chief like Hannibal
;
and the

Trebia was probably due to their divided counsels,

in part the result of defects in the military institu-

tions of Rome. Yet the Roman infantry was equal

to itself
;

it is impossible to give it higher praise
;

its

conduct was a presage of a more auspicious time.

Note.—The exact line taken by Hannibal, in his celebrated march
across tlie Alps, has been a matter of endless but ingenious contro-

versy. The subject is one rather of antiquarian research than of

historical importance, for the Alpine passes through which the Car-

thaginian army may have penetrated, present similar difHculties, and
were alike in the possession of Gaulish tribes. A few remarks,

however, may be made, even in a brief epitome. There are only two
ancient narratives ;

that of Polybius, not very far from contempora-

neous, is, I think, much the most trustworthy. The route indicated

in these pages seems to me the only one that can be reconciled with

the account of Polybius. No doubt Polybius does not refer to the

lake of Bourget ;
and no doubt the Carthaginian soldiery could not

have seen the plains of Italy from the pass of the Little St. Bernard,

as Polybius hints they did
;
hut these objections are trifling, and are
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far outweighed by really important considerations, (i) Polybius says

that Hannibal moved Ttoipd rot^ Ttonr/ioVy that is, I conceive, up
the Rhone, through the Insula; and though he does not say that

Hannibal struck across the Insula from Vienne, he asserts that “ Han-
nibal began to ascend the Alps near the Rhone ''

; and this points to

the Mont du Chat and the Chevelu pass. (2) Polybius gives it to be

understood that, after emerging from the first pass, the Carthaginians

entered a plain and easy country ;
this corresponds with the tract

around Chambery and the adjoining part of the valley of the Isere,

(3) A cliff called the Roche Blanche is near the foot of the Little St,

Bernard
;
this answers to the which Polybius refers to

as close to the main range of the Alps ascended by Hannibal. (4) The
distances, very specifically set forth by Polybius, agree much better

with those of the route I have followed, than with those of any other

route. (5) Polybius makes Hannibal descend into the lands of the

Iiisubres
;
a fragment of Strabo, indeed, contradicts this ; but the

text of Polybius is quite plain ;
and it is probable that Plannibal

would, in the first instance, repair to the territory of his allies, who,
it must be borne in mind, had given him guides. On the whole, the

view I have taken is apparently nearly that of the best historian of

that age
;

it is that of Arnold, Mommsen, Niebuhr, and other dis-

tinguished men ;
and it is maintained by Colonel Dodge {Hannibal^

pp. 188, 235) with admirable reasoning and fulness of knowledge.
Eminent writers, however, have contended that Hannibal marched

through the Insula, along the Isere ;
then passed into the valley of

the Arc
;
and finally crossed the Alps, by the pass of Mont Cenis,

into the country of the Tauiini, who 'were deadly enemies of the In-

subres. This, too, is the opinion of Napoleon, formed indeed on
very inadequate evidence {Corr.^ xxxi., 408), but of course valuable,

Polybius may possibly have referred to the Is^re, when he wrote Tccxpd.

Tov Ttora^MOV'

;

but in almost every other particular his narrative

can hardly be reconciled with the route just above mentioned
; and

he denies that Hannibal issued from the Alps into the lands of the

Taurini as, indeed, may almost be assumed. It should be added that

though the pass of Mont Cenis is lower, and was perhaps even then
more practicable than that of the Little St, Bernard, the march of the

Carthaginian army through the valley of the Arc, would have been
difHcult in the extreme ; and the localities do not at all resemble those

described by Polybius.

The second ancient narrative is that of Livy, a better writer than
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Polybius, who tells us that he had carefully investigated the subject,

but separated from the events in question by nearly two hundred
years. Livy’s account is circumstantial and precise, but, I think,

very improbable. He says that, after entering the Insula, Hannibal
marched towards the Alps, but not by the direct route

;
he turned

to his left through the lands of the Tricontii, the Vocontii, and
the Tricorii

;
he reached with little difficulty the course of the Dur-

ance ; and having ascended the valley of that river, and overcome
the obstacles and the attacks described by Polybius, he debouched
from the Alps into the country of the Taurini, evidently by the pass

of Mont Genevre. This description would indicate that Hannibal
counter-marched from the Insula, into the valley of the Drome, the

territory of the Gaulish tribes he names, for this is implied in the

statement that he moved to his left
;
and besides that this route is

open to all the objections mentioned already, this single supposition

can hardly be entertained.

A series, however, of very able writers—Hennebert is the most
conspicuous—have adopted Livy^s itinerary in. part ; they represent

Hannibal as ascending the valley of the Durance, crossing Mont
Genevre, and passing into the lands of the Taurini

;
but they make

him reach the Durance, not by the valley of the Dr6me, but by that

of the Drac, through Grenoble, Chorges, and other places. The
arguments of Hennebert, approved by Colonel Malleson, are of un-

doubted weight
;
but, for the reasons before stated, they cannot, I

think, fit in with the account of Polybius, and ought not to prevail.

It should be added that Mr. Douglas Freshfield, a very competent

authority, adopts the view that Hannibal marched up the Durance ; but

he contends that he crossed the Alps by the pass of Argentiere
;
cer-

tainly a passage from Varro is in his favour. Still the weight of evi-

dence is, I believe, against Mr. Freshfield ;
and he makes Hannibal

—what is not probable—diverge from the Durance, into the very

difficult valley of the Ubaye. The reader may consult, on the whole

question, an elaborate and very learned note in Arnold's Histo7y of
ihe Second Punic War^ the third volume of the Hisiory of Rome^ pp.

362, 373, ed. 1886, in which most of the authorities are collected

and compared. The description by Polybius will be found in book
iii., ch. 47, 56, that of Livy in book xxi., ch. 31, 38. The sub-

ject, however, I repeat, seems to me rather for the antiquarian than

the historian.
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TRASIMENUS AND CANN^.

Hannibal organises his levies in northern Italy—Plots of Gauls
against him.—Kscape from Placentia and Cremona of a part of
the defeated Roman army—Roman success in Spain—Military
preparations of Rome after the Trebia— I^ositions of the Roman
armies—Hannibal marches on Etruria—The marshes of the
Arnus—Hannibal turns the flank of ^‘Emiliiis, and attains his
rear—False movements of the consul—Trasimenus—Rout of the
Roman army—Hannibal advances to Spolctum and the Via
Flaminia—His profound strategy"—Pie marches into Apulia

—

State of affairs at Rome—The dictator P'abius—Wise views of
the Cunctator—He pursues Hannibal—Fabius tries to cut him
off—Hannibal escapes—Indignation against P'abius at Rome

—

Minucius made his colleague—Minucius defeated by Hannibal—Resigns his command to Fabius—State of affairs at the end
of the campaign of 217 B.c.—Varro and ^Emilius—Hannibal
marches to Cannse—Annihilation Roman army at Cannoe.

IjlANNIBAL had a difficult and a peril-

ous task in preparing his levies of

Gauls for the field. The Celts had
flocked to his camp, we have seen, in

thousands; but they found regular
discipline a hateful burden ; they
were indignant that they were not

given a free hand to devastate and plunder the val-

ley of the Po. Their chiefs, too, were fickle, treach-
erous, and at feud with each other ; they angrily
resented that they had to find supplies for the liber-

138
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siting army which ate up their country. Plots, it is

said, were formed against the life of Hannibal
; the

great Carthaginian was compelled to put on dis-

guises, and to be always attended by a Phoenician
escort

; the Gauls, in a word, were true to their bar-
barian nature. He gradually, however, bowed
these Celts to his will ; before the spring had come
he had made real soldiers of not less than 30,000 or
40.000 men of a martial race notable in all ages, for

its aptitude for war, and especially excelling, at this

time, in its horsemen. At the same time he restored
his old and trusted army, the ranks of which had
been greatly thinned ever since it had descended
from the Alps ; he was at the head of probably
50.000 or 60,000 men before entering on his pro-
jected campaign. Meanwhile he swept supplies in

from the districts in his power; captured one or two
places of Roman settlement

;
and made an attempt

to starve Placentia out by attacking its magazines,
in forts on the Po. The 10,000 men who had cut

their way through at the Trebia, had, we have said,

taken refuge in the place; they had been joined by
the wounded consul Scipio

;
and Hannibal was

beaten off, wounded himself, in turn. He may
have been foiled, too, in more than one similar

effort ; and ultimately Scipio and his noble troops,

reaching those which had made their way to Cre-

mona, effected their escape, perhaps by the northern

bank of the Po ;
they seem then to have been con-

veyed to Rome, there is reason to believe, up to

Ancona, by the Adriatic waters.* Hannibal was
* Mommsen, ii., ii8. The importance of Rome’s command of the

sea recurs over and over again in the Second Punic War,
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now established in the valley of the Po, though he
had still mainly to depend on the unstable Gauls

;

just before setting out on his march southwards, he
advanced into the lands of the Ligures, perhaps in

the hope of obtaining intelligence or aid from Car-

thage. We may reject as idle the tales that some
time previously he had made an attempt to move
across the Apennines, and that he had fought a
bloody fight with his old foe, Sempronius, the
wrecks of whose legions had been reinforced from
Rome. *

It was now the spring of 217 before Christ ; while
Hannibal was preparing to descend on central Italy,

fortune was beginning to turn against him on an-

other theatre of war, apparently I'emote, but of

supreme importance. Spain, we have seen, was the
real seat of his military power, the base of his opera-
tions in his great enterprise, for Carthage could not
attempt to attack Rome from Africa ; her govern-
ment, too, was weak and untrustworthy. For these
reasons Hannibal had left his bi-other Hasdrubal in

chief command in Spain ; he had detached Hanno,
before he had made for the Rhone, with a consider-

able force to maintain his hold on the Catalans ;

and he evidently calculated that, owing to these
precautions, his communications with Spain would
be kept open, and that, long as the circuit was from
the Pyrenees across the Alps, reinforcements and
supplies would regularly reach his army. He had
been already disappointed in this hope ; the assist-

* Livy tells these stories in his usual picturesque way, xxi., 58, 59,
but they are most improbable, and are not noticed by Polybius.
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ance he looked for was not forthcoming
;

it was
never to arrive freely, and to a sufficient extent.
Cnaeus Scipio, who, it will be borne in mind, had
been sent by his brother Publius to Spain, at the
head of the greater part of the consul’s army, had
effected a landing, and defeated Hanno

; he not
only subdued the Catalonian sea-board, but brought
many Catalan tribes into subjection to Rome. He
was surpised by Hasdrubal, some time afterwards,

and was beaten with considerable loss ; but he clung
to Tarragona and the coast ; he received support
from Marseilles, and the Spanish Greek colonies

;

and before long he had his revenge on Hasdrubal,
and drove him back upon Cartagena. The region

between the Pyrenees and the Ebro fell thus nearly

all into Roman hands ; the Roman senate, which
possessed the command of the sea, and clearly per-

ceived the advantage it had gained,* took care to
maintain a large military and naval force in Spain;
an insuperable barrier was opposed to the march of

troops and other requirements of war to Hannibal

;

his communications were, so to speak, strangled ; he
was left “ in the air,” to use an expressive phrase,

in Italy. An attempt made some months after-

wards by a Carthaginian squadron to land at Pisa,

and to send him support was frustrated by a supe-

rior Roman fleet ; his position was thus even now
insecure. This perilous state of things was to be-

* Polybius points tbis out very clearly, iii., 97. The Roman
senate and the Carthaginians were equally alive to the effect on Han-
nibal's position in Italy, of what was occurring in Spain. But Rome
was a great nation, Carthage an ill-governed state.
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come worse in time ;
it had a marked effect on the

fortunes of the Second Punic War.*
Meanwhile Rome had been steadily engaged in

making preparations to renew the contest. The
rout at the Trebia caused a thrill of alarm

; this was
not lessened by the boasts of, Sempronius—he had
reached the capital with a small body of horse—that

his defeat had been due to a hard winter’s day; and
superstitious terror prevailed for a moment. But
the nation regained its stern composure, and nerved
itself to continue the terrible struggle, which it had
deemed at first would be brief and decisive. Two
legions were sent to the army in Spain, where the
prospect of the war was becoming bright

; one was
despatched to Sicily, one to Sardinia, a third to

hold the great port of Tarentum, for the power of

Carthage at sea was to be kept under, and Cartha-
ginian descents on Italy were not to be endured.
But Hannibal and his army formed the real danger,
and Rome arrayed forces against the great enemy,
which might well have appeared sufficient. The
remains of the legions of the Trebia were reinforced

;

they were left at Lucca in the hands of Sempronius
;

the allies were called upon to make a great effort

;

and four new Roman and four new allied legions
were raised and placed in the hands of the lately
elected consuls, Caius Flaminius and Cnaeus Servil-
ius Geminus, with directions to hold the Apennine
passes leading into the plain land of Etruria, to

*See again Mahan, Sea Po-wer, First Series, pp. 15, 21. Rome's
command of the sea hampered Hannibal more than England's com-
mand of tlie sea hampered Napoleon.
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confront Hannibal on this line, and, if success

attended their arms, to carry the war into the valley

of the Po. From 60,000 to 70,000 men, taking the

forces of Sempronius into account, were thus to be
assembled on the old frontier of Italy, to oppose an
enemy not superior in numbers *

;
and these arrays,

backed by the immense resources of Rome, might
not unreasonably have been supposed adequate.
The appointment, however, of the two consuls was
not fortunate from various causes. The reverses of

the last year had, in some measure, shattered the
confidence of the citizens in the senate ; though
nothing that could be called a rupture took place,

there was some murmuring, even dissension. The
senate practically made Servilius consul; he was a
good officer of the aristocratic party

;
but the people

insisted on choosing Flaminius themselves ; and
Flaminius was a kind of popular leader, and had
made himself especially obnoxious to the noblesse.

* It is difficult to estimate the numbers of the army of Hannibal,
and of the armies of the two consuls. Hannibars army can hardly

have been more than 50,000 or 60,000 strong, allowing for his

Gaulish reinforcements, and his losses since he left the Alps. No
two historians agree as to the numbers of the consular armies. Poly-

bius gives no figures, but states that Rome made great efforts, and
great demands on her allies. I should infer from Livy's narrative that

the legions of the Trebia were reinforced, and that four new double
legions, four Roman, four allied, were raised. This is apparently the

view of Arnold, and it seems to me correct, I cannot agree with
Mommsen, whose estimate is plainly too low. On the whole, if we
take the recruited legions of the Trebia at 25,000 or 20,000 men,
and the four new Roman and four new allied legions at from 40,000
to 45,000 men all told, this will give the estimate I have made from
60,000 to 70,000.
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He was besides, a reckless, arrogant, and incapable

man ; he was the general who had been caught on
the Oglio by the Insubres, two or three years previ-

ously; he was completely unfit for a difficult com-
mand.* The chiefs, therefore, who were to oppose
Hannibal, were political foes of different natures;

one at least was without military skill or judgment.
Flaminius hastened from Rome to assume his

command; he was afraid that the senate, through
its influence over the augurs and priests, very pow-
erful bodies, might annul his appointment, and cross

his purpose. He rallied the troops in the hands of

Sempronius ; and, combining them with his own
forces, took a position at Arretium,t in the Etrurian

plains, at the head of the fertile vale of the Clanis.:}:

He had perhaps 35,000 or or 40,000 men; his col-

league, who left the capital later, advanced to Ari-

minum, on the northern verge of Umbria, probably
from 25,000 to 30,000 strong. The consuls thus
occupied the Apennine passes from the north,

against any invader in front ; they could communi-
cate with each other by good roads

;
they doubtless

thought themselves perfectly secure. But their ad-
versary was a great captain, justly called the father
of scientific strategy, Hannibal set off from the

^ Attempts have been made to vindicate Flaminius, and to repre-
sent him as an able soldier. His subsequent conduct, from every
point of view, is a sufl&cient confutation. Polybius, iii., 8o, aptly
calls him 6x^o>c67Cov f.ikv' jccci SrfiJ.ay goydv rdXszoVy Ttpd^
dXijStvS'y Si Kai 7to\efiVK(^v TtpayjnocToov otin

f Now Arezzo.

J Now the Chiana.
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plains of the Ligures, in all probability in the later

days of March, in order to invade central Italy
; he

had ascertained the positions of the Roman armies

;

his purpose was to turn the line of the consul’s

defences, by a bold and unexpected movement on
their extreme left flank.

*

Before beginning his

march he gave signal proof of his policy in the
intended invasion. He kept his Roman prisoners

loaded with chains f ; but set the prisoners made
from the allies free

:{: ;
he had come as a liberator,

he announced, for Italy. His army moved along
the line of the coast, by what was to be the Via
Aurelia, until it had drawn near Spezia; the Span-
iards and Africans were in front

; the cavalry closed

the rear of the columns; the Gauls were purposely
placed in the centre, a sign perhaps, that they were
not quite trustworthy. The march was not difficult

in its first stages; but the winter and spring had
been severe and wet ; and when Hannibal reached
the Auser,§ and the lowlands of the Arnus,

|
he

was suddenly assailed by an unforeseen obstacle.

The country around was a waste of flood
;
the roads

were inundated and effaced by the waters ; the army

* Following: !Livy and the great majority of writers, I have made
Hannibal start from the territory of the I^igures, and march along
the coast. I cannot agree with the commentators who make him
cross the Apennines advancing from between Parma and Piacenza.

The march was clearly a great flanking manoeuvre.

f Livy repeatedly asserts that Hannibal slew his Roman captives ;

but Livy is a libeller. I have followed Polyhius.

J In the same way Napoleon liberated the Saxons after Jena.

§ Now the Serchio.

II
Now the Arno.
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was brought for a short time to a stand. Its great

chief, however, would not brook delay; the Span-
iards and Africans toiled through the swamps and
morasses; but the Gauls suffered greatly, and, in

part, disbanded ;
and Hannibal was deprived of his

last remaining elephant. Ophthalmia, too, appeared
among the troops ;

their leader had one of his eyes

blinded ; he had to be carried for several days in a

litter.

After an arduous struggle, the invading army
emerged at last from the flooded plains, and reached
the fair and pleasant highland of Fsesulae.* Hanni-
bal was already threatening his enemy’s flank; but
the Roman commander made no sign

;
Hannibal

marched rapidly along the left of Flaminius, most
probably by Ssena,f at some distance, and was soon
in the valley of the Clanis, not far from Clusium. ^
The flank of the Roman armies was thus completely
turned

; § Hannibal stood directly in the rear of
Flaminius, interposing between Arretium and Rome

;

a masterly manoeuvre had utterly foiled the plan of
operations made by the senate, and had even brought
the invader not far from the capital. Hannibal now
formed one of the most extraordinary designs that
have ever been made by a great commander. He
had just heard that Flaminius was moving against
him; with the intuition, which was one of his choic-

* Now Fiesole.

f Now Siena.

^ Now Chiusi.

? This march of Hannibal may be compared to that by which Na-
poleon, in 1 796, turned Beaulieu at Valenza, by moving on Piacenza,
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est gifts, he had divined what manner of man his

adversary was *
; he had learned from chiefs of the

Gauls in his camp, how the consul had been in

straits on the Oglio, and had narrowly escaped de-

feat at the hands of the Insubres. He resolved to

lure the Roman army into a deadly ambush, and to

annihilate it where resistance would be vain
; an

opportunity was presented in ground hard by. The
lake of Trasimenus,f nestling under the Gualandra
hills, was at a distance of a few miles only

;
it was

on the line of a march from Arretium ; and the lake,

and the lowlands at its base, which spread out into

two distinct recesses, divided by cliffs jutting out
from the range, combine to form a lair, so to speak,

in which even a large army could be concealed, and
made ready to fall in force on an unsuspecting
enemy,:}; Hannibal placed his troops in the recess

to the south, § between where the small towns of

Torre and Passignano stand; his heavy cavalry and
infantry closed the extreme exit ; along the slopes

of the plain which runs down to the lake, and the
uplands which meet the range above, his light

infantry were hidden in folds of the ground, and in

thickets and brushwood at hand ;
the Numidian cav-

alry, also well screened, were so arrayed as to be

* Polybius, iii., 81, dwells with just admiration on tliis faculty of

Hannibal, and makes judicious remarks on the subject.

f Now Trasimeno.

J An excellent description of the lake and the scenes around will

be found in the notes of Hobhouse to the 4th Canto of ChiIde Harold.
§ I agree with Colonel Dodge, Hannibal^ pp. 300—1 , in his descrip-

tion of the locality chosen by Hannibal for the ambush. This, too,

is the spot chosen by most writers.
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able to seize and hold the entrance. The camp of

Hannibal could be descried at the exit of the recess

;

but the whole of the army was kept out of sight,

especially at the entrance of the deeply-laid am-
bush.*
While Hannibal had been making his way to the

Arnus, Flaminius had kept in his camp at Arretium,

surrounded by flatterers, looking out for a victor3^

The impetuous and reckless nature of the man broke

out when he heard that his skilful foe had out-

manoeuvred him, and stood in the way to Rome

;

his overmastering thought was fighting and ven-

geance, f It was in vain that experienced soldiers

pointed out that he ought to summon his colleague

to his aid, and fall on Hannibal with their united

armies % ; he threw counsels of prudence to the
winds; possibly, too, Servilius did not wish to join

him, divided as the men were, in mind and sympa-
thy. Flaminius broke up from his camp and ad-

vanced by forced marches to the entrance of the
fatal lake from the north ; night had fallen

; he would
fight on the morrow; apparently he threw out no
advanced guard.

^ It has been thought extraordinary that an army could be com-
pletely concealed in this manner. But the country around was
probably a solitude ; there was no one to give information

; nor can
we forget how the Germans in 1870 repeatedly emerged from woods
and took the French by surprise.

f Livy, xxii., 3, describes Flaminius as “nec Deos nec homines
consulentem, ferociter omnia ac prsepropere acturum.’'

J This is well indicated by Macdougall, Campaigns of Hannibal^
p* 78. Livy, xxii.

, 3, says, “ Collegam expectandum ut conjunctis
exercitibus, communi animo consilioque rem gererent.**
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The following day was another of the great disas-

ters which befell Rome in her strife with Hannibal.

In the first hours of an April morning, the doomed
army moved by the edge of the lake and passed

safely through the first recess in the hills; a dense

fog hung over water and land ;
not a sign appeared

of an enemy near. At last, as the second recess

was attained, Hannibal’s camp was seen at no great

distance ; the consul eagerly pressed on his men

;

they were soon engaged with the foot and horse-

men, who threw them back as they endeavoured to

advance. The battle had thus began, when the

agile Numidians closed on the enemy's rear, and cut

off his retreat, and thousands of Africans, Spaniards,

and Gauls, suddenly issuing, as it were, out of the
ground, burst in irresistible force on the hostile

army's flank. The Romans were hopelessly caught
in a trap ; escape and relief were not to be looked
for; but they fought with a desperation worthy of

their name
;
for three long hours they endeavoured

to repel the furious assaults made on every side

upon them. At last their efforts began to slacken

;

Flaminius fell at the head of his men, slain by a
chief of the Insubrian Gauls; and as the dissolving

lines of the legions broke up, thousands of Romans
were driven into the devouring lake

; thousands
were scattered in flight among the hills

; thousands
perished sternly fighting to the last. It was a hor-
rible scene of pitiless massacre, and the passions of

the combatants were, it is said, so intense, that they
took no notice of an earthquake that shook the.
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neighbourhood.* Fifteen thousand of the Romans
were slain or wounded ; 10,000 fled through the
Rtrurian plains ; the victors lost only 1 500 men.
Yet Roman steadfastness, as at the Trebia, was
again made manifest, 6000 cut their way through,
and moved off in good order.

After this great and decisive victory, Hannibal
apparently made a short halt ; he tried to find out
the dead body of the fallen consul, in order to give
it funeral honours. His career proves that he
respected the courtesies of war

;
this, and other

examples refute the calumnies heaped upon his

memory by Roman libellers. He was not the man,
however, to throw away success

;
he despatched

Maharbal, one of his best lieutenants, to pursue the
6000 men of the enemy who had escaped ; these
were caught, surrounded, and forced to surrender.

f

He had now about 15,000 prisoners he carried

Byron notices this strange incident in Childe Harold^ Canto 4 :

‘‘And such the storm of battle on this day.

And such the frenzy, whose convulsion blinds

To all save carnage that, beneath the fray

An earthquake rolled unheededly away !

None felt stem nature rocking at his feet.

And yawning forth a grave for those who lay

Upon their bucklers for a winding sheet,

Such is the absorbing hate when warring nations meet.**

f Uivy, xxii., 6, declares that a promise was made by Maharbr^
that the 6000 men should be allowed to go home and inveighs again?
what he calls Hannibal’s “ Punic Religion,” Polybius simply says,

iii,, 84, that their lives would be spared, and that was done.

f If 15,000 men of the army of Flaminius were killed and wounded
at Trasimenus, 10,000 scattered, and 15,000 made prisoners the con-
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out the policy he had adopted before; he kept the
Romans in durance, and set the allies free. An-
other disaster ere long overtook the arms of Rome,
fated, as it were, to defeat. Servilius had evidently
not communicated with his brother consul, though
excellent roads lay between their camps ; but in time
he heard of Trasimenus and its results, he detached
a body of some 4000 horsemen, to reconnoitre, per-
haps to assist his colleague. This weak half-measure
inevitably failed

;
Maharbal cut the detachment to

pieces, or made it prisoner ; the consul was deprived
of nearly all his cavalry. Hannibal now marched
by Perugia upon Spoletum,* holding the main road
from Ariminum to Rome, the Via Flaminia already
made

;
this was the line of the retreat of Servilius

;

and it seems not improbable that Hannibal’s pur-
pose was to intercept the consul, whose whole army
must have been very inferior in strength to his own,
to bring him to bay, and to compel him to lay down
his arms.f But he was beaten off in an attack on
Spoletum ; and he abandoned his design if he ever
formed it, though, it will be observed, his oppor-
tunity seems to have been favourable in the extreme.
We can only conjecture, why, as in the case of
Scipio before, he did not proceed to strike down his
enemy. It is certain that he suffered much loss at

sul had evidently fully 40,000 troops. These figures, however, may
be exaggerated. Polybius, iii., 85,

* Now Spoleto.

j* This subject is discussed with much ability, by Hennebert, book
IX., ii., 66, et seq. The ingenious commentator may be too much
under the influence of the Napoleonic strategy

; and may without
sufficient reason attribute to Plannibal a project which Napoleon
certainly would have formed- Still I agree with him in the main-
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Spoletum *
; his army had been greatly weakened

by disease, especially by an epidemic among the

horses f ; and perhaps Hannibal feared that he might
be assailed by a double attack directed from Rome,
now at the distance of a few marches only, and by
Servilius with the whole of his forces. Still Hanni-
bal stood between divided enemies

;
the army of

Servilius was now perhaps not 20,000 strong; he
may possibly, in this instance, have missed a great
opportunity.

It is more easy to refute the criticisms, made at

this, and another great conjuncture, that Hannibal,
after Trasimenus, ought to have marched on Rome.:|;

It is certain that he had no siege equipage
;
the mili-

tary strength of the republic had not been broken,
grave as had been the disasters of the last six

months
;
the city was fortified and extremely strong

;

not an allied state of Rome had thrown off its alle-

giance. Hannibal would assuredly have met a terri-

ble reverse had he attempted to attack Rome under
conditions like these ; his conduct in this point, in fact,

was evidently wise. His projects for the war were
far-seeing and profound, and offered him the only
solid hope of success he could have. He knew that
Carthage was much inferior to Rome in military

Livy, xxii,, 9, says Hannibal was “cum magna caede suomm
repulsus/^

f This is noticed by Polybius, iii., 87, and by Livy, xxii., 9,

rj: Hennebert, book ix., ch. ii., p. 71, makes out that Hannibal
marched on Narni, and that a council of war was held whether he
should march on Rome. But he gives no real authority. Polybius,
iii,, 85, 86, emphatically asserts that Hannibal had no notion of
making such an attempt.
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force ; nay, any army he could bring into the field,

must ultimately be weaker than the Roman armies.

His purpose, therefore, was not to strike directly at

Rome, and to hazard the issue of the contest in a
decisive effort against the great city, in which he felt

that nearly all the chances would be distinctly ad-

verse. But he had calculated from the first that

Macedon and Hellas might come to his aid, and
that the communities of Italy might rise against the
dominant power; here were his real prospects of

success; he prudently resolved not to advance on
Rome, until he had combined a mighty league
against her.* Hannibal marched accordingly across

the Apennines; moved probably along their eastern

spurs
;
and descended to the fertile plains of Apulia

;

his object being, we are told, to obtain news from
Carthage, perhaps to stretch a hand towards his

expected Greek allies, and, almost certainly, to
draw near the Samnites, of all the Italians, the most
likely to throw off the yoke of Rome. He devas-
tated the country through which he passed, in part

in order to procure supplies, in part to impress the
minds of men with a sense of his power; but we
may reject the malicious legend that he put to the
sword the Roman and Latin youth of an age to

bear arms.f He established his headquarters at

Luceria,:}: and gave his sickly and war-worn army a

* The reasons that determined the course of Hannibal are very
clearly set forth by Mommsen, voL ii,, 118—122.

fThis story is, no doubt, told by Polybius, iii., 86, but it is hardly
credible, and Livy does not allude to it.

J Now Lacera.
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few weeks of repose, which gradually restored it to
health and strength. It deserves notice that he
armed his African troops with weapons taken from
Roman soldiers, * clear evidence of their superior
excellence

;
and there is reason to believe that, to

some extent at least, he adopted the formations of
the Roman legion.

While Hannibal was thus renewing his strength,
and maturing his designs against his life-long foe,

Rome was again presenting the noble spectacle of a
great nation superior to adverse fortune. When the
intelligence of Trasimenus arrived, when knots of
fugitives announced that all was lost, and that a
host of barbarians was even now at hand, advancing
by the track of Gallic invasion, terror fell, for a
brief space, on the minds of men

; the proud city
bowed her head in mourning; affrighted crowd,
thronged the gates to learn the tale of disaster. Bur
the hours of grief and panic quickly passed away

;

the senate, with admirable tact, told the whole
truth, and bade the citizens to be of good heart

;

Roman constancy was soon as steadfast as ever.
The walls and ramparts were manned and put in
a state of defence, for an immediate attack was
expected by all; the bridges on the Tiber were
broken down, to retard the approach of the victo-
rious enemy; the country around was wasted for
miles, in order to prevent his obtaining supplies.
Military preparations were at the same time made,
which proved that Rome had no thought of parley
or yielding. The consul Servilius had slipped past

* Polybius, iii,, 87.
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Hannibal, and had arrived with the greatest part of

his army intact ; two fresh double legions * were
quickly mustered ; and though these were largely

composed of recruits, they formed, in numbers at

least, a respectable force. Meanwhile recourse was
had to the time-honoured expedient adopted by
Rome in grave crises Quintus Fabius Maximus,
a scion of the most ancient noblesse, and of a house
illustrious even in the days of the monarchy, was
made dictator, and placed at the head of affairs

; his

election was characteristic of Roman patriotism and
sound sense. The appointment should have been
made by the two consuls, but Flaminius was gone,
one only survived ; the senate referred the selection

to the mass of the citizens, and thus probably
secured the choice of its own candidate. It is sig-

nificant, too, of the Roman nature, that after mak-
ing provision for the needs of war, the new dictator

appealed to religion in this hour of disaster, for

religion he knew was a mighty force with his

countrymen. The Sibylline Books, the oracles of

Rome, were solemnly consulted, and made to reveal

their mysteries; public prayers were offered up and
holy rites performed

;
magnificent feasts were set

forth to appease the gods of Rome. But there
were no cowardly sacrifies of human victims

; the
religion of Rome was not superstitious cruelty.

Fabius was at the head of 40,000 or 50,000 men,
a few weeks after the late disaster. He was an aged
man, hardly a man of genius, though he had honour-

* Polybius, iii., 88 , says four legions. Ovy, xxii., ir, says two.
No doubt two double legions, about 20,000 strong, were raised.
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ably held important commands ; but he was gifted

with strong common-sense and sagacity, a quality

of the Roman patrician. He had perceived the true
methods by which Hannibal was to be opposed

; he
had gauged the dangers which surrounded his ene-
my, and the weakness of the great Carthaginian,

despite his triumphs; and he had thought out a plan
of operations which, he felt assured, would in the
long run lead to the invaders’ defeat, and secure
success for the essentially superior power of Rome.
Hannibal was infinitely greater than any Roman gen-
eral

;
he owed his wonderful victories to this single

cause ; but his army was small, chiefly composed of

Gauls, left in Italy, without support from home
; and

the strength of Rome in war had an immense pre-

ponderance, especially if the allies remained faithful

to her. Hannibal, therefore, was not to be encount-
ered in great pitched battles, in which his skill

would almost certainly decide the result, especially

as the Roman army was raw and young ; but he was
to be followed, harassed, struck at in detail, kept,

so to speak, in a state of perpetual trouble, and
then, when his resources were being lessened and
cut off, he was to be assailed when the force of

Rome was fully developed, or before, should a good
opportunity offer. Above all, he was to be com-
pelled to live on plunder and devastation ; this would
make the allies hostile to his cause, and keep them
in their allegiance to Rome ; he was not to be per-
mitted to form magazines and depots ; and this

would divide, weaken, and impair his army. “ Wear
out the enemy by patience,” was the whole plan of
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Fabius; and if we bear in mind that a daring offen-

sive had always been the tradition of Rome in war,

these wise and original counsels are almost marked
by genius. The command of the dictator, indeed,

did not last long, nor did he succeed in all his pro-

jects ; but he was the first who checked the flood-

tide of Hannibal’s success ; and history has confirmed
the high estimate his countrymen ultimately formed
of his conduct. Rome, doubtless, did not owe her
final triumph, in the tremendous contest of the
Second Punic War, to the veteran Cunctator, or to

any single man ;
this was the result of her invincible

constancy, her determined efforts, her admirable
government of her subject states, her wise adminis-

tration of a United Italy. But Fabius was one of

her great men ;
her poetry and her annals have done

justice to his name.*
Fabius, bent on carrying out his sagacious pro-

ject, set forth from Rome to cope with his great

antagonist. He took a position at .^Ecse not far

from Luceria, and found the hostile army spread
over Apulia, as far as Arpi } and the surrounding
country. The dictator, though carefully husbanding
his men, successfully engaged in petty skirmishes,

cut off detachments and foraging parties, and grad-
ually contracted the area in which the Carthaginian

^The somewhat uncouth, but vigorous lines of lEnnius are well

known ;

** Unus homo nobis cunctando restituit rem
Non ponebat enim rumores ante salutem ;

Ergo magisque magisque viri nunc gloria claret.”

f Probably the modern Foggia.
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army could obtain resources- Hannibal employed
in vain insults, stratagems, and wiles, to induce the
Roman general to risk a battle

; the cautious veteran
clung to the spurs of the Apennines, turned his for-

tified camps to the best advantage, and was not to
be drawn into a fatal snare; his adversary, in short,

was unable to bring him to bay. The Carthaginian
chief was thus kept exposed for weeks, to a weary-
ing, and even a destructive warfare; and his enemy’s
army was being largely reinforced, and was provided
with an ample store of supplies, * while his own
army was being slowly weakened, and even reduced
to straits to exist, for whole districts of Apulia had
been eaten up. Hannibal decided on transferring
the war to another theatre

; a variety of reasons
determined his purpose. Rome held the Adriatic
and the Ionian seas

;
he had not received a message

from Carthage
; he had had no communication from

Macedon and the Greeks
;
the Apulians had shewn

no sign of rising; his military situation was even
now difficult. But Samnium lay just across the
Apennines

; beyond were the fertile plains of Cam-
pania, and Capua, a great city unfriendly to Rome,
in which he had partisans, who had given him fair
words

; was it not probable that here he would find
allies, in any case he would be more near Carthage ?

And even if hopes such as these were frustrated, he
would pitilessly waste this magnificent region

; would
not this force his halting enemy to fight, or at least
pi*ove to the Italians that Rome had no power to
defend them, and make them, in self protection,
* Polybius, iii., 89. He dwells on this.
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turn to his cause ?* Hannibal eluded Fabius, and
made his way past him, by means at which we can
only guess t; and, marching along the great roads

to Rome, he moved by Beneventum, the chief town
of Samnium, seized Telesia, once an important for-

tress, and then descended by Allifse, through the
Apennine defiles, into the rich Campanian and
Falernian land, the garden of Italy, and perhaps of

Europe.
The purpose of Hannibal was now effectually car-

ried out; the beautiful tract abounding in corn and
wine, rich with olives and flowers, and thriving

farms, was turned into a harried and plundered
desert. Towns and villages were ruthlessly given
to the flames; Numidians and Gauls swept in the
harvests

;
and made booty of the wealth of industri-

ous ages. Hannibal, knowing what the Libyan fel-

lahs were, and how oppression would enforce their

submission, perhaps thought that the Italians would
bow to his will, and at his bidding would abandon
Rome, in order to escape such treatment as this

;

but he made a mistake; Fabius knew them better.

The Samnites and Campanians indeed had no affec-

tion for Rome, but they had no sympathy with
Phoenician invaders carrying devastation and terror

in their train ; they kept aloof from the belligerents

in the field
;

the}?- did not send a recruit to the Car-

thaginian army. Beneventum had actually shut the

gates on Hannibal; his intrigues in Capua had no
result ; it had become evident that, as yet at least,

^ Polybius, iii., go, empbatically notices this.

f See Colonel Dodge, Hannibal, p. 320.
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the subjects of Rome would not rise against her.

In truth the wise system of Roman government had
weakened the local sentiments of the Italian pro-
vinces; Rome now gained the reward due to prudence
and justice*; in any case, the least well-affected

Italians were not ready to welcome their armed
deliverers. Meanwhile Hannibal had found himself
placed in a military situation of grave peril. Fabius
had followed him cautiously in his advance

; the
dictator, now at the head of a much more numerous
army, had first taken care to cover the approaches
to Rome ;

his subsequent operations, very ably con-
ducted, even now promised decisive success. Han-
nibal in Campania was enclosed within a broad plain,

bounded on the south by the Vulturnus, a wide and
deep river, of which Roman garrisons held the forti-

fied passages, on the north by the main avenues to
Rome completely barred by the Roman armies, and
on the west by the Mediterranean waters; the "only
line of retreat was to the east, on Allifse, by the
Apennine pass through which he had entered.
Fabius placed his army on the flank of this line,
taking care to hold a position of great strength, in
which he could not be safely attacked

; and he sent
forward a body of picked troops to occupy the defile
that led to Allifse. Hope beat high in the old gen-
eral’s heart; the defeat of Trasimenus would be
avenged

; the conqueror would be involved in a sim-
ilar fate.

* Polybius, iii., go, significantly remarks ;
‘

‘ xai 7texp<x^7j-
p,7fva.iT av r*5 uocTaTtXTj^iv nal Htxrac^iaodtf' ^apd toi?
6vpfA.d.xot<i Tov Paofiaioov TCoTiiveiparoi."
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Hannibal extricated himself from a very difficult

strait with characteristic adroitness and resource.

The danger of the situation was that he would be
held in check by the Roman detachment stationed

in the pass, and that Fabius would then descend, in

force, on his flank and rear; this was increased by
the circumstance that he was carrrying with him a

large store of supplies, the spoils of Campania,
required for his troops in the coming winter. He
endeavoured once more to affront his enemy, who,
however, quietly waited in his camp, “ hushed in

grim repose, ’
’ and expecting his prey ; what force

could not achieve was now to be eked out by strat-

agem. He moved his army on to the lowlands that

met the defile
;
gave orders that his men should hold

themselves ready
; and took care they should be

well fed and rested.* As evening was approaching
he directed Hasdrubal, a most admirable officer we
shall soon hear of again, to collect some thousand
of the beeves gathered within his camp, and to drive

them to the heights on either side of the pass ; they
were to be accompanied by a body of light troops,

whose work had been well explained to them. When
the night was advanced, faggots, which had been
tied to the horns of the animals, were set on fire

;

the hillsides seemed to burst out in flame ; shouts,

wild noises, and a great sound of trampling were
heard

;
it might easily be conceived that this was

the movement of the Carthaginian army in retreat.

* Over and over again "we may observe Kow Hannibal attended to

the wants of his men. This, no doubt, was one of the causes of his

extraordinary power over them.
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The Roman detachment was completely deceived

;

it abandoned the defile in the full belief that Hanni-

bal was moving along the heights; it soon found

itself engaged with the hostile infantry in a horrible

scene of shifting glare and confusion, making the

darkness hideous, and more terrible
;
and it came to

a halt panic-stricken, and awaiting the morrow.*
Meanwhile the whole Carthaginian army passed

rapidly through the now open pass; Fabius put off

an attempt to pursue until morning, ignorant prob-

ably how matters exactly stood, fearing, doubtless,

the craft of his dreaded foe
;
his hope of a Roman

triumph vanished; a great opportunity had been
lost, through excess of caution. Hannibal effected

his escape with his whole force intact, nay, even
with his enormous spoil, he was actually able to dis-

engage his light troops on the hills, and defeated
their enemies with great slaughter. In a day or two
he was safe at Allifae, and was marching through the
Apennines into Apulia again, having baffled and
discomfited his aged opponent, f
We cannot feel surprise that this signal failure

turned opinion in Rome against the veteran chief,

who had been invested with the supreme command.
The waiting game of Fabius had from the outset
been condemned as the feebleness of grey hairs by a

* A very similar stratagem was successfully employed by the rebel
Irish army in 1798. It had more than one able leader.

f Polybius’s account of this admirable ruse de guerre, iii.
, 93—4,

is much the best. Colonel Dodge, Hannibal, pp. 329, 331—2, has also

explained it very clearly. Livy, as always, is picturesque but not
precise, xxii., 16, 17.
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large part of his officers ; the leader of the malcon-
tents was Minucius Rufus, the dictator’s principal

lieutenant, or Master of the Horse
;
the sentiment had

pervaded the ranks of the army. “ What had been
gained,” it was said, ” but dishonour and shame, un-
worthy of Rome, by these timid delays ; Campania
had been ravaged under a dotard’s eyes ; the Allies

had been cruelly wronged ; and the army had been
just made a laughing stock, entirely through the

pusillanimity of its head.
’

’ Fabius was denounced as
” Hannibal’s lackey/’ and was even charged with
treasonable designs against the republic, for Hanni-
bal, with characteristic craft, had taken care not to

waste lands which belonged to his adversary in Cam-
pania, no doubt in order to throw suspicion on the one
Roman general whose judicious counsels and wise
conduct he had reason to fear. For though Fabius
had not done great things, and had been even foiled

by a master of war, he had arrested the march of

Hannibal’s success—no Trebia or Trasimenus could
be laid to his door

;
he had compelled his antagonist

to shift his ground and retreat; had considerably
weakened the strength of his army; above all, had
indicated the means by which Rome could develop
her power by degrees, and might ultimately cripple

and wear out her enemy. Nevertheless, after the
late reverse, public feeling in Rome ran against

Fabius, as public feeling in England ran against

Wellington, after Talavera, and before Torres Ve-
dras ; and a marked slight was offered to the old

commander. During a brief absence of the dictator

from Rome, Minucius had gained insignificant sue-
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cess in skirmishes with the Carthaginian army—he
had followed it as Hannibal had fallen back—and he
was appointed by a popular vote a colleague of

Fabius, with equal powers, a course without prece-

dent in Roman annals.

The old dictator was ere long to be justified, and
his jealous lieutenant to be put to shame. Hanni-
bal had encamped his army, by this time at Geroni-

um,* in the north of Apulia, near the Tifernus ; it

was here he had suffered the late slight defeats
; he

had satisfied himself that Mmucius was an adversary

of the Sempronius and Flaminius type. Fabius,

having left Rome, had rejoined his new colleague,

too loyal and patriotic to resent an affront
; Minu-

cius asked him to follow the consular usage, and to
divide the command on alternate days ;

but fortu-

nately for the army the veteran soldier refused.

Meanwhile Hannibal, with his peculiar skill in divin-

ing the character of the enemy in his front, and
informed besides, by spies and deserters, had per-

fectly ascertained the changed state of affairs
; he

felt, the Roman historian tells us, “ a twofold joy,”
he could make sure of destroying Minucius ; the
Roman army ” had lost half its strength,” since
Fabius was not its supreme head.f With his per-
haps unparalleled power of stratagem, he laid a snare
for his rash antagonist

; he occupied a hill before the
Roman camp, with a small force that seemed to
invite attack; but he concealed a body of infantry
and Numidians in folds of the ground, with orders

* Probably the modem Campobasso near the Tifemo.
\ Livy, xxii., 28.
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to fall on when the right moment had come. Minu-
cius rushed into the well-laid trap ; he tried to sweep
away the enemy from the hill ; and when he was
deeply engaged in the fight, he was assailed on all

sides by the troops hidden in the ambush, and was
completely defeated with heavy loss. His legions,

in fact, would have been routed, had not Fabius
come to his aid, requiting ill-will by faithful sup-
port, very unlike generals whom history could name.
This magnanimity met a fitting response

;
Minucius

gave up his command to Fabius; such was the love

of country, and the sense of duty in Rome.
The authority of the dictator soon came to an

end ; his command devolved for a few months on
Servilius, still the consul of the year, and on Atilius

Regulus, who had replaced Flaminius. These offi-

cers adhered to the Fabian tactics, and reduced the
army of Hannibal, still around Geronium, to such
distress from want of supplies, that he seriously

thought of retreating into northern Italy.* The
second year of the war, 217 before Christ, had come
to an end ; we can easily see what its incidents

really taught, even through the glare of astonishing

military success. Hannibal had been completely
victorious in the field; he had utterly destroyed a
Roman army

; he had marched, almost as he
pleased, through Italy ; he had given its fairest

region to fire and sword. Yet his success had been
checked, and not decisive; for a moment he had

^Lrivy, xxii., 32, expressly says: “Adeoque inopise est coactus

Hannibal, ut, nisi turn fugae speciem abeundo timuisset, Galliam

repetiturns fuerit."
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been placed in danger ;
he had not ventured to

attack Rome, the mighty power of which he per-

fectly knew; his great plan of combining a formi-

dable league against the nation he hated had as yet

come to nothing. Not a single body of troops had
arrived from Carthage; not a single ally of Rome
had said God bless him, and sent a man to the Phoe-

nican standards ; Macedon and the Greek powers
were still keeping back ; the Gauls of northern Italy

alone recruited his army, and who could rely on
these brave, but untrustworthy Celts ? On the

other hand the army of Rome was still making pro-

gress in Spain ;
Publius Scipio had been despatched

with a considerable force to conduct the war with
his brother Cnaeus; Hasdrubal had been forced to

stand on the defensive only; above all, no rein-

forcements had come to Hannibal along the im-
mense distance from the Ebro to the Po. Rome,
too, maintained her absolute dominion of the sea

;

the consul Servilius, at the head of a fleet, had made
a descent on the African coast in the summer; the
Mediterranean was in the power of Rome from the
shores of Spain to the shores of Dalmatia

;
and the

weak and inactive Carthaginian government—at

heart not well inclined to Hannibal—had made no
efforts to redress the balance, and to fit out a pow-
erful navy to send him aid, the first, and obvious
condition of his ultimate successs. And if Rome
had been defeated by a great captain, her resources
for war were still enormous. She had already sum-
moned eight double legions to the field, the num-
bers of the men in the ranks being largely increased.
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for the campaign of the coming year ; she was about
to oppose 90,000 men to Hannibal, who had not
more than 50,000, three-fourths of them being, per-

haps, Gauls ; she had prepared an army to march
into northern Italy, and to prevent the Gauls from
assisting her terrible enemy. Her stern national

spirit, too, was ais bold as ever; she sent threats to
the court of Macedon, and to the Illyrian tribes,

warning them they had better remain quiescent

;

and with admirable wisdom she refused gifts of

money offered by Hiero her vassal king in Sicily,

and by several of the allied Italian states, accepting,

however, their aid for the war. This magnanimous
conduct was a striking contrast to the devastation
pitilessly wrought by Hannibal, and must have
deeply impressed the Mediterranean world.

Noble, however, as were the exertions of Rome,
the supreme direction of her military power, for the
impending contest, was again unfortunate. The
citizens were suffering cruelly from the effects of the
war; the agricultural population was thinned and
half ruined ; the territory of fine provinces had been
wasted ; some of the allies were uttering complaints,

there was great and even natural discontent with the

government. For the first time, for many years at

least, the spirit of the demagogue and the mob ora-

tor had influence on a nation proud of its aristo-

cratic leaders; it was noised abroad that the men in

power were incapable ;
it was even absurdly said

that this was the fault of the noblesse, nay, that it

was treasonably in league with Hannibal. The most
prominent of these mischief makers was Terentius
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Varro, a man of the meanest degree, but tongue-

valiant ;
he had certainly filled some civil offices

;

but he had pushed himself forward by popular arts
;

and the citizens elected him consul for the new
year, in spite, it would appear, of the senate’s

efforts, and enabled him to preside at the elections

of the second consul. Varro had little or no expe-

rience of military command ;
nature had made him a

caricature of the brave soldiers who had already suc-

cumbed to the blows of Hannibal ;
he resembled, in

fact, one of the noisy braggarts at the head of the
French armies in 1793, but soon replaced by very
different men, whose idea of war was to scream at

aristocrats, and to throw recklessly away the lives

of their soldiers. The other consul was Lucius
.^milius Paullus, a good soldier, but a very unpop-
ular man, appointed probably through the influence

of the noblesse, or perhaps on account of his success
at Telamon, and sincerely hating Varro with all his

heart. Once more, therefore, the chiefs who were
to oppose Hannibal were of diffei'ent parties, and
different views

;
and while one, as a general, was

simply worthless, the other was a mere officer of the
ordinary Roman type, and without real capacity for

war.*
It was probably early in May when the Roman

army marched from around the great city to contend
with Hannibal. Apart from the discords, and the
inferiority of its two chiefs, that army was a fine na-

* There is no reason to doubt the accuracy of Livy’s estimate of
Varro, xxii. , 34. I prefer Mommsen’s judgment to Arnold’s in this

matter.
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tional force embodying the living strength of the
Roman people. The noblesse indignant, perhaps, at

the outcry against it, had sent the flower of its order
into the field ; the consuls of the past year held high
command ; there was a number of men of senatorial

rank
;
the knights, leaders of the cavalry, made a

gallant muster. As for the composition of the army,
as usual it was weak in cavalry, not more it appears
than 6000 strong; the soldiers were for the most
part young

;
they were not wholly free from the bad

influence of spouters of sedition and class hatred.

But there was a large array of foreign slingers and
archers to cope with the Baleares, and to help the
velites

;
and the troops were, to a man, fired with

patriotic ardour, burning to avenge their allies and
their country. The army, too, was perfectly sup-
plied, and moved without fatigue along the great

Roman roads, finding all that it wanted provided for

by the state or by the contributions of friendly pro-
vinces. It reached Apulia nearly 90,000 strong,* and
had soon spread around Hannibal's camp at Gero-
nium where he had remained during the months of

winter. The Carthaginian army was very differenf

from the great host which it was ere long to encoun-
ter. It was not fully 50,000 men ; the ranks of the
Phoenician, the Spanish, and the African infantry

must by this time have been much thinned ; many
of the Balearic slingers were gone; the important
arm of the elephant was not forthcoming ; the Gauls
must have formed the mass of the footmen. The

* Including the forces, which had been left at Geronium through

the winter to observe Hannibal.
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army, too, had suffered greatly from cold and priva-

tion ; and sounds of discontent and ill-will were
heard, especially among the mercenaries in the

camp, not, however, large in number.'^ But Han-
nibal had io,coo excellent horsemen, very superior

to the horsemen of his foes ; he had lieutenants

worthy of him and inured to war; his commanding
influence still kept together the elements of which
his army was composed ;

and it was an army flushed

with success, and trained in two campaigns, without
reckoning the veterans who had served in Spain.

And at its head was a consummate warrior, a host
in himself, who had never known defeat.

The divisions between the two consuls, and the
different characters and sentiments of the men,
were, as usual, quickly found out by Hannibal f ; he
was again “ overjoyed,” the Roman historian tells

us, $ great as was the superiority in numbers of the
enemy in his front. A skirmish in which a Roman
division gained partial success, not improbably one
of Hannibal’s feints, excited Varro’s impatient and
thoughtless mind ; but .®milius held the command

®*'Tb.is is Livy’s description, xxii,, 43, of the army which won the
battle of Cannse. It is an unconscious tribute to Hannibal’s extra-

ordinary powers. “ Nova consilia in dies non apud milites solum,
tnixtos ex conluvione omnium gentium, sed etiam apud ipsumducem,
oriebantur. Nam quum initio fremitus, deinde aperta vociferatio
fuisset exposcentium stipendium debitum querentiumque annonam
primo, postremo famem

;
et mercenarios milites maxime Hispani

generis, de transitione cepisse consilium fama esset, ipse etiam inter-

dum Hannibal de fuga in Galliam dicitur agit^sse.”

f Livy, xxii.
, 41, “Omnia Hannibali hostium haud secus quam

sua, nota erant : dissimiles discordesque imperitare.”
^Livy, xxii., 40, “ Adventu consulum mire gaudere.*’
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on alternate days—the bad tradition of ages was still

followed—and, as he was in command on this occa-

sion, he prevented his colleague from making a gen-
eral attack. Varro broke out in indignant language;
Hannibal made an attempt to profit by the quarrels

of his foes ; once more he endeavoured to draw the
Romans into a trap, which would have enabled him
to fight on his own terms. Varro instantly ordered

a general pursuit ; it deserves notice that the Roman
soldiery, forgetting their discipline amidst the dis-

putes of their chiefs, declared that they “ would
march against the enemy even without generals ” *

;

but fortunately superstition held Varro back; the

omens were adverse, and he gave ear, reluctantly, to

his colleague’s advice not to move. Hannibal, it

would appear, in great want of supplies, now broke
up from Geronium, eluded the consuls f by a forced
and admirably concealed march ; and in a few days
he had seized Cannae, a fortified town on the banks
of the Aufidus, % where the Romans had collected

large magazines from the fertile plains of the adjoin-

ing country. The consuls, irritated at being out-

manceuvred and foiled, followed their adversary
beyond Canusium, another depot, to positions near

Cannae ; they had become more than ever at feud

;

they broke out into mutual reproaches before their

* Liivy, xxii,, 42, Ni signum detur, sine ducibus ituros.’*

f The operations of the Roman armies in the weeks before Cannse
are obscure. Some writers think that the consuls did not assume
command at Geronium at all, and that a large army was at Geronium
all the winter. I have followed Livy's narrative—also followed by
Hennebert.

% Now the Ofanto.
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officers *
;
they studiously kept their legions apart.

The Roman army was then placed in two camps, the
larger one, on the southern bank of the Aufidus,
the smaller one on the northern bank ; this was in

accordance with the commands of .^milius, who, a
friend of Fabius, and true to his counsels, wished to
prevent the Carthaginian army from obtaining sup-
plies, and scouring the country far and wide, and so
to compel it to retreat without the risk of a great
battle, in which its superior cavalry would have a
distinct advantage. This, however, was not the
purpose of Varro, furious " at the pusillanimity and
slackness ” f of his companion in arms, and bent on
seeking the first opportunity to fight ; Hannibal,
knowing or divining what was going on, prepared to

provoke his reckless enemy to an immediate action.

Exactly as had been the case at the Trebia, he sent
a detachment of Numidians across the river; the
Roman watering parties were scattered in flight, and
the daring horsemen pushed forward to the lesser

camp, bearding and insulting the enemies within.
This was too much for Varro to endure; he would
be in supBeme command on the next day ; against
his colleague's emphatic protest, :j; he gave orders
for a great general battle.

It was the early morning of a bright day in June,
in the year 216 before Christ,§ when the red ensign

*Livy, xxii., 44.

f 73zW.

j Polybius, iii., no. The historian comments sharply on the dis-

putes between the consuls.

2 The battle of Cannae, by the Roman calendar was fought on the
2d of August, 216 B.c. But the calendar was several weeks in ad-

vance of the true season.
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flying from Varro’s tent announced that he was
about to meet his mighty enemy. The consul left

a division of some io,ooo men in the large camp on
the southern bank of the Aufidus, with directions to

storm Hannibal’s lines ; he drew the troops out of
the lesser camp ; and he moved all the rest of his

army across to the northern bank, a singularly false

and injudicious step, for. the plains beyond were the
very ground for cavalry, Hannibal’s strongest and
favourite arm. Many hours must have passed
before the legions had got over the river and been
arrayed in their positions for the battle at hand ; it

was doubtless midday before they were ready.

They formed a host fully 76,000 strong; young
troops, but filled with passion and hope, more than
sufficient to defeat the much weaker enemy, had they
had chiefs fit to cope with a supreme genius in war.

The disposition of the Roman army was faulty, and
revealed a singular ignorance of the military art.

The usual order of battle was imprudently changed

;

the Roman legions were not drawn up in the centre,

but placed next the river on the right wing; the
allies were in position on the left, probably because
this point was of less importance

;
this change must

have caused distrust and confusion. But Varro's
tactical arrangements were much worse ; they were
such as would lead to disastrous results. Hannibal
had not a single elephant in the field; but the con-
sul, whatever the reason, arrayed his lines as if this

arm was to be encountered ; the maniples of the
three lines were made very deep

;
the gaps between

them were almost closed, as on the calamitous day
of Tunis ; thus his front presented a line of columns.
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dense, ill adapted for mutual support, an order, too,

that could only hamper the men, and impair the
force of their favourite and well-known mode of

attack. Still the army offered a noble spectacle;

the summer sun lit up the forest of plumes, and
threw its brilliant rays on the glittering armour and
weapons that marked the front of the Roman battle

for miles ; the pilum and the gladius were in nervous
hands ; the light infantry, backed by their foreign
auxiliaries, were in high heart, and eager for the
fray. The consul .^Emilius was in command on the
right, his colleague directed the left wing

; the cen-
tre was under Servilius the late consul. The Roman
cavalry, as usual, weak, stood close to the river on
the extreme right ; the more numerous allied horse
were on the extreme left.

We can picture to ourselves the fierce delight of
Hannibal, as he marked his adversary seeking a
field, on which he might hope for a decisive victory.

He left a small detachment to guard his camp

;

waited until the Roman army was crossing the Au-
fidus ; and marched with his own army across in turn,
to the northern bank, where he found himself in a
plain and open country, a position of the greatest

advantage for his powerful cavalry. His whole
force was not more than 46,000 strong, certainly

30.000 less than that of the enemy; but he had his

10.000 horsemen in hand ; these were to strike the
stroke that he hoped would make sure of the issue.

He placed the mass of his heavy cavalry, Spaniards
and Gauls, on his left, near the river, confronting
the weak Roman squadrons on Varro’s right, this
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was the vulnerable point in the enemy’s line ; it was
here that victory was to be won. He drew up the
Numidians upon his right, in the face of the horsemen
of the allies

;
they were to hold their adversaries in

check until the proper moment had arrived; they
were to wait until their comrades on their left had
made the result of the battle well-nigh certain. His
Spanish and Gaulish infantry held his centre,

arranged in a formation that would now be faulty,

but that with the arms of that age would be very
strong; they were drawn up on a convex front, very
deep, and resembling a half-circular phalanx, in

order to stem the shock of the legion. But on
either flank of this projecting mass, Hannibal had
arrayed his best African footmen, armed with
Roman weapons, and in long thin lines; his orders

were that they were to close on the Romans, from
either side, when they were fully engaged with the
dense mass before them. The great warrior and his

brother Mago, commanded the centre, probably the
weakest spot ; Hasdrubal, thoroughly informed of

what his work was to be, was at the head of the
strong cavalry to the left, an oflicer of the name of

Hanno directed the Numidian horsemen. The
appearance of the Carthaginian army was very differ-

ent from that of the splendid legions, all of one form
and quality. The Spaniards in their white and
blue uniform wore the look of fine and disciplined

troops; the swarthy Africans were very good sol-

diers. But the Gauls, formidable warriors as they
were, were half-naked and ill-armed barbarians; the
army, in short, was a motley assemblage of many
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races. But it was a trained army in the hands of a

great chief; it was animated with the conviction

that, under Hannibal, success was certain.

The sun shone with equal light on the hostile

armies *
;
but a south-east wind blew in the Romans’

faces t ;
it raised clouds of dust that proved very

annoying. The battle, fought probably in the early

afternoon, began with the usual combat between the
light troops ; the velites behaved extremely well;

the Balearic slingers were doubtless few ; neither

side could claim a real advantage. This, however,
was but the first scene of the fight

;
Hasdrubal

swept down on the Roman horse in his front ; the
two bodies of cavalry met in a desperate conflict.

The fury of the combatants was so intense, that

some Spaniards and Gauls flung themselves from
their horses, and engaged in a savage struggle on
foot ; but the Roman troopers dismounted in hun-
dreds, by the express order of the consul .^Emilius.
" I would like to have them prisoners,” Hannibal
exclaimed. After a brief encounter the Romans
were driven from the field, and cut down in their

headlong flight ; but Hasdrubal in a short time
recalled his squadrons—he was evidently an admira-
ble cavalry chief—he crossed the whole field and
fell on the allied horsemen, engaged for some time
with the Numidians, in an uncertain conflict. The
double attack was almost at once decisive ; Gauls,
Spaniards, and Numidians carried all before them;

Polybius, iii., 114* This statement is important as regards the
site of the battle.

•j* Livy, xxii., 46. This is also important for the same reasom
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the allies were routed and completely cut to pieces.

The flanks of Varro were thus destroyed ; but,

meanwhile, in the centre, the course of the battle

seemed for a considerable time of high promise for

Rome. The legions, hampered as they were in a new
and bad formation, had broken in the convex front

of the Gauls and the Spanish footmen; as usual,

nothing could withstand that magnificent infantry

;

they pressed forward, with enthusiastic cheers, bear-

ing Hannibal and his staff backward, the proud
light of victory in their joyous faces. Like the
great British column at Fontenoy, they made their

way into the heart of the enemy’s lines; but the

wise precautions of Hannibal had now their effect,

the Africans fell in force on the enemy’s flanks
;
and

assailed the Romans with their own deadly weapons.
A murderous conflict followed, perhaps, of hours,

men fell in hundreds on both sides
;
no quarter was

given, no prisoners made; but the Roman soldiery,

hard pressed as they were, held their ground man-
fully, with heroic courage, and over and over again

threw their enemies back.

The terrible struggle was still at its height, when
its issue was determined with appalling results.

Hasdrubal, doubtless with the previous orders of his

chief, turned away from the pursuit of the beaten
allies; like Cond6 at Rocroy, he again moved with
his excellent squadrons along the field ; and he bore

down with irresistible might on the rear of the

legions, left without a body of horse to protect

them. One consequence and only one was then
possible ; the Roman infantry, attacked on all sides.
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was gradually driven together into a huge weltering

mass ;
the broken ranks of still fiercely fighting men

were hemmed in like sheep for the slaughter; for

miles along that plain of disaster, the lost battle

became a hideous and general butchei-y, in which
the Romans died hard, but perished in thousands,
their foes gathering in on the ruined army like vul-

tures on their prey. Of the consular armies of

76, OCX) men, from 40,0CX) to 70,000 are said to have
perished * ; the loss of Hannibal was only 6000.

The destruction wrought among the Roman gen-
erals was also immense ;

the consul ^milius, his

predecessor Servilius, eighty high-placed soldiers of

senatorial rank, and a whole crowd of superior officers

left their bodies on the field. Varro escaped with a
few hundred horsemen, not ashamed, it has been
said, to survive

;
petty bands of fugitives found

safety in Canusium, Venusia, and other Roman
fortresses ; but the Roman army was as completely
effaced, as if it had been swallowed up in a convul-
sion of nature. Nor was even this the last tale of

disaster ; the Roman detachment which had been
moved against Hannibal's camp, was defeated and
compelled to lay down its arms,
* The enormous loss of the Roman army, probably 50,000 or

60,000 men, is unparalleled in history. But the losses of the armies
of the ancients, after a lost battle, were usually very great ; no doubt
because they fought hand to hand

;
and there were no firearms to

produce their terrible moral effect. But the loss of a square, broken
by cavalry, will give some idea of wbat their losses were. ISlo two
ancient writers agree as to the extent of the Roman losses. Poly-
bius says 70,000, but this is an exaggeration. See Hmnebert, xii. , iv.

,

15S, 159-

f With a large majority of the best commentators, I have repre-
sented the battle of Cannse as having been fought on the northern or
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Another calamity soon befell Rome in this terrible

crisis of adverse fortune. An army, we have seen,

had been despatched into northern Italy to prevent
the Gauls from sending aid to Hannibal ; it was

left bank of the Aiifidus, the right of Varro, and the left of Hannibal
having rested on the liver, and the two armies having extended
thence, for miles, into the plains beyond. This seems to me almost
fully established : writers, who make the battle to have taken place
on the southern or right hank, appear to involve themselves in in-

consistencies, nay, impossibilities. I regret to differ on this point
from Mr. Strachan Davidson, a great authority.

1. Cannae, in HannibaVs possession, was admittedly on the south-

ern or right bank, Polybius and Livy agree in saying that Varro and
Hannibal only crossed the river once ; they did not hint that it was
recrossed

;
and if so the battle must have been fought on the northern

or left bank.

2. Livy distinctly asserts, xxii., 45, that the Roman right was close

along the Aufidus ; if this is correct, and if the battle took place on
the southern or right bank, the Romans, in order to occupy this

position, must have marched round Hannibal’s front, and fought

with their backs to the sea, an idea hardly to be entertained. No
doubt Varro was a very bad general ; but we cannot suppose he did

this ; and besides, if the Roman army fought in this position, the

fugitives could not, as they did, have reached Venusia and Canusium
;

they would have been driven into the sea, or forced to surrender.

3. Hannibal had his choice how and where to give battle ; he would
not have fought on the southern or right bank, for the ground was
not well suited for cavalry, his only reliance ; but the northern or left

bank was, and this suggests the true inference. I cannot, however,

agree with Colonel Dodge, Uattnibal, 364, 374, that, assuming the

battle to have occurred on the northern or left bank the Romans
fronted south, and the Carthaginians north

;
I think they fronted

respectively east and west. No doubt Polybius and Livy say they

did front south and north ;
but Polybius, iii. , 1 14, and Livy, xxii.

,

46, concur in asserting that they had an equal share of sunlight ; and
as, bearing in mind the time required to effect the passage of the

Aufidus, and to place the two armies in line, the battle could hardly

have begun before one or two P.M., this almost proves they fronted

east and west. Again Livy says, xxii., 46, that the south-east wind
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decoyed into an ambush and destroyed with its

commander Postumius, one of the great nobles.

For a moment the republic appeared prostrate; as

has been eloquently said, “ the statue of Victory in

the capitol may well have trembled in every limb on
the day of Cannae, and have drooped her wings as if

for ever.” * In the exultation of a prodigious tri-

umph, Maharbal, the boldest, perhaps, of his offi-

cers, entreated Hannibal to march straight upon
Rome, and remonstrated with his chief, who quietly

refused, saying that “ Hannibal can gain, but
cannot follow up, a victory.” f The tradition of

centuries has preserved the legend and charged
Hannibal with too great caution, nay with remiss-

ness; but this judgment is a complete mistake:}:;

the military and political genius of Hannibal was
conspicuously seen in his resolve not to assail Rome
blew in the Romans’ faces ; this certainly points to the same con-
elusion. The strongest argument, however, is that, on the hypothesis
of Colonel Dodge, Hannibal must have given battle with a river close

to his back
;
unquestionably generals of the first order, for example

Turenne at Entzbeim, have done this ; but Hannibal, above every-
thing required free space for his cavalry, and he could not have had
this in the state of things put by Colonel Dodge. On the whole, I
bebeve that the Romans fronted east and the Carthaginians west

;

and this bears out Livy’s description that the Roman right and the
Carthaginian left were upon the Aufidus. For a fuller analysis of
the evidence as to the site of the battle of Cannae, see another very
learned note in Arnold’s Second JPunic War, 396, 399, edition 1886.
* Arnold, SecondPunic War^-p. 76, ed. 1886.

f Livy, xxii., 51.

:|:Even Napoleon made this mistake, Corr,^ xxxi., 349. The Em-
peror’s remarks on Hannibal are always worth studying

; but his
knowledge of the subject was very imperfect. It is remarkable that
Cicero, Z>e Orators, ii., 18, said the truth.
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1

directly, even after Cannae. We have indicated the
reasons of this decision before ; they were still, at

bottom, as strong as ever; Rome had, doubtless,

suffered an appalling reverse; but she had still an
ample fund of resources for war; and Hannibal not
only had no siege-train to attack a fortress of the
greatest strength, but his army was not 40,000 strong
and composed in the main of very doubtful ele-

ments. A consummate statesman, as well as a sol-

dier—a worthy heir of Hamilcar Barca—the great

Carthaginian most wisely determined to bide his

time and to see if, after his marvellous success, the
league of nations and states, on which his hopes
depended, would not ere long be formed against

his defeated enemy. This at present seemed in

the highest degree probable; Carthage surely now
would employ her vast resources, and put forth

her strength to strike down Rome
;
Macedon, the

Greeks, the Illyrians, would seize the occasion to

assail the tyrant of the Adriatic sea; the Gauls of

the north would send all their tribes to the war ; the
Italian communities would strike off a comparatively
recent yoke, or would take part with a conqureor
who need not spare them ; Rome would be sur-

rounded by a circle of irresistible foes, and, whatever
her might and pride, would necessarily succumb.
So Hannibal reasoned, and not vainly; the chances
after Cannae seemed all in his favour, should he per-

sistently carry out his grand scheme of invasion.

And yet even this deep-thinking genius could not
understand how pusillanimous and feeble was the

government of his native country ; how untrust-
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worthy was the coalition on which he had staked his

fortunes ; above all, how indomitable was the energy
of the heroic nation, which he had not even scotched,

still less slain ; and how well compacted and mighty
that power was, “ which could be only broken up,

like Cyclopean walls, stone by stone.
’ ’ *

The genius of Hannibal in war was, as always, mani-
fest in the two campaigns of 217 and 216 before Christ.

The march to the Arnus, and thence to the Clanis,

by which he turned the whole line of the defence of

Rome, was a military operation of the very first

order; history can shew few marches equally brill-

iant and daring. Trasimenus was a wonderful ex-

ample of power in stratagem
;
in this precious gift

of a great captain, we may doubt if Hannibal has
had a rival. He may have missed an opportunity
in not destroying Servilius, when the consul was
cut off from Rome; but there seem to have been
reasons why he did not adopt this course ; it is

scarcely possible to pronounce a decided judgment.
His admirable dexterity and craft are again seen in

the means he employed to elude and baffle Fabius,
and especially in the artful snares he repeatedly laid

for the brave but fourth-rate soldiers as yet opposed
to him. His victory at Cannae—unparalleled in war
—was largely due to the faults of his enemy

; but
he turned them to the very best advantage ; and in

all probability he directed the decisive strokes of
Hasdrubal, for evidently he designed the general
plan of his battle. We should specially observe
besides, the extraordinary power this mighty master

Mommsen, ii., 135.
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had over his motley and often half-starving army;
in this magical influence he has never been sur-

passed, and it is an influence of supreme import-

ance ; and attention should be given to a somewhat
kindred quality, his remarkable care and skill in pre-

paring his troops for the field, and in providing for

their requirements and wants. Yet the political

genius of Hannibal was not less striking; he rightly

abstained from marching upon Rome ;
he rightly

clung to the conception which all along inspired him
in invading Italy, that his one great chance of van-

quishing Rome was to combine a gigantic league

against her. One mistake he certainly made in

these years; he misunderstood the nature of the

allies of Rome ; he could not compel them by cruel-

ties to yield to his will
;
but, in the case of a ruler

of Carthage, the mistake was natural. Hannibal
was now at the topmost height of fortune ; Rome
had been completely defeated in the field

;
he might,

as it seemed, cast his shoe over Italy, and trample
her down if she dared to resist. Yet we now see

that, even after Cannse, his success was, in a high
degree, improbable

;
should Rome continue to be

true to herself, Hannibal could not in the long run

subdue her. “ The torrent,” it has been well writ-

ten, had swelled ” into a wide flood, overwhelming
the whole valley; but the one rock, now islanded

amidst the waters, on which they da.sh furiously on
every side, . . . remains unshaken. ' ’ *

Arnold, Second Punic War, p. 77.



CHAPTER VII.

ROME IN A DEATH STRUGGLE WITH HANNIBAL.

Retrospect of tlie war before Cannae—Cbange in its character after
the battle—Hannibal plans a general league against Rome

—

Mago sent to Carthage—Treaty with Philip of Macedon—Affairs
in northern Italy, and in Spain—Marcellus—Bnd of campaign
of 2i6 b,c.—

H

annibal defeated at Nola—Campaigns of 215,
214, 213 B,c.—Hannibal master of the theatre of war—The
Rabian system of warfare—Hannibal gradually weakened—Kali
of Tarentum—Carthage sends no assistance to Hannibal

—

Roman success in Spam—Hasdrubal held in check—Rome at-
tacks Philip of Macedon—Revolt of Sicily—The siege of Syra-
cuse—Cruelties of Marcellus—Sack of Syracuse—The war in
Sicily—Exertions of Rome—Her army and fleets—Energy of
the state—The campaigns of 212, 21 1 b.c.—

S

iege of Capua

—

Defeat of Hanno—Hannibal before Capua—He destroys two
Roman armies—Capua again besieged—Fall of Capua—Mutines—Defeat of the Scipios in Spain.

HE second act in the drama of the
Second Punic War* closes with the
appalling disaster of Cannae. Stead-
ily carrying out his original plan,

though already disappointed in his

first hopes, Hannibal had marched
from the Trebia to the Clanis, turn-

* Th« history of Polybius, as a consecutive narrative of the Second
Punic War, does not extend beyond the battle of Cannae. Many
fragments of his work on the subject nevertheless remain, and these
are of great value. The only ancient narrative in existence is that of
Livy, picturesque and brilliant but often inaccurate and imperfect, and

184
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ing the mountain barriers that defend Rome; he
had annihilated, at Trasimenus, a consular army;
and then, wisely avoiding the mighty city, he had
descended to the Apulian plains, and made himself
master of part of southern Italy. His progress of

conquest is checked for a time by the strenuous
efforts of the great republic, and by the insight and
wisdom of a single man

;
but he overruns the fairest

of the Roman provinces ; he baffles and outma-
noeuvres Fabius; and, seizing the occasion given by
the errors and the discord of his foes, he strikes

down Rome, on the banks of the Aufidus, in the
most terrible defeat ever known in war. Yet crush-

ing as the reverse of Cannae was, history marks with
astonishment that the gigantic strife assumes before

long a new aspect, and is carried on under changed
conditions. Hannibal, indeed, remains invincible

in the field, he establishes himself firmly in a large

part of Italy ; he carries into effect in some measure,

his grand scheme of combining a league against

Rome ; he marches through conquered provinces

almost at will ; he appears at the very gates of the

imperial city. But Rome once more throws off the

prostration of defeat, and, taught by adversity,

changes her policy in the war; she collects and hus-

bands her immense military strength ;
she opposes a

stern, patient, and incessant resistance to all the

always unjust to Hannibal. The writings of other classical authors

on the war, Appian, Cornelius Nepos, etc., tell us but little, and
Plutarch is a mere rhetorician. The feeble poem of Silius Italicus

attests the terror Rome felt at the very name of Hannibal and forms

a kind of narrative.
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efforts of the mighty foe, and though she wins noth-

ing like a real battle, and her resources are strained

to the very utmost, and she has to contend against

faithless allies, and a threatening coalition of ene-

mies abroad, she succeeds in confining Hannibal
within a sphere of operations comparatively small,

in preventing him from making the whole peninsula

his own, in weakening him, even while he is still

victorious. Her exertions dam in the flood of inva-

sion, which, rolling from the Alps, across the Apen-
nines, had seemed, as it were, to efface the landscape

;

they bring the devouring waters, within narrowing
bounds in Italy. But the designs of Hannibal
against his undaunted enemy, though not accom-
plished as he had had reason to expect, are, never-
theless, by no means abortive ; outside her dominions,
Rome is beset by a sea of troubles gathering men-
acingly in from all parts of the Mediterranean world ;

she has to guard against its waves and its tempests,
in Spain, in Sicily, in Sardinia, and across the Adri-
atic. The great conflict with the victor of Cannae,
if gradually limited in its main theatre, is thus
extended to other lands, and assumes ampler, if less

imposing proportions. It embraces almost every
race and state from the ^Egean sea to the Pillars of
Hercules. And such was the force of Hannibal’s
genius that, baffled as he repeatedly was in his aims,
and deprived of the support on which he had set his
trust, and prodigious as were the efforts of Rome,
the issue was for a long time uncertain—nay, more
than once was of high hope for him.

Hannibal, we have said, had prudently abstained
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from marching on Rome, even after Cannae. His
motley army was small and had been much weak-
ened ; he had not the means to attack the city

; his

one great chance of success, we must ever bear in

mind, was to form a league of many nations and
powers against his mighty enemy. At this conjunct-
ure there seemed the fairest promise of the accom-
plishment of his profound designs. The maritime
resources of Carthage were still immense

; had she
done what Rome had done twice in the First Punic
War, quickly equipped a really formidable fleet, she
could have wrested the command of the sea from a
rival for the present almost in the grasp of a con-
queror, and whose navy depended mainly on allies

in Italy
;
and, in that event, she might have prob-

ably combined an irresistible coalition against Rome.
A Carthaginian army, leaving the coasts of Spain,

could have crossed the Mediterranean, and landed
in northern Italy; it would have drawn in its wake
the mass of the Gaulish tribes ; and Hasdrubal
might have appeared on the Tiber, to second Han-
nibal advancing from the south, and to overpower
Rome with their united forces. And even if the

republic had repelled this attack, hosts of other ene-

mies might have arrayed against her. Philip of

Macedon, urged by Demetrius of Pharos, once a

vassal, now a bitter foe of Rome, had already, we
have seen, lent an ear to Hannibal

;
he was already

threatening the Adriatic seaboard, and negotiating

with Illyrian tribes; assuredly, if at this crisis, he
had obtained the support of a Carthaginian fleet, he
would have trod in the steps of Pyrrhus, have
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invaded Italy at the head of a great army, perhaps

have conquered in another battle of Cannse. Hel-

las, too, at this time, was not well disposed to

Rome
;
more than one Greek thinker had denounced

her growing ambition, and had even proclaimed the

creed of Hellenic unity ; in the hour of its misfortune

it would have been not impossible to have induced
Athens, Sparta, and other Greek states to declare

against the defeated republic. Yet the gravest per-

haps of the many dangers which encompassed the
ruling power of Italy, at this terrible and most try-

ing moment, was to be found in the state of Italy

itself. Not one of the allied or the subject communi-
ties had, as yet, openly fallen away from Rome

;

the Latin cities especially had remained loyal. But
Capua, we have seen, had dealt with Hannibal

; the
sufferings of the Italians had been cruel; and after

the frightful bloodshed of Cannae, loud sounds of

discontent were heard everywhere ; in the words of

the great Greek orator, the war had opened the hid-

den wounds of the commonwealth, and several states

were already thinking of revolt. A really earnest
effort, on the part of Carthage, might have fused
together these many elements of hostility and ill-

will, and combined a league that might have
wrought the destruction of Rome ; had an Hamilcar
appeared in the Carthaginian councils, to give aid to
Hannibal in the field, the doom of the republic
might have been sealed.*

* The reader will again observe the extreme importance of the
command of the sea, at this crisis of the Second Punic War. He
may be referred, in additio*^ to Mahan’s Sea Fower^^ to Hennebert,
bookxiii., ch. i., 179.
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An immense calamity, however, was not to befall

mankind; Providence saved Rome to fulfil her mis-
sion. The victory of Cannae, nevertheless, bore
great fruit ; the foe of Hannibal was placed in the
extreme of peril. The conqueror sent his brother
Mago from the field of battle, to convey to Carthage
the tale of his triumph, and to seek for reinforce-

ments to make his success decisive ; the envoy
received an exulting welcome. The peace party,

indeed, always opposed to the war, and led by a
magnate of the name of Hanno—a successor prob-
ably of “ Hanno the Great,” the reproach of his

order in the Libyan rebellion—asked awkward ques-
tions and made empty protests,* but pride and
national hatred prevailed for the moment ; cavalry,

elephants, and money were despatched to Italy

—

Carthage evidently at this crisis partly ruled the sea

—and formidable additional support was promised. i*

Meanwhile Philip had made a regular treaty with
Hannibal, which virtually pledged him to land an
army in Italy

; :}: the Macedonian and the Cartha-
ginian phalanxes were to unite in the Apulian plains;

the defeat of Pyrrhus was to be signally avenged.
We do not know what passed between the chiefs of

the Gauls, and the warrior who had wrought such
wonders with his Gaulish levies; but the Celts of

the Po, when Cannae was won, swept, in thousands,
through the Apennine passes, to enroll themselves
under the Phoenician standards, and to take part in

*Tlie speech put by Livy, xxiii., I2, 13, in the mouth of Hanno,
is, no doubt, an invention, but probably expresses a true tradition.

f Livy, xxiii., 13 ;
this should be borne in mind,

t The text of the treaty will be found in Polybius, vii,
, g.
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the impending struggle, which, they dreamed, was
to renew the day of the Allia, and to deliver the
enemy of their race into their hands. From Spain
alone, which Hannibal had made the base of his

operations for his great enterprise, and from which
he expected his chief support, no aid or promise of

aid was forthcoming. The arms of Rome had, we
have seen, been making progress in the peninsula

;

the two Scipios, with their fleet and their army, had
not only secured the line of the Ebro, but had
advanced into the regions behind, and Hasdrubal
was still prevented from sending help to his brother
across the Pyrenees and the Alps.
While Rome, bleeding from the wounds of Cannse,

was thus being threatened by enemies from abroad,
she was to feel the presence of enemies at home

;
a

large part of Italy ere long had pronounced against
her. The colonies she had established throughout
the peninsula, from the valley of the Po to the
verge of Sicily, and the Latin states still upheld her
cause

; her rule remained unshaken in the region
between the Liris, the Tiber, and the course of the
Anio. But northern Italy, for the moment, was in
the hands of the Celts, whose hordes swarmed round
the Italian cities; and in southern Italy most of the
people of the Umbrian and the Sabellian stocks,
besides the Campanians and other communities,
renounced their allegiance to their sovereign state,
and within a few months had thrown in their lot
with Hannibal. The Lucanians, the Bruttians, the
Apulians, above all, the Samnites, next to Rome
the most warlike of the Italian races, had quickly
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made terms with the Carthaginian leader, and even
sent contingents to aid him in the field ; and though
most of the Greek cities on the coast were still true
to Rome, Tarentum, remembering the days of Pyr-
rhus, was already plotting against the republic.

Five-sixths of the southern provinces rose, in a word,
in revolt

; in some instances the revolt found leaders

in nobles deprived of their old authority, and in

priests driven from their old altars ; but it was usu-
ally supported by the populace of the towns, and by
the men it had placed at its head,* for the aristo-

cratic rule of the senate and of the Roman noblesse
was widely disliked. Hannibal, as may be supposed,
encouraged the movement, with characteristic adroit-

ness and skill. As had always been his wont, he
had, after Cannae, drawn a distinction between the
Roman and the allied prisoners ; he had sent these

last free and with honour, to their homes. And, as

before, he took care to announce, as a conqueror,

that he had come to Italy as a deliverer only, as a

champion of a nation oppressed by Rome; and in

the treaties he made with the revolted states, he
gave ample and liberal guaranties, in fact consented
generally to the terms they propounded, f
Rome, however, as always, remained undismayed

;

the last and the greatest disaster which had befallen

Livy, xxiv., 2, significantly says ; Unus velut morbus invaserat

omnes Italise civitates, ut plebes ab optimatibus dissentiret : senatus

Komanis faveret, plebs ad Poenos rem traheret.
”

f There is a marked, if only general, resemblance between Han-

nibaPs conduct to the revolted Italian subjects of Rome, and Na^

poleon’s conduct to the revolted Italian subjects of Austria in 1796-97.
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her arms, the dangers surrounding her on every side

could not break her noble and imperial spirit. His-

tory can hardly shew a second example of such

heroic constancy, such resolute daring, above all,

such a union of every class in the state, as was
exhibited at this time by the Roman people. For
weeks after Cannae messengers flocked in, from all

parts of Italy, with fresh tales of woe; two great

armies had perished beside the Aufidus ; another

army had been destroyed by the Gauls; southern

Italy had risen in arms against Rome ; foreign

invaders would soon land on the coast
; Hannibal,

like a king of terrors, was not far from the city.

There was a moment of panic as there had been
when the news of the Trebia and of Trasimenus
arrived ; crowds of citizens appeared in the streets

in despair, the voices of women weeping for those
they had loved and lost, were heard far and near,

and caused general sorrow. But lamentation and
weakness soon gave place to steadfast resolution and
unflinching courage; the conduct and the purpose
of Rome were never doubtful. Fabius was not in
office, but his pious spirit and his wisdom guided
the councils of the state

; and these were worthy of
a nation that no trial could subdue. A solemn
embassy was sent to the shrine of Delphi, the gods
were propitiated by continued rites; and if, as in
the agony of the Gaulish war, human sacrifices were
again offered up,* this was the single lapse from the
masculine faith of Rome. At the same time the
walls of the city were carefully manned'; disordered
*Livy, 57,
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multitudes were not allowed to gather ; a brief

season was permitted for a national mourning; but
it was soon to be followed by the round of ordinary
duty and work; Rome was to maintain her attitude,

and not to give way to grief. And in this terrible

crisis of adverse fortune, the people to a man rallied

around the government. The voice of the dema-
gogue, the folly of the mob, which had wrought such
mischief, were reduced to silence ; the senate and
the nobles were given the freest hand to act ; they
acquitted themselves nobly of their arduous task.

It was resolved at all hazards to continue the war;
proof was soon given how firm was this purpose.
Hannibal had, after Cann^, sent an envoy to Rome,
to treat for the ransom of his Roman captives, and
if possible to make a pacific overture ; but the envoy
was not even given a hearing

; the captives were
sternly let know they would not be held to ransom

;

Rome, as in the days of Pyrrhus, refused to parley

with an envoy within her own domain of Italy. The
spirit, however, that informed the whole Roman
commonwealth was most conspicuously shewn in

another striking instance. Varro had been sus-

pended in his command ; he had lost Cannse through
his reckless want of judgment; he had been sum-
moned to Rome, a beaten, nay, a disgraced soldier.

But he had succeeded in rallying a few thousand
fugitives

;
and the fathers of the city met him at the

gates, to tell the enemy of the nobles, the darling of

the mob, the defeated commander, that
“ he was to

be thanked, because he had not despaired of his

country.” As the Roman historian has truly
13
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remarked, a Carthaginian general, in such a case,

would have had only one end, the cross *
; but the

act of the senate was perhaps one of deep policy

—

“ this was no empty phraseology—no bitter mock-
ery over a poor wretch ; it was the conclusion of

peace between the government and the governed.” f
Meantime nothing had been left undone to main-

tain the tremendous struggle with Hannibal. Rome
had been again taken by surprise at Cannee ; immense
as was her real military force, it had not been fully

developed as yet
;
more than a fifth part of her

youth fit for war had fallen ; she had, at this mo-
ment, few soldiers to send to the field

;
many of the

allies had become her enemies. But she gathered
herself up for a fresh great effort

;
messages were

sent to the loyal Italian peoples to prepare their

contingents as quickly as possible
;
the two legions,

which in ordinary times, were employed for the
defence of the city, were ordered to set out upon
active service; some troops were collected in the
north and the east ; a single legion which was about
to embark, at Ostia, was detached from the fleet,

and marched southwards in hot haste
; and the

wrecks of the army of Cannae, which by this time
numbered from 8000 to 10,000 men, were removed
from the towns where they had found a refuge, into
Campania, the scene of immediate danger. Some
25,000 or 35,000 men were thus soon mustered; but
this force was not sufficient to withstand Hannibal;
another and strange expedient was devised to pro-

*Livy, xxii., 6i.

f Mommsen, ii., 136, 137*
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duce an extraordinary levy for the state. Slaves,

debtors in prison, even criminals, were enrolled in

the ranks of a separate army, and promised freedom
and forgiveness if they did their duty

;
by these

means 25,000 recruits were, it is said, added to the
troops in the field

; and arms and weapons, the tro-

phies of fortunate wars, were taken down from the
walls of the temples to make up for a deficient sup-
ply. The choice of commanders, too, was speedily

made; Fabius remained in the city, to direct the
government, but a veteran soldier, Marcus Junius
Pera, was placed, as dictator, at the head of military

affairs ;
another veteran, Tiberius Sempronius Grac-

chus, being made his lieutenant, as master of the
horse. At this crisis, however, the eyes of the
Romans were chiefly turned on Marcus Claudius
Marcellus, a well-proved warrior, who held the rank
of praetor. Marcellus had already won renown as a

consul; he had slain a prince of the Insubres in the
Gaulish war; he had distinguished himself greatly

in the First Punic War, in Sicily, when opposed to

Hamilcar ;
though advanced in years he had still

the energy of youth
;
and though he was never, in a

real sense, a great captain, and dark and evil stains

disfigure his career, his countrymen, as the event was
to shew, are not wholly in error when they deemed
that he was an adversary not unfitting to cross

swords with Hannibal. He had been placed for

some time in command of the remains of the army
which had fought at Cannae.

Seventy or eighty thousand men were thus

brought into the field, within four months probably
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of the day of Cannae. The dictator took a position

at Teanum in Campania, covering the main roads to
Rome

;
Marcellus, who had marched from Apulia,

through the Apennines, had, after joining his col-

league, moved to Suessula in the north-east of the
province. By this time the Campanians were in

general revolt ; and Capua, the second city of Italy,

the partisans of Carthage becoming supreme after

Cannse, had with apparent enthusiasm declared for

Hannibal. The great Carthaginian had meanwhile
been negotiating with Philip, restoring his army,
forming his new levies, in a word, making his ar-

rangements to carry on the war
;
he evidently did

not contemplate, as affairs stood, anything like a de-
cisive attack on Rome. We do not know what the
strength of his force was ; but he had been obliged
to employ many thousand men, in watching Roman
garrisons, in obtaining supplies, and especially in
giving aid to his Italian allies, who had joined him,
indeed, but with hesitation and fear ; at this moment
he could have hardly had forty thousand men under
his immediate orders. He advanced, however, into
Campania, hoping perhaps that he would be able
to surprise the enemy, but if this was his hope, it

was completely frustrated. He found himself beset
by two armies, each not much inferior in numbers
to his own; the example of Fabius was steadily
followed

; the Romans, avoiding a pitched battle,
wasted the country, hung on the invaders’ flanks,
pursued and annoyed him whenever a chance offered

;

and Hannibal’s operations were to little purpose.
He took, indeed, two or three small towns and he
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laid siege to Casilinum (it fell after a stubborn, resist-

ance of many months), in order to master the pas-

sages of the Vulturnus and to possess the means of

moving through Campania, on either bank of the
river. But he failed in attempts to seize Cumae and
Neapolis, large Greek towns on the coast, which re-

mained true to the Roman cause; he had thought
to occupy these, no doubt, in. the hope that he would
obtain assistance from Carthage at these points by
the sea ;—this may indeed have been one of his

chief objects.* It is very remarkable that at this

juncture, Capua, a city which it is said possessed an
army of 30,000 foot and 4000 horsemen, did not
give Hannibal active aid

;
like most of the other re-

volted cities, disaffected as it certainly was to Rome,
it had little genuine devotion to the Phoenician cause.f

The war had now taken a turn which, after Cannse,

might have been deemed impossible. Ere long an
incident occurred, not in itself important, but which
marked the first change in the tide of misfortune
which had well-nigh overwhelmed Rome. Marcel-
lus had been true to the Fabian system ; but he was
a determined and skilful soldier

;
he knew the value

* Lrivy, xxiii. , i, dwells on this with, emphasis :
“ Ipse per agrum

Campanum mare inferum petit, oppugnaturus Neapolim ut -arbem

maritimam haheret/' This, we shall see, was one of HannibaFs
principal aims in. this part of the war.

f It is scarcely necessary to refer to the idle and malicious tale,

adopted however by Arnold, Second Punic War., 85—86, that Hanni-
bal treated his Roman prisoners with hideous and refined barbarity

when he learned that they were not to be ransomed ; the story is not

to be found in Livy or Polybius and may be at once dismissed as

false.
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of moral power in war *
; he had resolved to seize

the first chance that offered to fight with success,

and to efface the memory of a long train of disas-

ters. He found the opportunity round the walls of

Nola, a fortress on the northern verge of Campania,
against which Hannibal had directed his efforts.

The aristocratic party in Nola, as usually happened,
was still loyal to Rome

;
but the people, led by a

young noble, who had been released after Cannae
with special marks of favour, had pronounced for

the invader’s cause
;
and Hannibal expected an easy

triumph. Marcellus, however, threw himself into

the place, apparently with a considerable force ; and
having won over the popular chief, addressed him-
self to the defence of Nola, and to taking his ad-

versary at disadvantage, as now appeared possible.

His dispositions shew skill in stratagem, and re-

source ; he placed his best troops at the middle
gate of the town, and the rest of his men, at the
gates on each side

;
he forbade the citizens to appear

on the walls, and he arrayed his invalided soldiers

and camp followers in a body collected behind the
ramparts. Hannibal advanced on Nola, for once off

his guard ; he waited, outside, for some hours, with
his army, convinced that a surrender was certain,

and deceived by the sight of the deserted walls, but
ultimately he made a demonstration of attack, it

would seem with a part of his men only, being con-
fident that the town would rise in his favour. The
gates were then suddenly thrown open ; and the

* See the remarkable words put by Livy, xxiv.
, 19, in the mouth of

Marcellus, in reply to the timid caution of Fabius.
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Romans, issuing in full force, loud cheers marking
their exulting onset, and shouts arising from the

crowd behind the ramparts, fell on their enemies in

front and both flanks and drove them away de-

feated and baffled. It was the first real check Han-
nibal had received for months, and curiously enough
it was one of the first instances in which we see the

Romans, taught by their great adversary, attempt
flanking attacks and turning movements. The effect

of the success of Marcellus was immense ; a weight
was lifted up from the heart of Rome

;
“ whether the

victory was great or not,” the historian has remarked,
“ it was, perhaps, the most memorable event of the

war, for not to be conquered by Hannibal was then
more difficult than it was afterwards to conquer
him.” * Marcellus was thenceforward greeted as
“ the sword ” of Rome, as the aged Fabius had been
called “ her shield ”

; this was, no doubt, the origin of

his extraordinary renown, not undeserved but unduly
magnified.

The memorable year of Cannae had now ended
;

the astonishing, the magnificent efforts of Rome had
suddenly arrested the march of the conqueror, had
saved her when she seemed at his mercy. Hannibal
and his army passed the winter at Capua; the de-

structive effects which the vice and the pleasures of

a great city had on his war-worn men have been
exaggerated by false rhetoric

;
but we may readily

believe that the order and discipline of a motley as-

semblage of troops of many races, and especially of

the barbarian Celts, were, to some extent, relaxed for

*L.ivy, xxiii., i6.
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a time. We must pass rapidly over the events of

the contest, in Italy, during the next three years,

215, 214, 213, before Christ, for they were marked
by the same general character, and the accounts we
possess are confused and imperfect. W^e remain in

the dark as regards the extent and even the quality

of Hannibal’s forces ; but we do know that he did

not obtain the reinforcements he had the fullest

reason to expect. A short time probably after

Cannae, Hasdrubal had made an attempt to cross the

Ebro, to reach the Pyrenees, and, no doubt, to try

to join his illustrious brother ; but he had been de-

feated by the Scipios with heavy loss, and the Roman
standards were carried beyond the Tagus. The
Carthaginian empire in Spain was shaken

;
and the

Carthaginian government, never well inclined to

Hannibal, sent Mago to Spain with the large contin-

gent which it had promised to land in Italy, neglect-

ing the decisive point on the theatre of war and
sacrificing the principal to a subordinate interest.*

Philip, alarmed at the presence of a Roman fleet at

Brundusium, and at the energy of Rome, broke the
faith he had pledged to his great ally

;
he did not

despatch a man to Hannibal’s camp, and turned
aside to raid on the Adriatic cities. No assistance,

of course, could arrive from Spain
; and, strange as it

may appear, the Gaulish chiefs in northern Italy
seem, at this period, to have become lukewarm in the

* Livy dwells on this, xxiii., 32 :
“ Mago, frater Hannibalis duode-

cim millia peditum et mille quingentos eqnites, viginti elephantos,
mille argenti talenta in Italiam transmissurus erat . . . nuntias
affertur in Hispania rem male gestam.”
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Phcenician cause, and made no effort to give it gen-

eral support. Whether this was owing to their feuds
with each other, or to the effects of Roman state-

craft, which tried to conciliate them at this crisis, or

to fear of Roman vengeance, or to distrust of Han-
nibal,—as soon as the excitement of Cannae died
away, the Celts certainly ceased to descend into

southern Italy, in any large numbers, or to enroll them-
selves under the Carthaginian standards. The armed
assistance, too, which the revolted states gave to

Hannibal, was comparatively small ; the military

strength of some had decayed, and this was especially

the case with Samnium ; some were jealous, sus-

picious, nearly all divided. And we must bear in

mind that the wear and tear of Hannibal’s army
must have been very great ; it was gradually losing

its best elements, the Phoenician and Spanish sol-

diers, and the Numidian horsemen
;

it was being
filled with levies of a very inferior kind.

For these reasons, we may rest assured that Han-
nibal’s army, in these years, was never 100,000 strong

;

and as large deductions must be made from this force

for secondary services, such as procuring supplies,

holding points of vantage, observing Roman fort-

resses, he was no doubt, inferior even in numbers, to

the enemies he opposed. This inferiority, however,
was but a small part of the difficulties and dangers
which beset his path. His invasion was still in the
nature of a huge raid ; he had no base of operation,

no great stores of supplies ; his communications with
Carthage were scarcely ever open, those with Spain
and even northern Italy were closed. He was
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isolated, in a word, in a country still largely hostile,

in which Rome was the mistress of armed strong-

holds, the garrisons of which could harass him from
many points, attack his foraging parties, cut off his

detachments; and he was almost shut out from the

sea, whence alone he could look for powerful sup-

port. His relations, too, with the revolted subjects

of Rome, were, we have seen, even from the first not
cordial, and this growing estrangement rapidly in-

creased as it became evident that Rome had been in

no sense conquered. The Italian states had insisted,

when they treated with him, that they should be inde-

pendent and have their own governments; they rather

sought to compel him to give them aid, than sent

cheerfully their troops to the field ; they hampered
him with their complaints and their murmurs, more
than once they impeded, nay opposed his projects.

They became, by degrees, a hindrance rather than a
support ; and nothing but his consummate diplo-

matic art could have kept them even as nominal
allies together, in the face of the great people of

their own race, whose power they dreaded, and even
revered. Hannibal’s authority over the Italian

league was thus, to a great extent, paralysed
;
and it

must be borne in mind that in almost every state,

there remained a Roman party, more or less powerful,
which was continually acting and plotting against
him. It is certain, too, that even in the land he had
seemed to have made his own, Hannibal had foes of

which history has made little mention. “ We can-
not calculate the numbers of guerilla bands which
were on foot in Lucania, Bruttium, and possibly in
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Samnium, and which, hindered Hannibal from having
the whole resources of those countries at his disposal.

The Roman party was nowhere probably altogether

extinct
; wealthy Lucanians, who were attached to

Rome, would muster their slaves and peasantry, and
either by themselves, or getting some Roman officer

to lead them, would ravage the lands of the Car-

thaginian party, and carry on a continued harassing

•warfare against the towns and districts which had
joined Hannibal. Thus the whole centre of Italy

was one wide flood of war, the waters everywhere
dashing and eddying and running in cross currents

innumerable
;
while the regular armies, like the chan-

nels of the river, held on their way, distinguishable

amidst the chaos by their greater rapidity and power.*
Spite, however, of foes superior in numbers, and

of obstacles and disappointments of every kind,

Hannibal maintained, by his overmastering genius,

the hold he had taken of southern Italy. He re-

mained in military possession of the great tract

from the Vulturnus to the range of Garganus f
northwards, down to the extreme verge of Calabria,

comprising Apulia, Samnium, Campania, Lucania,
Bruttium, most of the Greek cities being still ex-

cepted
;
but two of these, Locri and Croton, fell

into his hands. Within this region, more than a
fourth part of Italy, he controlled nearly all the
operations in the field ; no enemy ventured to fight

a pitched battle with him
;
he marched through in-

tricate, often hostile, countries, amidst armies whose
* Arnold, SecondPunic War., 125.

f Now Gargano.
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leaders avoided his presence, with all but complete
mastery of the theatre of war. His position, in fact,

bore a kind of resemblance to that of Frederick the

Great in the Seven Years’ War, when the king kept
moving from the Elbe to the Oder, and making
head against Austria, France, and Russia

; but if

Hannibal won no Rossbach or Leuthen he had to

contend, not with a league of divided allies, but with
the formidable power of united Rome, and his ex-

ploits were certainly more wonderful in the complic-

ated, shifting, and repeated marches we behold
him making at this period. Nothing is as astonish-

ing as the perfect ease with which he appears to

have flitted from point to point, surprising, eluding,

brushing aside his enemies ; this can be accounted
for only by the Roman strategy, and by the ascend-

ency of his still overpowering success. In these
operations he met two slight reverses, undoubtedly
made too much of by the flatterers of Rome,* at

the hands of the brilliant and able Marcellus
; and

his lieutenant Hanno was defeated with heavy loss

by the extraordinary levy of slaves and outcasts,

under the command of Gracchus, before referred to,

a victory which set them free from bondage,f and
was welcomed with exulting delight at Rome. But
Hanno had his revenge in turn

; and, as a rule, the

* There were skirmishes at Nola, which Livy, xxiii., 44 ;
xxiv,, 17,

enlarges into victories. The last of these is memorable for the first

appearance in the field and for the failure of Cains Claudius Nero,
the greatest Roman general in the Second Punic War,

f Livy’s description of this scene of liberation, xxiv., t6, is pic-

turesque and spirited.
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Roman generals in the field, like the allies in the
great struggle of 1813, took care not to attack the
master of war they feared. Hannibal, nevertheless,

though his military skill was perhaps never more
clearly displayed, was kept by his enemies on the
defensive; he was restricted within well-defined
limits ; and if his defence was always offensive, like

that of every general of the first order, he was never
given a chance of bringing his adversaries to bay.
Once or twice we see him trying to strike at the
armies around him, and to beat them in detail, but
he was even then resisted by superior numbers ; and
his efforts, it deserves special notice, appear to have
been more than once baffled by that admirable bul-

wark of an army, the Roman camp.
Hannibal, in his lair, in the south of Italy, was

thus like the mighty lord of the forest, surrounded
by angry beasts of prey, which hem him in, yet will

not abide his onset. Yet the Trebia, Trasimenus,
and Cannae were things of the past

;
he was never to

win such triumphs again
; Rome, taught by awful

lessons she had well laid to heart, had learned how
to cope with her gigantic foe, and was steadily em-
ploying her best military force in a method of war-

fare that promised success at last. During these
years Fabius was her most prominent leader, he was
twice consul, his son, once

;
and though Marcellus

and Gracchus were his colleagues, he evidently had
the supreme direction of the war with Hannibal.
He carried out cautiously, persistently, and with a
stern purpose, the plan of operations which he had
seen from the first was the best adapted to wear out
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the great enemy of Rome; and, at the same time,

the senate, the nobles, and the citizens as a whole,

spared no efforts to add to the armed strength of

the state, and to make its forces effective for the
contest in the south of Italy. Year after year the
legions arrayed against Hannibal became more
numerous, or of augmented strength

;
year after

year they were more inured to war ; and, simul-

taneously, the vicious system of short and divided
commands and of discordant counsels, was, in the
presence of the national peril, changed. “Taught
by a fearful experience, the Romans adopted a more
judicious system of conducting the war, appointed
none but experienced generals to the charge of their

armies, and left them at least where it was necessary,

for a longer time in command “ *
;
throughout this

period Fabius was the real general in chief opposed
to Hannibal, though he wisely allowed his lieutenants

much freedom of action.

This system of war was not grand, it was even a
confession of weakness ; it contrasts strikingly with
Hannibal’s fine movements

;
it wasted the resources

and the power of Rome, for, it has been truly re-

marked, that in these years the Roman armies
seem, more than once, to have been strangely in-

active in the south of Italy. -f But conducted as it

was with prudence and skill and backed by superior
forces in the field—six or eight legions usually lay
around Hannibal, and his army was not nearly

* Mommsen, ii.
, 140.

•[•Arnold, Second Punic War^ 146.
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equal in strength—it gradually produced the natural

results. Hannibal might march from the Samnite
hills into Bruttium

;
he might hold important po-

sitions of vantage
;
he might make brilliant dashes

at his foes, might proclaim that Rome was still

lying at his feet. But he was kept within a circle

of enemies of formidable power; these eluded his

efforts to make them fight ; and while they car-

ried out on a larger scale the tactics Fabius had
adopted from the first, cut off Hannibal’s detach-

ments, struck petty blows at the parties he was
obliged to send out in many directions, and, above
all, wasted and harried the country, they slowly

weakened his unaided strength, and imprisoned him
within his own conquest. Meanwhile the statecraft

of Rome was conspicuously seen in her conduct to

the allies in revolt. She appealed to her partisans

by every means in her power
; she encouraged their

attempts to rise in her favour, and to maintain a
kind of irregular warfare, she made frequent over-

tures of reconciliation and peace. But if a revolted

city defied her summons, and fell into the hands of

one of her armies, the vengeance she exacted was
signal and terrible.

Through the obscure and ill-told operations of

these years, Hannibal seems to have aimed at two
main objects. He was in possession of Capua and
held the city in force ; he kept on trying to make
himself master of Cumae and Neapolis*" along th'e

^ See again Livy, xxiii., 15, “ad mare proxime Neapolim descendit

cupidus maritimi oppidi potiundi quo cursus navibus tutus ex Africa

esset."
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coast. He evidently wished to make this part of
Campania his base in the south of Italy

; from this

he might find the means to advance on Rome, if

Capua would place her large resources in his hands
;

from this Carthage could send him aid by sea, if she
chose really to support her glorious champion. But
the Roman commanders, doubtless, perceived all this

also ; they always had a large army around Capua,
guarding the Via Appia and the Via Latina, the
two principal approaches to Rome

;
and Cumae and

Neapolis were never taken. Hannibal was more
successful in his second purpose, though ultimately
his partial success was fruitless. Tarentum, we have
seen, had had a party hostile to Rome

; hostages had
been taken to secure their allegiance

; and these had
been cruelly slain by the Roman government, in an
unfortunate attempt they had made to escape. A
conspiracy was formed in the city against Rome

;

the conspirators applied to Hannibal to come to their
relief. The great warrior wished for nothing better

;

Tarentum is one of the finest ports in Italy, it would
afford a Macedonian army a strong position, and
make its communications well-nigh secure, should
Philip at last keep faith with him

; it had often shel-
tered Carthaginian fleets *, it could be made a great
military and naval Carthaginian station

; in a word it

would form a new and formidable base of operations
against Rome. Partly through a movement skilfully
planned by himself, and partly through a device of
the conspirators within, the city fell into the power
of Hannibal, and, with characteristic diplomatic art,
he had soon made arrangements which at once con-
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ciliated the population and his partisans, and yet
gave him the lion’s share of power. *

A notable instance was now seen of the extraor-

dinary resource in war of this great master. The
citadel of Tarentum was placed on a rocky height

commanding the approaches to the city landwards,
and closing the passage from the Mediterranean into

the main harbour, still known by the name of the
“little sea,’’ f in which the powerful Tarentine fleet

was moored. This important work, though the town
had fallen, was still occupied by a Roman garrison,

which bravely rejected a Carthaginian summons ; and
its defenders certainly threatened the place, for the

fleet in the harbour being locked in, while a Roman
squadron held the sea outside, they intercepted the
course of supplies, and, in fact, effected a kind of

blockade. % Hannibal took a position outside Ta-
rentum, drew lines round the citadel on the land

side, and thus deprived the garrison of help from
without ;

and then, by one of his “ Punic ’’ devices,

lured out the Romans from the walls and drove them
back with great slaughter. Rome, however, sent re-

inforcements by sea, assisted by Metapontum, a
Greek city § ;

Tarentum was being almost invested,

when it was saved by Hannibal’s inventive genius.

He constructed a kind of Way, made as easy as pos-

^ With, the majority of commentators, I think Tarentum was taken
by Hannibal in 213 B.C., not 212 B.c.

f Mare Piccolo.

J Livy, XXV., II, arcem tenentes, quse in peninsula posita im-

minet faucibus portus, mare liberum habebant
; urbs contra exclusa

maritimis commeatibus.”

§ Now Torre di Mare.
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sible, by smoothing the ground and laying down a
course of planks, greased and covered with hides
the Tarentine fleet, drawn out of the main harbour,
was placed on this strange improvised road, and
dragged by beasts of burden and other means, across
the land, to the open sea, where, it would appear,
it drove the enemy away, kept the garrison in along
that front, and enabled the city to obtain its regular
store of supplies. Tarentum was thus won by Han-
nibal for a time ; this conquest was before long fol-

lowed by the defection of Thurii and other Greek
towns from Rome.f
While Rome was thus in a struggle of life and

death with Hannibal, she had to withstand a host of
enemies beyond her own borders. The great coali-

tion of states and races, which Hannibal sought to
array against her, was never, in any true sense, per-
fected

;
but she was threatened far and near, and on

every side by warfare, here intermittent, here never
ceasing, breaking out in lands where it was not ex-

* “ Lubrica roboreis aderant substramina plaustris,

Atque recens ceesi tergo prolapsa juvenci
.<£qiioreain rota ducebat per gramina puppim.”

—Sil. Italicas.
XXV., II, says, **Cotttracta extemplo undique plaastra

janctaque inter se ; et machinse ad subducendas naves, admotse,
munitunique iter quo faciliora plaustra minorque moles in transitu
esset, Xumenta inde et bomines contract!, et opus impigre coeptum,
paucosque post dies classis instructa atque parata circumveliitur
arcem, et ante os ipsum portus ancoras iacit.”

t Some writers have denied that the expedient adopted by Hanni-
bal was possible

; but exactly the same thing was done at the great
siege of Constantinople, 1453. Gibbon, xii.

, 215, ed. 1823, gives
this account ; “A level way was covered with a broad platform of
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pected, and tasking even her energies to the very ut-

most—this embracing the chief parts of the Medi-
terranean woi'ld. We must rapidly survey the events
of this contest, in which she was involved by her
mighty enemy, and which, but for her grand con-

stancy, might have proved fatal, though it did not
even nearly fulfil his purpose. After the diversion

of her forces, under Mago, from Italy, the great

scene of the struggle, Carthage seems to have sent

no aid to Hannibal
;
with the ingratitude of a parti-

san government, with the ignorance of a state that

never understood war, she left her illustrious hero to

his own resources. Her attention, at this time, was
chiefly turned to Spain, whence she drew a large

part of the revenue, and where her einpire was being
threatened with ruin. The brothers Scipio, well

supported by the men in power at home, had made
Tarragona a great naval station

;
they had recovered

Saguntum and taken other towns
;

and they ad-

vanced by degrees with large and increasing forces

from the Tagus to the Guadalquivir, and the

Andalusian plains. They seem to have possessed

some of the attractive power of Africanus, their re-

strong and solid planks, and to render them more slippery and
smooth, they were anointed with the fat of sheep and oxen. Four
score light galleys and brigantines of fifty and thirty oars were disem-

barked on the Bosporus shore, arranged successively on rollers, and
drawn forward by the force of men and pulleys ; two guides or pilots

were stationed at the helm and the prow of each vessel, the sails

were unfurled to the winds ; and the labour was cheered by song and
acclamation. In the course of a single night, this Turkish fleet

painfully climbed the hill, streamed over the plain and was launched

from the declivity into the shallow waters of the harbour,”
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nowned kinsman
;

Celtiberian princes and tribes,

flocking to their armies, opposed, in whole provinces,

the power of Carthage
;
indeed her cruel and oppress-

ive yoke was naturally thrown off when compared to

the adininistration of Rome. The Scipios even suc-

ceeded in striking at Carthage in her domain in

Africa; they stirred up Syphax, a Numidian prince,

chief of the peoples of Oran and Algiers, to rise

against his Phoenician suzerain
;
and Hasdrubal was

compelled to evacuate Spain, and to make head
against a far-spreading revolt. Syphax was de-

feated after a sharp contest, chiefly through the

efforts of Massinissa, another Numidian, then friendly

to Carthage, and soon to appear prominently on
the stage of events ;

the Libyan rebellion, as had
been the case before, was suppressed after horrible

deeds of atrocity and blood. Hasdrubal was en-

abled to return to Spain, but the work of Hamilcar
had been half undone

;
Carthage had lost territory,

authority, and what she thought of most, money
;

the prospect of sending help to Hannibal, from the
peninsula, seemed more than ever hopeless.*

The war in Spain, however, compelled Rome to
keep a large military and naval force on the spot

;

this, though very indirectly, gave aid to Hannibal,
and was another burden for the hard-pressed republic.

The state of affairs beyond the Adriatic was in some
respects similar, and was attended by somewhat

* Arnold, Second Punic War, p. 184, properly warns the reader
against Livy’s extravagant account of Roman victories won by the
Scipios. This was flattery of Afiicanus, perhaps a set off to Hanni-
bal’s triumphs in Italy.
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similar results. Philip of Macedon soon discovered

that when he had failed to land an army in Italy at

once after Cannae, he had not only lost his best

chance of supporting Hannibal, but had to deal with

formidable enemies at home. Rome was not con-

tent merely to keep watch on the king, from Brundu-
sium, and to abide his attack ;

with the true genius

of a conquering race, she carried the war into

his own dominions. About the time of the fall of

Tarentum, in order to parry, perhaps, a blow from
Macedon, which, if ever, seemed now impending, she

made a league with the half-savage .^tolians ;
she

promised them considerable territory and spoil, and
she persuaded them to assist her, with all their

forces, in the war she boldly declared against Philip.

At the same time, she played on the old jealousy of

Macedon, felt by Athens, Sparta, and other states of

the Hellas of a better day
;
she made them her allies

in the contest ; she stirred up the wild barbarians of

Thrace and the Balkans, against her enemy ; she
even looked to the distant east, and induced Attains
of Pergamus to give her assistance. We have no
means of knowing what land forces were employed
in the struggle she had almost provoked ;

but her
fleets swept the ..(Egean waters, and disembarked
troops on the eastern coasts of Greece

;
and this

bold, offensive attitude must have made an immense
impression on every foreign state, for after Cannse,
she had been deemed on the verge of destruction.

Philip found himself encompassed by a circle of foes

united against him by Roman policy ;
“ he had to

turn against the ^toHans, who, in concert with the
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Roman fleet, annihilated the unfortunate Acarnani-
ans, and threatened Locris and Thessaly

;
an inva-

sion of barbarians threatened his northern provinces
;

the Achseans solicited his help against the predatory
excursions of ^tolians and Spartans ; King Attalus
of Pergamus and the Roman admiral Publius Sulpi-

cius, with their combined fleets, threatened the east
coasts, or landed troops in Euboea.” * The king, in

a word, was paralysed, and given more than enough
to do ;

and all the result of his treaty with Hannibal,
through which he might have overwhelmed Rome,
was to expose his weakness and want of good faith,

and to divert a part of the Roman forces—perhaps
not a large part—from the seat of the war in Italy.

Philip saw, at last, that his best remaining chance
was to join Hannibal and to try to land an army in

Apulia, or at Tarentum; he began to construct a
fleet for this purpose, but the opportunity had
passed

;
he was too late.

The Gauls of northern Italy, during these years,
continued in the strange state of inaction to which
we have before referred

; there was no general rising
at least against Rome. But five-sixths of the country
was in their hands

; Rome was on her guard against
the treacherous Celts, and kept an eye on her loyal
colonies ; rumours of discontent were heard in Etru-
ria, once the seat of a formidable independent power

;

the republic was obliged to place two or three double
legions to watch the line of her northern frontier, and
to bar the approach of Gaulish levies to Hannibal.
Sardinia, too, which Rome, we have seen, had ac-

* Mommsen, ii., 153.
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quired just after the First Punic War, had broken
out in general revolt. Rome had extended her rule

over the whole island, beyond the Phoenician settle-

ments on the coast; she had placed it under tribute

and Roman governors; she had lately extorted a
contribution she had called a free gift. The half-

tamed populations flew to arms
;
applied to their old

suzerain Carthage, whose heavy hand they had prob-
ably hardly felt

;
Carthage, ever true to her bad in-

stincts, sent the assistance she ought to have sent

elsewhere, a squadron * and a considerable body of

troops; a wild guerilla war spread through the plains

and the hills. But Rome acted with her wonted de-

cision
;
two, perhaps double, legions were engaged in

Sardinia
;
Titus Manlius Torquatus, a distinguished

soldier, routed the Carthaginian and the native

forces ; reduced the towns, laying heavy charges

on them
;
in a word, made the restored authority of

Rome absolute. The island was, without difficulty,

held down ; but it was necessary to provide against

fresh risings, and especially against Carthaginian de-

scents ; and one or two legions were kept throughout
the war in Sardinia, another drain on the military

resources of Rome.
At this juncture, however, the severest strain on

the energies of the republic, outside Italy, and the

most formidable difficulty that beset it abroad, arose

in a quarter where the trial appeared to be least prob-

able. Rome had been dominant in Sicily for many

* It is evident that for some time after Cannae, Carthage had again,

to some extent, the command of the sea
; her conduct to Hannibal is

all the more to be condemned.
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years
;
the great city of Syracuse, its leading state,

had practically become a Roman stronghold
;
Hiero,

the vassal king, had through a long life been a most
loyal and devoted ally. One of the latest acts of

Hiero, we have seen, had been to offer aid to his

suzerain, before Cannse ; soon after that disaster, he
had given valuable help, in corn and other stores, to
the Roman fleet stationed in the east to hold Philip
of Macedon in check. On the death of Hiero, how-
ever, his crown had devolved on a grandson, Hie-
ronymus, a foolish and licentious youth, but second
in descent from the renowned Pyrrhus,* and Hieron-
ymus, giving ear to bad and artful flatterers, began to
dream of repeating the great deeds of his ancestor, of
defying Rome, of making himself the lord of a united
and an independent Sicily. These tales reached
Hannibal soon after Cannae

; the great Carthaginian,
ever intent on raising up enemies to strike at Rome,
sent two envoys of mixed Greek and Carthaginian
blood, to fan the flame of ambition and hate ; and
Hippocrates and Epicydes—these were their names—expatiated on their mighty leader’s triumphs, be-
fooled the stripling to the top of his bent, said that
he would succeed where Pyrrhus had failed, and held
out bright prospects of Carthaginian support. The
bait dexterously laid by Hannibal was seized ; the
Roman officer in command at Syracuse, remon-
strated and made angry threats

; but the young
king, with the sanction of elder kinsmen, and doubt-
less of many partisans at his court, gave an answer
that could be only deemed an insult to the majesty
* The mother of Hieronymus was a daughter of Pyrrhus.
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of Rome, and sent ambassadors to treat with Car-

thage. The Carthaginian government, as usual,

turning away from Hannibal, but eager to recover

a magnificent domain it had lost, promised to send
an army and fleet to Sicily, and even to recognise

Hieronymus, and his claims to the sovereignty of

the whole island ; if it could once expel the Romans,
it well knew it could easily get rid of a weak, fickle,

and worthless boy.'^ Syracuse was soon virtually at

war with Rome, and many of the Sicilian cities took
part in the revolt. Though Hieronymus may have
set the example, this was, no doubt, a general move-
ment ; in Sicily, as in Italy, the multitude of the

towns and their leaders were not well disposed to

Rome, and turned to Hannibal and Carthage, per-

haps in the hope that Sicilian independence would
be the result.

As might have been expected, however, Syracuse
contained a strong aristocratic or Roman party

; it

was comprised, in part, of the following of the old

king ;
and, doubtless with the connivance of the

Roman officials in the place, it conspired against

Hieronymus and the revolution he had made. The
cry of the tyrant—a name justly abhorred in Sicily

—

was cunningly raised against the unfortunate youth
;

Hieronymus and the kinsmen who had led him
astray were cruelly murdered by savage partisans,

and the whole family of Hiero was afterwards in-

volved in the same proscription and pitilessly slain.

* Polybius, vii,, 4, gives the Carthaginian estimate of Hiero

;

Tiiv iJLhv ouv oXr^v ccKadradiccv uocl fJLOcyiocv jtocXco^

povjuevot roij pBipoociovT
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A counter revolution ere long followed ;
the popular

leaders, now the declared friends of Hannibal and
Carthage, got the upper hand

;
and Hippocrates and

Epicydes—a remarkable tribute to the genius of the

victor of Cannae—were placed at the head of affairs

at Syracuse, and invested with the supreme power
of government. A great Roman fleet, however, had
soon reached Syracuse and made a formidable dis-

play of power ;
the party of Rome again triumphed

;

the old league with Hiero was renewed
;
and though

a Carthaginian squadron appeared off the coast, the

city remained in the hands of its aristocratic masters,

whose only hope now was in the Roman alliance.

Trouble, confusion, and civil war prevailed, during
the succeeding months, throughout the large pro-

vinces, which Syracuse had brought under her rule,

but many of the cities which were in a sense her
subjects refused to follow her lead in what had just

taken place, and declared against her sovereignty
and their allegiance to Rome. Leontini, a town of

some importance, became the centre and the rallying

point of the league of these revolted states
; Hip-

pocrates and Epicydes were again made rulers, and
the chiefs of the popular party, who had been driven
out of Syracuse, found refuge in the place, and en-
deavoured to spread the insurrectionary movement
far and wide. A considerable armed force was
placed in the field

;
it is a most significant fact that

it was partly composed of a large body of deserters
from the Roman fleet, manned, to a great extent, by
reluctant allies.

This state of affairs became so menacing, that not-
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withstanding his brilliant feats against Hannibal,
Marcellas was removed from the scene of the war in

Italy and was sent to Sicily in supreme command.
The “sword of Rome ” cut sharply into the revolt ;

but it was too fiercely wielded and with evil results.

After negotiations which came to nothing—Hippo-
crates and Epicydes were to be banished—Marcellas
fell on Leontini in force

;
the city was ruthlessly

stormed and sacked, the Roman deserters were sent
to a cruel death

; a considerable number of the towns-
men perished. The government of Rome in Sicily

had been harsh ; these deeds quickened the growing
rebellion

;
a cry went forth that the Greek name in

the island had been marked down for vengeance
;
an

incident occurred which completely changed the
situation at Syracuse, gave a new turn to the contest,

and severely tasked the energies of Rome for years.

The chiefs of the aristocratic faction in Syracuse were
leading out an army to assist Marcellus, which con-

tained a body of Cretan bowmen, once the prisoners

of Hannibal, but released by him, in accordance
with his systematic policy ; these men refused to

take arms against his envoys, and when the massacre
at Leontini had been noised abroad, the whole Syra-
cusan army arose in revolt. The partisans of Rome
and the nobles were overpowered

;
and a revolution

took place in the city
;
the ascendency of the popu-

lace and its chiefs was restored ; Hippocrates and
Epicydes were made its chief magistrates once
more. The numbers of the army were swelled by
other Roman deserters, by mercenary soldiers of

many races, perhaps by a few Carthaginian troops

;
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and Syracuse addressed herself to resist the might
of Rome, and to defend herself to the last extremity
amidst terrible scenes of blood and popular passion.*

Marcellus, indignant at what had occurred, marched
against Syracuse and laid siege to the place with an
army perhaps 30,000 strong, and a fleet of 100 large
war-ships. The city, under the prosperous rule of
Hiero, had expanded beyond its old limits

; it was
the most magnificent of Greek cities, it overflowed
with the wealth of commerce, it was adorned with
fine temples, and beautiful works of art. It was now
divided into five quarters, Achradina and Ortygia,
the ancient fortified town, with its citadel and its

great harbour overlooking the Mediterranean waters,
Epipolae, Tyche, and Neapolis, modern suburbs ex-
tending to heights landwards, the whole circum-
ference being strongly walled and covered at one
point by a large outwork, the Hexapylum or six
main gates. The praetor Appius Claudius directed
the attack by land, but the principal attack was
made by sea

;
Marcellus directed this in person. It

was the third great siege Syracuse had resisted, and
this, in some respects, was the most remarkable.
Marcellus did not attack the Great Harbour—a scene
of some passages of the Athenian siege ; he moored
his fleet against the sea front of Achradina, and he
made vehement efforts, probably for weeks, to storm
the walls from his ships, and to carry the town by

* Livy gives an elaborate and striking account of these revolutions
in Syracuse, so characteristic of Greek cities. But his Roman sympa-
thies are palpable, and he carefully screens the conduct of Marcellus,
xxiv., 5, 31, 32-
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assault. But the defence had been committed to

Archimedes, the first mathematician and engineer

of the age, who had long made preparations against

an attack ; it was then seen, by a notable instance,

what science and skill could effect against even
Roman courage. “ Archimedes had supplied the

ramparts with an artillery so powerful that it over-

whelmed the Romans before they could get within
the range which their missiles could reach

;
and when

they came close they found that all the lower part

of the wall was loopholed, and their men struck down
with fatal aim by an enemy whom they could not
see, and who shot his arrows in perfect security. If

they still persevered and attempted to fix their lad-

ders, on a sudden they saw long poles thrust out
from the top of the wall like the arms of a giant,

and enormous stones or huge masses of lead were
dropped from these upon them, by which their

ladders were crushed to pieces and their ships almost
sunk. At other times machines like cranes were
thrust out over the wall, and the end of the lever,

with an iron grapple affixed to it, was lowered upon
the Roman ships. As soon as the grapple had taken
hold, the other end of the lever was lowered down
by heavy weights and the ship raised out of the
water until it was made almost to stand upon its

stern
;
then the grapple was suddenly let go, and

the ship dropped into the sea with a violence which
either upset it or filled it with water. With equal

power was the assault on the land side repelled ; and
the Roman soldiers, bold as they were, were so

daunted by these strange and irresistible devices,
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that if they saw so much as a rope or a stick hang-
ing or projecting from a wall, they would turn about
and run away ci'ying that ‘ Archimedes is going to
set one of his engines at work against us.’ ” *

The attack by sea was abandoned in despair
; the

siege was turned into a loose blockade continued
with intermissions during many months. But the
defence of Syracuse had important results; many
of the cities declared against Rome, Sicily became a
theatre of general revolt, the authority of the re-

public was upheld in a few districts only, and in

the strong fortresses chiefly along the coast. The
Carthaginian government, it has been said, with the
advice of Hannibal,f made a real effort to restore its

power
;
a large fleet and army were sent to the island ;

Hippocrates joined a commander, of the name of
Himilco, in the attempt at reconquest. Rome was
forced to employ probably 40,000 or 50,000 men in
the defence of her imperilled domain

; a curious
example was then witnessed of her hard military
discipline, and politic statecraft. The few thousand
troops, who had escaped after Cannse, had, we have
seen, been moved into Campania in the agony of
the state

;
but as its strength was renewed they were

banished to Sicily in disgrace. They now entreated
that they might be allowed to serve in the field ;

they were sternly told they might do work in

* Arnold s Second TVcit, pp. 208—q. Xhere has been no
Thucydides to describe this memorable siege of Syracuse

; but the
accounts of Polybius, viii., 5, 9, and of Livy, xxiv., 33, 34, are clear,
even graphic.

fThis, however, seems doubtful. See Mommsen, ii., 146.
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garrisons
;

the stigma was left, but other soldiers

were set free. At Syracuse events took at last a

turn which almost secured the ultimate success of

the siege. The aristocratic party had never ceased
to conspire

;
an accident enabled a Roman soldier

to discover a vulnerable point in the ramparts. The
night of a great festival was chosen for an attack

;

the Romans marched to the spot in silence, slew and
drove away the scanty and drunken guards and
having scaled the walls, with deserters and spies as

guides, seized the Hexapylum, the key of the land
front of the city. Kpipolae, Tyche, and Neapolis
were now in their hands

;
Marcellus shed tears, we

are told, at the sight, but the thought of compassion
quickly passed away

;
the lives of the townsmen of

these quarters were spared ; but the fierce old warrior

allowed Roman vengeance and licence to revel in

plunder and crime.

Achradina and Ortygia, however, were not yet
taken

;
Epicydes, alone in command for some time,

sent messengers to the Carthaginian leaders in Sicily

;

an attempt was made to raise the siege by sea and
by land. The Romans, however, were not to be con-

quered, especially within their fortified lines
;
Mar-

cellus tenaciously clung to his prey
;
he obtained pos-

session of a fort by a bribe
;
faction within the city

encouraged his hopes. The Carthaginian army and
fleet remained around Syracuse for several months ;

but pestilence, as had happened in other sieges, de-

stroyed thousands of men in the marshy flats of the

Anapus, in which their camps were placed ;
the

Roman troops on uplands suffered much less, and a
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large Carthaginian squadron, which had received or-

ders to land reinforcements and stores of supplies,

perhaps owing to treachery, set off for Tarentum.
The place, nevertheless, or rather all that remained
of it, held out long, with desperate courage

; it fell

at last, indeed, by the hands of its own defenders,

and of plotters within in the interest of Rome. Epi-

cydes, from whatever reason, took his departure
; he

was probably endeavouring to obtain succour, but the

city was soon given up to anarchy ;
frightful scenes

of violence and blood were witnessed in the savage
strife of furious partisans ; and the men who repre-

sented the government were brutally slain. Syra-

cuse had soon fallen into the power of its armed
forces ; but these were divided among themselves ;

the regular army tried to make terms with Marcellus,

the Roman deserters effected their escape
;
the mer-

cenaries thought only of booty and their lives. Syra-
cuse was betrayed by a leader of these dangerous
men

;
the Romans, baffled as they had been perhaps

for two years,* were in no mood for moderation or
pity. Marcellus forbade a general massacre, but a
crowd of innocent victims perished, the illustrious

Archimedes being among these
;

the magnificent
city was ruthlessly sacked, and while the soldiery

were given a free hand to plunder, the treasures of

art with which the place was filled were taken by
their conquering leader to Rome. The fall of Syra-
cuse, however, did not bring the insurrection in

* The duration of the siege of Syracuse, and the dates of its suc-

cessive events cannot be precisely ascertained, as Arnold has re-

marked, SecondJPunic War, 210.
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Sicily to an end
; many cities and parts of the coun-

try remained in arms, and the genius of Hannibal, as

we shall see, succeeded, even from his camp in Italy,

in keeping the flame alive for a considerable time.

While Rome was struggling with Hannibal for

her existence, she was thus engaged in war, with
many changes of fortune, in Spain, in Hellas, in Sar-

dinia, above all in Sicily—in fact from the straits of

Gibraltar to the Dardanelles—and she had to keep
watch in force on the Gauls, from the Alps to the
Apennines. The efforts she made to sustain and
increase her military and naval force, at this juncture,

were extraordinary and almost surpass belief. She
kept from sixteen to twenty-two double legions on
foot^—each at this period at least 10,000 strong

—

she had a fleet of one hundred and fifty, even two
hundred quinqueremes, manned probably by 40,000
or 50,000 seamen, besides the troops, like marines,

who were held on board. Her regular forces, on
land and sea, must have been not less than from
200.000 to 300,000 men, but she also employed
thousands of veterans and recruits in garrisons, sea-

ports, and other points of vantage ; she had probably
400.000 men in arms, apart from her guerilla levies.

And if we bear in mind that she had lost three tre-

mendous battles, followed by a slaughter unknown
in modern warfare, that a large part of Italy was in

Hannibal's grasp
;
that many of her allies were still

in revolt, and that, in these terrible years she could

only rely on her own citizens and the Latin states, it

may safely be said that history can shew no grander

example of a national defence. Nothing could have
*s
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saved Rome but her dogged constancy, her patriot-

ism, her wise and tenacious government, marked not

by genius, but by resolution and craft,—but above
all was the continued union of orders and classes in

the state, which no sufferings or reverses could break
or lessen. There was no passionate or wild excite-

ment, no spasmodic efforts, no strife of opinion

;

the commonwealth placed its gigantic strength with

calm reliance in fitting hands. The senate and the

aristocracy all through these years were allowed to

do almost as they pleased ; to appoint the generals

to command in the field, to recruit, supply and
distribute the armies on the many points of the
theatre of war, to arrange expeditions however
distant, to levy the imposts required to maintain the
contest, to provide for the necessary wants of the
people

;
and nothing was more admirable than the

steadfast trust, the sterling devotion, the self-deny-

ing patience exhibited by the nation to its true
leaders. The spirit that animated the great republic
was made manifest in two striking instances. The
citizens were about to give their votes for an untried
general, when old Fabius rebuked them, saying,
“ Such a man is not fit to contend with Hannibal ”

;

the aged Cunctator was elected himself.* On an-
other occasion, Titus Manlius, a veteran soldier of
the highest merit, but who was half blind and had
done his work, had actually been named for the
second time consul. “ I am unfit to command,”
the old warrior said, “for I can only see through
the eyes of others, this is no time for incapable

"^L/ivy, xxiv*, 8, lo.
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leaders,”* and he insisted on Rome making another
choice.

The distress and sufferings caused by the strain

of the war, as may be supposed, were severe in the
extreme. The population of Rome and Latium was
being rapidly thinned

;
the poor husbandman, even

the slave was sent off to the armies ; the fields were
tilled far and near by women and children. Whole
tracts of land were left barren and waste ; the neces-
saries of life, especially corn, increased two and three-

fold in price, notably during the ruinous war in

Sicily, even then, in some measure, a granary of

Rome
;
the misery of the humbler classes was ex-

treme. The pressure of taxation, too, became cruel

;

the taxes were doubled more than once ; and though
the state attempted measures of relief, these could
only be a very partial remedy. The condition of

part of the domain of Rome, during this period, be-

gan to be greatly changed ; the small farms of the
hardy tiller of the soil became fewer

;
large pasture

lands and slave farms multiplied
;
the germs, so to

speak, of grave ills in the future. Yet the patriotism

and the devotion of the ruling orders, and indeed, of

all classes, overcame the trial. A graduated prop-
erty tax was cheerfully paid by the rich, a tax
like ship-money was levied to support the fleets,

which had been objects of special care since the

naval strength of Carthage had seemed to rise. :j:

*Livy, xxvi,, 22.

f Arnold, Secon.d Picnic 99, conjectures that the relief was
the payment of taxes in kind. Livy, xxiii., 21, says, Roma propter

penuriam argenti triumviri mensarii facti.*’

4: Livy, xxiv. , ir, remarks, ""Turn s&t factum, ut classis

Romana sociis navalihus privata impensa paratis compleretur,**
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Examples of loyal unselfishness, too, were noble and
frequent ; the masters of the slave army, which
had been set free, refused to accept compensation

for their slaves ;
contributions of arms and horses

flowed into the treasury
;
trustees were permitted to

advance to the state trust-monies ;
loans without

interest were made with little reluctance.* Yet all

these expedients could not suffice to meet the stress

on the over-burdened finances
;
Rome had to sus-

pend her cash payments
;
she had her assignats, her

bank-restriction, her “ green-backs,” like other great

nations in supreme crises.f

Still, even in Rome signs of terror and weakness,

of demoralisation, selfishness, and cowardice were
not wanting. As has always happened in great

national troubles, superstition laid hold of faint

hearts ;
the sky blazed with awful portents and

signs ;
the gods of the great city had forsaken Rome,

and gave her no more their benign influence ; men,
and especially women, turned to strange gods, neg-

lected the honoured rites of religion, sought out
soothsayers and false prophets.:}: Vestal Virgins

*See Livy, xxvi., 36, “ Pro se quisque aurum, argentum et ses

in publicum conferunt, tanto certamine iniecto, utprima inter primes
nomina sua vellent in publicis tabulis esse ; ut nec triumviri acci-

piundo, nec scribse referundo sufficerent. Hunc consensum senatus
equester ordo est secutus : equestris ordinis plebes. Ita sine coerci*

done magistratus, nec remige in supplementum, nec stipendio res-

publica eguit, paratisque omnibus ad bellum, consules in provincias
profecti sunt,*’

\ Ibid, xxiv,, 18, “ Hortatique censores, ut omnia perinde agerent
locarentque, ac si pecunia in serario esset. Neminem, nisi bello con-
fecto, ab serario pecuniam petiturum esse.”

Xlbid. XXV., I, ‘^Dii repente alii videreiitur facti. Nec iam in
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broke too often their vows
;

matrons were not
ashamed to indulge in licence

;
vice rioted to an ex-

tent never known before. The shopkeeping spirit

did not prevail in Rome ; but even in the hour of

the peril of the state, and of the general performance
of the noblest duties, merchants were found to hag-
gle and drive hard bargains ; contractors wickedly
cheated the army

;
a patrician was guilty of this

odious fraud. Nor were instances of an unmanly
and craven spirit unknown ; noble youths, after

Cannae, had thought of flying their country
;
hun-

dreds of able-bodied men had tried to escape enlist-

ment ; there was much desertion, we have seen, from
the fleets. The government and the nation, never-

theless, did much to suppress the symptoms of fail-

ing energy ; and indeed they were but as spots on
the surface. The observance of the religion of the
state was strictly enforced ; the worship of gods,

save those who protected Rome, was prohibited

under severe penalties ; teachers of strange faiths

were proscribed and banished. Licentiousness, too,

was denounced and punished; efforts were made to

restore the old moral discipline ; the erring Vestals
and their paramours met an awful fate. Frauds and
crimes against the state were also treated as they
deserved ; the would-be fugitives, high as was their

rank, were degraded ; all who shirked military ser-

vice were pronounced infamous, and dealt with as

secreto modo atque intra parietes abolebantur Homani ritus
;
sed in

publico etiara ac foro Capitolioque mulierum turba erat nec sacrifi-

cantium nec precantium decs patrio more. Sacrificuli ac vales

ceperant homiuum mentes.”
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the worst kind of criminals. Rome, indeed, “ rose

to the height of circumstances,” not after the fashion

of the terrorists of half-mad France, but of a great,

stern, practical, and united nation.

In the first months of the year 212 before Christ,

the prospect for Rome had distinctly brightened.

Tarentum, indeed, had been won by Hannibal,* and
some Greek towns had gone over to him

;
but the

Roman arms outside Italy had made progress every-

where ;
and Syracuse was on the point of falling.-j-

It was resolved to make a great effort to take Capua.
The city still defiantly held out

;
but it had not

given real aid to Hannibal; it still contained, like

most of the rebel cities, an aristocratic party attached
to Rome. Twenty-three double legions were set on
foot, the largest force Rome had as yet placed in

the field
; and while thirteen of these were sent to

other points of the immense theatre of war, ten were
employed against Capua and to oppose Hannibal,
who, at this time, was around Tarentum, still en-

gaged in the attempt to reduce the citadel. The
consuls of the year were Quintus Fulvius Flaccus, a
stout old soldier, already twice consul, and Appius
Claudius, whom we have met at Syracuse ; these
commanded two consular armies of four double
legions, the one in Apulia, the other in Campania.
Nero, unfortunate as yet, but to become renowned,
had two legions, at Suessula near Capua; two were
in Apulia, probably near Herdonea, under Caius
* Tarentum probably was taken in 213 b.c., not 212, as some writers

have said.

f Syracuse seems to have fallen in the Spring of 212 B.c.

I Now Ordona.
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Fulvius, a brother of the consul
;
and two were led

by Gracchus, still the chief of the liberated slave

army, who held Lucania. Five armies, fully one
hundred thousand strong, were thus to attack Capua,
and to confront Hannibal, who had probably not
more than fifty thousand men, in addition to a small

force under his lieutenant, Hanno, at this moment
far to the south in Bruttium. The war now assumed
a grander aspect

;
the Roman generals had become

less timid ; ample scope was given to Hannibal’s
manoeuvring genius, and to his extraordinary skill

in the field. The consuls united their armies at

Bovianum, a fortress in Samnium, not far from
Capua, and from which they could observe Hannibal
by the main roads from Tarentum. Capua, in

terror, sought Carthaginian aid ; and Hanno, by
Hannibal's orders, advanced from Bruttium, and,

eluding Gracchus on his flank, in a very rapid march,*
reached Beneventum in safety, and sent word to the

Capuans that he was at a short distance, and that

they should make haste to secure the supplies, which
they could gather in, under his protection, on the

spot. But Beneventum was a loyal Roman colony.

Information was despatched to the consuls ; Capua
hesitated and lost precious time, and Hanno, having
been defeated in a well fought battle, was compelled
hastily to retreat into Bruttium.
The campaign had opened auspiciously for Rome

;

but Capua was a place of the first importance ; and
Hannibal, answering another prayer for relief, sue-

It seems probable that the Roman armies were changing their

positions at this moment. Arnold, Second Punic Wdr^ 153.
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ceeded in throwing a body of Numidian horsemen
into the already imperilled city. These troops

routed a hostile detachment
;
but the consuls ere

long had closed around Capua ;
they were supported

by Nero’s forces, a few miles away ; by Caius Fulvius

and by Gracchus, who seemed to bar an advance of

Hannibal
;
and they doubtless imagined they had

nothing to fear. But their mighty adversary baulked
their hopes ; he threaded his w'ay from Tarentura
through all the enemies in his path, who ought to

have attacked him on both his flanks,* by one of

those marches which we cannot trace, but the ability

of which cannot be questioned. He suddenly ap-

peared on the heights of Tifata
"f* ;

and he thence
looked down, with his army in hand, on Capua and
the Roman camps and lines. The effect was ex-

traordinary, almost magical; the Roman commanders
had not thrown off the terror the presence of Han-
nibal inspired

;
they felt, it has been happily said, ^

as the allies felt when they beheld Napoleon ad-
vancing against them around Dresden

;
and Fulvius

and Claudius, good soldiers as they were, drew away
from Capua in precipitate i-etreat. Flannibal entered
the joyous city in triumph

; he was hailed as a de-

liverer by hearts for the time grateful ; he probably
left reinforcements behind ; but he was soon in pur-
suit of the consul Claudius, w’^ho, it is said, had

* The movements of Hanno and Hannibal’s army are very ably
described, but of course, with much space given to conjecture, by
Colonel Dodge, Hannibal, 458, 465.

f Now San Angelos.

\ Arnold, Second Punic War, 157.
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marched towards Lucania, while his colleague had
found refuge in Cumae. Hannibal was unable to

reach his immediate enemy, who had had a start,

doubtless of some days, and who made his escape
into the depths of Samnium ; but he was master of

the country around, and he closed these fine opera-

tions with brilliant success in the field. An un-
expected disaster had, a short time before, overtaken
the arms of Rome in Lucania. Gracchus had been
treacherously led into a trap by a Lucan ian noble
and author of the revolt

;
he met, as became him, a

Roman’s death,* but the slave army which he had
led during five trying years, with continuous success,

and which had felt the ascendency of a real chief

disbanded suddenly after his fall, and simply,went to

pieces. The senate endeavoured to retrieve this de-

feat ; it hastily put together and sent into Lucania a

motley assemblage of some 16,000 men, largely com-
posed of volunteers and recruits ; and it incautiously

placed it in the hands of Marcus Centenius, a stout

centurion, but a noisy boaster, f and wholly unequal
to high command. Hannibal, with an army superior

even in numbers, pounced down on the ill-ordered

array ; it made a fierce and tenacious resistance, but
it was surrounded and cut completely to pieces ; the

historian admits that only a thousand fugitives

escaped. $

*The speech which Livy puts into the mouth of Gracchus, xxv.,

16, is really fine.

fLivy, XXV., ig, “Id non promissum magis stolide, quam stolide

creditum : tanquam esedem militares et imperatoriee artes essent.”

t Ibid.
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Rome had now suffered another great defeat, re-

sembling in some measure the first great defeats of

the war. When her generals abandoned the Fabian
system, and attempted bolder operations in the field,

the genius of Hannibal in offensive movements be-

came, in fact, at once grandly manifest. The consuls
and Nero were, for the present, far off; the Roman
army in Lucania had been blotted out; Cnseus Ful-
vius was in Apulia isolated and alone. He was an
incapable officer, who had done little throughout the
campaign but lay in supplies

;
and—sure mark of

incapacity—he had let his troops out of hand, and
had lost the authority necessary for a chief. He had
laid siege to Herdonia, a revolted town, with two
legions and auxiliaries, 22,000 strong. Hannibal,
having got rid of every other enemy, without losing
a moment, marched against him. He adopted the
tactics which had secured decisive success in his
many battles. He drew near with the mass of his
infantry in front, but he sent an officer, Mago,* with
a body of horsemen, to seek an ambush, and fall on
the Roman flanks and rear ; these dispositions were
made at night, and completely escaped his enemy’s
notice. F ulvius, advancing hastily, offered battle f

* I do not think this could have been Hannibal’s brother M«^o
; he

had been sent to Spain.

t Livy’s account of the battle, xxv., 21, is very graphic. He
dwells especially on the bad arrangements of Ftilvius, on the de-
moralisation of his troops, and on the skill of Hannibal. It is extraor-
dinary to read these words about Roman infantry :

“ Instruitur
ipsa acies ad libidinem militum forte procurrentium consistentiumque,
quo loco ipsorum tulisset animus, deinde per libidinem aut metum
deserentium locum/*
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next day, but his lines had been unduly extended
against the protests of his own officers ; his men had
become insubordinate, and had lost all discipline

;

they seem to have insisted on taking their order of

battle as they pleased. The contest was over in a
short time

; the Romans gave way at the first shock,
and when they were charged by Mago on both flanks

their army was surrounded and utterly destroyed.
Of 22,000 men 21,000 fell, Fulvius fled with only
200 horsemen.*
The military strength of Rome had, by this time,

been developed
;
she stood aghast for a moment at

these reverses, but she had, none the less, twenty-
three legions again in the field in the next year of

the war, 21 1 before Christ. In Italy the interest of

the contest centred around Capua and the operations

that ensued. Little seems to have occurred in the
southern provinces. Fulvius and Claudius were not
blamed for their inglorious retreat

;
they were con-

tinued in command as proconsuls; the consuls of

the year were ordinary men. The proconsuls,

seconded by Nero as before, undertook regularly

the siege of Capua
;
they laid in immense magazines

of supplies ;
drew lines around the place of imposing

strength—their camps, it is said, resembled a city

;

had 60,000 men to complete the investment ;
and

systematically wasted the country for miles in order

to keep away the ever dreaded Hannibal. Capua, in

’•‘Livy, XXV,, 22, xxvi., i ;
** Ingens quidem et Inctus et pavor

civitatem cepit. , , , Tribus et viginti legionibus Romanis eo

anno terra marique bellum gestum est.”
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affright, sent to her champion once more
; he had

wintered in Apulia and had moved on to Bruttium
in order, probably, to obtain recruits

;
but he ad-

vanced again to the relief of the city with an army
perhaps 30,000 strong, supported this time by thirty-

three elephants. He took up his former position on
Mount Tifata; directed the Capuans to combine
their operations with his own

; a fierce and well con-
tested encounter followed. The Capuan army, aided
by the reinforcements within, made a formidable
onset on the Roman lines

; the walls, filled with
citizens on their ramparts, rang with shouts

; but
Claudius forced back the assailants with ease ; they
were driven into the streets of Capua, beaten. Mean-
while Hannibal had fallen in force on the entrench-
ments of the enemy from without

; his Spanish
infantry did great things

; three of his elephants
reached the external ditch

; one of the legions be-
gan to give way

; the lines were very nearly stormed
and carried. The battle, however, was restored

; a
gigantic centurion behaved like a hero

; the ele-

phants were slain as they were driven onward
; but

the assailants forced the ditch across their dead
bodies ; and the defence was only maintained by
the most persistent efforts. At last Hannibal’s troops
fell back ; they were boldly pursued as they drew
sullenly away.
The wise measures of the pro-consuls had now

good results ; Hannibal was unable to remain in a
ruined country. His resolution was at once formed.
He sent a Numidian—who threaded the enemy’s
lines—to let the Capuans know that relief was at
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hand
; and he set off by forced marches on Rome,

believing- that by this grand and daring movement,
he would compel the Roman commanders to break
up from Capua, and to hasten to the defence of the
threatened capital.* He seems to have crossed the
Vulturnus high up the river

;
he then moved through

Samnium, still for the most part friendly
;
and having

passed the great lake of Fucinus, he descended by
the Allia into the Roman domain, here following the
old track of the Gaulish invasion, f At the approach
of the invincible giant of war, Rome, high as was her
purpose, again trembled ; she had lost three armies
a few months before

;
assuredly Capua was now lost

;

the cry went forth that Hannibal was at the gates.

The scenes after Cannae were for a moment re-

peated, but it was for a moment only
;
order and

unanimity were soon restored.
:J:

Fabius stood out

* The resemblance between this march and that of Napoleon on
the communications of the allies, in 1814, in order to draw them
away from Paris, is obvious.

f With the best commentators I have described Hannibal as march-
ing through Samnium. Polybius, ix.

, 5, particularly says so ; and
though Livy makes Plannibal march through Latium, xxvi., 9, this

is very improbable. Latium was still bitterly hostile to Hannibal.

See Mommsen, ii., 169 ;
Arnold, Seco7td Punic War^ 167-168.

% Livy, xxvi., 9, describes the attitude of Rome in his usual

graphic manner: ** Ploratus mulierum non ex privatis solum domi-
bus exaudiebatur ;

sed undique matronse, in publicum eifusae, circa

deum delubra discurrunt, crinibus passis aras verrentes, nisse geni-

bus, supinas manus ad cselum ac decs tendentes orantesque, ut

urbem Romanam e manibus hostium eriperent
;
matresque Romanas

et liberos parvos inviolatos servarent. . . . Senatus magistrati-

bus in foro prsesto est, si quid consulere velint. Alii accipiunt im-
peria disceduntque ad suas quisque ofixciorum partes : alii offerunt

se, si quo usus operae sit, Prsesidia in arce, in Capiloiio, in muds,
circa urbem, in monte etiam Albano atque arce iEsulana ponuntur.
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again the master of the state ;
an extraordinary levy

was made ; the walls were manned, the public peace
preserved

;
and a message was despatched to the

pro-consul Fulvius—his colleague had been severely

wounded—on no account to raise the siege of Capua,
but to advance on Rome with 16,000 men only. Ac-
cidents added to the city’s resources ;

the two legions

employed every year for the defence of Rome hap-

pened to be fully mustered and upon the spot ; and
the Latin colony of Alba, having been informed of

Hannibal’s march, nobly sent its whole forces to join

in protecting its sovereign state. Within a few days
Rome was in a condition to defy any efforts her
great enemy could make.

Hannibal, meanwhile, had encamped before Rome
;

he had ridden, with a body of horsemen, to the
gates of the capital. We may imagine what may
have been the warrior's thoughts, as he beheld the
fortified seat of that mighty power, which he had
endeavoured in vain, through long years, to crush,

defeated as it had been, over and over again
; as he

gazed on the strong walls of the ancient king, and
on the towers and temples rising from the famous
hills which he well knew he could not hope to mas-
ter ! He flung, the legend runs, a javelin against
one of the gates,* but he had not contemplated at-

Inter hunc tumultum, Q. Fulvium. proconsulem. profectum cum ex-
ercitu a Capua affertur ; cui ne minueretur imperium, si in urbem
venisset, decernit senatus, ut Q. Fulvio par cum consulibus imperium
esset.”

* The poetic legends about Hannibal’s appearance at Rome are
numerous.

“ Clausas nunc cuspide pulsat
Infesta portas.” —Sil. Ital., xii., 565.
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tacking Rome
;
lie was soon on the march with his

army southwards,in the belief that his great manoeuvre
had been attended with success. Fabius had, not
improbably, accelerated his retreat, the veteran had
continued to hold him in check

;
his apparition was

a tale of woe in the annals of Rome for centuries ;

an altar to a god was placed on the site of his camp

;

his departure, commemorated in exulting verse, was
hailed through long years as a great deliverance.

He marched rapidly by the way he had advanced,
pursued cautiously by one of the consuls ; but he
eluded his pursuers until the news arrived that the
Roman armies were still around Capua, and that his

recent effort had been frustrated ; he then turned
back fiercely upon his enemy, and defeated the con-

sul with considerable loss. The fate of Capua was,

however, now certain
;
Hannibal gave up an impos-

sible task, and marched as quickly as he could
into Bruttium. He had hoped to seize and surprise

Rhegium, an important point of vantage by sea ;

but in this attempt he was also foiled.

The siege of Capua had been going on all this

time. A terrible fate ere long overtook the fairest,

perhaps, of the great towns of Italy. Since the

recent defeat no attempt had been made to force

the lines, daily increasing in strength ; there was no
hope of an army of relief

;
Numidians, sent out to

convey a message to Hannibal, were mutilated and
driven back by the enemy. The sufferings of the city

became intense ; Capua had been a queen of pleas-

ure and riches, the glory of the golden Campanian
land

;
we may conceive what its people felt as they

were sinking into the fell grasp of famine. The in-
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cidents of that agony are little known ; but the popu-
lar party seem to have become masters

; the nobles

ceased to rule or to conspire
;
some took poison,

others sank into silence, awaiting a doom they had
too much reason to fear. A show of inert resistance

was prolonged
;
but Capua was compelled at last to

throw open her gates
;
the Romans entered a place

in despair and starved out. It was the stern, but not
unrighteous policy of Rome to lay a heavy hand on
her revolted allies

;
Capua was marked out for pitiless

vengeance. Fulvius scourged and beheaded many
of the leading men, confiscated the lands and goods
of a number of citizens, and carried off an enormous
spoil to Rome. A fire in the capital was soon made
the occasion for involving the wretched city in a
general charge of treason ; the senate pronounced an
appalling sentence. The remaining nobles were sold

as slaves or ruined
;
the citizens were deported to

different parts of Italy ; a mixed population was placed
in its stead ; and Capua was deprived of its civil

rights and franchises,—it had possessed the coveted
citizenship of Rome,—and was made a mere thrall of

the Roman government, like the Libyan cities subject
to Carthage. “ The city of Capua, bereaved of all

its citizens, was left to be inhabited by that mixed
multitude of resident foreigners, freedmen and half

citizens, who, as shopkeepers and mechanics, had
always formed a large part of the population, but all

political organisation was strictly denied to them, as
they were placed under the government of a prefect
sent thither every year from Rome.” *
^ Arnold, Second JPunic War^ pp. 178, X79.
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The fall of Capua terrified the rebellious states,

and weakened the Phoenician cause throughout
southern Italy. The success, however, of the arms
of Rome, was balanced by dangers threatening the

republic close to its own domain. Etruria, we hai'c

seen, had begun to stir, the Latin cities had suffered

cruelly, during a struggle protracted for seven years ;

the appearance of Hannibal before the sovereign
capital had spread alarm, even discontent, round the
Anio and the Liris. Beyond Italy the strife with
.Philip had quickened ; it was maintained from the
Corinthian Gulf to the Strymon ; and though Rome
never had a great land force engaged, the pressure
on her fleets had become extreme, and detached
them from the Mediterranean, their chief station,

where it was necessary to hold in check the fleets of

Carthage. In Sicily, too, a most trying contest had
assumed even more ample proportions. Hippocrates
had perished at the siege of Syracuse, but his

colleague Epicydes remained ; Carthage had sent

another great fleet and army to stimulate the insur-

rection in her own ambitious interests. The cruelties

of Marcellus had borne the worst fruits ; sixty-six

towns had joined the revolt ; Marcellus had been
compelled to take the field to put down an almost
universal rising. The opportunity was not lost by
Hannibal; he despatched a half-caste Numidian, of

the name of Mutines, to Sicily to keep up and extend
the contest, and this officer, a very able man, justi-

fied his great chief’s choice, and really accomplished
wonders. He carried on the war as Hamilcar had
done ; seized Agrigentum and defeated Marcellus,

16
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at the head of devoted Numidian horsemen
;

swooped down on the few cities still loyal to Rome
;

and, in fact, occupied or overcame many parts of the

island. It seemed not improbable that Rome would
be forced to reconquer Sicily by a great effort of her
power.

Just at this time an immense disaster, of which,
however, the record is very imperfect, nearly effaced

the dominion of Rome in Spain.* The brothers

Scipio, we have seen, had carried their arms in

triumph, almost to the Pillars of Hercules
;
they had

won over many of the Celtiberian tribes
;
a great and

decisive effort, they thought, would bring the war to

an end. •J They divided their forces into two main
bodies,—there were 20,000 auxiliaries of the Celti-

berian warriors,—they seem to have marched from
the Tagus to the Guadiana, and to have reached,
with little opposition, the southern hills of Portugal.:};

But Hasdrubal, we have said, had returned to Spain
;

Carthage had evidently given him large military aid ;

and Mago, Hannibal’s brother, and another Has-
drubal, known as the son of Gisco, were at the head
of two armies co-operating with his own. The name
of Hamilcar and the great empire he had created at

Carthage were still remembered in Spain ; Hasdrubal
came up with the army of Cnaeus Scipio, and induced
the fickle Celts by a bribe to assist him ; the treach-

I have, with Arnold and the best commentators, made the date
of this disaster 21 1 b.c., not 212 B.c.

f Livy is my only authority here. He says of the Scipios, xxv.,

32, “ Tempus esse id iam agi, ut helium in Hispania finiretur/^

% Htonebert, book xiv.
, p. 247, has examined the events of the

campaign with great care and thinks the Scipios reached Portugal,
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erous barbarians hastened off to their homes, and the
Roman general made a precipitate retreat. Has-
drubal, it would appear, soon joined his lieutenants,

and, in a short time, the Roman arms suffered a fatal

defeat. Massinissa, still an ally of Carthage, was
serving under Hasdrubal in Spain

;
he had a con-

siderable force of Numidian cavalry; and he suc-

ceeded in reaching Publius Scipio, evidently isolated

and far away from his brother. A fierce and doubt-
ful encounter followed ; but the Numidian horsemen
in their wonted fashion, had contrived to fall upon
the enemy’s flanks, when the main Carthaginian
armies appeared on the field and utterly routed a
greatly outnumbered enemy.* Publius Scipio fell

fighting bravely with his men ; the victors instantly

pursued the other Roman army ; it was surround-

ed in a camp it had formed on a height, and it

was slaughtered with its commander almost to a
man.

•f'
The two generals, who had upheld the arms

of Rome with such skill and success during seven

long years, were thus suddenly removed from the

scene ; the wrecks of their forces fled beyond the

Ebro ;
many of the Celtiberians declared for Carthage

again ;
the power of Rome in the peninsula ap-

peared in ruin.
:}:

* Livy, XXV., 34. “ Nec superfuisset quisquam, ni prsecipiti iam ad

vesperura die nox intervenisset.’'

j- Livy, XXV., 36. “
. . . perculsique a victoribus, passim csede-

bantur, omnes queintus cum ipso imperatore occisos.’*

t Livy, XXV. , 37.
‘

‘ Quum deletus exercitus amissaeque Hispanise

viderentur.” Livy as usual does not tell the whole truth about a

Roman disaster, but he lets out enough to enable us to judge what
this was.
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To a careful observer the wonderful power of

Hannibal as a soldier and statesman appears strik-

ingly in this, his death-struggle with Rome. The
time of his grand manoeuvres has, indeed, passed

away
;
he has to contend against the power of Rome

at its height
;
he cannot master more than a part of

Italy. But though infinitely inferior in military

strength, he defeats Rome in more than one battle,

and overwhelms several hostile armies ; he is invinci-

ble when he appears in the field ;
his enemies recoil

from his dreaded presence. Nothing is more ex-

traordinary than his complete control over the thea-

tre of war in Italy at the time ; he moves through
hosts of enemies, almost at will ; nothing crosses

him when he advances on Rome. This was doubt-
less largely due to the Roman modes of warfare, but
it is a proof also of his pre-eminent skill

; it deserves
the highest admiration by the student of his art.

His resource, too, his power of stratagem, his faculty

of command, in a word, his best gifts are, as always,

manifest ; and if he was less successful than other
great chiefs have been in striking at and beating
divided enemies, this was largely due to their im-
mense superiority in force, and to the peculiar value
in war of the Roman camp. His genius as a poli-

tician is not less conspicuous ; he does not unite his

great league
; but he stirs up enemies against Rome

wherever a chance offers
; this is especially seen in

the long war in Sicily, and even’ to a certain extent,
in the war in Greece. Yet the wonderful exertions
made by Rome, her grand patriotism, and the co-

operation of all classes in the state do not less claim
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the highest praise of History
;
these have, perhaps,

never been equalled, certainly never surpassed ;
these,

we repeat, alone enabled her to cope with Hannibal.
The final issue of the contest was still uncertain

; if

the scales of destiny were on the incline, they were
still nearly on an even balance. Hannibal had been,

no doubt, on the whole, weakened
;
Carthage and

his allies had done little for him
;
but Rome, even of

late, had been defeated in the field
;
her energies

had been strained to the very utmost
;
a quarter of

Italy was in her enemy’s hands ; the peninsula she

deemed her own was still in a critical state
;
the power

of Carthage at sea had probably increased ; the in-

fluence of Rome in Spain seemed suddenly blotted

out. Might not Carthage yet second her great hero

;

might not Hasdrubal advance from the Pyrenees,

and join hands with his invincible kinsman ; might
not a great coalition yet strike down Rome ?

SCIPIO.

{From Kings ‘ ‘ Mngraved <?sfns.”)



CHAPTER VIII.

THE STRUGGLE SLACKENS THE METAURUS.

The war at the beginning: of 2X0 B.c,—Mistake of the Roman gov-
ernment—Defeat of Centumalus at Herdonia—Battle at Numis-
tro—End of the war in Sicily—Treason of Mutines—Cruelties
of Dsevinus—The war in Spain—Quarrels of the Carthaginian
generals—Marcius—Nero ont-manceuvred by Hasdmbal—Scipio
sent to Spain—Campaign of 209 B.c. in Italy—Defeat of Marcel-
lus—Ability of Hannibal—Fabius at Tarentum—Scipio in Spain—Fall of Cartagena—Roman ascendency restored in Spain

—

Campaign of 208 B.c.—The consuls caught in an ambush

—

Death of Marcellus—Crispinus mortally wounded—Character
of Marcellus—Hannibal raises the siege of Docri—Events in
Spain—Hasdrubal eludes Scipio—Winters in Auvergne—Roman
preparations for the campaign of 207 B.c.—Eivius and Nero
Consuls—Nero attacks Hannibal at Grumentum—Hannibal
marches into Apulia—Advance of Hasdrubal—His message to
Hannibal—Masterly operations of Nero—Battle of the Metaurus—Death of Hasdrubal, and destruction of his army—Exultation
of Rome.

HE ninth year of the Second Punic War
had come ; the year 2lo before the
Christian Era. The result of the strug-

gle between Hannibal and Rome, if

we survey the position of affairs as a
whole, was, we repeat, as yet alto-

gether doubtful. The great Cartha-
ginian had been weakened in the south of Italy,

but he was still supreme in operations on the field ;

he was master of Tarentum, except the citadel. In
northern Italy, and throughout the valley of the Po,

24.6
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the authority of Rome was gravely threatened
;

murmurs were frequent even among the Latin
cities : Etruria and the Gauls were in a questionable

mood. Abroad the war with Philip had reached
its height

;
it had been difficult to keep up the

Roman fleets, owing to the ill-will of disaffected

allies
; Mutines in Sicily was conducting a great

guerilla war
;

the Scipios, with the mass of their

forces, had perished in Spain. The distress, too, of

Rome had never before been so great; the means
employed to maintain the fleets and the armies had
begun to a certain extent to fail

;
the treasury was

being drained, the finances sinking
;
the sufferings of

the poorer classes had become intense. Evidence of

this state of things was seen in the partial decline

of the still great military power of the nation ; it was
impossible to fit out twenty-three double legions

;

twenty-one only—still a formidable force—were at

this critical juncture sent into the field. The distri-

bution, too, of the armaments of Rome shews how
hardly the republic was pressed.* Four double
legions, about 40,000 men, were required to observe
Etruria and the Gauls of the north. A force equal

in numbers was engaged in Sicily, where it had be
come, necessary to make a great effort ;

nine double

* Livy, xxvi,, 37, significantly remarks :
“ Neque aliud tempus

belli fuit, quo Carthaginienses Romanique pariter variis casibus im~

mixti magis in ancipiti spe ac metu fuerint. * . . ^quante for-

tuna, suspensa omnia utrimque erant, Integra spe, integro metu, velut

illo tempore primum bellum inciperent,** The historian's account of

the situation is striking and not unfair, except that he keeps out of

sight the dangers of Rom^ arising from her political and social con-,

dition.
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legions were employed in Spain, in Sardinia, perhaps

in Greece, and for the defence of the city. Four
legions therefore only remained ;

these were to con-

front Hannibal in Apulia and the southern provinces:

the weakest force that had been opposed to him
after Cannae. It was divided into the two usual con-

sular armies, and one of these was given to Cnaeus

Fulvius Centumalus, a pro-consul of consular rank,

and the other to Marcellus, the idol of the Roman
soldiery, but only too famous for his late deeds in

Sicily, who, with some difficulty, had been made
consul. The other consul was Laevinus, a very able

man, who had distinguished himself in the naval war
in Greece ; he was sent to Sicily in the place of Mar-
cellus, who had been intended for that command,
but had been kept in Italy by the senate, at the

piteous request of the injured Sicilian people, which
had declared it could not endure his oppression.*

Significant reductions too were made, at the same
time, in the allied contingents.

That so weak a force was arrayed against Hanni-
bal, may have been due to a miscalculation in the
Roman councils. The fate of Capua, we have seen,

had alarmed the revolted cities ; they had begun to

fall away from the victor of Cannae. This defection
began in Apulia, spread through Samnium, and before
long became very general, in most parts of the south
of Italy. The senate not improbably thought the
movement would be fatal to the military force of

the enemy
;
but if so it was wholly in error. The

Livy, xxvi., a8, 2g. Arnold, Second Punic War, p. 247.
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Italians had given Hannibal little effective help

;

they had been exacting, even false friends ; they
had vexed him and often had hampered his move-
ments

;
their disloyalty did not reduce his imme-

diate strength. With superior insight and admirable
skill in adapting his means to the ends in view, he
took in the situation at a glance, and controlled

events like a great captain. He drew in his troops
from the garrisons he held ; razed to the ground
strongholds he had no further need of

;
in this cam-

paign he seems to have been at the head of forces

more numerous than he had had for some time in

the field. He certainly was master of the theatre of

war in the south : he gained one signal triumph at

least. His efforts were first directed against Centu-
malus,^ who had been endeavouring to regain Her-
donia, the scene, it will be recollected, of a previous

Roman defeat. The pro-consul was a bold but an
incautious leader, as had so often been the case with
the generals of Rome ; he had his army in camps
around the place, it is said, in a bad position and ill-

guarded. Hannibal advanced from Bruttium by
forced marches with an army probably of superior

strength, fell on an imprudent enemy taken by sur-

prise, and routed him by his wonted brilliant attack,

turning both the hostile flanks by the Numidian
horsemen. The pro-consul’s army was practically

destroyed, it lost from 7000 to 13,000 men. f Mar-
cellus—he was at this time in Samnium and had not

=**This Cnaeus Fulvxus is not to be confounded with Cnaeus Fulvius

defeated at Herdonia on another occasion.

f Livy, xxvii,, i.
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acted in concert with his ill-fated colleague—made
haste to try to retrieve the defeat ;

he encountered
Hannibal at Numistro on the northern verge of

Lucania. The battle was stern and long contested
;

Hannibal had elephants and Balearic slingers in the

field, a sign, perhaps, that he had received some
troops from Carthage : of these, however, we have
no account. Marcellus was not turned or outflanked

and both armies suffered heavy losses.* But Mar-
cellus was in Apulia during the rest of the campaign

;

his forces had been greatly reduced
;
Hannibal re-

mained master of the whole adjoining country. The
Roman generals in this year were not sufficiently

strong to contend with Hannibal, but their opera-

tions had been ill-conceived and very unfortunate.

A sudden revolution at this time, however, brought
the insurrection in Sicily to an end and restored the
tottering domination of Rome. Mutines, we have
said, was the soul of the formidable revolt ; he had
imitated Hamilcar in his admirable skill and resource.

But he was detested by Hanno, the Carthaginian
general-in-chief—a creature perhaps of the peace
party which disliked Hannibal and all his works

;

and Hanno had ventured to supersede Mutines and
to place his own son at the head of the Numidian
cavalry. The indignant half-caste warrior resented
the affront, dealt treasonably with Laevinus, the
lately elected consul, and in command of a great
army on the spot

;
the Numidians, doubtless at the

bidding of their old chief, betrayed Agrigentum to

*Livy, xxvii., i, 2. Livy, as always, makes the best case he caa
for his countrymen.
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their exulting enemy
;
the Romans became masters of

the main seat of the war in Sicily. The famous town,
the second of the Sicilian cities, another centre of

commerce and art, was sacked by a force of soldiers

let loose to plunder ; Hanno and Epicydes—that

remarkable man had continued to serve the Cartha-
ginian cause—contrived with difficulty to effect their

escape, but a large part of Hanno’s army was cut to

pieces
;
the remains were taken off by the Phoenician

fleet. Laevinus inflicted a terrible punishment ; the
leading men of Agrigentum were scourged and be-

headed, numbers of the best citizens were sold as

slaves ;
the cruelties of Marcellus at Syracuse were

outdone. These severities, however, a systematic

policy of the stern republic, crushed the revolt ; the

cities in arms submitted without resistance ; Sicily

was ere long prostrate and at the mercy of Rome.
Laevinus gravely informed the senate that the reign

of order and law was restored, and that the islanders

had returned to the paths of industry; their harvests

were gathered in for his countrymen once more, and
this in their distress must have been a godsend.

Measures of extreme harshness were taken to pre-

vent even the possibility of a future rising. The
great cities of Sicily were disfranchised, immense
tracts of land were declared forfeited, the free popu-
lation was removed from them, they were cultivated

by slaves for Roman patricians ; Sicily was placed

under an exacting official government. From this

time the eventful history of the renowned island was
almost a blank for many years ; there were no revo-

lutions or series of wars, no vicissitudes of tyranny
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and democratic licence, scarcely a trace of the anima-

tion of the rich and free life of Hellas ; the conquered
people acquiesced in servitude. Sicily was an op-

pressed province and a slave farm of Rome until

the horrors of the great Servile War were seen.*

While Rome had thus unexpectedly regained

Sicily, she had escaped the consequences of her late

disasters in Spain. The accounts of all that occurred

in the Spanish peninsula at this juncture are so

meagre, and have been so distorted by the Roman
chroniclers, that we find scarcely anything that can
be deemed trustworthy ;

but it appeal's certain that

the Carthaginian generals did not follow up their

splendid success, and made no effort to crush the
Roman power in the Ebro. They were divided by
jealousies and mutual dislike ;

Hasdrubal, the son of

Cisco, especially became the declared enemy of his

greater namesake, the son of Barca ;
and besides they

acted harshly to the Celtiberian tribes and attacked
and plundered Celtiberian princes ; in a word, they
showed to a proud and suspicious race how odious
could be the oppressive yoke of Carthage ; and this

seems to have been the chief reason why they
gained no advantage from a decisive victory, f In
these circumstances the remains of the defeated

Arnold, Second Punic War, pp. 236—237.

f Polybius, a real historian, ix., ii, obviously gives the true reasons
of the failure of the Carthaginian generals to make use of their suc-
cess. Oi KapxriSovioov ^ya/u.oveij Kpcn:-p<5a.vTBZ tcSj'

vitavavTioav, cfur(Sv orju. pd-uvocvTo TcpcxTStv, tcoA S6^-
ccvvB'i Tov itpd'S^PoofMaiov'i xoXs/iov oLvi^prptivocz, repoi ccvrovi
k(STa6icd^ov, leaparpxjSofJ.avot dzd rrjv apq>VTov 3rA,eo-

ttccl qfiXacpyvptav.
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armies were given time to recover discipline and
strength

;
they were rallied by an officer of the' name

of Marcius, of inferior rank, but a capable man
; and

Marcius even led them against the enemy once
more, though we may reject the tale that he won a

great battle, in which 37,000 Carthaginian soldiers

were slain.* He was, however, evidently a real com-
mander, and was chosen by his army with acclaim
as its chief ; but as this vote incensed the govern-
ment at home, he was superseded by Nero, who,
after the fall of Capua, was sent to Spain with large

reinforcements to restore the arms of Rome. Nero,
if a mere legend deserves credit, advanced with little

resistance to Andujar, f that is from the Ebro to the

Guadalquivir, and he had surrounded Hasdrubal and
brought him to bay, when Hasdrubal, with genuine
“ Punic faith,” effected his escape by a cleverly de-

vised stratagem. All that is historically known is

that at this time the defeat of the Scipios and of

their two armies did not permanently injure the

Roman cause in Spain, and that the cause of her
enemy made no real progress.

Fortune had favored Rome beyond her deserts in

the year of the war which was now expiring. She
had reconquered Sicily through a mere accident

;

she had maintained her hold on Spain despite grave

reverses, mainly owing to the faults of her enemies,

but she had failed in Italy in the struggle with Han-

* Livy, XXV.
, 39.

‘
‘ Ad triginta septem millia hostium csesa, auctor

est Claudius.’' Livy is ashamed to approve of this palpable lie.

f Hennebert, book xv., 4, 268, identifies Illiturgis with Andujar^

but the whole story is improbable in the extreme.
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nibal. About this time a youth was elevated to

high command whose destiny it was to overthrow
her great enemy, to carry her victorious arms to the

far East, where her very name was hardly as yet

known, and to be one of the most brilliant and at-

tractive figures on the illustrious roll of her soldiers

and statesmen. Publius Scipio of the great Corne-
lian house, was the son of one of the generals who
had fallen in Spain ;

he had saved his father, we have
seen, in the fight on the Ticinus ; he had distin-

guished himself on the fatal day of Cannae ; he had
taken an active part in protesting against the base

conduct of the beardless patricians who had thought
of abandoning their countrymen after that immense
disaster.* He was now in his twenty-seventh year
only

; he had hitherto filled but an inferior civil

office. But Nero had been unfortunate in Spain,

the senate had resolved to appoint a successor to

him
;
young Scipio was elected by the citizens in

his stead.f We may disregard the legend that he
offered himself as a candidate because no other
could be found

;
his father’s name probably had

much weight ; he was nominated pro-consul with
consular powers and placed in command of all the
Roman armies in Spain. He set off from Ostia with
11,000 men and thirty large war-ships. It is remark-
able that on his first appearance on the stage of events
he seems to have had the influence over the hearts

* Livy, xxii. , 53.

f The date of the election was probably the end of 210 B.c. or the
beginning of 209 B.c. Arnold, Second J*-unic War^ p. 303. I fol-

low Arnold’s dates for Scipio’s conduct of the war in Spain.
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of men which was one of his best and most distinct-

ive qualities.*

We may pause for a moment to consider the

lineaments of this remarkable man at this the begin-

ning of his splendid career. Scipio was not one of

those mighty spirits which have given a marked turn

to the course of history, or have even permanently

affected their own era. In war he was not to be

named with Hannibal, though it was his fortune to

overcome Hannibal ; a brilliant and able soldier,

indeed, he was a general of the second order ; on

one memorable occasion he made a mistake that

placed his country in the gravest danger. Nor had

he supreme political genius ; he was a great citizen

in times when the state was well ordered ; he could

not have moulded, like Csesar, a worn-out republic

into an all-powerful empire. But Scipio was the

first and one of the noblest of the famous rulers

who drew subject races into allegiance to Rome by
wisdom, clemency, and kindly sympathy ;

who built

up the structure of Roman conquest on the solid

foundations of good government ;
who caused Roman

civilisation to extend less through the sword than the

power of justice. The Greek historian has compared

him to LycurguSjf such was his reverence for law

*Livy, xxvi., 19. The historian of course only repeats a tradi-

tion, but his language is striking. “ Ita de setate sua imperioque

mandate, . . . disseruit . . . ut impleret homines certioris

spei, quam quantam fides promissi humani, aut ratio ex fiducia remm
subjicere solet.

”

.j. Pfjjykius, X., 2. ***iE^oi de JJ.OTt'X.toZ ttco

reSv AccytEBccifiovioav vo^ioeensi, Kcxpa.nXri<5Cav

cpvei'y nal Ttpoodaeei-y
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and established usage ; but he possessed many of
the best gifts of a practical statesman, especially that
of understanding the views of others, and of adapting
his conduct to them. He was a diplomatist of ex-
traordinary skill; like Marlborough he subjugated
those with whom he came in contact. Scipio, too,
had the confidence- of greatness in itself

; he perhaps
believed that he had a divine mission

; standing
aloof from the ordinary herd, in a kind of kingly
state, always composed, serene, and, in a sense, in-

scrutable, he persuaded the great body of his simple-
minded countrymen,—for the age of sceptical criti-

cism had not come for Rome,—that he was a favourite
of the gods and could accomplish anything.* For
the rest he had the charm of the highest culture and
of a stately presence, “ uniting Hellenic letters with
the fullest national feeling of a Roman, an accom-
plished speaker and of graceful manners, Publius
Scipio won the 'hearts of soldiers and of women,
of his countrymen and of the Spaniards, of his
rivals in the senate and of his greater Carthaginian
antagonist.’* f' Unquestionably as we survey his
career we see that he owed much to fortune

; he fell

* Polybius and Livy dwell especially on tbis. The Greek historian
says, 3c., 2 :

“ Tlo'ttXxo^ Ttccp<XTt\ri(5i<^^y
Toi^ TtoXXon^ jxerd ri'yoS Os/cx^ ^TtiTtvoixxS

TOLS^ kjtl/3oXoC.^^ STjdcXpdS&rspoV? Hcxi TtpoOvpOT^poXJf^ KtXTSd-
Tods 'VTtOTCXTTO^S't^O'US TtpOS TOt dBlVCX TWV ^pyoOV

Liyy,^ xxvi., 19, says “ Sive et ipse capti qaadam superstitione
animi, sive ut imperia consiliaque velnt sorte oraculi missa sine
cunctatione exsequerenttir , , . nullo die prius tillam ptiblicam
privatamque rem egit, quam in Capitolium iret, ingressnsque sedcm
consideret et plernmque solus in secreto ibi tempus teneret**’

t Mommsen, ii., 160.
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on times exceedingly propitious to him ; but fortune,

it has been truly said, is only constant steadily and
through life to superior men.

Having landed at Tarragona, long a Roman strong-

hold, Scipio made preparations for the campaign at

hand. He singled out the brave Marcius for special

honour; the influence of the young commander was
soon felt by a devoted soldiery; he skilfully concili-

ated the Spanish tribes
;
his growing renown, it is said,

reached the ears of his enemies.* Meanwhile news
of grave impending dangers had arrived at Rome ;

the officer at the head of a Roman fleet that had
made a descent on Utica, had learned from prisoners

that Carthage was about to make a great effort not
only to restore her empire in Spain, but to enable
Hasdrubal to cross the Pyrenees and the Alps and
to lead a large army into Italy to assist his brother.

The nation felt another hour of stern trial had come,
and, as was its wont, rallied loyally around the
government. It was in vain that tribunes of the
commons said that the same men should not always
command the armies, and that this was inconsistent

with the welfare of the state f ; the citizens entrusted
supreme power at the instance of the senate to its

former generals ; the aged Fabius was made consul
for the fifth time, Fulvius, the conqueror of Capua,
for the fourth ;

Marcellus, already often consul, was
named pro-consul. Immense exertions were also made
to send imposing forces into the field

; but these

shew how heavy was the strain on the state ; hardly

* Livy, xxvi,, so.

f Ibid. , xxvii, ,
6.

17
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twenty legions appear to have been raised, and the

city legions were required to observe Etruria.* Xhe
arrangements, however, for the coming contest were
in the main well conceived and prudent. Taught
by the severe lesson of the year before, the Roman
commanders had determined to combine the mass
of their forces against their great enemy

;
and while

detachments were engaged in guarding the north, the

chief armies were directed into southern Italy. The
principal objects in view were to regain Tarentum,
for the place gave Carthage and Philip a point of

vantage, and the citadel—it was still in Roman
hands—was repeatedly in danger of being starved

out
;
to subdue towns still in revolt in the south

;

and at the same time to hold Hannibal steadily in

check, and if it was not possible to overthrow him in

a great pitched battle—for the Roman generals, with
the exception of Marcellus, perhaps, were still afraid

of this—to cripple him, to surround him, and at last

to crush him by the weight of overwhelming num-
bers. In this plan of operations, there can be little

doubt, we see the wise and cautious but somewhat
timid mind of Fabius.
The Roman armies were in full movement in the

early summer of 209 before Christ. Marcellus, with
two double legions and an auxiliary force, marched
from Venusia against Hannibal, who was at this mo-
ment in Apulia not far from Cannae ; Fulvius, with
his consular army of two legions, entered Lucania
and quickly reduced the province—no doubt already
turning in all its parts to Rome—by a judicious dis-

* Livy, xxvii.j 7.
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play of good sense and clemency
;
Fabius, with his

two double legions, and a contingent besides, had
reached Tarentum in a short time, and a motley as-

semblage of levies, drawn for the most part from
Sicily, laid siege to Caulon, a seaport town of Brut-

tium, which seems to have been a point of impor-
tance. Armies, therefore, certainly 100,000 strong,

were arrayed against Hannibal, who had not SO.OCO
men, comprised in a great measure of inferior troops

;

and as the power of Rome was being rapidly estab-

lished everywhere, his position became one of ex-

treme danger. He might almost be driven into the
sea by Marcellus, who harassed him from a safe

distance—at least be cooped up in Apulia and made
powerless ; and if Tarentum and Caulon were lost

and Lucaniaand Bruttium wholly subdued, he would
be cut off from his base in Italy, deprived of support,

even of the means of subsistence, and perhaps be
compelled to lay down his arms.* But Hannibal’s
enemies were divided and far from each other; he
extricated himself from a most difficult strait by
operations that bring out his genius in war, but that

required for success a really great captain. He con-

trived to catch Marcellus at fault, turned fiercely

upon him, perhaps near Asculum, the scene of one of

the great fights with Pyrrhus, and routed his adver-

sary in a bloody encounter. Marcellus, however,
was an heroic soldier ; he was superior to fortune,

and fell on Hannibal again
;
a murderous and long

* The position of Hannibal and his subsequent operations are very

clearly and ably described by Colonel Dodge, Hannibal.^ pp. 509-514.

See also Hennebert, book xvi., i., 273, 274.
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doubtful battle was fought; the elephants, still a

part of the Carthaginian force, pierced by the ter.

rible Roman pilum—the legionaries had learned to

deal in this way with the mighty beasts—threw part

of the Carthaginian line into confused disorder, and
the Roman historian has had the boldness to say that

his countrymen gained a decisive victory.* This,

however, is a characteristic falsehood ;
indeed, the his-

torian exposes it himself. Marcellus was compelled
to return to Venusia, and was so worsted and en-

feebled that he could not appear on the field during
the rest of the campaign ; his conduct, indeed, so

unlike himself, provoked suspicion, nay, indignation,

at Rome. -j- Hannibal evidently won a hard-fought
battle, and he marched directly from the field into

Bruttium, his object having been to shake off Mar-
cellus and to turn against his enemies in the south.

Hannibal, as had so often happened, made good
his way without opposition through hosts of

enemies
;
he must have crossed their communications

and done much damage; yet Fulvius and Fabius
did not attempt to unite their armies and to risk an
attack. This timidity, seen over and over again,

especially when he was much inferior in force,

attests the ascendency he still had in the field and
the consternation his presence still produced. He
raised the siege of Caulon without striking a blow,
the hostile levies taking refuge in flight

; he then

I/ivy, xxvii., 14.

f Jbid,.^ 20. “ Marcellus, etiam adverso mmore esse, super quam
quod primo male pugnaverat, quia, vagante per Italiam Hannibalc,
media sestate Venusiam in tecta milites abduxisset.”
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marched to the relief of Tarentum
;
he had been in.

formed that the place was quite safe, and could hold
out for a considerable time. He arrived on the
scene to behold an immense disaster. What he may-
have felt has been often compared to the anguish
and wrath that shook Napoleon when he found
Paris in the hands of the allies on his return from
his great march eastward in 1814.* An accident,

caused, it is said, by a love intrigue, had made the
Romans masters of the great city, the legions had
entered the streets in triumph, the Carthaginian
commandant and his troops had been slain

;
Taren-

tum, a station of supreme importance, the base of

the invaders in the south of Italy, opening a
communication with Carthage and Greece, and
affording stores of supplies by sea, had passed again

into to the power of Rome. Hannibal endeavoured
to lure Fabius out by a “a Punic trick,” convinced
that he could annihilate the old consul if he had the
chance

;
but the wary Cunctator was not to be de-

ceived ;
“ the omens were adverse, he would not

stir,” an excuse he probably offered to his impatient
soldiery. The scenes that followed the fall of

Tarentum were such as had been witnessed often

before when a rebel allied city was captured ; a free

rein was given to slaughter and licence; an enor-

mous store of the choicest booty was sent off to

Rome. The spoil was nearly equal to that of

Syracuse, but the conduct of the victorious generals

was, in one respect, different. All was grist that

came to Marcellus’s mill
; the fierce veteran had

* Arnold, Second Punic War, p. 263,
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stripped the temples of Syracuse of their divine

images. Fabius was not less willing to harry and
plunder, but “ his piety forbade him to deprive

Tarentum of its gods.” *

Tarentum was doubtless a splendid prize ; but it

was the only prize won by Rome in Italy in this

striking and most interesting campaign ;
her immense

efforts in the south had been almost baffled. Mar-
cellus had really been well beaten

;
Fabius and

Fulvius had not dared to attack Hannibal
;

great

as was the superiority of his foes in numbers, the

master was still invincible on the main theatre of

the war. Murmurs of anger and disappointment

—

and we cannot be surprised—broke out again from
the lips of the citizens

;
leaders of the populace de-

nounced the nobles once more ;
the outcry against

Marcellus, we have said, was fierce and bitter. A
short time previously, too, the great ruling state

had been threatened by a danger that might have
proved fatal. Latium, we have seen, had been in a
dubious, nay, angry mood since Hannibal had
marched on Rome ;

the Latin cities had suffered

much from the ravage of war and social distress

;

many Latin soldiers had fallen in the great defeat of
Centumalus only a few months before. Twelve of
the colonies of Rome, among which names of
Latin cities certainly appear, refused at this juncture
to send contingents or to pay monies to maintain the
war ; they seemed on the verge of armed rebellion.
The courage that had not yielded to Cannae was
for a brief time shaken ; the cry went forth from
* Livy» xxvii., 16^
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Rome “ that all was over at last ; the colonies and
the allies would betray the city to Hannibal.” *

Eighteen colonies, however, remained loyal : the
conduct of the government was a model of prudence
and statecraft. The consuls remonstrated with the
disaffected twelve; these remonstrances were vain,

and they held their peace
;
but they led the deputies

of the eighteen into the senate’s presence, and that
august assembly and that of the citizens thanked
their faithful dependents in the name of the state.

This wise and touching appeal may have saved
Rome

;
the twelve returned to their old allegiance,

the whole affair was buried in judicious silence. But
the extent of the peril in which Rome was placed
appears in the historian’s significant words. “ These
eighteen colonies,” wrote Livy in a subsequent age,
“ shall not even now lose their due meed of glory.

They were the men of Signia, of Norba, of Saticula,

of Brundusium, of Fregellse, of Luceria, of Venusia,
of Hadria, of Firmum, and of Ariminum

;
and from

the lower sea the men of Pontia, and of Paestum and
of Cora; and from the middle parts of Italy, the

men of Beneventum and of ^sernia, and of Spo-
letum, and of Placentia and of Cremona.” f
Meanwhile Scipio had accomplished great things

in Spain, which promised decisive success for the
arms of Rome, and redressed the balance of adverse

fortune in Italy. In the spring of 209 before Christ

the Carthaginian generals were far apart from each
other, Hasdrubal near Saguntum, Mago in Castille,

Liivy, xxvii., 9*

ro.
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Hasdrubal Gisco far to the south-west at Cadiz, and
they were notoriously at angry feud with each other.

Scipio seized his opportunity with boldness and
skill

;
he crossed the Ebro with an army of some

30,000 men ;
a Roman fleet accompanied it along the

coast ; the combined military and naval force at-

tacked Cartagena, a creation of the first Hasdrubal,
and a principal centre of the power of Carthage.
The garrison, if isolated and small, made a brave
resistance; it was repulsed after a fierce sally; but
the Romans failed in an effort to scale the walls,

their ladders being too short to reach their summit.
A salt-water lagoon, however, extended along the
western front

;
this was almost dry at the lowest

ebb; the walls on this side were low and ill-guarded.
Scipio characteristically let it be known that the god
Neptune had promised him aid,* and the Roman
army crossing the marsh when the tide had fallen,

made itself master of the defences at the vulnerable
point, and broke into the captured fortress. Scipio
put an end to a massacre which had just begun

; he
was very different from Marcellus and men of that
type; at his command the soldiery ceased to plunder
indiscriminately and spared the city in their power.
The spoil taken at Cartagena was immense

; a whole
fleet fell into Scipio’s hands, besides engines of war
of many kinds, and a great store of supplies and
treasure

; the place itself indeed was of the first im-
portance, commanding as it did the Mediterranean
towards the east. But the conduct' of the young
general in this his hour of triumph was of more ad-

* Polybius, X. , 1 1.
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vantage to Rome than even his brilliant conquest.

Scipio gave proof of clemency hitherto unknown ;

the citizens were allowed to return to their homes

;

the Carthaginian garrison were made prisoners, but
though sent to Rome they were not harshly used

;
the

artisans and workmen of the great arsenal were al-

lowed to do their ordinary work ; the best mariners
were employed in manning the Roman war-ships.

The wise policy too of the Roman commander was
made manifest in another direction. There were 300
Spanish hostages in the place ; these were set free,

with presents, and permitted to depart
;
a Spanish

princess was treated with delicate courtesy
; Spanish

women received no harm or insult. The effect on
the impressionable Celtiberian people was great ; it

was noised abroad that “ this Roman youth was a

god, that he subjugated not by the sword but by
kindness.”* The cause of Rome in Spain made
rapid progress again ; that of Carthage as rapidly

declined. The contrast indeed between the leaders

of the contending nations could not fail to strike a
race proud and sensitive throughout its history

; it

was like that which was presented in the Spain of

the nineteenth century by Wellington and the rapa-

cious and quarrelling French marshals.

The fall of Cartagena and the increasing weak-
ness of the Carthaginian dominion in Spain may
have prevented Hasdrubal at this juncture from en-

deavouring to join hands with his brother; if so, we
can form a just estimate of the enormous importance
of these acts of Scipio. It is certain, however, that

^ Livy, xxvi. , 50.
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throughout the year rumours flew that Hasdrubal
was about to march ;

he was probably in communi-
cation with the Gaulish tribes of the Po ;

and Etruria

all but broke out into open revolt from Rome. A
vigorous demonstration checked the rising, but the

senate wisely increased the strength of the Roman
fleets, evidently in order to secure the command of

the sea, which probably had for some years been
doubtful, and to close the Mediterranean to a Car-

thaginian attack whether made by Hasdrubal or from
any other quarter. Preparations were now made
for the campaign of 208 B.C. ; twenty-one double
legions seem to have been set on foot ; Hannibal
was once more to be confronted in the south by
a powerful combination of armed forces. The out-

cry against Marcellus had come to nothing; he
“ silenced clamours,” the Roman historian tells us,
“ by reminding the citizens of his great deeds ” *

;

he was elected consul for the fifth time
;
his colleague

was Quintus Crispinus, one of his Sicilian officers.

Hannibal was at this time in Apulia—his favourite

station throughout winter—at the head of probably
40,000 men ; he had to oppose the armies of the two
consuls, an army of two legions which held Tarentum,
a formidable position whether in front or rear, and
one legion at least which lay around Capua ; he was
thus threatened again by overwhelming numbers.
The plan of the Roman operations, in the first in-

stance at least, was faulty against a great captain.
Marcellus alone was to engage Hannibal

; Crispinus
was to lay siege to Locri, a seaport of some value

*3Livy, xxvii,, 2l.
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along the coast ; the other armies were to remain as

they were
; and thus the whole Roman forces were

once more to be far away from each other. This
dangerous plan, however, seems to have been aban-
doned ; almost as soon as the campaign had opened,
Marcellus and Crispinus had united their armies to

observe their adversary, perhaps to attack him ; a de-

tachment from Sicily and one of the Tarentine le-

gions were told off to conduct the siege of Locri.

An incident had ere long occurred which proves
the ascendency which Hannibal had in the field.

The two consular armies were as numerous as his

own, and probably composed of better troops
;
they

had drawn near him between Venusia and Bantia *

;

they held positions in which a defeat might have
been fatal to him, for it would have penned him up
in a nook of Apulia. But he had learned that the
legion at Tarentum was on its way to Locri ; he
weakened his army by 5000 men—nothing but the

certainty that he was safe could have justified

this ; and this detachment, issuing from a dexter-

ously laid ambush, annihilated the ill-fated enemy
it assailed. The operations of the Romans were
all but brought to a close by a disaster which
deprived them of both the consuls. The hostile

armies confronting each other had had a few trifling

affairs of outposts ; a hill thick with woodland di-

vided their camps
;

this had been occupied by a
body of Numidian horsemen. Marcellus and Cris-

pinus, with a w'eak escort, rode towards the emi-

nence where not a man was to be seen
;
the enemies

* Near the Bandu&ian fountain of Horace*
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fell on them from the thicket where they had lain

hidden, Marcellus was slain on the spot, his colleague

wounded to death. As in the case of Flaminius,

Hannibal gave his stout old adversary funeral hon-

ours ;
he never failed to respect a noble foeman

;
it

would have been well had Rome meted out the same
measure to himself. With Marcellus, one of the most
striking figures of the Second Punic War passed away
from the scene. The veteran was not a great cap-

tain ; his cruelties in Sicily did his country much
harm. But he certainly conducted a battle with skill

;

he was never turned on his flank by Hannibal, as had
repeatedly happened to Roman generals, and he had
an heroic spirit that rose superior to defeat. He was
perhaps the only Roman commander who had not
been stricken with fear when Hannibal was present
in the field, and he fairly defeated his great antag-
onist in one instance. In subsequent ages Marcellus
was held in higher honour by his countrymen than
very superior men, than Fabius, Scipio Africanus,
and above all Nero, for he did not despair of Rome
in her darkest hour

; he was her “ sword,” never in

the scabbard, always ready to strike.*

* Th-fc fine lines of Virgil on Marcellus, -^^neid, vi.
, are well known:

Aspice, ut insignis spoliis Marcellus opimis
Ingreditur, vietorque viros supereminet omnes !

Hie rem Romanaru, magno turbante tumultu,
Sistet, eques sternet Poenos Gallumque rebellem,
Tertiaque arma patri suspendet capta Quirino.”

See, too, Horace, Car,, i., 12 ;

“ Crescit occulto velut arbor sevo

Fama Marcelli ;
micat inter omnes

Julium sidus velut inter ignes

Lnna minores^”
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After this disaster the two consular armies appear
to have gone into winter quarters ; they had retreated

on Capua and Venusia. Hannibal swooped down on
Locri and raised the siege, gathered up supplies in

Bruttium and Lucania ; in a word, was as usual mas-
ter of the southern provinces- At the same time,

memorable events were occurring in Spain, big with
great consequences in the near future. The policy

of Scipio had had the best results ; Celtiberian tribes

had entreated him to become their king—he declined
the honour with characteristic grace—and had sent

their warriors to his standards ; Indibilis and Man-
donius, two of the chief princes of Spain, became
his loyal and powerful allies. He strengthened
his force by a contingent of men from the fleet,

and marched with a great Roman and Spanish
army from Tarragona, across the Sierra Morena,
hoping that the peninsula would soon be his

own. Carthage seems, meanwhile, to have made
an effort to restore her declining power in Spain ;

Massinissa crossed the straits with a mass of light

cavalry ; he was perhaps followed by Phoenician and
Libyan footmen. But the Carthaginian generals were
still divided and at odds with each other ; they were
separated by wide distances as before ; above all,

Carthaginian tyranny had isolated and weakened *

* Polybius, X., 36 , makes these sensible remarks on the conduct
and policy of Carthage in Spain : o >ccci tota Ttspi totj^ E^apxv^
dovto'v^ yava6Bat, JS/Iard ytxp to phv Td^
^PoDjucciooi^ cxTCoHTaivoct dk toz>S 6TpocT7jyo'v^ djxtpo-
Tapoxi^y UOTtXtOT^ KCXl JO'yCKtOVy Xl7toA.CX^6vTa^ (XdljpZTOV Ql'VTOZ^

'vitoLpx^T't^ TT^v ^I/5T]pia:Vy 'V7tap7}cp(xv'(^*^ axpf^'^T'o roz? t^ccto. tt^
XGopav^ Tozyapoijv dvTl 6upjjLclxooY nai ipiXwv TtoXapio'v'u

rov% 'V7toT<XTXopivov%,"*
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them in a country almost to a man hostile. Has-
drubal, at this juncture, stood alone in a strong po-

sition .near a place called Baecula * ; his colleagues

were many marches away ; but he seems to have had
his arrangements made to advance at all hazards
across the Pyrenees, and then to descend by the

Alps into Italy. He was attacked by Scipio with
superior forces : the Roman historian tells us he
suffered a heavy defeat and lost not less than 8000
men.f This assuredly is a pure invention ; Hasdru-
bal left the field with an unbroken army, carrying a
number of elephants in his train ; he marched north-

wards nearly through Spain, and having got over the
Tagus, probably near Madrid, he made for the Pyre-
nees at their western verge by the Bidassoa and San
Sebastian,—scenes of great deeds in the Peninsular
War,—and was soon unmolested in the depths of

Gaul. ^ No enemy had observed his movements or
followed in his track.

Why Scipio, after his supposed victory, did not
pursue Hasdrubal in his march to the Tagus, bring
his enemy to bay, at least hang on his rear, we can
only conjecture, for we have no evidence. It is

probable that he was beaten, at all events crippled ;

and as Mago and Hasdrubal Cisco appeared on the
scene soon after—too late, however, to assist their

Hennebert, book xvi., ii., 282, identifies Baecula withi Cazorla
on a branch of the Guadalquivir. Others think the place was
Baylen.

f Livy, xxvii., 18.

t With Arnold, Mommsen, and other commentators, I have de-
scribed Hasdrubal as crossing the Pyrenees by the extreme west. This
may be inferred from Livy’s narrative.
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colleague*—Scipio fell back on Tarragona as his prin-

cipal base, and spent the summer in strengthening
his position in Spain, and in bringing the Spanish
tribes into alliance with Rome. He seems to have
closed the Pyrenean passes in the east, and perhaps
as far as the line of the Segre f ; but he sent no de-

tachment near the western passes. Hasdrubal was
lost sight of and permitted to escape. This inactiv-

ity and slackness—in striking contrast with Roman
operations on another theatre of war, to which we
shall soon direct attention—proves that Scipio, brill-

iant soldier as he was, was not a commander of the

first rank, ^ nor can we accept the Roman flatterer’s

excuse, § that he feared a great concentration of hos-

tile forces and was compelled to defend the course

of the Ebro. He must have known—for the rumour
had spread far and wide— that Hasdrubal’s object

was to leave Spain and to co-operate with his bro-

ther in Italy : the Roman general’s first object should
therefore have been to take care that Hasdrubal
should not elude him ; if he was not sufficiently

strong to strike his enemy down, he should certainly

have dogged his advance to the Pyrenees, and not
have let him reach Gaul unobserved and intact. He
did nothing of the kind, and made an immense mis-

^ Livy, xxvii., 20. “ Hasdrubal Gisconis filius et Mago impcra-

tores ex xilteriore Hispania ad Hasdrubalem venere, serum post male
gestam rem auxilium.” This might have been a description of many
French operations in the Peninsular War,

f Ibid, xxviL, 20.

J I entirely concur with Colonel Dodge in his estimate of Scipio in

these operations, Hannibal^ pp. 527, 528.

§ Livy, xxvii,, 20.
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take* ;
and it is simply untrue that he was obliged

to confront the Carthaginians in great force on the

Ebro, for Mago and Hasdrubal Cisco, when Hasdru-

bal had gone, betook themselves, the one to the

Balearic islands, the other to Portugal, hundreds of

miles distant
;
they were evidently unable to face

the Romans in Spain.f It appears tolerably plain

that, as has been often seen where war is not con-

ducted by superior genius, Scipio sacrificed the

paramount for secondary ends. A diplomatist

rather than a warrior, his chief thought was to estab-

lish the ascendency of Rome in Spain
;
he stayed in

Catalonia for this purpose ; he neglected to pursue
or even observe Hasdrubal ; and as the event was
soon to shew, he exposed his country to the gravest

peril, which was averted only by the admirable
resource and activity of a single man,

Hasdrubal wintered, it would seem, among the
hills of Auvergne :|: ;

he avoided southern Gaul, and
the Greeks of Marseilles, devoted to Rome through-
out the contest ; he probably wished to conceal his

movements as long as possible. Like Hannibal, he
had a well-stored war-chest ; he induced numbers of

the Gauls to follow him in his great venture § ; he
sent envoys across the Alps

;
he was promised the

support of 8000 Ligurian warriors.
|j
We do not

hear that he had much success with the Insubres and

* Mommsen, ii., 162—3, points this out very clearly.

f Livy, xxvii., 20.

X. 39.

§ Ibid.

II
Ibid.
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the Gauls of northern Italy
;
these old allies of his

brother’s had hardly stirred for years—a passage of

the war, we have said, that has not been cleared

up ;—discontented Etruria made no sign. But he
was certainly at the head of a considerable force

;

and M'-hen it was reported from Marseilles that he
was approaching the Alps, there was another scene
of terror at Rome. The republic, however, made
ready to contend against the two sons of Hamilcar
on Italian soil; the effoi'ts it made for the coming
campaign, that of 207 before Christ, were immense.
The situation was favourable in many respects; the
war in Sicily had come to an end ; Sardinia was
subdued and quiescent ; Scipio was in the ascendant
in Spain ;

Philip of Macedon was thinking of suing
for peace ;

a coalition, always feeble, was all but
broken up. It was possible, therefore, to employ in

Italy the greatest part of the military power of

Rome ; that power was again raised to the highest

level it had reached in the Second Punic War.
Twenty-three double legions were again set on
foot f ; of these fifteen— that is, from 150,000 to

160,000 men—were to confront Hannibal and his

approaching brother ; eight only were sent on for-

eign service. The difficulties of the state appear dis-

tinctly in the means required to collect these great

levies. The allies who manned the fleets were com-
pelled to furnish soldiers

;
no exemption or excuse

was allowed
;
Scipio sent 1 1,000 men from Spain

;

xxvii., 38.

t 36-
la
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a slave army was placed in the field again.*' The
Roman historian significantly remarks that the sup-

ply of youth fit for war was beginning to fail, f
Much difficulty was found in placing fitting men

in command of the forces to be employed in Italy.

Fabius had by this time passed his eightieth year

;

Fulvius, the warrior of Capua, had done his work ;

the “ Sword of Rome ”—Marcellus—was gone. For
the supreme office of consul the senate and people
chose Nero, hitherto not fortunate, but instinctively

felt to be a true soldier, and Marcus Livius, a vet-

eran of the old Illyrian war, but who had not been
in the field for years, having been accused indeed of

ignoble fraud. Nero and Livius had been declared
enemies

; but patriotism and the sense of duty recon-

ciled them ; and never was colleague more ably
seconded than Livius was by Nero in the hour of

trial. Other officers of note also received commands,
the praetor Lucius Porcius Licinius the most con-

spicuous ; we find among the names that of Varro of

Cannae, not impossibly even now a popular favourite.

The disposition of the Roman armies was dictated
by the situation on the theatre of war, Nero, with
four double legions, was to confront Hannibal in the
south, while two double legions threatened the Car-
thaginians’ rear

; Livius and the praetor Porcius, in

the north, were to keep Hasdrubal back with four
double legions

; Varro, with two double legions, was
to observe Etruria

; one legion was to guard Capua,
two Rome. The principal object was to hold Han-
* Livy, xxvii*, 38.

t Ibid.
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nibal in check, and to prevent Hasdrubal from join-

ing hands with him ; and their junction would
be obviously difficult in the extreme. For the
Roman forces, greatly superior in strength, would
be in middle Italy, in a central position, between
hostile armies in the south and the north, divided
from each other by hundreds of miles ; they would
possess interior lines on the scene of events ; and
Hannibal and Hasdrubal, thrown on exterior lines,

would find it a most arduous task to unite. The
situation, too, was evidently such that one part of

the Roman armies, especially as these were so supe-

rior in numbers, might be employed in restraining

the isolated enemy in its front, while a second part,

moving by the nearer distance, might be brought into

line with another Roman army opposed to the other
unsupported enemy, so that he might be defeated
and crushed by this concentration of strength. The
Roman generals, in a word, were in a position to

strike those brilliant strokes against divided foes

which no commander, in modern war at least, has
struck so decisively as Napoleon.*
The campaign of 207 before Christ had come,

a memorable passage of the Second Punic War.
Hannibal had received no assistance from Carthage,
perhaps for years

; his old soldiers must have nearly

disappeared ; his army was largely composed of

Italian levies; he could hardly have had 40,000 men
to oppose enemies nearly twofold in numbers. He
seems to have marched northwards in the first in-

* For the position of the belligerent generals and armies in Italy at

this jnncture, see Colonel Dodge, Hannibal^ pp* 531, 532.
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stance in order, no doubt, to learn something about
his brother

;
but he was ere long back, and he moved

through Bruttiuin, gathering in forces from the few
strongholds still in his hands. If we are to follow
the Roman historian’s account, his levies were de-
feated by the legions which held Tarentum and la3^

on his rear; he lost, we are informed, 4000 men.*
Meanwhile, Nero, 42,500 strong,'}-— and he com-
manded the flower of the Roman soldiery— had
advanced against Hannibal, who had, perhaps,
30,000 bad troops

;
the hostile armies met at Gru-

mentum, ^ on the Aciris, a little stream of Lucania.
The battle was remarkable for this feature : Nero,
‘‘ imitating the arts of his enemy,” § concealed a de-
tachment behind a hill to fall at the proper moment
on the Carthaginian rear

; this was one of the very
few occasions where a Ronaan general tried a flank-
ing movement throughout the whole of the great
war. The army of Hannibal proved to be raw and
unsteady

; Nero charged the troops in front before
they were formed

; but Hannibal’s presence and ex-
ertions restored the fight

|| ;
the result of the day was

still uncertain when the Roman detachment, issuing
from its hiding place, attacked the enemy. The
rout, Livy assures us, was all but complete

;
Han-

nibal lost nearly 9000 men, nine colours and six ele-

*L.ivy, xxvii., 40.

f

X Now Agramonte,

^ Livy, xxvii., 41* The historian sneers at this as
unworthy of Roman downright fighting.

I Ibid, xxvii., 42.
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phants *
;
only the wreck of his army effected its

escape. Nero seems to have won a hard-bought vic-

tory ; but his great adversary could not have suffered
much ;

he was evidently still master of his movements
in the field

; he marched northwards on Canusium
in Apulia, in order certainly to draw near Hasdrubal,
at least to obtain information about him. The consul
hung on his enemy and pitched his camp near him

;

but he did not venture to attack Hannibal, a circum-
stance that renders his late success doubtful.
Meanwhile Hasdrubal had made his way through

Gaul, had crossed the Alps and descended into the
north of Italy. He had avoided, as before, the
south of Gaul, and had certainly followed the route
of Hannibal from the confluence of the Rhone and
the Is^re ; he had found little difficulty in overcom-
ing the great mountain barrier.f The Gaulish tribes,

in fact, had learned by this time that their territories

were but an avenue for the assailants of Rome, and
that their own independence was not threatened $ ;

and parts of the engineering works of Hannibal, facili-

tating the passage, still existed. § Hasdrubal reached
the valley of the Po sooner than was expected

j| ; he
easily mastered the Stradella pass ; but he lost time
in laying siege to Placentia, which defied his efforts,

as it had withstood his brother. In this conduct he
has been severely blamed ; but Placentia was a for-

* Livy, 42.

\ Ibid., xxvii.
, 39.

i Ibid.

%Ibid. Livy emphatically dvrells on thi*.

8 Ibid.
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tress of great strength, capable of holding a consider-

able force ; and he may have had good reason to try

to reduce it, and not to allow a grave danger to

menace his rear, especially as the Celts of the ad-

joining countries did not generally rise in his favour,

and some tribes remained in their allegiance to Rome.
Be this as it may, he drew off from Placentia and
marched by Ariminum to the eastern seaboard, where
the Apennines reach the Umbrian plains; he bore
back in retreat the prsetor Porcius, who had advanced
some way into the valley of the Po. We do not
know what the strength of his army was

;
but he had

probably 60,000 or 70,000 men—a motley array, how-
ever, largely made up of Gauls ;

he had ten elephants

only, and he was very weak in cavalry, the best arm
of a general of his race. Porcius effected his junc-

tion with the consul Livius at Sinigaglia, long a
thriving Roman settlement ; they were at the head
of from 40,000 to 50,000 men, Roman troops better
than those of their enemy ;

and Varro and 20,000
men were at no great distance. Hasdrubal ought, per-

haps, to have risked a pitched battle, or slipped round
the left flank of the consul and praetor and hastened
as rapidly as possible to join his brother

; but he
could hardly have hoped for a real victory

; his ad-
vance through middle Italy would have been through
a host of enemies ; we can hardly condemn him for
adopting a less hazardous coui'se.* He sent several

’•‘I cannot agree with Colonel Dodge, Hannibal, p. 533 segg., in
his very unfavourable estimate of Hasdrubars operations throughout
this campaign. Hasdrubal, no doubt, was not Hannibal ; but Poly-
bius, an excellent judge, thought him a great general.
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messengers to inform Hannibal that he would soon
be on the verge of Umbria, and that he expected
Hannibal to join him in the south of the province,

about Narnia, only a few marches from Rome.
The position of affairs on the theatre of war had

ere long become of extreme interest. Hasdrubal
approached the praetor’s and consul’s armies, which,
with Varro on his flank, barred a further advance;
Hannibal remained at Canusium, held in check by
Nero, and with enemies at Capua and Tarentum on
his flank and rear. More than two hundred miles

lay between the brothers
;
hostile forces and garri-

sons were in their path
; the difficulty of effecting

their junction was immense; and yet such was the
superiority of Hannibal in the field, and such his ex-

traordinary power of manceuvre, that it was far from
insuperable, nay, could have been overcome, if his

adversaries made a single false step, even shewed itv

activity or remissness. The situation for Rome had
become very critical ; what would be the result if the
victor of Cannae passed by or defeated one of the
opposing armies, and, meeting Hasdrubal at Narnia,

stood at the head of from 90,000 to 100,000 men ?

An accident and the genius of a single man prevented
a junction of forces, which might have proved mo-
mentous. The messengers of Hasdrubal were
intercepted and made prisoners near Tarentum,
having missed Hannibal ; Hasdrubal’s despatch was
forwarded to Nero in his camp; the consul instantly

formed a resolve, which was one of the most masterly
ever formed in war. He sent letters to Rome en-

treating the senate to make all ready for the defence
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of the city, to close the roads from Narnia, to call in

the legion at Capua
;
and selecting 6000 footmen

and 1000 horsemen, the best of his army, he set off

with this detachment for the north, in oi'der to
join Livius and Porcius, and to overpower Hasdru-
bal. He left a legatus, Catius, to resist Hannibal

;

Catius must have had 35,000 men and a Roman camp
to oppose to any attack made by Hannibal, who
certainly was not in greater strength; and Hannibal
besides had a foe in his rear at Tarentum. The
movement of Nero, therefore, was not too hazard-
ous ; with all his arrangements it was that of a great
captain.

The consul took his departure, doubtless at night

;

he had concealed his intentions from his own chief
officers. But after a forced march, when pursuit was
no longer possible, Nero called his wondering soldiers
together, and addressed them in confident and im-
passioned language. Their mission was to come up
with and destroy Hasdrubal ; he was leading them
to a victory he would make certain ; Rome had her
eyes on them

; the glory would be all their own.
The legionaries broke out in stern acclaim ; their
march along the admirable Roman ways was like the
sweep of an Apennine torrent. The peasants on
their route supplied them with carts and food

; the
troops hurried on by night and day ; all felt that
celerity was the first object; veterans and young
men in arms flocked to the colours. On the seventh
day, * we are told, of this extraordinary march—an

* Arnold’s Second Punic War^ p, 284.
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average, if the tale be true, of thirty miles a day ^

—the consul had joined his companions in arms
; his

troops entered the camp in the darkness
;

precau-

tions were taken that their presence should not be
discovered. A council of war was instantly held

;

Livius and Porcius wished to give the weary men
repose; but Nero insisted on an immediate attack ;

he had to return upon Hannibal after overthrowing
Hasdrubai. •}*

The Carthaginian army was now face to face with
the Roman

;
the two camps were only half a mile

from each other
;
Hasdrubal had ridden out with an

escort to observe the enemy. His eye fell on some
rusted shields and worn-out horses ; the hostile camp
seemed very full of men ; he was hesitating what to

do, when the loud blast of trumpets sounding a

double note made him aware that this was a sure

sign that he was in the presence of two consuls.

Fear came on him, and it is not surprising; his great

brother and his army must have succumbed, and
Livius and Porcius, with Nero’s legions, were close

to him in overwhelming numbers. He waited till

nightfall and at once decamped ; his object was to

cross the Metaurus, a river but a few rniles distant,

flowing in a deep valley between wooded and steep

banks
;
and behind this strong defensive line perhap.s

to accept battle. But his army lost heart in its hasty

* I do not believe Nero could have made thirty miles a day ; but
the march was one of wonderful rapidity.

f Livy’s account of Nero’s march, xxvii., 45, 46, is very spirited.

He does full justice to the boldness, the energy, and the judgment of

the consul.
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retreat
;
the guides seem to have led him astray

; the
half-barbarian Gauls had become disordered in wild
drunkenness *

; his march was retarded by crowds of
stragglers. He knew that the enemy was in pursuit

;

there was no longer time to get over the stream
; he

felt that he must fight before he could attempt the
passage. He had probably about 60,000 men

; he
drew up his army along a range of uplands overlook-
ing the valley of the Metaurus at hand. He placed
his left wing, the untrustworthy Celts, behind a hill

of difficult ascent, hoping that the obstacle would
secure them from attack ; his best troops, Phoenician,
Spanish, and Ligurian warriors, formed his centre and
right wing, and were drawn up on lower ground sink-
ing into plains beyond his front. His ten elephants
were ranged before his centre

;
he seems to have had

scarcely any cavalry. His position appears to have
been strong

; but he was cramped in his movements
;

he had a river far from easy to cross at his back.
The enemy ere long appeared on the field

; the
consular armies came into line. Their combined
force was about 55,ocxD men,t all, but a few aux-
iliaries, Roman soldiers

; they were supported by
their ordinary bodies of horsemen. Nero on the
right wing confronted the Gauls

; Porcius com-
manded the centre, Livius the left wing, opposed to
* Polybius, xi., 3, dwells on this.

f Arnold, SecondPunic War, p. 287, says that the Romans “ enor-
mously outnumbered” Hasdrubal. This seems to be incorrect.
According to the best authorities Hasdrubal had about 60,000 men j

the Romans, two consular armies, some auxiliaries, and Nero’s con-
tingent reinforced on the march. They could not have been more
than 5 5 >000 strong.
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the other parts of the Carthaginian army. The
battle was fiercely contested for hours

;
the hill

screened the Celts, who remained motionless
; but

the Phoenician, Spanish, and Ligurian troops fought
with steady constancy and devoted courage. The
elephants made some impression on the enemy’s
line, but, maddened by wounds given by the terrible

pilum, they broke loose, rushing over the field “ like

ships without rudders,” trampling down friend and
foe; they were nearly all slain by their own conductors.

The result of the day, however, was still uncertain,

when it was decided by a magnificent effort of Nero,
the very same as that by which Ramillies w^as won,
the most perfect of Marlborough’s victories, one of

the finest exhibitions of genius on the field. The
consul had endeavoured to storm the hill that covered
the Gauls, but failing in this, and seeing the Gauls
did not stir, he drew a considerable part of his troops

from the wing he commanded, moved them behind
the line of the Roman battle, and flung them sudden-
ly on the right flank and the rear of the eneiny. All
then became disorder in the Carthaginian battle

;

the usual scenes of butchery and ruin followed ; and
if we reject the Roman chronicler’s account that

56,000 men were slain*—the true number was prob-
ably 10,000 f—the army of the invader was not the

less destroyed, the Metaurus doubtless swallowing
up a panic-stricken crowd of fugitives. Hasdrubal,
who had fought to the last moment, rode into the
ranks of the Romans when all was lost ; he met a

* Livy, xxvii. , 49.

f Polybius, xi., 3,
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retreat ; the guides seem to have led him astray
;
the

half-barbarian Gauls had become disordered in wild

drunkenness *
;
his march was retarded by crowds of

stragglers. He knew that the enemy was in pursuit
;

there was no longer time to get over the stream
;
he

felt that he must fight before he could attempt the

passage. He had probably about 60,000 men ; he
drew up his army along a range of uplands overlook-

ing the valley of the Metaurus at hand. He placed
his left wing, the untrustworthy Celts, behind a hill

of difficult ascent, hoping that the obstacle would
secure them from attack; his best troops, Phoenician,

Spanish, and Ligurian warriors, formed his centre and
right wing, and were drawn up on lower ground sink-

ing into plains beyond his front. His ten elephants
were ranged before his centre

;
he seems to have had

scarcely any cavalry. His position appears to have
been strong ; but he was cramped in his movements

;

he had a river far from easy to cross at his back.
The enemy ere long appeared on the field

; the
consular armies came into line. Their combined
force was about 55,000 men,'}' all, but a few aux-
iliaries, Roman soldiers

;
they were supported by

their ordinary bodies of horsemen. Nero on the
right wing confronted the Gauls ; Porcius com-
manded the centre, Livius the left wing, opposed to

* Polybius, xi.
, 3, dwells on this.

f Arnold, SecondPunic War^ p. 287, says that the Romans enor-
mously outnumbered Hasdrubal, This seems to be incorrect.

According to the best authorities Hasdrubal had about 60,000 men ;

the Romans, two consular armies, some auxiliaries, and Nero’s con-
tingent reinforced on the march. They could not have been more
than 55,000 strong.
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the other parts of the Carthaginian army. The
battle was fiercely contested for hours

; the hill

screened the Celts, who remained motionless ; but
the Phoenician, Spanish, and Ligurian troops fought
with steady constancy and devoted courage. The
elephants made some impression on the enemy’s
line, but, maddened by wounds given by the terrible

pilum, they broke loose, rushing over the field “ like

ships without rudders,” trampling down friend and
foe; they were nearly all slain by their own conductors.
The result of the day, however, was still uncertain,

when it was decided by a magnificent effort of Nero,
the very same as that by which Ramillies was won,
the most perfect of Marlborough’s victories, one of

the finest exhibitions of genius on the field. The
consul had endeavoured to storm the hill that covered
the Gauls, but failing in this, and seeing the Gauls
did not stir, he drew a considerable part of his troops
from the wing he commanded, moved them behind
the line of the Roman battle, and flung them sudden-
ly on the right flank and the rear of the enemy. All
then became disorder in the Carthaginian battle ;

the usual scenes of butchery and ruin followed
;
and

if we reject the Roman chronicler’s account that

56,000 men were slain*—the true number was prob-
ably 10,000 i"—the army of the invader was not the
less desti'oyed, the Metaurus doubtless swallowing
up a panic-stricken crowd of fugitives. Hasdrubal,
who had fought to the last moment, rode into the
ranks of the Romans when all was lost

;
he met a

* Livy, xxvii., 49-

f Polybius, xi., 3.
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soldier’s death, the Roman historian admits, “ worthy
of Hamilcar’s son and Hannibal’s brother. ” * He
unquestionably was a very able man, f if not the

equal of his immortal kinsman.
Nero hastened from the Metaurus to his camp in

Apulia, to take charge of his army again ; he had
left it, he knew, in Hannibal’s presence. He sullied

his grand achievement by an ignoble deed ; the

head of Hasdrubal was flung into the Carthaginian

lines ; when Hannibal was made aware of the ghastly

relic, he bowed his head with grief, and “ beheld the
coming doom of his country.” ;}; There was no time,

however, for hesitation or regret. Hannibal drew
off his army and was ere long in Bruttium, having
gathered together every available man. Nero, vic-

tor as he was, did not venture to follow. Meanwhile
a load had been lifted from the heart of Rome ; she
had been apprised of her late great deliverance. The
city had been in an agony of suspense when it be-

came known that Nero was marching northwards ;

the intelligence of the battle was at first hardly be-

lieved ; the minds of men were divided between

* Livy, xxvii.
, 49.

f Hasdrubal may perhaps be criticised for not having parried
Nero’s stroke by drawing the Gauls from his left to oppose the forces
thrown on his right. But the Gauls were worthless

;
he had hardly

any cavalry
; he probably would have been too late. Polybius says

of him, xi., 2: de hcxI vov repo rovTot> xpovov^
Hal Hard toh edxocroH nazpov dvrfp dyaBo^ k-y

Xszpt^y y6/i(p Harsdrparps toh fiiov oh otjh d^zoH ana--
TtzdT^/xavroH ztapaXzTteiv, Hasdrubal seems to me to have been
unfairly condemned for his conduct in this campaign.

^ Livy, xxvii,, 51.
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hope and fear. At last messengers of high rank
from the consuls arrived

;
the despatch was lead in

the senate, then in the Forum ;
“ Rome had been

saved, the enemy’s army destroyed.” * Amidst the

general exultation order was preserved, and religion

had the first place in the hearts of the people
;
a sol-

emn thanksgiving of three days was decreed
;
the

temples of the gods were crowded with reverent

worshippers. Ere long Rome betook herself to her
daily round of toil

;
no sentiment was so profoundly

felt as that men could now breathe and do their

work in liberty ;
they could buy, sell, and take their

ease without the dread of Hannibal. At the close

of the year the consuls obtained a triumph, an
honour that Fabius and Marcellus had not received,

a sight that had not been seen for many terrible

years. Livius rode in the kingly chariot with its

four white steeds, for the victory had been won in

the consul’s province
;
Nero rode only as a compan-

ion by his side. The spectacle was gorgeous with
its characteristic pomp, the procession through the
decked-out streets, the shouting crowds, the soldiery

in their pride, the spoils, the trophies, the lines of

the captives, the offerings at the shrine of the

supreme god of the Capitol. But the eyes of all

turned on the great soldier to whom it was due that

this glory had been achieved for Rome, whose gen-

ius and energy, it was felt, had decided the contest.

Strange to say, however, Nero was never in high

command again ; his nature was haughty, fierce, re-

* Livy, xxvii., 51.
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pulsive ;
the nation was beginning to put its trust

in Scipio, in his youth of brilliant exploits, in his at-

tractive qualities. History not the less pronounces
that no Roman general was the peer of Nero in the

Second Punic War.'^

In these years, as on all occasions, the pre-emi-

nence of Hannibal in war was grandly apparent. He
made, indeed, no one such decisive march as that by
which the Metaurus was won ; but his operations in

the campaign of 209, in which he stood between
divided enemies, are admirable illustrations of the
military art. He certainly defeated and crippled

Marcellus ;
but for an accident he would have saved

Tarentum and crowned the finest movements with
complete success. How too he continued to keep
his hold on the south, and to be master of the situa-

tion for years in the midst of hostile armies two- and
threefold in numbers, is extraordinary and very diffi-

cult to explain. The timidity of the Roman gen-
erals must largely account for this. As always the
energy and perseverance of Rome commands the
sympathy and praise of history, especially when she
was almost sinking under the pressure of distress,

and when her twelve colonies and cities threatened
revolt

;
her tenacity alone carried her through the

fearful trial. But she had produced besides one
general of the first order; Nero made as perfect a
use of his interior lines and of his position between
adversaries far from each other, as was ever made
by Turenne and Napoleon

;
his march is one of the

* We can only refer the reader to the fine ode of Horace on the
Metaurus and Nero, iv., 4,
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most wonderful of which we possess a record
; his

movements at the Metaurus are a masterpiece on
the field. Scipio too emerges upon the scene

; and
if he made one capital mistake and was a dashing

rather than a consummate warrior, his exploits

in Spain, his politic wisdom, his natural authority

foreshadowed his subsequent career. The war
was now turning completely against Hannibal, the

great nation was getting the better of the great

man. Rome had dissipated the coalition, such as

it was, which his genius had endeavoured to form
against her

;
she was victorious from Asia Minor

to Andalusia ;
she had an overwhelming superi-

ority of military force in Italy. Carthage through-

out the war had almost abandoned Hannibal

;

her base and short-sighted government had never

perceived that Italy was the decisive point on the

theatre of war, and that her first interest was to

support her hero with every available horse and
man ; she had been hankering of late after her lost

empire in Spain
;
and her generals in that country

had ruined her cause bj^^ their quarrels. Hannibal
was now isolated in the extreme south of Italy wdth

a dwindling and bad military force; he had probably

not more than 40,000 men to oppose to 200,000

trained soldiers of Rome. Yet Rome still hesitated

to attack the giant of war; she did not attempt to

drive him out of Italy; the hunters of the forest

still feared the fangs and the spring of the mightiest

of the Lion sons of the Barcse.
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HE men in power at Rome seem to

have thought with Hannibal, that

the Metaurus had assured the ap-

proaching fall of Carthage. The war
indeed, they well knew, was not yet
over; they did all that they could to

confine their foe within the south of

Italy where he had taken his stand, and to make it

impossible for him to repeat his great marches, or to
strike his dazzling strokes in battle. Two consulai*

armies were regularly engaged in confronting Han-
nibal on the verge of Bruttium

;
one double legion

283
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lay in Capua, another in Tarentum
;
from 60,000 to

70,000 Roman soldiers were thus opposed to less

than 40,000 of many races and tongues, to a con-

siderable extent mere rude levies. But the forces on
land and sea were largely reduced ; and if a fleet

maintained the contest in the East, and the army of

Scipio in Spain was reinforced, a great part of the
military strength of the state was employed in taking
vengeance on the Gauls who had joined Hasdrubal,
and on trampling down disaffection in Etruria.

Rome began to feel herself mistress in her own
land again

;
the intense strain on her energies in a

death struggle of many terrible years, was relaxed ;

the republic turned its attention, in some ‘measure at

least, to relieving the misery and suffering caused by
the war, and to re-establishing its authority through-
out Italy. Strenuous efforts were made to restore

agriculture almost blotted out in many districts

;

peasants were encouraged to return to their wasted
homes and fields

; ruined villages were rebuilt in

some places, perhaps at the cost of the state. Meas-
ures were adopted too, to uphold the national credit,

and to repair the declining finances; parts of the
magnificent Campanian land, which had been con-

fiscated after the fall of Capua, were sold to defray
the public debt

;
patriotic loans were paid off, paper

money was redeemed. At the same time strict en-

quiries were held into the maladministration, the
frauds, the abuses, which had inevitably arisen, in

different ways, amidst the confusion and the stress

of the war ; and guilty functionaries were disgraced
and punished. The domain of the state was also en-

larged by the annexation of thousands of acres of
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forfeited lands, the territories of rebellious allies;

these were colonised or fell into the hands of the

ruling orders. The last embers of revolt were
quenched, Lucania especially was reduced to sub-

jection ;
and a severe example was made of the

twelve communities, which had been faithless at a

great crisis of the war. They were compelled to

furnish largely increased contingents
;
special taxes,

it seems, were imposed on them.*
This policy, intelligible as it was, when the pros-

pect of peace appeared not distant, and Rome was
emerging from a fiery ordeal, nevertheless protracted

the course of the war, nay made its results uncertain

almost to the last. Hannibal still boldly maintained
his hold on Bruttium

; for four long years the gen-
erals of Rome were afraid to attack him ; they were
satisfied if they kept him within the province. Not
one of them, indeed, was a remarkable man; Nero,
the only captain fit to cope with Hannibal, was not
sent into the field again, for he belonged to the un-
popular Claudian house, and, as we have said, he was
a proud unbending noble

; Scipio, it is tolerably cer-

tain, did not like a contest with the warrior of Can-
nae, in the extreme south of Italy. Year after year
the Roman annals told the same story

;
nothing

decisive was attempted against the great son of
Hamilcar; the war languished in Bruttium and had
no results f ;

the terror Hannibal still inspired pre-

Livy, xxix., 15 ; Mommsen, ii., 178.

fXhus Livy, xxviii., 12. Cum Hannibale nibil eo anno (207,
206 B.c.) rei gestum est.’’ And again, xxviii,, 46, ‘‘In Bruttiis

nibil ferme anno eo (205, 204 B.c.) memorabile gestum/'
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vailed at Rome,* his very name was equal to a great

army.f
During this whole period, opposed as he was to

a military state that could have destroyed him had
it made an effort to put forth its strength, the great
Carthaginian lost only one town, Locri, captured,

too, by defection, and from the sea: he fought only
one pitched battle, in which he probably was not
worsted—for the Roman account is not trustworthy,
— and his enemies certainly suffered defeat in

Bruttium.§ In these circumstances Hannibal still

remained master of the situation in his recess of

Italy ; his conduct and arrangements once more
gave proof of his supreme genius in every kind of

warfare. He abandoned all the towns he had held,

except the Greek port of Croton which gave him a
good harbour, and the means of obtaining aid from
Carthage; and while he seems to have retained the

command of the whole adjoining region for many
leagues, he sought for and found a strong position,

where he could stand firmly on the defensive, and
defy the attack of enemies very superior in force.

The headland of Lacinium,
I
near Croton, at the

extreme verge of the gulf of Tarentum, gave him the

^ See the remarkable speech of old Fabius, Livy, xxviii., 41. It is

of course a mere tradition but the veteran Cunctator is made to ex-

press a fear that Hannibal might even yet advance on Rome.

f Livy, xxviii. , 12, “ Tantam inesse vim, etsi omnia alia circa eum
ruerent, in uno illo duce censebant.*’

J “ Proque omnibus armis Hannibalis sat nomen erat.**—Silius

Italicus, xvi.

§ Livy, xxviii., ii ; xxix., 36.

II
Now Capo di Nao, near Cotrone the ancient Croton.
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point of vantage which was his object ; he fortified

this with extreme care, as his father had fortified

Pellegrino
;
he made his lines a great entrenched

camp, to hold his army still unconquered in the

field
;

and he had the support of a Carthaginian

squadron ready to carry his troops and himself away,
should they be obliged to embark.* In this position

Hannibal stood for two years t invincible, dreaded,
waiting on events

;
he improved month after month

his array of levies
;
and though these were largely

comprised of Bruttian peasants, and probably never
formed a thoroughly matured army, they proved
that under the inspiration of the mighty master they
could fight heroically on his last fatal field.

What was the position, and what the thoughts of

Hannibal, while he stood in this Torres Vedras of

Italy exposed to the enormous military resources

of Rome ? He received no assistance from his un-
grateful and base government

;
he must have learned

that the power of Carthage in Spain, on which he
had mainly relied, was tottering to its fall. Yet he
retained his perfect confidence in himself and his

cause ; he made no overtures of peace to Rome

;

though the war had evidently gone against him he
seems to have proudly hoped to the last. And
* By far the best account of these celebrated lines -will be found in

Hennebert, book xviii., i., 3x5. The author has spared no pains
;

his researches are most praiseworthy.

f Polybius XV., i. It was here that Hannibal left his record of the
march across the Alps. Ibid., iii., 56.

% Livy, xxviii., 12, significantly remarks :
“ Necab domo quicquam

mittebatur, de Hispauia retinenda sollicitis, tanquam omnia prospera
in Italia essent.”
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nothing is more certain than that he maintained his

absolute ascendency over his troops, in adverse as

well as in prosperous fortune
; he welded together

his motley host of European and African races until

it became really formidable again ; it followed its

great chief with implicit trust and obedience.* He
may have believed that Carthage at the eleventh
hour would make a great effort and come to his aid;

he may have hoped that succour could yet arrive from
Spain ; he may only have had that complete faith in

his genius and his sword, which great warriors feel

;

at all events he never gave way to despair. And
yet the prospect around him was becoming more
and more dark ; the great league he had always en-

deavoured to form against Rome had by this time
been completely dissolved. The war between Philip

and Rome had lasted for years
;
and though Philip

had deserted Hannibal and had made no attempt to
descend upon Italy, he had evidently assisted the

* Livy, though a systematic libeller, cannot withhold his admira-
tion of Hannibal at this conjuncture (xxviii., xs) : '‘Ac nescio, an
mirabilior adversis, quam secundis rebus, fuerit, quippe qui, quum
et in hostium terra per aiinos tredecini, tarn procul ab domo, varia

fortuna bellum gereret exercitu non suo civili, sed mixtoex colluvione

omnium gentium, quibus non lex, non mos, non lingua communis

;

alius habitus, alia vestis, alia arma, alii ritus, alia sacra, alii prope
dei essent ; ita quodam uno vinculo copulaverit eos, ut nulla nec inter

ipsos, nec adversus ducem seditio exstiterit
;
quum et pecunia ssepe

in stipendium et commeatus in hostium agro deesset
:
quorum inopia

priore Punico hello multa infanda inter duces militesque commissa
fuerant. Post Hasdrubalis vero exercitum cum duce, in quibus spes

omnis reposita victorise fuerat, deletum, cedendoque in angulum
Bruttium cetera Italia concessum, cui non videatur mirabile, nullum
motum in castris factum?’* ,
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ai-ms of Carthage. But Philip ere this had made
peace with Rome,* and left her free in the East to

turn against her enemies elsewhere. The >Etolians,

who had been the allies of Rome, and had borne the

brunt of the war with Macedon on land, had suffered

many and heavy defeats ;
the Greek states which at

first had supported Rome had become indignant at

the cruelties which Greek citizens had suffered at

Roman and ^Etolian hands, and were hostile to the

encroaching republic. The ./Etolians patched up a
peace with Philip, notwithstanding angry protests

made by the senate
;
the king seized the occasion to

come to terms with an enemy he had good reason
to dread. Rome, with characteristic statecraft, dis-

sembled her wrath, and made a treaty with the court
of Macedon

;
she made slight concessions, but had

really triumphed in the East. The only result of the
protracted conflict was to deprive Carthage of hope
of much aid from Philip, and to disclose to a con-
quering and ambitious state, the jealousies, the dis-

cords, and the weakness of the Hellenic world. The
Second Punic War opened the way for Rome to the
East.

Meanwhile the empire of Carthage in Spain had
disappeared amidst wars and troubles. These events
had a marked bearing on the results of the great
contest, and must therefore be glanced at in some
detail. Scipio, we have seen, had sent reinforce-

ments from Spain, when Hasdrubal had made his

great march into Italy ; the Carthaginian govern-
ment, always intent on recovering its power in the

* 206, 205, B.C.
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Spanish peninsula, had despatched one of its generals,

Hanno, across the straits ; and Mago—he had re-

turned from the Balearic islands—and Hasdrubal
Cisco, united for once, attempted to stir up the

Ccltiberian tribes in the Castilles. Their efforts, how-
ever, came to nothing ; Marcus Silvanus, one of

Scipio’s lieutenants—he had been appointed as a

kind of Mentor to the youthful commandei', but had
soon recognised his proper place—defeated Hanno,
and made him prisoner ; the rising in the midland
provinces was easily quelled

; and Lucius, Scipio’s

brother, closed the campaign by seizing the import-

ant place of Oringis, in Andalusia, a Phoenician

stronghold.*

In the following year, 206 B.C., Scipio gained a

great victory, which he evidently thought decisive.

Carthage made once more a convulsive effort. Mago
and Hasdrubal Cisco united their forces, from 50,-

000 to 70,000 strong, composed mainly perhaps of

Celts, but including 4000 of Massinissa’s troops

;

they marched to the Cuadalquivir overrunning the
country. Scipio advanced from Tarragona with an
army of four Roman legions, and of Spanish auxil-

iaries, probably, with cavalry, nearly 50,000 men ; t
the hostile forces met at a place called Siipia, it is

not unlikely the Seville of this day. The operations

that followed bore witness again to the capacity of

* Oringis has not been identified with any modern town. Livy,

xxviii., 3, says: “ Ea arx fuerat Ilasdrubali ad e.\cursiones circa

Mediterraneos populos faciendas.”

f Scipio had probably received back the contingent he had sent to

Rome in 207 B.c.
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Scipio as a great soldier, as contradistinguished from
a great master of war. The armies confronted each
other for several days, without making a really for-

ward movement, the Romans, as usual, holding the

centre of the line, their Celtiberian allies on either

wing ; and the Carthaginian generals, in the belief

that this would be the order of their enemy’s battle,

ranged their best troops, the Africans, against the
hostile centre, and opposed their Spanish levies to

their own countrymen. Scipio, however, changed
his dispositions, evidently at night

; he placed the
Spaniards in the centre, and the Roman horse and
foot on his wings ; and remembering doubtless the

lesson the Trebia had taught, he made his soldiery

eat a plentiful meal, and led them at daybreak
against the enemy, who was taken by surprise and
caught in a trap. The Roman cavalry and infantry

tui'ned the Carthaginian flanks by a double attack
very ably directed—Scipio knew how to manoeuvre
on the ground—the elephants in front of the Cartha-
ginian line, as was now often happening, threw parts

of it into disorder, by trampling upon its broken
ranks

;
the Africans in the centre remained almost

motionless, awaiting the Spaniards who did not even
charge, and Massinissa’s horsemen seem somehow
to have been at fault.^ The Carthaginian army was

The battle of Silpia, or as some call it of Bsecula, is very well

described by Polybius, xi., 23, 24, 25, and by Livy, xxviiL, 14, 15,

16. Both historians explain Scipio’s manoeuvres and arrangements
very clearly, and dwell on the fact that the Carthaginians were caught
without having had food. See also Arnold's Second Funic War,,

329, 332, and Colonel Dodge, Hannibal^ 566-71, an excellent

account*
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almost cut to pieces ;
the Spaniards forsook a lost

cause ;
Mago fled to Cadiz, Hasdrubal Cisco into

Afi'ica
;
Scipio returned to Tarragona after a brilliant

triumph. He reported from his headquarters that

the war in Spain was over.

Scipio, believing that the peninsula had been sub-

dued, now tunied an attentive eye towards Africa.

It is hardly probable, as his eulogists have said,

that he had already resolved to finish the war, by
assailing Carthage within her own domain, and thus
compelling Hannibal to leave Italy. But he knew
that his father and uncle had, years before, become
allies of Syphax, then a foe of Carthage, and though
Syphax had suffered a severe reverse, and had re-

turned to his allegiance to the Phcenician state, the
Roman general hoped that he would be able to attach

the great Numidian prince to the Roman cause.

Scipio sent a lieutenant Laelius to make overtures ;

but Syphax replied that he would treat only with
the representative of Rome on the spot, and Scipio

set off from Cartagena to effect his purpose. For-
tune favoured the young ambitious commander

;

he narrowly escaped falling into the hands of Has-
drubal Cisco, at the head of a large squadron

;
his

two war-ships could have made no resistance
;
they

eluded the enemy by a rtiere accident. The generals

of the great belligerent states met under the hos-

pitable tent of Syphax
;
he entertained them with

barbaric pomp ; and Hasdrubal Cisco, the Creek
historian says, was so struck by the diplomatic arts

of Scipio, by the charm of his conversation, by his

attractive graces, that he exclaimed, “ That man will
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be more dangerous in peace than in war.” * Syphax
perhaps made a treaty with Rome f ;

but Hasdrubal
Gisco gained the amorous King over by giving him
Sophonisba, his fair daughter—the heroine of a
famous and dark tragedy—and Syphax became a
fast friend of Carthage. Scipio, however, ere long
succeeded in another quarter

;
his success was to

prove of supreme importance. He had already tam-
pered with Massinissa, sent him presents, set free a
kinsman who had been made prisoner ; it is not im-

probable that the apparent remissness of Massinissa’s

cavalry on the field of Silpia was due to the fact that

he had begun to waver in his military faith. The
Numidian—a cavalry chief of a very high order—had
an interview with the Roman commander soon after

he had returned from Africa ; the fascination of

Scipio was all powerful ; Massinissa joined his arms
with those of Rome. The alliance which ultimately

gave Scipio the support of thousands of fine horse-

men was in the highest degree fortunate ; but for

Massinissa, Rome would not have conquered at Zama.
Important events, meanwhile, had taken place in

Spain
;
the peninsula was in a state of dangerous

ferment. Mago, who, we have seen, had taken
refuge at Cadiz, had probably at the instance of

Hannibal—he never missed an opportunity in war

—

stirred up a rising in Andalusia ; several towns broke

* The words of Polybius, xi., 24, are remarkable; “<w<?r£ tov
*A<3Spoi>^<xv eiicstv rocK -o^Tepov ’fjiJ.ipoci.Z icpoi tov 'S'vqioc-H.oc

dioTi (popspooTspo? avr(p IIoTCluo'i TCecptjvs hcctcI tijv 6p%Xiav
TflCEp EV TOli OXXotS.”

+ Livy, xxviii., 18.
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out in revolt from Rome ;
the excesses perhaps

of the Roman soldiery contributed to the far-

spreading defection. Scipio advanced from the

Ebro to the Guadalquivir once more ; Illiturgis,

or Andujar, was stormed and plundered
;
Marcius,

the brave soldier referred to before, subdued Cas-

tulo, now Cazorla ; the population of Astapa, a

town always true to Carthage, closed a desperate
resistance like that of Saragossa, by a horrible immo-
lation of their women and children. Spain, however,
reniained for some time disturbed

; it exhibited the
temper, which made it for ages the most untamed
of the provinces of Rome. Scipio fell sick and his

death was I'eported ; Indibilis and Mandonius, the two
leading chiefs, who had been his submissive allies

and friends, after the fashion of the emotional Celt,

always attached to persons rather than any cause,

rose suddenly in arms against Rome
; a host of

fierce Celtiberian clansmen appeared in the field

against the foreign invaders. After a struggle of some
months, for a time doubtful, the insurrection was
quenched with blood ; the peninsula passed again
under the Roman yoke. But in the interval a much
graver danger had threatened the ascendency of

Rome in Spain. Scipio had great influence over his

soldiery
;
he could charm, attract, win their hearts

in success, but, unlike Hannibal, he could not subju-
gate and make an army a mere instrument of his

will ; and he was repeatedly lax in enforcing discipline.

A large division of his forces rose in mutiny on the
pretext that their pay was withheld ; these troops
were chiefly composed of Italian allies, who had been
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hardly treated, and heavily taxed
;
Mago, not im-

probably, had taken a seci'et part in instigating the
disloyal revolt. The mutineers were so bold and
insolent, that they actually made two private Latin
soldiers their chiefs ; for a time affairs in Spain wore
a very ominous aspect. Scipio, however, recovered
from his illness ; he soon brought his army to its

allegiance again by combining mercy with a severe
example. In the presence of the repentant legions
thirty-five ringleaders were scourged and beheaded

;

an amnesty was then proclaimed for the crime of the
past.

It was now the fourteenth year of the contest, the
year 205 before Christ ; at every point but one, on
the theatre of the war, Rome had triumphed over
a world of enemies. Hannibal, indeed, remained
defiant in Bruttium

; but in every other part of the
Italian land, in Sardinia, in Sicily, in the East, in
-Spain, the supremacy of the great republic had been
assured. A direct attack on Carthage was now
deemed imminent

; the peace party, which seems to
have been in office, made an attempt to avert this
by a feeble expedient.* Mago was ordered by the
Phoenician government,’!' to set off from Spain with
the remains of his army, perhaps to endeavour to
join hands with Hannibal

;
this diversion might at

least prevent invasion at home. Hannibal had
nothing to do with this vain project ^ he could not

* Mommsen, ii., 179.

f Livy, xxviii*, 36, states this in the most unequivocal language*
Arnold, Second Punic IV 346—7, is in error in saying that Han-

nibal approved of Magogs enterprise.
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hope that Mago with a small force could succeed
where Hasdrubal had failed with a great army, or

that he would be able himself to move out of

Bruttium ; he evidently expected that if he was to

receive aid it was to be by troops sent from Carthage
and landed at Croton. Mago set sail from Cadiz in

the first months of the year, even perhaps a few
months before

;
he had a fleet of some war-ships, and

about 14,000 good troops
; the expedition is one of

no little interest. He made a fruitless descent on
Cartagena

;
but he reached the Balearic Isles in safety;

he stayed for a short time at Minorca—its cele-

brated port still preserves his name *
;
he finally dis-

embarked at Genoa, having been reinforced by seven
elephants and nearly seven thousand men. Whether
Rome had at this moment lost the command of the

sea, or Mago’s squadron had slipped through her
fleets, or Scipio, who had laid up his ships at Tarra-

gona, f deserves blame, we cannot tell with the in-

formation we possess ; but Mago had made a descent

on Italy with an armed force sent by sea from Spain
;

had Hannibal been able to accomplish this, with his

original army of 102,000 men, or even Hasdrubal
with his smaller army, the destinies of the world
might have been changed. Mago, the brother of

Hannibal, we must recollect, a very able and well-

tried soldiei', gained one of the Ligurian tribes to his

^Now Port Mahon.

f Arnold^ Second Punic War., 347. Arnold seems to me to praise

Scipio, as a general, far too highly. It is difHcult to excuse him for

letting Mago escape from Cadiz, and reach Genoa after staying at

Minorca,
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side
;
and he was soon in the lands of the Insubrian

Gauls, who, remembering doubtless his brilliant

conduct in the great and decisive fight of theTrebia,

sent a number of warriors to his camp. He was
much too weak, however, to advance southwards

;

yet Rome made preparations to resist his attack.

Six legions were marched to defend the Apennine
passes, between Ariminum and Arretium ; among
these was the old slave army.

Meanwhile Scipio had gone back to Rome bearing
the trophies and spoils of many victories. His career

had been one of all but unbroken success ; the sub-

jugation of Spain was a terrible loss for Carthage
;

and he had made the one great conquest of the
Second Punic War. He was welcomed in the im-

perial city with joyous acclaim ;
his youth, his con-

verse, his presence, won the suffrages of all
;
he was

elected consul by an enthusiastic vote. He had soon
unfolded his plans to the senate

; he would descend
upon Africa, attack Carthage, and thus force Hanni-
bal out of his lair in Italy. He encountered, how-
ever, a steady opposition on the part of the elders
in that august assembly ;

they despised his graces
and popular arts ; they suspected him of being an
aristocratic demagogue

;
they especially condemned

his laxity and softness in military command.* The
aged Fabius—he was approaching his ninetieth

* Livy, xxix. , ig, says, probably from tradition :
‘

‘ Ante omnes
Q. Fabius, natum eum ad corrumpendam disciplinam militarem,
arguere. Sic et in Hispania plus prope per seditionem militum,
quam bello amissum : extemo et regio more et indulgere licentiae

militum, et ssevire in eos.”
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year—made himself the spokesman of a party of
great influence

; he denounced in severe but sensible

language the project of assailing Carthage before
Hannibal had been defeated and destroyed.* It

was obviously a difficult strategic question whether
Scipio or the Cunctator was right

; but assuredly,

looking at the position of affairs on the whole, if

Rome was to attack Carthage in her own territory

and so compel her great adversary to return home,
the task ought to be undertaken with a very power-
ful force, and this the republic could easily send into

the field. Carthage, no doubt, was vulnerable in the
extreme in Africa

;
but the disaster of Regulus

many years before, proved that she could be formida-

ble in a defensive struggle
;
and Hannibal, in Brut-

tium, was not distant, in possession, it would seem,
of a great fleet. It was possible, therefore, for the
mighty warrior to elude the consular armies in his

front, to land in Africa, and to combine his forces

with those of the Carthaginian government. Be-
sides, Syphax was an ally of Carthage, and could
bring into the field thousands of hardy warriors,

many of these the celebrated Numidian horsemen.

* Livy, xxviii*, 42, puts these words into the mouth of Fabius :

** Non potes ne ipse quidem dissimulare, ubi Hannibal sit, ibi caput

atque arcem huius belli esse
: quippe qui prse te feras, earn tibi cau-

sam traiiciendi in Africam esse, ut Hannibalem eo trahas* Sive hie

igitur sive illic, cum Hannibale est tibi futura res. Utrum tandem
ergo firmior eris in Africa solus, an hie, tuo collegseque tui exercitu

coniuncto ? ne Claudius quidem et Livius consules tarn recenti exem-
plo, quantum id intersit, documento sunt? . • . Quod istud

consilium est, ibi malle decernere, ubi tuse dimidio minores copiae

sint, hostium multo maiores,”
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An immense array of military power, directed by
the victor of Cannae, might thus be assembled in

the Libyan plains to resist any efforts the invaders

should make ; and it was essential, for this reason,

that the Roman army should be, as was quite feasi-

ble, of imposing strength.

These considerations must have been apparent to

Scipio, and to the ruling powers at Rome. But the

jealousy and distrust of the senate increased when
it learned that the young general had threatened to

appeal to the citizens from its decree, should it re-

fuse him the conduct of the war in Africa * ; and
the controversy became envenomed and bitter. The
party led by Fabius was for a time opposed to giv-

ing Scipio any command abroad
;
but through the

interference of the tribunes—representing the people
—a compromise was ultimately made. Scipio bowed
to the will of the supreme power in the common-
wealth ; he was allowed to carry out his ambitious
design

;
he was to be free to land in Africa, and to

attack Carthage. But the consent of the senate was
grudgingly given ; the arrangement was only a half

measure ; the expedition was to be attempted with
forces much too weak for so vast an enterprise. It

may be affirmed with confidence that 100,000 men
were required to place the success of the invaders
beyond the reach of probable adverse chances ; for,

not to speak of Mago, far away in the north, Hanni-
bal and Syphax, we have said, might be able to
unite their forces with those of Carthage, and these

*Livy, xxviii.,45.
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might be rendered formidable in the extreme. But
Scipio was only given the army in Sicily, composed
of the two veteran legions which had fought at

Cannae, with the addition, perhaps, of a third legion
;

and though he was allowed to raise volunteers, he
could hardly hope to oppose more than 30,000 or

40,000 men to an enemy who might be certainly

fourfold in numbers. We shall not say with the
great German historian that he was “ sent upon a
forlorn hope,” * but his military strength was quite
inadequate ; and the splendid success he finally

achieved cannot blind the impartial student of war
to the grave strategic mistake that was made, and
of which he must pai'tly bear the blame. Rome, in-

finitely superior to Carthage in power, was actually

inferior upon the field on which the fate of the war
was decided ; and had Hannibal had 5000 Numidian
horsemen, he would have been victorious on the great

day of Zama.
The young consul had soon repaired to Sicily,

and made preparations for his daring venture. He
harangued the survivors of the beaten troops of

Cannae, hinted that they had been hardly treated

and were not to blame, and promised they should
yet have their revenge on Hannibal. He especially

conciliated the leading men of Sicily, induced
hundreds of the young nobles to enlist—these he
afterwards exchanged for Roman horsemen ;

— his

influence in the island became, in a word, absolute.

Yet his brilliant career was well-nigh cut short

;

his adversaries in the senate all but effected his

Mommsen^ ii,, iSi,
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disgrace. Scipio had conducted the expedition to
Locri, where he had crossed hands with Hannibal
for the first time

;
he left a subordinate, Pleminius,

in the place, when captured, and this officer, accus-
tomed to the loose discipline of his chief, was guilty of
frightful cruelties and odious acts of rapine. Fabius
and his adherents threw the blame on Scipio

; it was
actuallyproposed that he should be recalled and be de-
prived of his command.* Rome, however, declared
for her favourite again ; Scipio after the expiration of
his year of office was made pro-consul with consular
powers, and virtually retained this position until the
end of the war. Meanwhile the magic of the renown
of the conqueror of Spain had attracted thousands
of volunteers from Italy to his camp

; even the
maritime allies fitted out a fleet for the descent.
All was in readiness towards the close of 204 B.C.

;

Scipio set sail from Sicily with 40 war-ships and 400
transports

; but his army, at the highest computa-
tion, was only 35,000 1 strong, an insignificant force
to endeavour to subdue Carthage. The progress of
the Roman arms seemed at first decisive

; Scipio
laid siege to the ancient town of Utica, and though
the Libyan cities did not rise, as of old, in revolt,
the invaders had soon mastered large parts of the
country. The feeling at Carthage for a time was
that of sheer despair; the community of slave-own-
ing nobles, of wealthy traders, of a city populace,
was feeble in itself, and had been enervated by long
misgovernment

; the ignoble peace party had sub-
^ Livy, xxix,, 19.

f Ibid., xxix., 25.
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mission in its mouth. But a Semitic race has over
and over again given proof of heroism when con-

fronted with peril at home ; all that was best and
worthiest in the great capital flew to arms. A levy

hastily raised and led by a great noble, Hanno, was
easily defeated by the Roman soldiery, but this was
only the first sign of resistance. Hasdrubal Gisco
contrived to array something like an army, Syphax
joined his kinsman with his Numidian hordes, and
Scipio was not only driven back, beaten, but was
compelled to abandon the siege of Utica. The de-

fects of the Roman strategy then became manifest.

Had Hannibal, as well might have happened, learned

at this conjuncture the actual position of affairs in

Africa, he might have embarked his still large force

at Croton—there seems to have been nothing to

prevent the movement—and had he once landed in

the tracts round Carthage and joined Hasdrubal and
Syphax in the field, he ought to have been able to

annihilate the invading army.
By this time Massinissa had joined Scipio, but as

yet with only a small band of horsemen. The Nu-
midian prince had been at war with Syphax and had
lost his kingdom after a series of defeats

;
he was

thirsting for revenge, and brought to the Roman
camp the experience and the skill of a real cavalry

chief. Scipio and his army now went into winter

quarters, fortunately not molested by any hostile

force; and the Roman commander, with character-

istic art, made overtures to Syphax, in the hope of

detaching him from the Phoenician alliance. An
incident had ere long occurred which, despite the
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apologies of Roman eulogists, has thrown a dark
shadow on Scipio’s fame, but which was followed by
momentous results. The camps of Syphax and
Hasdrubal Gisco were at hand ;

they were a huge
enclosure of huts made of light wood and reeds.

Scipio, while the negotiations were going on, sent

spies to observe them and make a report ; and then,

when made aware how vulnerable the enemy was,

he suddenly broke off his parleys with Syphax and
gave the hostile camps to the flames, having sur-

rounded them in force on every side at night. Mas-
sin issa was the soul of the enterprise

;
the slaughter

and destruction was immense; assuredly no such
instance of “ Punic faith ” can justly be laid to the
charge of Hannibal. This disaster had a terrible

effect on the arms of Carthage ; Syphax and Has-
drubal Gisco, indeed, still kept the field

;
but Scipio

boldly took the offensive, attacked his weakened
and hardly-pressed antagonists, and routed them in

a battle fought in the “ Great Plains,” a short dis-

tance only from the Phoenician capital. Syphax
hastened to seek reinforcements among his tribes,

but he was pursued by Lselius and Massinissa
;
these

lieutenants of Scipio brought him to bay ; he was
made prisoner and sent off to Rome. The dark fate

of Sophonisba we cannot dwell on. The daughter
of Hasdrubal Gisco fell into the hands of Massinissa,
an old lover, and took poison rather than grace a
Roman triumph. The power of the best ally of

Carthage was thus overthrown, his dominions passed
into other hands, and his subjects took no part in

the subsequent passages of war, though his son ap-
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peared for a moment in arms. But Scipio was not
forgetful of Massinissa’s great deeds : he restored

the Numidian prince to his kingdom, and Massinissa
was in a few months at the head of thousands of his

admirable African horsemen, an indefatigable and
trusted ally of Rome.
A fruitless attack made on the Roman fleet of

Utica, brought hostilities for the moment to an end.

Scipio, after his late victory, had approached Car-

thage
;
the subject towns were showing signs of a

rising, the government abjectly sued for peace, and
sentenced Hasdrubal Gisco to the death of the

cross. The Roman commander offered terms which
probably he had no authority to propose—delenda

Carthago was already in the thoughts of Rome— ;

they were marked by the moderation and large wis-

dom of view that were his best and pei'haps most
distinctive qualities.* Carthage was to surrender

nearly her whole war-fleet, to pay a considerable

sum for the charges of the war, to cede Spain and the

Balearic islands, to recognise Massinissa as the lord

of the realms of Syphax—an admirable and judicious

stroke of policy— ;
but she was to retain her African

empire and to be still an independent, nay, a wealthy
state. The peace party accepted the conditions

with delight, an armistice was made, and envoys
were sent to Rome. Ere long, however, there was a
frantic outburst of Semitic indignation and patriotic

wrath ;
the war party, sustained by the mass of the

citizens, was suddenly placed at the head of affairs,

Mommsen, ii., 184.
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and resolved to make a last effort to strike for their

country. Messengers were sent to Mago and Han-
nibal with orders to return home under the pro-
tection of the existing truce, and if possible to drive
the invaders away from Africa. The intelligence
reached Mago, but too late ; he had been mortally
wounded,* and his small army had been overthrown
by a superior force near Milan in the land of the
Insubrian Gauls. The precautions taken by Rome
had not been vain; Quintilius Varus and Marcus
Cornelius, the officers in command of the legions in

the north, had marched against the Carthaginian
leader and had defeated him in a hard-fought battle,

remarkable chiefly for the boldness of the Roman
cavalry and for the destruction of Mago’s array of
elephants, the huge animals as usual having been un-
able to endure the wounds of the terrible pilum, and
having wrought havoc in the Carthaginian ranks.
The remains, however, of Mago’s forces, Spaniards,
Ligurians, and Gauls, made their way to Africa, and
were soon to do great deeds under the command of
Hannibal.
The great Carthaginian had meanwhile taken his

army in safety away from Italy. He carried with
him from 20,000 to 25,000 men

"f* ; he probably sacri-
ficed his horses and beasts of burden, but we may
reject the idle myths that he put to the sword a
multitude of his Italian soldiers, and that he broke

*Livy, XXX., 19, asserts this. Cornelius Nepos, Hannibal, 8.

makes Mago survive ; but this is not probable.

+ Hennebert, book xix., iii., 362. Dodge, Hannibal, 605.
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out in petty displays of ill-humour.* The march
and the embarkation must have taken many days,

but no Roman general dogged his retreat, and Rome
could hardly have been restrained by an armistice,

had a favourable opportunity to attack occurred. If

vanity had been a fault of Hannibal, or the frivolous

passion of false glory, he might have found consola-

tion, in some sense at least, for the failure of his

gigantic designs in the very events he beheld around
him. Rome still felt awe at his presence in Italy

;

even now when her legions were within sight of

Carthage and victory seemed within their grasp, her

leading men dreaded their meeting Hannibal.f But
the most marked qualities of this great man’s nature

were apparently love of country and hatred of its

foe; and, at this conjuncture, he was doubtless torn

by an agony worse than the bitterness of death.

He had stricken down Rome in many a famous
battle ; he had gained triumphs unequalled in war,

but his mighty projects had come to nothing, his

enemy had overcome his stupendous efforts
;
the

republic, unconquerable and in the fulness of its

strength, was about to place its feet on the neck of

* These stories are abont as true as that Napoleon murdered Desaix,

strangled Pichegru, deliberately sent the army of the Rhine to die at

St. Domingo, and was fond of biting and scratching.

f Livy, XXX., 28, thus describes the feeling at Rome ;
“ Inter hsec

simul spes, simul cura in dies crescebat : nec satis certum constare

apud animuin poterat, utrum gaudio dignum esset, Hannibalem, post

sextum decimum annum ex Italia decedentem, vacuam possessionem

eius reliquisse populo Romano, an magis metuendum, quod incoluini

exercitu in African! transisset ; logum nimirum, non periculum,,

mutatum/*
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Carthage. The tradition is probably not untrue
that in the anguish of his soul he ascribed his defeat

and the annihilation of his towering hopes not so

much to Rome as to his own base government *
;

and history, on the whole, confirms this judgment.
All honour is due to the heroic nation which was
superior to every stroke of fortune, and fought on
with such untiring constancy that at last it weakened
and baffled its terrible enemy. But had Carthage
been true to her great champion, had she seconded
him as was within her power, had her leaders loyally

supported Hannibal, there was a period in the contest,

after Cannae, when Rome would have not improbably
succumbed.

Hannibal landed his army in the bay of Leptis,f
and moved it to Adrumetum, the modern Susa.
Thirty-six years had passed since he had left Car-

thage ; the man had fulfilled the pledges of the boy ;

he had devoted powers of supreme genius to a
mighty effort to destroy Rome ; he had returned,
aged before his time, to defend his country. He
seems to have fortified a great camp ; he endeav-
oured to increase and improve his forces, to procure
elephants and a supply of cavalry, an arm in which
he was very weak ;

he obtained the support of levies

^ Livy, XXX. , 20, puts these words into the mouth of Hannibal :

Vicit ergo Hannibalem non populus Romanus totiens coesus fuga-
tusque, sed senatus Carthaginiensis obtrectatione atque invidia.

Neque hac deformitate reditus mei tam P. Scipio exsnltabit atque
efferet sese, quam Hanno, qui domum nostram, quando alia re non
potuit, ruina Carthaginis oppressit/’

f Now Lemta»
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from Carthage, and a small contingent sent by Philip

of Macedon, now alarmed, when it was too late, at

the power of Rome ; and he sent messengers to

Vermina, a son of Syphax, who promised to join him
with a mass of Numidian horsemen. But, in the
meanwhile, the ruling men at Carthage had com-
mitted an insensate breach of faith ;

they had winked
at an act of piracy against Roman transports, and
at the capture of a Roman war-ship with envoys on
board. It was an act of folly instigated by the mob
of the city ; Scipio instantly declared the armistice

at an end ; he marched with his army over the plains

round Carthage, making severe examples of villages

and towns, carrying, in a word, ruin and terror in his

path. That hostilities were thus precipitated must
have wrung Hannibal’s heart

;
but he had no choice

but to confront his enemy
;
he tried to occupy the

long mountain range extending from near Cape Bon
to Theveste, which affords excellent positions of

defence. He hoped to be able to keep the Roman
general in check on this line, perhaps to gain an
advantage by superior skill, and especially to await
the arrival of the Numidian squadrons, the favourite

force on which he had always relied, and which had
done such wonders in his master hands. But Scipio

had reached the valley of the Mejerda, and apparently
held the passes of the hills. Hannibal sought an
interview with his youthful rival ; it was probably a
device to gain time.*^ There is no reason to doubt
that the Greek historian has given us the substance

* All these operations of Hannibal are admirably described by
Hennebert, xix-, i., 347~3S2-
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of what passed at one of the most memorable scenes

of history.* Scipio was evidently touched by Han-
nibal’s language, but quietly reminded him that the

terms of peace he proposed were more favourable to

Carthage than those agreed to before a solemn truce

had been broken
;
that the senate would now insist

on much harsher conditions ; that it was hopeless to

refer the question to Rome. “ Put yourself in my
place,” the Roman exclaimed, “ there is no alterna-

tive, the war must go on.”

The spreading plains of Zama f were but a few
miles distant from Naraggara, the scene of the pre-

vious interview. The hostile armies had been en-

camped on these ;
Hannibal and Scipio prepared for

a decisive battle. The mistake made by the invaders

became now apparent
;
Rome, gigantic as was her

military power, had fewer troops than her worn-out
rival on the field where the result of the whole war
was involved. The dispositions made by Hannibal,
his enemies have allowed, were admirable, and worthy
of a great captain. ^ He had eighty elephants, an
enormous mass, but composed of young and ill-

trained beasts
;
he ranged these in front of his army

to break the fury and weight of the attack of the

* The interview is set forth by Polybius, xv.
, 7, 8. Polybius was a

triend of Taelius, Scipio’s lieutenant, Livy's account, xxx., 30, 31,
bears much fewer marks of truth.

f The exact site of the field of Zama is not known. It was prob-
ably Zama Regia near Sicca. See Hennebert, xix., ii.

, 361, who
identifies it with the modern Zouarin.

^ Livy, XXX., 35. “ Confessione etiam Scipionis omniumque peri-

torum militise illam laudem adeptus, singulari arte aciem eo die

instruxisse/*
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legions. His infantry was formed in three deep
lines, the army of Mago, * about 12,000 strong, with
the Macedonians, were the van of the battle ; be-

hind these were the Carthaginian levies, not less

probably than 15,000 men, from whom he seems to

have expected much
;
in the rear, but thrown back,

was his Italian army, 20,000 good troops, for the
most part well trained and proud of the renown of

the mighty master. Hannibal placed his cavalry on
either wing ; but it was not more than 4000 or 5000
horsemen ; he had lost the arm that so often had
upheld his genius

;
but his whole army was more

than 50,000 strong, and though it contained many bad
elements, it was very far from a contemptible force.

The Roman army was composed of about 45,000
men, some 30,000 being Roman infantry, all soldiers

of the very best quality. Massinissa had brought
6000 Numidian horsemen ; Laelius commanded 4000
Italian troopers ; the rest were light-armed and for-

eign auxiliaries. Scipio’s army, though inferior in

numbers, was certainly, on the whole, the better in-

strument of war
;
and it was very superior in the

great arm of cavalry. The Roman commander ar-

rayed his legions in lines of columns, the maniples
placed on the ground in succession, a formation that

often had proved vicious, especially against good
cavalry. But Hannibal was evidently weak in this

arm. What Scipio had most to fear was the ele-

phant. To guard against this danger he placed light

infantry between his columns, which he had rather

* Mago would certainly have been in command had he been alive.
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widely dMded, and these troops had orders either to

attack the great beasts or to let them pass down the

kind of lanes which had been opened in his order of

battle. Scipio drew up his powerful cavalry on both
his wings

;
he knew he could trust Lselius and Mas-

sinissa, especially the last, a really able cavalry

leader.

It was the seventeenth year of the protracted

combat, a bright morning of the African summer.*
The commanders-in-chief rode along the front of

their battle and harangued their soldiery through
subordinate ofHcers.i* Hannibal had different words
for his army of different races ;

he promised booty
and pay to Mago’s men, all mercenaries from many
lands of Europe ; he reminded the Carthaginians of

their wives and children ; he bade his Italians re-

member the great days of victory. Scipio appealed
to Roman patriotism and pride

; this day would de-

cide the destinies of the world
;
but the legions, to

a man, must do or die ; if beaten they would perish

in Phoenician dungeons, ij: The belligerent armies,

always so unlike, had never before such a dissimilar

aspect. The elephants before the Carthaginian lines,

with their archers and slingers, looked like armed
forts ; but the huge animals were even now unsteady.
Mago’s army was a kind of image of the great league
which Hannibal had tried in vain to combine ; well-

* The date o£ the battle of Zama has not been fixed ; it was
probably fought in April or May, 202 B.C.

f Polybius, XV., ii.

X There is no reason to doubt that the report of these speeches
made by Polybius, xv,

,
lo, 1

1

, is reasonably correct.
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armed Spaniards from the Iberian plains, half-naked
Celts from the valley of the Po, Macedonians with
the sarissa from the Strymon, a motley array assem-
bled in a cause that was not their own. The Phoe-
nician soldiery, holding the next line, were not the
men they had been in the days of Hamilcar ; the
‘‘ sacred band ” of Carthage seems to have disap-

peared
;
but they had to fight for everything that

made life worth having, for hearths, for homes, for

family, for the state. Behind these Hannibal’s Ital-

ian troops were about to join in a fratricidal strife;

but they thought only of their beloved leader; they
felt assured that with him they would triumph.
Hannibal beheld them with legitimate pride and
hope

;
but his feeble wings, with their scanty cav-

alry, must have caused him misgivings, and his old

Numidians were in the array of his enemies. His
great lieutenants too were all gone—Mago,* the
Hasdrubal of Cannse, and many others, his compan-
ions of arms in better days ; he was himself the last

of the lion brood of the Barcse. As for the Roman
army, it extended for miles in its long-drawn and
disciplined lines ; on either flank were the powerful
masses of Massinissa’s and Laelius’s horsemen; the

men were nerved to the highest point of confidence.

They had learned how to deal with the once dreaded
elephant ; they trusted in a leader who had hardly
known defeat. They brandished with exultation the
pila in their hands; they stood in silence but long-

ing for the fight ;
they looked out eagerly for the

sign that was to announce their onset.

* Polybius does not refer to Mago.
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The battle, as always, began with loose skirmish-

ing
;
this seems to have lasted a short time only ;

both generals wished to come to close quarters.

Hannibal, as became the master, took the offensive ;

his ponderous line of elephants was ordered to

advance; it bore down, in imposing majesty, on
the unawed legions. The huge beasts, however, raw
and untrained, broke, in a few moments, into wild

confusion ; they were terrified at the sight of the

steady Roman lines, and at the sound of the Roman
trumpets and horns, prolonged in loud and threaten-

ing clangour ; they made no impression on Scipio’s

men ;
they rushed to the right and the left against

the Phoenician wings, or made their way through
the openings between Scipio’s columns, harassed and
slain by a tempest of destructive missiles.* Mas-
sinissa very skilfully seized the occasion when the
elephants had become entangled with his enemy’s
horse ;

he charged home with his quick and dexter-

ous Numidians
; Laelius followed his example on

the opposite flank
;
the Carthaginian cavalry, weak

in numbers and taken at fault, were driven, com-
pletely routed, far away from the field. Hannibal
was thus deprived, almost from the outset, of his

artillery and his cavalry arms, and both his flanks

were left bare and exposed f ; but his genius and

* We fortunately possess two very good accounts of the battle of

Zama, that of Polybius, xv., 12, 14, and that of Livy, xxx., 32, 35.

That of the Greek is the more trustworthy and natural, that of the

Koman the more brilliant, but they nearly agree.

t “ Utrinque nudata equite erat Punica acies.” Livy dwells
rightly on this, xxx., 34.
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energy did not fail him ; he pushed his first line for-

ward and boldly attacked. The mercenaries, nearly

ail veterans and inured to war, fell on and fought
with heroic valour

;
once more the Spanish sword,

the Celtic claymore, and the long pike of the Hellenic

footman were pitted against the terrible pilum and
the deadly gladius. The agility and the daring of

the assailants prevailed for a time, and had great

effect

*

;
but the stern cheers of the Romans, in a

mighty concert, drowned the dissonant clamour and
the savage cries of a soldiery of many peoples and
arms, and soon became the presage of coming vic-

tory.f The discipline, the order, and the weapons
of the legions told at last :j: ; by degrees the mer-
cenaries were forced back, fighting, on Hannibal’s
second line, his Carthaginian infantry. These troops
had shewn signs of weakness and hesitated to
advance, like the Belgians on the great day of Wa-
terloo ; and as the dissolving masses of the mer-
cenaries fell back, the infuriated men shouted out
“ Treachery ! ” § and fell savagely on the Phoenician
levies- A scene of confusion and bloodshed fol-

* Polybius, XV., 13. “ /feV ncxX irtposixov

oi }jLx6%ocp6pot dpxd-^^ ycararpcc'u/xcxTxZo'y t<^v
*PQOUazODV."*

f Livy, XXX., 34. Ad hoc, dictu parva, sed magni eadem in re

gerenda momenti, congruens clamor a Romanis, eoque maior et ter-

ribilior, dissonse illis, nt gentium multarum discrepantibus linguis,

voces.”

If.
Livy, XXX., 34. Pugna Romana stabilis, et suo et armorum

pondere incumbentium in hostem : concxirsatio et velocitas illinc

maior, quam vis.”

§ Polybius, XV., 13. The historian dwells on this.
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lowed ; the two first lines of Hannibal came in con-

flict ; after much loss in a frenzied struggle they
were thrown upon Hannibal’s last line, his Italian

^•reserve.

It is impossible to say, with our imperfect know-
ledge, whether Scipio at this crisis, when his ad-

jversaries’ host was in a state of disorder and trouble,

ought not to have made a general advance, and
flung the legions at once on to his half-ruined

enemy ; but the excuses of his eulogists seem very
feeble. * Hannibal caught at a respite he ought,
perhaps, not to have had ; he rallied his broken
first and second lines, and managed to place them
on both his flanks

;
his third line, the Italians, now

formed his centre ; once more he restored and re-

newed the battle.f Scipio paused for a time to re-

form his troops $ ; his front presented a single and
extended line, like that of his renowned antagonist

;

the hostile armies met in a last and deadly encounter.
Hannibal and his staff fought in the ranks like com-
mon soldiers ; Scipio and his lieutenants and officers
did the same

;
the Bruttian levies desperately held

their ground, thinking not of Italy, but of a leader
they adored

;
the Roman deserters—and there were

many of these—knew that defeat meant for them
* Polybius, XV., 14, and Livy, xxx., 34, attribute what they evi-

dently thought want of energy on the part of Scipio to the slaughter
which encumbered the field and made an ordinary attack difficult.
But this certainly is no real apology.

t Hannibal must still have bad admirable officers to carry into
effect tbis most difficult and delicate operation.

i l^ivy, XXX., 34, dwells upon this. The pause may have been ill-
timed

; but it was no light thing to fight Hannibal at bay.
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an ignominious death ; the fierce Roman infantry
urged the fight forward with that dogged constancy
which was their grand excellence, in better order,

and with superior arms. * Yet the result of the
battle was doubtful for hours ; Scipio engaged the
triarii, his last reserve

; it has been thought that
fortune inclined to Hannibal for more than a
moment with a treacherous smile ; the issue was at
last determined by an event so often decisive in

ancient war. Massinissa and Laelius had pursued
the Phoenician cavalry much too far ; Scipio had
been deprived for a considerable time of an arm that
would have been of the greatest use to him. The
two chiefs, however, at last returned to the scene

;

they seized the opportunity they saw at hand
;
their

squadrons, issuing probably from behind folds of the
ground, fell in force on the rear of Hannibal’s army,
already hard-pressed by the Romans in front. The
effect was instantaneous and complete ; the Car-

thaginian lines were broken and cut to pieces ;

Hannibal with great difficulty escaped from the
field. Yet the rout was not equal to that of Can-
nae ;

Hannibal lost about 20,000 men ; but he had
soon rallied a large part of his defeated host.

It is manifest that Hannibal on his last field was
not unequal to himself in war. If he had the more
numerous he had the worse army ; he was deprived

^ Livy, XXX.
, 34, thus finely describes this passage of Zama :

‘
* Ita

novum de integro proelium ortum est ; quippe ad veros hostes per-

ventum erat, et armorum genere, et usu militiae, et faraa renim
gestarum, et magnitudine vel spei vel periculi pares. Sed et numero
Romanus superior erat, et aiximo, quod iam equites, iam elephantos

fuderat, iam, prima acie pulsa, in secundam pugnabat.''
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of his elephants and his horsemen by mere accidents,

which it was not possible for him to foresee—a loss

which nothing perhaps could repair; yet he rallied

his troops in circumstances of extreme difficulty with
admirable resource and conspicuous skill ; he kept

fortune in suspense to the last moment.* The dis-

positions of Scipio were not remarkable ; the result

of the battle was due to the Roman infantry, to

Massinissa and his horsemen, and in some measure
to chance ; Scipio’s flatterers have significantly ab-

stained from eulogies. The Roman, in fact, was no
more to be compared with Hannibal, than the two
commanders who gained Waterloo are to be placed
in the same rank as Napoleon. After Zama, as had
happened after Cannae, another disaster befell the
defeated state; Vermina’s cavalry, in an attempt to

join Hannibal were surprised, cut to pieces, or

scattered in flight. Carthage was now prostrate
;

she had no army
;
she was unable to make a further

effort; she could be annihilated if Rome put forth

her strength. She was compelled to submit to

severe terms, more severe than had been proposed
before but not more severe than Rome might justly

demand ; we may believe with the great German
historian that they w'ere arranged by Hannibal and
Scipio after a second interview, each, as usually is

^ Polybius closes a fair review of Hannibars conduct at Zama with
words of sympathy and admiration, xv., i6. “ JETjf Si Tcd'p^Tcc t(X

rtpoG to 'ytndlv i6(pdcX7j vo'v Ttpd roijxpo^ov
<X7^TT7]toS 6vyy'yd)ptTjv’ doreov. *'E<Stz /liv ydp or« 'yal
rai>r6pccTov d-yriTtpa^s^ raiS kittfioXazi roS'y dyaBc^y
edrz d'hote TtdXiuJ*
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the case with really eminent soldiers, being anxious
to bring the war to an end.* Carthage had to cede
the territory agreed to before ; but she had to sur-

render more war-ships
;
she had to pay a much larger

indemnity, extended over a series of years ; and if

she retained her African empire, she was not to
make war without the consent of Rome. She thus
became a tributary and vassal state, yet she had still

wealth, commerce, and elements of power which
might enable her in time to be formidable again.

The conduct of some of her leading men and of

Hannibal at this crisis of her fortunes was character-

istic. The base peace party when treating before the
broken armistice had thrown the whole blame of a
disastrous war on the hero it had betrayed and
abandoned ;

one of its orators now began to declaim
against the “ peace of Hannibal,” as it is named in

history. The mighty warrior, knowing that such
babble was worse than vain, and that a renewal of

hostilities simply meant ruin, caught the tongue-
valiant creature by the scruff of the neck, pulled him
down, and told him to hold his peace. Hannibal’s
great object at this conjuncture, was not to provoke
an implacable enemy, and to husband the resources

*We quote Mommsen, ii,, 188 : “It is mucli more probable that

the two great generals, on whom the decision of the political question

now devolved, offered and accepted peace on such terms in order to

set just and reasonable bounds on the one hand to the furious ven-

geance of the victors, on the other to the obstinacy and imprudence
of the vanquished. The noble-mindedness and statesmanlike gifts of

the great antagonists are no less apparent in Hannibars magnanimous
submission to what was inevitable than in Scipio*s wise abstinence

from an extravagant and outrageous use of victory.'*
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of Carthage ;
but like his father he looked forward

and still had hopes of vengeance.

Considerable alarm was felt at Rome, when it was
known that Hannibal had reached Africa, at the

head of a still powerful army ;
the mistake was again

perceived of an expedition undertaken with a force

very much too weak.* But all anxiety was dispelled

at the news of Zama, and of the negotiations ending
in a glorious peace ; Scipio was hailed by his soldiers

as Africanus, the name by which he is known in

history. His return through Italy was a conqueror’s
progress

;
he was welcomed in town and village as

the finisher of the war f ; he was received at Rome
with exulting acclaim. The distrust of the senate,

however, was not wholly gone
;
he obtained the

honours of a triumph as was his right ; but the

scenes after the Metaurus were not repeated ; Rome
had been saved by Nero, she had only won through
^ Livy thus expresses this sentiment, xxx., 28 ; “ Q. Fabium baud

frustra canere solitum, graviorem in sua terra futumm hostem Han-
nibalem, quam in aliena fuisset. Nee Scipioni aut cum Syphace, in-

conditse barbarise rege, cui Statorius semilixa ducere exercitus solittis

sit, autcumsocero eius Hasdrubale, fugacissinio duce, rem futuram,

aut tumultuariis exercitibus, ex agrestium semermi turba subito col-

lectis ; sed cum Hannibale, ptope nato in prsetorio patris, fortissimi

ducis, alito atque educate inter arma, puero quondam milite, vixdum
iuvene imperatore, qui senex vincendo factus, Hispanias, Gallias,

Italiam ab Alpibus ad freturn monumentis ingentium rerum com-
piesset. Ducere exercitum sequalem stipendiis suis, duratum omnium,
rerum patientia, quas vix fides fiat homines passos

;
perfusum millies

cruore Romano, exuvias non militum tantum, sed etiam imperatorum,
portantem.”

f Livy XXX,, 45 :
“ ipse per laetam pace non minus, quam victoria,

Italiam, efiusisnon urbibusmodo ad habendoshonores, sed agrestium
etiam turba obsidente vias, Romam pervenit. • •
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Scipio success that must ultimately have been as-

sured. The aged Fabius did not live to witness the
consummation, so auspicious for Rome, to which he
largely contributed by his wise insight. He had
died a few months before the conclusion of peace

;

but he had received the highest honour the republic
could bestow, a wreath of grass presented by soldiers

on the spot, a token of a land set free from invasion.

With Fabius passed away one of the greatest men of
the generation that had grown grey before the
Second Punic War. He loved the gods of Rome
and her ancient laws ; he thought the nobles should
rule the commons; he held to the conservative

policy of the Patrician order
;
he hated innovation

and strange ideas ; he clung to the simple life of the
Roman citizen, and of an agricultural people at-

tached to its old usages. But he was a man of the
greatest sagacity and almost of genius * ; his energy
and prudence after Cannae may have saved Rome

;

above all he perceived the true methods to cope with,

and ultimately to wear out Hannibal. He was not
unjustly called “ maximus ” by his grateful country-
men.
The Second Punic War profoundly affected the

two great states which it brought into conflict. It

* Livy, XXX., 26, has drawn this portrait of Fabius: “Vir certe

fuit dignus tanto cognomine, vel si novum ab eo inciperet. Super-

avit patemos honores, avitos sequavit. Pluribus victoriis et maioiibus

prceliis avus insignis Rullus ; sed omnia aequare unus hostis Han-
nibal potest. Cautior tamen, quam promptior, hie habitus : et, sicut

dubites utrum, ingenio cunctator fuerit, an quia ita hello proprie,

quod turn gerebatur, aptum erat : sic nihil certius est, quatn unum
hominem nobis cunctando rem restituisse, sicut Ennius ait.”
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sent forward Carthage, already in decline, on the
path which led, before long, to destruction. Its con-

sequences for Rome were less decisive
;
but they

were many, various, distinctly marked
;
they are

manifest in her subsequent history. The losses of

the republic had been enormous
; 300,000 citizens

are said to have perished in the field
;
disease and

misery had probably many more victims. The
senate after Cannae was reduced more than half in

number
; 400 towns and villages in different parts

of Italy are said to have been simply blotted out

;

and, at the same time, vast tracts of land fell, by
confiscation, into the hands of the state. The
effects on the social condition of Rome, and on the
relations of the community, were immense and last-

ing. The population, no doubt, grew up again
; but

the slave system, for years on the increase, especially

in agriculture, was much extended ; the class of free

owners of the soil and of hardy husbandmen was
diminished in a considerable degree

;
the landed

possessions of the nobles were largely augmented.
A change was wrought in the economy of the state

which was to end in the great Servile War, in the
reforms and the unhappy fate of the Gracchi, in the
furious strife of classes, of which the names of Marius
and Sulla were the symbols, in the internal ills that
afflicted the later republic. The war, too, had most
important effects on the position of Rome as the
dominant power in Italy. It sealed the doom of

the fickle and treacherous Gauls, who had never
given Hannibal steady and general support, such
were their jealousies and intestine broils, but who had
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incensed their Roman enemies
; they were soon a

conquered race, under suspicious masters, spread in

colonies over the valley of the Po. The ascendency
of Rome, too, in middle and southern Italy, was
more fully established than it had ever been, and
made more severe and oppressive

; the peoples of

the Umbrian and Sabellian stocks, the Etrurians, the
Samnites, above all, the Bruttians, who, in different

ways, had taken part with Hannibal, were degraded
almost from allies into vassals ; and most of the
Greek cities were deprived of their franchises.

Roman colonisation besides, was largely extended ;

Roman settlements kept down the subdued pro-

vinces ; the Roman soldiery were planted in forfeited

tracts of land wherever it was thought necessary for

the defence of the state. All this had been going
on before

;
but after the end of the Second Punic

War, the comparatively mild and just government
which Italy had enjoyed, was changed for the worse ;

the character of Roman administration was trans-

formed
;

it became tyrannical, harsh, exacting
;
and

this was to be aggravated as Rome went on from
conquest to conquest, over foreign races. The spirit

of Verres entered her public men
; the evils were

produced that made the rule of the great republic

too grievous to endure, and that ultimately prepared
the way for Caesar.

In this last passage of the Second Punic War, we
see Hannibal in a novel position. He had previously
retreated into the south of Italy

; but he had re-

tained the power of acting on the offensive ; some
of his movements in these years were brilliant in
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the extreme. He was now confined within a recess

in Bruttium, he stands on the defensive only, but he
makes himself impregnable within his lines ; he
forms his Italian levies into good soldiers

;
he pre-

pares himself for any event, having his communica-
tions with Carthage, it appears, secure ; he still

defies the colossal power of Rome. Such constancy
and resource are marvels of war ;

Hannibal is equally

supreme in attack and defence, an excellence of

which few captains can boast ; nothing is more as-

tonishing than the fear in which he is held by a
great military state that could have destroyed him.
We have referred to his conduct on the field of

Zama ; he lost the battle, but he was not the less

superior, by many degrees, to his young antagonist.

In this phase of the contest Rome does not display

the fieroic endurance she displayed after Cannae ; she
seems contented merely to hold her enemy in check ;

she turns her attention to her internal affairs ; and
owing to disputes between the senate and Scipio,

she invades Africa with very inadequate forces.

That she left the issue at Zama to turn on the
hazard of the die, when she could have crushed
Hannibal and Carthage long before, is a proof that
her councils were not well directed ; and Scipio, in

this matter, is not free from blame. Still her mag-
nificent energy in other parts of the war is entitled

to the very highest praise
;
nothing like it, perhaps,

can be found in history. As for Carthage, her
government acted after its kind

;
but for Hannibal

she could never have sustained the contest ; she
would probably have succumbed at its very outset,
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as the senate evidently believed would happen.
Yet Hannibal, abandoned and betrayed by his

country, brought Rome to the verge of ruin, and
maintained the unequal struggle for nearly seven-

teen years ; this alone gives him a place in the very
first rank of warriors.
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Conclusion.

OME, after she had shaken off the bur-
den of Hannibal, advanced rapidly
upon the path of empire, exhausted
as she had been by the Second Punic
War. Her armies and fleet were
largely reduced

;
six legions only were

kept on foot in Italy
;

they were
chiefly composed of allies and volunteers ; the
wearied citizens were allowed a brief season of
repose. The republic, however, had an ample re-

330
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serve of strength to deal with its enemies at home
and abroad. The attention of the government was
first directed to the warlike but fickle and treacher-

ous Gauls, for centuries engaged in angry strife with
Jtome, but who had given Hannibal only fitful sup-

port, had been kept quiet, in part, by Roman state-

craft, and were divided by the perennial discords of

the Celt. It was resolved effectually to carry out
the policy which had been adopted after the First

Punic War, and to make northern Italy part of the
national domain. The Boii and Insubres were
marked down for attack

;
these tribes defended

themselves with barbarian valour ; a great Gaulish
league was formed for a time

;
even the Cenomani,

vassals of Rome, were among its adherents. But the
power and the discipline of the legions gradually pre-

vailed
;
and the march of the conquerors received

support from the dissensions arid quarrels of the
fickle Celts, never capable of a firm and united
purpose. The Boii were deprived of the chief part

of their lands ;
the Insubres were kept in a kind of

bondage in the region between the Alps and the Po ;

the Roman settlements were largely increased
;
an

Italian population filled the whole tract between the
Apennines and the cities on the great river. At the

same time the Alps were finally made the boundary
in the north

;
the Gauls beyond the mountains were

steadily held back ; the Ligures around Genoa were
easily subdued

;
the fortre.ss of Aquileia, in the land

of the Veneti, barred attempts to invade or to menace
Italy from the east. The peninsula beyond the

Apennines was thus made completely Roman ;
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port, had been kept quiet, in part, by Roman state-

craft, and were divided by the perennial discords of

the Celt. It was resolved effectually to carry out
the policy which had been adopted after the First

Punic War, and to make northern Italy part of the
national domain. The Boii and Insubres were
marked down for attack

;
these tribes defended

themselves with barbarian valour
;
a great Gaulish

league was formed for a time
;
even the Cenomani,

vassals of Rome, were among its adherents. But the
power and the discipline of the legions gradually pre-

vailed ;
and the march of the conquerors received

support from the dissensions arid quarrels of the

fickle Celts, never capable of a firm and united
purpose. The Boii were deprived of the chief part

of their lands
;
the Insubres were kept in a kind of

bondage in the region between the Alps and the Po
;

the Roman settlements were largely increased
;
an

Italian population filled the whole tract between the
Apennines and the cities on the great river. At the

same time the Alps were finally made the boundary
in the north ; the Gauls beyond the mountains were
steadily held back ; the Ligures around Genoa were
easily subdued

;
the fortre.ss of Aquileia, in the land

of the Veneti, barred attempts to invade or to menace
Italy from the east. The peninsula beyond the

Apennines was thus made completely Roman

;
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Roman colonisation made steady progress ; Roman
civilisation, following the track of the magnificent

roads that were constructed everywhere, established

itself throughout the valley of the Po, and from the

maritime Alps to the Adriatic sea. The tribal life,

the usages, even the blood of the Celt seem to have
been gradually effaced by the dominant race ; Poly-

bius has described this “ region .as almost wholly
Italian

;
there is no trace of the Celt in Livy or Vir-

gil, great writers whose fathers were settlers in lands

near the Adige.
Sardinia, Corsica,* and the Balearic islands, were

also penetrated and subdued
;

Sardinia especially

supplied the slave market of Rome. In Spain the

republic kept the great dominion between the Ebro
and the Pyrenees which it had long held

; and it

entered into the possession of the fallen Carthaginian
empire. Its territory extended from Tarragona to

Cadiz, and inland along the course of the Tagus
; it

ruled all the cities upon the coast, whether of Greek,
Phoenician, or Italian origin ; it made the fairest parts

of the peninsula its own. A kind of native civilisa-

tion had long existed in the great mining districts of
this region f ; its agriculture had made the popula-
tion wealthy, and attached in some degree to the
arts of peace

;
the genius of Hamilcar had diffused

* Lanfrey, Naj^oleon, i., 5, states that the Corsicans could never
be made slaves by the Romans. The very contrary was the case
with the Sardinians.

f For a good sketch of Spain just before this period, see Arnold,
Second Punic War, 304-312. The mines of Spain are referred to
in I. Maccabees, viii., 3.
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its influence from Andalusia to Valencia in the east,

and had laid the foundations of a prosperous state

;

and Rome succeeded to this noble heritage. But
outside this compai'atively settled land, known as

the Hither and the Further Provinces, spread the
vast tracts of the untamed Celts, extending from
the Guadarramas to the Atlantic ; here savage tribes,

under warrior chiefs, maintained a rude independ-
ence of their own, and lived in a state of continual

discord. The Romans had to endure for a century
and a half the depredations and the attacks of these

wild races ;
occasionally they united under a brilliant

leader, and then accomplished really great things
;

but their loose confederacies were quickly dissolved,

and they were driven back to their mountains and
dales after suffering cruelly from atrocious deeds of

vengeance. The Roman arms advanced slowly in this

debatable land ; its complete subjugation was not
attempted ; it was regarded as a worse than useless

possession, to be controlled only because it could not
be made the seat of an obedient vassal kingdom.
The greater part of the peninsula remained in this

state until the republic ceased to exist ; it was left

to the courtly poet of the Augustan age to boast

that the old enemy of the Spanish Pale had been
subdued, and that the Iberian Celt had at last felt

the bondage of Rome. *

The Second Punic War had not long ended when

^Horace, Carmina.^ iii., 8.

Servit Hispanae vetus hostis orae,

Cantaber/ sera domitus catena.’*

^ More correctly perhaps Celtiber in several editions.
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Rome turned her attention to the Hellenic world.

The empire of Alexander was a thing of the past

;

but Macedon was a great military state ; in the

divisions and decay of the Greek communities, the

only bulwark and rallying point of the nation. Its

dominions spread beyond the original kingdom, over
Thessaly and parts of the adjoining lands ; it ex-

ercised an ill-defined supremacy over the republics

of a better age
;

its army was still of formidable
strength. Rome had not forgotten the league made
between Philip and Hannibal after Cannae, nor the
years of protracted strife that followed ; she had felt

indignant that the Macedonian phalanx had ap-

peared among her enemies on the field of Zama,
though the king had not actually declared war. The
attempts made by this ambitious potentate to attack

the Ptolemies, old allies of Rome, to annex provinces
of the Egyptian monarchy, and to subdue free cities

on the Asiatic seaboard, led to a rupture with the
great republic

;
and a large majority of the states

of Greece, especially the fierce and half-mongrel
ZEtolians, took the side of a power which, if a seem-
ing friend, was really a danger to the whole Hellenic
name. The contest was long, and for a time doubt-
ful

;
it was fought out on land and at sea

;
Rome did

not scruple to employ the arms of the savage tribes

that roamed around the Balkans. Philip defended
himself with courage and skill

;
had he given proof

of the same energy and resource when he could
reckon upon the support of Hannibal, he might
have thrown a decisive weight into the scale of
events

;
he was more than once victorious in the
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field. He was, however, at last completely over-

thrown in the great battle of Cynoscephalse, not far

from Pharsalia in the hills of Thessaly ;
this sealed

the fate of the Macedonian monarchy. He accepted
a peace like that given to Carthage ; his kingdom
was reduced to its ancient limits ; he was compelled
to disband nearly his whole army

;
he was degraded

to the condition of a mere vassal. Rome soon after-

wards with ostentatious patronage, but partly too
from her Hellenic sympathies, strong in the genera-

tion of her rising public men, declared that all the
states of Greece were free

;
but this nominal inde-

pendence only increased their weakness, and made
them ready for the yoke of Italian masters.

While Rome was thus giving a free rein to her

power, Carthage was drinking the cup of humiliation

to the dregs. The policy of the senate had not yet
been matured

;
but Massinissa was kept as a thorn

in the side of its late defeated and despoiled enemy
;

the Numidian prince was encouraged to make booty
of provinces of the fallen Phoenician state ; the
Libyan cities were allowed, nay incited, to revolt.

It was in vain that the abject peace party implored
the dominant republic to trace the limits of the ter-

ritory that remained to Carthage once for all, and
to permit open rebellion to be put down ; in vain

that it sent envoys to Rome with bribes and gifts;

in vain that it submitted to affronts and insults. A
revolution of which we know only the results ere long
placed the war party in office again ; Hannibal was
raised to the head of affairs by a popular vote ; he
was made virtually a dictator, with the old title of
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suffete. The great Carthaginian, statesman as well

as soldier, and, in both capacities, the first man of

his time, addressed himself, with his wonted judg-

ment and resource, to restore in some measure his

country in decline ; we know from his enemies that

his success was remarkable. He strengthened the

petty army Carthage still possessed, but so that

jealous Rome should not take umbrage ;
he effected

a thorough change in the institutions of the state at

once beneficent and on the side of liberty. He
transformed the narrow and arbitrary governing
board which had usurped and cruelly abused supreme
power, and made it responsible to the people ; he
placed the finances on a sound basis ; he reformed
the whole system of administration with the best

results. Under his wise rule Carthage began to stir

with new life ; her wealth so increased that she was
able to offer to redeem her debt by a single payment

;

indeed so admirable was her position as a seat of

commerce that Hannibal might have looked forward
with hope to a time when she might regain some
part of the power she had lost, and when he might
be formidable once more in the field. One anecdote
of what he was in council remains

; it is characteristic

of the man, and perhaps authentic. He laughed
a bitter laugh when a driveller shed tears that Car-
thage was compelled to yield tribute to Rome.
“You ought to have wept,” the great patriot ex-

claimed in scorn, “ when our arms were taken from
us and our ships burned and when we were forbidden
to make war even in self-defence.” *

* Livy, 3CXX. , 44.
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It was the cruel fate of the greatest man of his

age, that his foes were those of his own order, and
that his countrymen were unworthy of him. It was
enough to rouse the suspicious anger of Rome that

Hannibal was in power at Carthage and that the
vanquished state was rising again under his wise
government. The defeated oligarchy fanned the
smouldering fire

;
they let the senate know, what

was doubtless true, that its enemy and their own
was biding his time, and was looking forward to an
opportunity to renew the war. A demand for the

surrender of Hannibal was despatched from Rome
;

it is to the honour of Scipio that he made a protest

;

but the victor of Cannae was shamefully proscribed ;

the palace of the Barcae was razed to the ground
; the

warrior and statesman had to fly from his country.

Hannibal sought refuge at the court of Antiochus,
fourth in descent from the renowned Seleucus, the

founder of the Greek dynasty representing the great

kings of the East, Antiochus was the lord of a

vast undefined empire spreading from the Helles-

pont to the Indus and comprising Asia Minor with
its Greek settlements, the provinces of the Assyrian
and the Persian monarchies, and the lands of the

Oxus and the Jaxartes
;
Oriental flattery had pro-

claimed him the Great, by the victories he won in

revolted satrapies. He was a vain, arrogant, and
shortsighted man

;
he had fallen away from Philip

of Macedon, his natural ally in the late contest with

Rome, he had waged a long predatory war with the

Ptolemies, “ the wards,” as they were called, of the

Roman senate. But he had consolidated, in some
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measure, his immense dominions, by arms, diplomacy,
and well-planned marriages ;

and he commanded
huge armies of many races and tongues, in which
the solid Greek phalanx appeared combined with
Celtic clansmen from the Galatian hills, with swarms
of Arabs on their fleet camels, perhaps with the
formidable Parthian bowmen, and with the masses
of the light horse of the Medes and Persians. An-
tiochus had been engaged for some time in attempts
to subjugate the Greek cities on the coast of his

realm of Asia Minor—the policy which had cost

Philip dear
;
he had been at war with the league of

the Greek maritime states, of which Rhodes and
Byzantium were the heads, and with the house of

Attains enthroned at Pergamos
;
and he had in-

vaded the Thracian Chersonese and appeared in

arms on the verge of Hellas. These enterprises

had, in different degrees, caused resentment and ill-

feeling at Rome, the professed patron of the Hellenic

name ;
an accident precipitated an impending rupt-

ure. Antiochus received Hannibal at Kphesus, with
the highest honours

;
the welcome given to the still-

dreaded enemy of Rome, and the evident dangers
that might ensue, caused a declaration of war.

Hannibal had long cherished the hope of restoring

Carthage, and engaging once more in a death struggle

with Rome. With the foresight of genius he had
seen his chances in the immense natural resources of

the Phoenician state, in the distracted condition of

the Celts of Italy and Spain, in the late difficult war
with Philip of Macedon

;
his opportunity had, he

thought, now coine. He was given at first a fore-
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most place in the councils of the king
;
he proposed

that hostilities should be delayed until an irresistible

league of the West and the East should be formed
against the common enemy of all ; the Gauls of the
Po and the Celts of the Tagus were to join hands
with the Greeks of Hellas and Macedon, and with
Asiatic races beside the Halys and the Orontes, and
to unite in a coalition to strike down Rome. In
himself he would undertake to awaken Carthage ;

he would be the forerunner of the great avenging
hosts ; he would descend on Italy and fight another
Cannse. It is impossible to say whether these

gigantic designs had, as affairs stood, a reasonable
prospect of success

;
but Hannibal’s plans were al-

ways deeply laid
;
and assuredly he should have had

the supreme direction of the war. But Antiochus
was swayed by mean and petty minds, jealous of the
ascendency of real greatness, perhaps by warnings of

the peace party of Carthage, perhaps by information
supplied from Rome

;
the war was precipitated be-

fore it was matured and prepared ; Hannibal was
relegated to a subordinate’s place, and was given
only inferior commands, in which his military genius
was thrown away and lost. No effort was made
to unite the great league which he had declared

^ The words put in the mouth of Hannibal by Livy, xxxvi., 7, no
doubt contain the substance of all that he advised but in vain :

‘
‘ De

Philippo meam senstentiam habes. He ratione universi belli quid

sentirem, iam ab initio non ignorasti. Quod si turn auditus forem,

non ill Euboea Chalcidem captain et castellum Euripi expugnatum
Pomani, sed Etmriam Ligurumque et Gallise Cisalpinae oram bello

ardere, et qui maximus iis terror est, Hannibalem in Italia esse

audirent,
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indispensable to quell Rome ; and the contest was
waged under the very worst auspices. Carthage
under her present rulers remained submissive, and
soon sent a contingent to the Roman fleets ; the

races of the West heard nothing of what was going
on, and though the .^Etolians, secretly hostile to

Rome, furious and irritated at the events of the late

war, which had left them without their expected
booty, threw in their lot with that of Antiochus,
Philip of Macedon, and nearly all the Greek states

became allies of the republic and joined its armies.

After a struggle, beginning with a raid from the
Asiatic coast, but never doubtful where the legions

appeared in the field, in which Hellas was overrun
and ravaged, Antiochus was defeated in a decisive

battle fought near the immortal pass of Thermopylje

;

he was driven back into Asia Minor already half-sub-

dued. The Roman armies had soon reduced the
few Greek fortresses which still held out ; their

leaders made preparations to cross the Hellespont,
and to carry the war into the unknown regions

beyond, with the support of the Roman and allied

fleets.

It was no light thing to invade the remote East,

as yet untrodden by the feet of the legions, and dis-

tant hundreds of miles from Italy. While Rome
was making ready for this new effort, war raged at

sea, for months, with varying results, between the

,

Roman and Greek squadrons, and those which Anti-
ochus was able to array. As was seen before in the
First Punic War, Roman fighting prevailed over skill

in seamanship ; the mariners of Tyre proved no
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match for the armed Italian sailor. Hannibal com-
manded one of the Tyrian fleets ; he was defeated in

an engagement near Aspendus, at the mouth of one
of the Pamphylian rivers ; the contest at sea was
closed by a great Roman victory won at Myonessus,
on the coast of Lydia.* Meantime a Roman army had
landed from the Adriatic ; had passed through Mace-
donia and Thrace, and, under the command of the

victor of Zama, had crossed the straits, and reached
the confines of Mysia. Antiochus tried in vain to

treat
;
he returned Scipio a son whom he had made

prisoner
;
the Roman thanked him in stately lan-

guage, and told him to make peace, whatever the
terms. The decisive battle took place at Magnesia
on the Hermus, not far from Sardis and Ephesus; it

made Asia Minor a dependency of Rome. Whether
Scipio was at the head of his army is not certain ;

Hannibal perhaps commanded a small body of

troops
;
but he had no control over the movements

of the day. It is a tradition that he made answer to

the Great King proud of his cohorts glittering in

Oriental pomp, “Yes that is a brave army, and brav'e

show ;
it will be enough for the Romans, greedy as

they are.” ^ The battle was one of the many in-

stances in which a small but disciplined army of the
West has overthrown the multitudinous armies of

* Napoleon, Corr,^ xxxii., 69, tlius accounts for the superiority of

the Romans in naval battles : “ Res batailles navales n’etaient que des

combats de pied ferme, et les veterans Remains, les plus braves de

tons les hommes. Tepee a la main, etaient presque toujours assures de.

vaincre sur terre comme sur mer.”

f Aulus Gellius, v., 5*
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the East. * Antiochus gained an advantage over

the weak Roman cavalry
;
but the left wing of the

king was scattered in flight
;
the elephants, as at

Zama and other fights, proved fatal to the troops

they were supposed to protect, •j' and, when the

single phalanx on the field gave way, the Syrian
host was routed and destroyed. The humbled mon-
arch accepted the conqueror’s bidding ; Asia Minor
west of the Halys became a Roman subject country;

the Greek cities on the coast were declared free, that

is, placed under Roman protection
;
and a kingdom

was carved out for the house of Attalus, like that of

Massinissa, to be a Roman outpost, and to secure

the acquisitions of recent conquest. The dynasty of

Seleucus was thus overthrown ; Antiochus made the
shallow jest that he had lost an empire too large for

one man to govern. The Celts of Galatia were ere

long subdued ; the surrender of Hannibal was made
one of the conditions of an ignominious peace.

After this last failure of his towering hopes, Han-
nibal led, for many years, the life of a fugitive. We
see his figure in Crete, and again in Armenia

;
and,

as in^ the case of Alexander, the East abounds in

traditions about the master spirit of his age. He
seems never to have had much influence at the
courts of the kings where he was now received ; the
vengeance of Rome was always before them ; and

* Livy xxxvii., 40, 42, has given us a spirited account of the battle

of Magnesia. See also Dodge, Efannibal,, 661—664.

f It is remarkable that the Romans often employed the elephant in

battle after the Second Punic War. These animals, dangerous as they

were, were nevertheless a powerful arm.
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the legend that he founded Artaxata is probably
untrue.'^ He had his last asylum with Prusias, the
king of Bithynia

; he was greeted with honour, and
obtained a grant of lands

;
but Prusias was a mere

satrap of Rome
;
he pledged himself to betray his

illustrious guest. At the bidding of Flamininus, a
distinguished soldier, who had taken an important
part in the affairs of the East, the abode of

Hannibal was surrounded by armed assassins; he
swallowed poison to escape the fate which befel

Jugurtha in another age; his last words breathed
scorn and hatred of Rome, •j* Libyssa, the modern
Gebsah, has been assigned as the place of his sepul-

ture
;
but this is only an ill-supported tradition

;

we cannot tell for certain where Hannibal lies. He
had probably passed his seventieth year when he
died ;

he had done all that genius and constancy
could do, to annihilate Rome

;
yet the state, which,

in his boyhood, had not conquered Sicily, which, in

his manhood, he had well-nigh destroyed, had in his

old age become the master of the civilised world,

and was supreme from the Pillars of Hercules to

the Euphrates. Strangely enough Scipio Africanus
passed away nearly at the same time as the far

* Mommsen, ii., 282.

{• Livy, xxxix.
, 51, makes Hannibal utter these words as he died :

“ Liberemus diuturna cura populum Romanum, quando mortem
senis expectare longum censent. Nec magnam nec memorabilem ex
inermi proditoqrie Flamininus victoriam feret. Mores quidem populi

Romani quantum mutaverint, vel hie dies argumento erit, Horum
patres Pyrrho regi, hosti armato, exercitum in Italia habenti, ut a

veneno caveret prKdixeruut : hi legatum consularem, qui auctor esset

Prusias per scelus occidendi hospitis, miserunt.”
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greater man he overthrew. Scipio entered public
life when the fate of Rome was trembling in a still

doubtful balance
;
he filled three continents with the

renown of his victories; he led the legions to the
East for the first time, he was long the favourite of
the great body of the Roman people. Yet his end
was unfortunate, and hardljr becoming; he was
charged with peculation, and defrauding the state

;

instead of meeting the charge he told his accusers to
follow him to the capitol, and to remember Zama

;

he left Rome, and he died in exile. The greatness
of Scipio cannot be denied ; but he was fond of self-

assertion and popular arts ; he had not the genius,
the depth, the power of Hannibal

;
he is not to be

compared, in war or in peace, with his mighty
opponent.
We know Hannibal only from the external side

;

even this knowledge is far from perfect. We pos-
sess, we have said, no letter or despatch from his
hand

; a few lines on a monument, a short treaty,
some pithy sayings, marked with the hnperatoria
brevitas, * are the only genuine expressions of his
mind that remain. His achievements, too, and his
character have been described by enemies, forced to
admire, but unjust and revengeful

; Polybius, indeed,
clearly sees his genius

; but he is under the in-

* We have referred to some of these already. We may add Han-
nibal’s remarks, “ Rome has her Hannibal in Fabius,” “ Marcellus
was a good soldier but a rash general," and the well known comment
on the Greek sophist who discoursed on war in his presence, “ It is

pretty, but all nonsense.” Compare Napoleon on a similar work,
“Cet homme peut avoir quelques idees saines, mais il ne sait rien do
la guerre.”
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fluence of Roman sympathies.* Yet Hannibal’s
“ awful figure,” as it has been rightly called, stands
out supreme in the whole era of the mighty and
protracted Second Punic War ; he soars high over
all the men of his time ; every competent observer,

who has followed his career, has placed him in the
first rank of the world’s great captains, and of

statesmen and patriots of the highest order. Even
a cursory survey of his glorious deeds shows
that he was a consummate master of war. With
an army of many races and tongues, always very
inferior in numbers and power, he defies the gigan-

tic military strength of Rome ; he baffles the
counsels of her statesmen ; he confounds her best
soldiers by invading Italy, after a march across the
Alps of astonishing grandeur; and he strikes her
down in three great battles, which bring her to the
very verge of destruction. With admirable foresight

* The estimate that Polybius, ix., 22, has made of Hannibal,
though not striking, is, nevertheless, good, and even impartial.

‘^Orx kjcocrepot^y ^Paojuaczot^ cprffxi ual
TtpocSmztTovTQov Ticcl 6'vjj.ftoctv6v'vot>v‘ ezV 771^ ccv?)p airtox^

ucxi fj-zcc '^vXVy T'pv^ A.v’v^ifiov toc ts y^dp Kccrd
'IraXicxv dMoXoyopevoo^ oiro^ iyv 6 rd re >card
rijv ^Ifi'pptcxv did rov Ttped/Suvepou didoXqi^x' 'Addpoij-^

/5oVy psTO. dk TocijTcc did Toxi l^LdyGOvo^^ ot y^dp ro-u^ tgov
'^PoopcciQOv^ dvpcxrr^yoijS dTtojcrai'yocy'ra^ dpocTtocxd x'pv*IfSr^pza'y

o-vrot. K<xi pijv xdcHcxxd xt}v ^tJCsXtcxv BTCpocxTB

xds phv' dpxd^ dtd x^v Ttspl xdv ""iTCTtoupdvrf'yy xjdrspov dk
did Mlvxxovov xov Azj3uo<5. ^Opoiao^ dk Txaz Mocxd xipv

^EXXddcc Mccl X'j)v’'*IXXvpida‘ jcaixd'y dno to'vtgov' xdSu xoTtcov

qpo/Sov dv'ccxstvopBtJo^ k^STcXr^xxs Tcoci Ttspiadncc ^PoopcczovS did
Ttpd% g>zXt'Jt7to‘u uotT'OTtpQiyioc^. Ox}XQD payee xt XPVM^

rptjsrat uai Bocvpccdtov dv'pv nal xp'oxV deovroD^ appodSaido:
xcxrd xtjv k^ dpxv^ dvdradttx repd^ o, xt a.'v oppijdy xgdv drSpoo^
ytivxiti'v MpymVy
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and judgment he then takes care not to attack pre-

maturely his enemy’s capital ; he waits for the com-
pletion of the league of nations, on which his real

hopes of success rest ; he establishes himself firmly
in central and southern Italy, whence he expects
ultimately to advance against Rome, at the head of
hosts of irresistible force. The cowardly policy of

Carthage and the weakness of allies, combining with
the efforts of the Roman people, frustrate this vast
yet perfectly conceived plan

;
yet Hannibal does not

abandon his purpose ; he masters the theatre of war
he has chosen ; such is the force of his genius, such
the fear he inspires, such the wonderful skill of his
movements in the field, that the exertions of armies
three- and fourfold in numbers cannot dislodge him
from the positions he has made his own, and his
boldest adversaries avoid his presence. When at
last his military resources dwindle away, he gathei's
himself and his army within a nook of Bruttium

;

here he fortifies himself and restores his forces
; he

is still so formidable, so strong in moral strength,
that his opponents are glad to let him depart in

safety, after having overrun their country for nearly
seventeen years, and bearded Rome at her very
gates. Hannibal succumbs at last on the day of
Zama, but the study of the battle proves that on his
last field he was not inferior to himself in war."^

Napoleon’s remarks on Hannibal, Corr,^ xxxii., 307, 30S, de-
serve to be quoted :

“ Et cet Annibal, disait-il, le plus audacieux de
tons, le plus etonnant peiit-etre, si hardi, si stir, si large en toutes
cboses

;
qui a vingt six ans, con9oit ce qui est k peine concevable,

execute ce qu’on devait tenir pour impossible
;
qui, recon^ant a toutc

communication avec son pays, traverse des peuples ennemis ou incon-
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These general considerations are only confirmed
by a more searching and complete enquiry. The
intellectual and moral faculties of great captains act

and react on each other
; it is difficult to determine

their exact proportions ; we judge of them by the
results as a whole. Yet they may be analysed to

some extent ; the attempt to discriminate them is

not without profit. Hannibal has been rightly called

the “father of strategy”; he was the first great

author of scientific warfare. He possessed, in the
very highest degree, the excellences of a true strate-

gist, the imagination that can fashion grand designs,

the judgment and insight that can carry them into

effect. His conception of assailing Rome by cross-

ing the Alps—the Mediterranean was not open to

him—is one of the most magnificent ever formed by
man

;
but it was not extravagant, it was perfectly

thought out, it was executed with consummate bold-

ness and skill. Not less remarkable, if less striking,

is Hannibal’s decision not to advance on Rome even

nus, qu’il faut attaquer et vaincre, escalade ies Pyrenees et les Alpes
qu’on croyait insurmontables, et ne descend en Italie qu’en payant
de la moitie de son armee la seule acquisition de son champ de
bataille^ le seiil droit de combattre

;
qui occupe, parcourt, et gouverne

cette meme Italie durant seize ans, met plusieurs fois a deux doigts

de sa perte la terrible et redoutable Rome, et ne liche sa proie que
quand on met k profit la le^on qu’il a donnee d’ aller le combattre chez

lui- Croira-t-on qu’il ne dut sa carriere et tant de graiides actions

qu’aux caprices du hasard, aux faveurs de la fortune? Certes il

devait etre done d’une ^me de la trempe la plus forte, et avoir une
bien haute idee de sa science eii guerre, celui qui, interpelle par son

jeune vainqueur, n’hesite pas, k se placer bien que vaincu, immedi-

atement apres Alexandre et Pyrrhus, qu’il estime les deux premiers

du metier,
”
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after Trasimenus and Cannae ;
and the astonishing

ability with which, through long years, he succeeds
in retaining his hold on Italy, marching through the
hosts of his terrified enemies, outmanoeuvring them
by his sudden and unforeseen movements, and finally

keeping them in check though in overwhelming num-
bers, remains an admirable specimen of strategic

genius, especially in the adaptation of means to ends.

In Hannibal’s operations, before the shock of battle,

we see also the powers of a consummate strategist.

As Napoleon has remarked, he perceives and occu-

pies the decisive points on the theatre of war
;
he

brings his forces to bear on the spot where success

is most probable ; he takes the initiative, and usually

does what his adversaries are convinced he will not
do ; he disconcerts them by his rapid attacks, and
above all by his skill in hiding his purpose; he is

master of the result almost from the first moment.
In moving against a hostile force he follows the
principles of strategic art ; he gathers on his adver-

sary’s flank and rear, avoiding if possible simply to

assail him in front ; and he does all this with a fer-

tility of resource and a brilliancy of design which
command the highest praise. Undoubtedly, in one
exhibition of strategic skill, striking to the right and
left at divided enemies, and beating them in detail,

in succession, Hannibal has apparently been sur-

passed, but his operations in the campaign of 209
B.C. show that he perfectly understood this very
method ; and we must bear in mind that he was
usually so inferior in force, that efforts of this kind
would have been extremely perilous, and that he had
to encounter the great obstacle of the Roman camp.
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The student of war observes with wonder the
conduct of Hannibal on the field of battle. As a
master of tactics he has never been surpassed

;
it is

doubtful if he has had an equal. In this province of

the art his grand intelligence and his perfect judg-
ment came alike into play, the results were extra-

ordinary, complete, decisive. He had to cope with
generals, daring and stout soldiers, but without
practice or skill in manoeuvre, accustomed always to

attack an enemy in front, and to rely for victory on
downright fighting : he was opposed to an army,
admirable, indeed, in its organisation and its heroic

infantry, but weak in cavalry and in the power of

missiles, and the formations of which, in some re-

spects excellent, were nevertheless defective in

important points, and dangerous under certain con-

ditions. Hannibal seems to have grasped these

truths at once ; his tactical system was adapted to

make the most of all that was faulty and weak in

Roman command and Roman methods in battle.

His cavalry was by far his best arm
;
he almost

always made a free use of this, assailing his enemies
in flank or in the rear, outwitting and disconcerting
astounded leaders utterly unprepared for attacks of

the kind, breaking through with his horse the gaps
in the legions, where these had been shaken by his

Balearic slingers, or by the weight of the armed ele-

phant, and holding his worst arm, his infantry, in

reserve, until success had been well-nigh assured.*

* Napoleon, Corr,^ xxxi., 398, observes :
“ Toutes les batailles

d’Annibal furent gagnees par sa cavalerie ; s’il e^t attendu pour la

fairedonnerla fin de la bataille, il n’aurait pu remployer faire sa

retraite.
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We see these features in most of Hannibal’s battles

;

but each of them has varieties of its own ; there was
no mannerism in his finely conceived tactics. No
general has ever made better use of peculiarities of

the ground to assist his troops
;
he knew how to

keep his Numidians behind a screen, until they
could be let loose with effect

;
he seized every ad-

vantage which woods, streams, and villages could in

any way afford ; he saw at a glance where his enemy
was most vulnerable and made this point the object

of his most determined efforts. Yet the supreme
excellence perhaps of this great tactician was his

marvellous skill in surprise and stratagem. We see

this in the course of his strategy ; we see it more
distinctly in his great battles. Nothing so terrified

the brave but simple-minded Romans as Hannibal’s
ambushes and unforeseen attacks; their idea of war
was to fight it out, on an open field, in a bold and
dogged fashion ; they were paralysed when they
found themselves assailed by enemies issuing out of

hidden lairs, and striking them down, as it were, in

the dark ; the strong but untrained swordsman was
smitten with fear, when he was disarmed or pierced
through by the perfect fencer. The craft of Hanni-
bal in war was no doubt the origin of the charges of
“ Funic faith ” that have been made against him ;

and though one or two of his opponents learned
something from him, as a tactician he easily sur-

passed them all.

In the great work of organising armies and pre-
paring them for the field—an inferior, but an im-
portant part of the noble art of war—Hannibal stands,
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also, on the highest eminence. His military chest

was usually well filled
;

if his troops were sometimes
in arrears of their pay, he always managed to supply
their wants ; the care he took of his resources is

probably the cause that he was accused of “ covet-

ousness ” by his Roman detractors. The south of

Italy, indeed, was a fertile land, perhaps more fertile

in those days than now, and Hannibal was enabled
for some years to obtain supplies from the rich Cam-
panian plain

;
but it is, nevertheless, wonderful how,

encamped as he was in an enemy’s country, and
with, at best, precai-ious communications on land or

by sea, he contrived to support, to clothe, and to
pay an army, composed of many races from different

parts of Europe, not engaged in a patriotic cause,

attached only to one great leader, and therefore very
difficult to keep together. That Hannibal should
have accomplished this is another specimen of his

extraordinary gifts ;
the devotion his troops con-

stantly shewed to him was certainly as much due to
his admirable care in providing for their needs and
daily requirements, as to their confidence in his

supremacy in the field. If we pass from the parts

of the military art in which the intellect of a great

captain is most conspicuous to those in which his

moral qualities are chiefly prominent, Hannibal
shews, also, the same supreme excellence. If we
bear in mind that he was opposed to a great nation

of soldiers, and possessing enormous military power,
and that his adversaries were commanders who had
seldom known defeat, the ascendency he gained and
preserved to the very last moment over every enemy
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and leader that met him in the field is certainly

without a parallel in war. Marcellus was the only

Roman general who was not cowed by Hannibal

;

and Marcellus was taught by Hannibal such severe

lessons, that the fear of his colleagues was only in-

creased. Nor less astonishing was the complete
supremacy of the great master over his motley ar-

rays of Phoenicians, Africans, Spaniards, Gauls, and
Italians ; these men of many races were the slaves

of his will, and followed him for seventeen years in

victory and defeat
;
a generation of them must have

passed away; yet they fought for him to the last

when his cause was hopeless. And if we reflect on
what Hannibal was in the stress of battle, how ad-

mirable was his faculty of command, how extraor-

dinary his resource in moments of danger, above all,

how unbending his constancy in adverse fortune, we
shall not hesitate to say that history can shew no
more noble example of moral grandeur in war.
The traditions of Rome abound in tales of Hanni-

bal’s barbarities and deeds of wickedness. The laws
of war were severe in that age ; he exercised them
severely ip a few instances ; he was compelled to
plunder whole districts to support his army. But
the generals he fought committed worse acts, nota-
bly the unscrupulous and fierce Marcellus

;
Hannibal

was singularly courteous to his opponents ; unlike
Nero he did not throw the head of a kinsman slain

in battle into the enemy’s camp
;
he gave his fallen

antagonists funeral honours. He was more magnani-
mous and less harsh in war—and this was natural

—

than the men he vanquished
;
and the charges of
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cruelty made against him are nearly all calumnies.
Hannibal, like other great men who have been
equally denounced, could never have attained his

prodigious eminence had he been a monster of per-

fidy and crime
;
the conscience of mankind would

have turned away from him. It is more to the pur-

pose to consider this mighty spirit as a statesman
and a political figure. Hannibal was brought up by
an illustrious father

; he was trained in government,
in diplomacy, in public affairs, from his teens

; this

partly accounts for the profound wisdom we see in

his conduct in matters of state. He failed to com-
bine his great league of nations; but the conception
was not the less magnificent

;
and it would have

been carried out had not Carthage been ruled by an
oligarchy of a de.spicable kind, and had Philip of

Macedon been worthy of his name. If Hamilcar
had presided in the Phoenician councils, while Han-
nibal was at the head of the army of Cannae, the

world would probably have witnessed the fall of

Rome ;
the destinies of mankind would perhaps

have been changed. Nor less admirable was Hanni-
bal’s judgment, when, after Zama, he insisted on
making peace, and when he addressed himself to re-

store the state ; he worked to save his country for

better days, to prevent its destruction by a revenge-

ful enemy. The leading principles of this great man
in public life were hatred of Rome, and intense love

of Carthage ;
he was true to them throughout his

wonderful career, apparently without one selfish or
ambitious thought ; and had Carthage been worthy
of her glorious son he would probably have made
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her the first state of Europe.* For the rest we know
little of Hannibal’s private life

;
but he was a chaste,

religious, and earnest man, without show or theatri-

cal glitter, little moved, it would seem, by human
passion. His conversation had a peculiar charm

;
it

was rich in the varied culture of his age ; and he
evidently possessed a kind of native wit, which ex-

pressed itself in sharp, pregnant, and brief sentences.

War, however, was Hannibal’s peculiar sphere ;

his exploits have, in all ages, claimed the attention

of competent judges of the military art. There is no
more shallow or false notion than that suggested
by a school of petty experts, that the conditions of

modern war have so completely changed that the

grand examples of the past do not require to be
studied. The moral faculties of a great captain, re-

source, energy, craft, constancy, his intellectual

faculties, imagination, judgment, quick and clear

perception, will certainly play as decisive a part in

the huge but short-lived contests of the present day,
as they ever did in bygone centuries

;
the exhibition

of these by the warriors of all time, f will form matter

^ The fine remarks of Thiers on Hannibal, Consular et PRm^ire^
XX., 782, 1862, are well known. We have space only for the last

sentence :
‘

‘ Ce que la posterite a dit, ce que les g&erations les plus

reculees repeteront, c’est qu*il ofirit le plus noble spectacle que puis-

sent donner les hommes : celui du genie exempt de tout egoisme, et

n’ayant qu* une passion, le patriotisme, dont il est le glorieux martyr.”

f Of the seven great generals held up by Napoleon as the most
perfect masters of war, three belonged to antiquity, four only to

modem times. Corr., xxxi., 4x8. Faites la guerre offensive

comme Alexandre, Annibal, Cesar, Gustave-Adolphe, Turenne, le

prince Eugene, et Frederic, lisez, relisez Thistoire de leurs quatre vingt
trois campagues, modelez vous sur eux.”
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for careful thought and reflection. It is a mistake
to suppose that the great movements of war, and
those which give proof of peculiar excellence, are

essentially different in any age. True strategy has
but little changed

; to occupy the decisive points on
the theatre of war, to bring superior forces to bear
on them, to turn military strength to the best
account, to endeavour to gain an enemy’s flank and
rear, to operate on his communications, to defeat
him in detail—all this has been illustrated far more
perfectly in the past than in the last thirty years

;

and these grand examples, therefore, retain their

value.* Nor have the material inventions of modern
days profoundly modified, as has been alleged, the
larger and more important combinations of war

;

they have made them, indeed, more rapid and com-
plete

;
but they have not affected their real charac-

ter
; they have not given them a new aspect ; and

that for this, among other reasons, that they are
forces capable of being employed on both sides alike,

and capable of producing the same effects for both.f

* Napoleon, xxxi., 422. ‘‘Si Gustave-Adolphe on Tnrenne ar-

rivaient dans un de nos camps k laveille d*une bataille, ils pobirraient

commander Tarmee des le lendemain. Mais si Alexandre, Cesar ou
Annibal revenaient ainsi des Champs Elysees il leur faudrait au
moins un ou deux mois.”

f For example it has been gravely argued that the invention of the

field telegraph and the telegraph generally justifies an advance on
double and separate lines against an enemy within striking distance,

and even annuls the advantage of the possession of interior lines on
the theatre of operations. This apology was discovered to excuse the

first offensive movements of the campaign of 1866 ;
it has long been

given up as hopeless by impartial judges
;
the field telegraph and the

telegraph give equal advantages to the commanders on both sides.
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The lesser tactics indeed have altogether changed
;

the formations and the modes of fighting of the last

century are nearly as obsolete as those of the days
of the legions

;
and as, owing to the enormous

size of the armies of this age, the front of battles

has been immensely increased, there must be more
independence -in separate commands than there

was when a general-in-chief could survey the whole
scene of action. But the greater tactics are still

what they have always been : to make the best use

of the arms on the field, to turn advantages of

the ground to their uses, to concentrate force on the

weakest parts of the enemy, to attack by the flank

rather than the front, to do all that feints and
stratagems can effect—these should be the objects

of a commander of this day, as they were of com-
manders two thousand years ago.

For these reasons the conduct of Hannibal in war
should be studied by those who seek to understand
his art. There is, besides, a special reason why it

should be considered in this age. The present gen-
eration has been a witness of huge armaments pre-

pared for a series of years, and of huge invasions

followed by extraordinary success. These opera-
tions reveal little genius

;
they are not marked by

originality or grandeur of design
;
they are charac-

terised by plain and palpable mistakes that gave
adversaries many and excellent chances

;
they ended

in not very brilliant triumphs, mainly as the results

of the faults of those who opposed them, and of
overwhelming superiority of force. Their real sig-

nificance is understood by good judges
;
but they
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have been exalted to the skies by the worshippers
of success ; they have powerfully affected military

thought ; they have spread abroad the false notion
that mere numbers and organisation, as contradis-

tinguished from genius, are the most important
elements of power in war, and the most certain

means to make victory assured. The exploits of

Hannibal, prolonged for many years, confute a shal-

low and dangerous theory
; he contended against an

enemy sixfold in strength
; the armies of Rome

were far better, and far more numerous than his

small army
;
and yet he brought Rome to the very

edge of ruin, because he was a captain of extraordi-

nary power. What a great chief can accomplish
with a little force is a lesson to be specially learned

in our day.
Pallas issued in complete armour from the brain

of Zeus ;
Hannibal, one of the earliest, was one of

the greatest of the masters of war. Napoleon, in-

deed, is the only general of ancient or modern
times who can be compared to him

; the genius of

the two men if alike, was also dissimilar. Both had
the imagination that forms mighty conceptions

;

both carried out these with wonderful energy and
skill; but the conceptions of Napoleon seldom reveal

the perfect judgment of those of Hannibal; and the

plan of assailing Rome more nearly attained success

that the projects of marching from the Nile to the
Indus, and of descending on England from across

the Channel. Both accomplished marvels in war
with very scanty means; the campaign of 1796 may
stand beside the campaigns that began on the Trebia,
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and ended at Cannae ;
both made genius supply the

want of force, one of the best tests of really great

captains. Both had in the highest degree the faculty

of command, of ruling armies, of terrifying foes, of

organising and administering war
;
both excelled in

dexterity, in readiness, in fertility of resource
; both

had extraordinary powers of stratagem ; both could
extricate themselves from the extreme of peril, and
baffle adversaries who thought they had them in

their grasp. Both were strategists of the very first

order ; both conducted strategy on the same prin-

ciples
;
but Napoleon was perhaps the more dazzling

strategist of the two, if not as safe, or even as pro-

found as Hannibal. Both were masters of tactics in

the highest sense ; but Hannibal was the better

tactician ; we can scarcely detect a fault in his bat-

tles ;
this certainly cannot be said of Napoleon, often

too sanguine and too impetuous on the field. Both
had firmness of character and great strength of pur-

pose
;

but here Hannibal is perhaps superior
;
no

achievements of Napoleon give proof of the tenacity

of Hannibal in his lair in Bruttium when he defied the
overwhelming forces of Rome. Hannibal, taken al-

together, produced greater results considering how
inadequate his resources were; Napoleon’s ambition
and lust of conquest made him the destroyer of the
edifice of power he had built up. As political figures

the two men are not to be compared
; Hannibal was

trained to statesmanship from earliest youth, and
exhibited the best gifts of a statesman ; Napoleon
was a son of the French Revolution

;
and though

mighty as a ruler and in the art of government, and
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potent as his influence for good was in some respects,

he was too extravagant and impulsive to be a perfect

statesman. Napoleon’s nature, too, had many defects

and flaws
;
we know much less about that of Hanni-

bal
; but as far as we can judge he was almost free

from selfishness, ostentation, and even ambition.
For the rest Napoleon may fill as large a place in

history, yet Hannibal was perhaps the greater man;
but it has been truly said that master spirits like

them can be weighed only in the balances of God. *

The Second Punic War and the War of the French
Revolution illustrate, Arnold has truly said, how a

great man may be subdued by a great nation.f The
two periods, however, do not resemble each other;

and the careers of Hannibal and of Napoleon were
very different. The Second Punic War was merely
the conflict of the two leading states of the Mediter-
ranean world ;

the French Revolutionary War was a

mighty struggle between the ideas of the past and
of a new era, which, after convulsing Europe from
Madrid to Moscow, and making itself felt from the

Ganges to the Ohio, has permanently affected the

destinies of mankind. Nor did England play so de-

cisive a part as Rome played, when we look at the

two contests ;
though England was certainly the head

of the coalition against France. All honour is due
to England for her steady constancy in resisting the

armed despot who had overrun the continent
;
but

the efforts of England were trifling compared to the

efforts which Rome made after Cannse ; and England
* Thiers, Consulat et PjBmpire

^

vi., 680,

f Second Punic War^ p, i.
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was never placed in the extreme of peril. The allied

powers, too, though without the support of England
they would no doubt have succumbed, were promi-

nent actors in the gigantic strife
;
Rome stood alone

when she confronted Hannibal. Nor had the posi-

tion of Hannibal much in common with the position

of his successor in the nineteenth century. Hannibal
was abandoned and betrayed by a base and weak
government, and by allies who fell away from him

;

he was left almost alone to his own resources ; when
once the war began to turn against him, he had
scarcely a prospect of ultimate success. And yet
he maintained an almost hopeless struggle with a

pertinacity and a singleness of aim to which history

can hardly shew a parallel ; and even after Zama he
had not lost every chance. Napoleon disposed for

years of the vast military forces of France and of

many of the chief states of the continent
;
he was

the lord of three-fourths of Europe after Tilsit
;
had

not ambition driven him into wild excesses he would
probably have died the head of his immense empire.
But he had not the measured judgment and wisdom
of the great Carthaginian ; he squandered away the
power in Russia and in Spain which his enemies
could not have subverted themselves; and after

Waterloo he was a broken-hearted captive. The
two eras and two men were thus far from alike

;
yet

the historian has rightly pointed out one lesson they
teach.

In one respect of supreme importance, we see a
striking contrast between the two master minds of

the ages of the Second Punic War and the French
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Revolution. Napoleon almost created modern
France; what is best and most stable in her institu-

tions was his work
; and if his sword carried devasta-

tion with it, it effaced feudalism in a large part of

Europe. His coirquests, if this was not his purpose,
tended to fuse divided races together

;
he was the

herald of a United Italy and a United Germany; he
spread through many lands the germs of what was
most fruitful and beneficent in the French Revolu-
tion, the liberation of the soil and equality before
the law. Nor is it certain that the complete triumph
of his cause would have been an unmixed evil, and
without good to mankind. He never could have
subdued England, dream as he might about a second
day of Actium ; England would have been preserved
to fulfil her mission, to unite the past and the present
in harmony, to reconcile national order and liberty.

But had Napoleon become the undisputed lord of

the continent, he probably would have restored

Poland
;
he would have thrust Russia back into the

steppes of the North ; he would have emancipated
Spain from mediaeval bondage

;
he would have saved

Europe from the deadening sceptre of Metternich,

from the evil ascendency of the First Nicholas, per-

haps from the troubles of 1848-9. The whole work
of Hannibal perished with him

; he tried to raise an
ignoble state to greatness ; and the fall of Carthage
soon followed his own. Nor can history contemplate
without horror what must have been the results had
the victor of Cannae subjugated Rome. The great

city would have been blotted out ; the Roman peo-

ple would have been sold in bondage
;
the principles
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he maintained an almost hopeless struggle with a

pertinacity and a singleness of aim to which history

can hardly shew a parallel ; and even after Zama he
had not lost every chance. Napoleon disposed for

years of the vast military forces of France and of

many of the chief states of the continent
; he was

the lord of three-fourths of Europe after Tilsit
;
had

not ambition driven him into wild excesses he would
probably have died the head of his immense empire.
But he had not the measured judgment and wisdom
of the great Carthaginian ; he squandered away the
power in Russia and in Spain which his enemies
could not have subverted themselves ; and after

Waterloo he was a broken-hearted captive. The
two eras and two men were thus far from alike

;
yet

the historian has rightly pointed out one lesson they
teach.

In one respect of supreme importance, we see a
striking contrast between the two master minds of

the ages of the Second Punic War and the French
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1

Revolution. Napoleon almost created modern
France; what is best and most stable in her institu-

tions was his work
;
and if his sword carried devasta-

tion with it, it effaced feudalism in a large part of

Europe. His conquests, if this was not his purpose,
tended to fuse divided races together

;
he was the

herald of a United Italy and a United Germany; he
spread through many lands the germs of what was
most fruitful and beneficent in the French Revolu-
tion, the liberation of the soil and equality before
the law. Nor is it certain that the complete triumph
of his cause would have been an unmixed evil, and
without good to mankind. He never could have
subdued England, dream as he might about a second
day of Actium ;

England would have been preserved
to fulfil her mission, to unite the past and the present
in harmony, to reconcile national order and liberty.

But had Napoleon become the undisputed lord of

the continent, he probably would have restored

Poland
;
he would have thrust Russia back into the

steppes of the North; he would have emancipated
Spain from mediaeval bondage

; he would have saved
Europe from the deadening sceptre of Metternich,
from the evil ascendency of the First Nicholas, per-

haps from the troubles of 1848-9. The whole work
of Hannibal perished with him

;
he tried to raise an

ignoble state to greatness
;
and the fall of Carthage

soon followed his own. Nor can history contemplate
without horror what must have been the results had
the victor of Cannae subjugated Rome. The great

city would have been blotted out
;
the Roman peo-

ple would have been sold in bondage ;
the principles
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of enlightened and progressive government which
had even then taken root in Italy would have dis-

appeared, perhaps never to flourish again. A tyran-

nical slave state ruled by a worthless caste would
have been imposed on the Aryan races, from the
Hellespont to the Atlantic waters ; the consequences
must have been simply appalling. Carthage could
never have been a great conquering power that

makes civilisation attend conquest; the wild tribes

from the Oxus and the Jaxartes would probably
have destroyed Greek culture in the East ; the
swarms of the Celts might have overrun Italy

;
the

savage peoples stirring beside the Rhine and the Dan-
ube might have anticipated the advance of the Goths
of Alaric. Above all, the world would never have
been blessed with the “ peace of Rome ”

; the empire
would not have arisen to prepare the way for the
faith of Christ, for the extension of rational law, for

the ideas that spread with the march of the legions
;

the mould of modern Europe would have never been
cast. Hideous idolatry and Phoenician oppression
might have maintained, through long centuries, a
dread supremacy, in some of the fairest parts of the
continent.

Carthage did not survive her greatness for any
length of time ; her destiny was that of degraded
states, which cannot make their independence re-

spected. Massinissa continued to encroach on her
borders; her complaints were treated with contempt
at Rome ; commissions sent by the senate always
reported in favour of the unscrupulous Numidian
king. Peace, however, increased the wealth of the
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city
;

its prosperity, even its power appeared reviv-

ing
; Rome became jealous of her old enemy, a party

of the nobles led by Marcus Cato, a survivor of the
great war with Hannibal, began to clamour for the
annihilation of the once formidable state, a policy it

had always had at heart. Pretexts for hostilities

were easily found ; two consular armies landed near
Utica ; the miserable peace party for the moment in

office crawled at the feet of the generals of Rome

;

it actually surrendered the arms and the artillery

which formed the defence of the town. But Rome
had resolved that Carthage was to fall ; an extraor-

dinary revulsion of feeling was seen when the con-

suls announced what their orders were ; the Semitic
fury which blazed out so terribly at Tyre, and in

Jerusalem in a subsequent age, burst forth and stirred

the citizens to a man ; it was resolved, at any risk, to

defy the invaders. A truce of a few days was turned
to the best advantage

;
no efforts were spared to man

the walls, to replace the engines which had been
given up ; to empty the arsenals of weapons that re-

mained ; and the patriotic party, which had been
banished, was induced to return, and to defend the

city to the last. A memorable siege of more than
two years followed *

;
the strength of the fortifications

resisted every attack ; it became necessary to invest

the place by land and by sea ; Carthage was at last re-

duced by the adopted grandson of Scipio Africanus,

a very able soldier, after horrible scenes of carnage

* The siege of Carthage does not fall within the space of this brief

narrative. An excellent acScount of it will be found in Mommsen,
iii., 27, 39,
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and famine. The great Phoenician city, which had
been for centuries a centre of empire and of world-

wide commerce, was ruthlessly given to the flames of

its conquerors ;
a thick layer of charred ashes still

exists to mark the site of the Carthage of the past.

Under the Roman empire, however, a new city

arose, not far from the ruins of that which had
perished

; the plains around the Mejerda became
again a region of fine husbandry flourishing to this

day ; Septimius Severus, one of the emperors, was
possibly of Carthaginian descent. * But the Carthage
destroyed by Rome is dead ; her arts, her letters, her
language have disappeared ; but for the great deeds
of Hamilcar and Hannibal, she would hold but a
small place in the pages of history.

We need not dwell on the fortunes of Rome ;

they connect those of the ancient and the modern
world

;
they will survive until time has come to an

end. The republic was to stretch its arms over Hel-
las, Gaul, and the East

;
it was to give place to the

all-powerful Empire ; the empire was to extend from
the Nile to the Theiss and the Danube. Under the un-

disturbed dominion of a long line of Caesars the known
world was to enjoy ages of repose; the majesty of
Rome was to overawe and protect kings and peoples
from the Araxes to the Thames ; in the order of
things which was then established the foundations of
the order of the future were laid. It was then that
Christianity effaced the Paganism of Italy and
Greece ; that the legions conquered in the sign of
the Cross ; that the laws and the usages of Imperial
* See Gibbon, i., i8i

;
H^nnebert, Annibal, vol. iii., xxii., 406.
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Rome united in some measure five-sixths of Europe ;

that the Gaul, the Spaniard, the Greek, the Italian,

felt that all were alike citizens of no mean city.

Successive waves of barbarian invasion and conquest
overthrew the immense fabric of well-compacted
power which many generations had deemed eter-

nal
; the Rome of the Tiber and the Rome of the

Bosporus ceased to rule by their arms the West
and the East. But out of the wrecks of the perish-

ing empire grew the kingdoms and nations of the
Europe of this day ; the mediaeval Church, the con-

ception of the state, the feudal system, the organisa-

tion of the land, the assemblies and the courts of

justice of the middle ages—the institutions, in a word,
which have been the elements of the government
and civilisation of the present time from the Medi-
terranean to the Pacific—were formed by the union
of barbarism with the old order of Rome. Hannibal
nearly arrested this grand development, and nearly

changed the destinies of the Aryan races ; Rome
thought of her great enemy with awe for centuries

;

a reflecting mind cannot even now follow that career

of wonders without a sentiment in which admiration
is mingled with a feeling of relief.
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at Cannae, 174 ; is slain, 178
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Apulians, the, revolt of, from
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Campania, Hannibal invades and
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tion of the Roman army, 172—
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Hannibal, 159 ;
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Hannibal after Cannae, 196;

3^7
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siege of, 230 ;
raised by Han-

nibal, 232 ;
the siege renewed,

235 ;
Hannibal beaten off,

236 ; fall of the city and its

fate, 23Q, 240
Cartagena, founded by Hanni-

bal, 89 ;
taken by Scipio, 264,

265
Carthage, rise and progress of,

before the First Punic War,
29-49 ;

during the First Punic
War, 50-74 ;

during the Sec-
ond Punic War, 75—80 ;

great
opportunity of the government
after Caniife, 187 ;

it promises
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nibal, 189 ;

it unwisely sends
Mago to Spain with the con-
tingent that was to support
Hannibal, 200 ;

decline of
power of Carthage in Spain,
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;
the em-

pire of Carthage in Spain de-
stroyed, 264, 295 ;

the govern-
ment sends Mago to Italy,

300 ; it recalls Hannibal from
Italy when Scipio invades its

dominions in Africa, 300 ;
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condition of Carthage after the
vSecond Punic War, 325 ; rapid
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the war with Antiochus, 340 ;

siege and fall of, in the Third
Punic War, 362—364

Carthalo, Carthaginian admiral,
defeats the Romans, 67
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bal, 101
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passim.

Cenomani, tribe of the Gauls,
85, 117, 3ir, 332
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Claudius Appius, consul, be-
sieges Capua, 230—232
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twelve, in the Second Punic
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263
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Constitution and government of
Rome, II—13 ;
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33, 37
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Crispinus Quintus, consul, mor-
tally wounded, 268

Cumae, 197, 207
Cynoscepbalse, battle of, 335
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Defection of the Italian states
from Hannibal after the fall of
Capua, 248

Drepana, naval battle of, and
defeat of the Romans, 66

E
Ebro, the Carthaginian empire

in Spain reaches the, 80 ;
Han-

nibal marches to, loi
Eciiomus, battle of, 58
Emporise, half Greek colony in

Spain, 90
Epicydes^ sent by Hannibal to

Sicily, 216, 219, 223, 240
Ercte mountains in Sicily, see

Pellegrino.
Eryx, seized by Hamilcar, 70
Etrurians, Rome conquers, 6

;

wars of Carthage with the, 31 ;

discontent of the, after Cannae,
215 ;

and subsequently, 266

F
Fabius Quintus Maximus, made

Dictator after Trasimenus,
155 j

judicious strategy of the
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Cunctator, 156, 157 ; He op-
poses Hannibal and holds him
in check, 157, 158 ; he places
Hannibal in a critical position,
but is bafHed, 160-162 ; indig-
nation against him at Rome,
163 ; really conducts the war
after Cannae, 205 ; made con-
sul for the hfth time, 257 ;

takes Tarentum, 261, 262 ;

protests against Scipio’s pro-
ject of descending on Africa,

302, 303 ; his death and charac-
ter, 321

Favignano, battle near Island of,

and defeat of the Carthagini-
ans, 71

Flamininus, Roman general sent
to capture Hannibal, 343

Flaminius, Caius, consul, his
character, 144 ; at Arretium,
144 ;

outgeneralled, surprised,
and slain at Trasimenus, 148,
149

Fleet, the Romans create a, in
the first Punic War, 55, 56,

71.
Fulvius, Caius, or Cnaeus, routed
by Hannibal at Herdonia,
234, 235

Fulvius, Quintus Flaccus, con-
sul, besieges Capua, 230 ;

con-
sul for the fourth time, 257

G

Gauls, Rome enemy of, 6 and
passim ; defeat of the, in the
war with Pyrrhus, 7 ; defeat of,

at Telamon, 87 ;
hesitate to

join Hannibal, 124 ;
join Han-

nibal after the Trebia, 139 ;

not trustworthy, ibid, j sup-
port Hannibal after Cannae,
189 ;

become afterwards in-

active, 20 r, 215 ;
of Northern

Italy practically subjugated by
Rome, 331, 332

Gracchus, Tiberius Sempronius,
commands the slave army of
Rome, 204 ; defeats Hanno,
204 ; defeated and slain, 233

Great Plains, battle of, 308"
Grumentum, battle of, 276, 277

H
Hamilcar, Barca, greatness of,

3 ; ability shown by, in the
First Punic War, 69—71 ;

and in
negotiating peace with Rome,
72, 73 ;

he quells the Libyan
rebellion, 77, 78 ;

his projects
against Rome, 79 ; he founds
an empire in Spain, 80 ;

his
death, 8x

Hannibal, eldest son of Hamil-
car, his genius, 4, 49 ;

he is

devoted by his father to en-
mity to Rome, 80 ;

youth of,

91 ; made commander-in-chief
in Spain, 91 ; his character, 91,
92 ;

he defeats the Spanish
Celts on the Tagus near
Toledo, 92 ;

his gigantic pro-
ject of invading Italy, com-
bining a great league of nations
against Rome, and attacking
her in her own territory, 94 ;

he takes Saguntum, 96 ; he
sets off on his great enterprise,

97 ;
characteristics of his

army, 100, loi ; his lieuten-
ants^ ibid. / portents on his
path, ibid. / he enters Cata-
lonia, 102 ;

crosses the Pyr-
enees, ibid. jT advances to the
Rhone and crosses the river,

105—107 ; his skill and re-
source in these operations,
ibid. I he advances to and crosses
the Alps, III—116 ; difficulties

and dangers of the passage,
ibid.y and see note, 135—137 ;

he reaches the lands of the
Insubres, 1X6

;
takes Turin,

' 117 ; advances to the Ticinus
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Hannibal {Continued').
and defeats the Consul Scipio,
iig ; he seizes the Stradella
Pass and reaches Placentia and
the Nura, 12 1 ;

places himself
between the two consuls, Scipio
and Sempronius, ibid, i he ad-
vances to the Trebia, 123

;

his apparent inaction ex-
plained, 124 ;

he prepares to

fight a great battle, 127 ;
his

admirable arrangements, 128 ;

he completely defeats the
Roman army at the Trebia,
128-132 ; he resolves to invade
Central Italy, 140 ;

he marches
from the lands of the Ligures
and reaches the Auser and the
Arnus^ 145 5 difficulties of the
inarch, %bid. and 146 ; he turns
the flank of the Consul Fla-
minius and attains his rear,

lays an admirably planned
ambush and destroys the Ro-
man army at Trasimenus, 147—
150 ;

he marches on Spoletum,
15 1 ;

why he did not attack
Rome, 152, 153 ;

he advances
into Apulia, 153 ;

and restores
his army, 154 ;

crosses the
Apennines through Samnium
and invades Campania, 159 ;

he wastes the country, ibid

j

he is placed in danger by Fa-
bius, 160; he extracts himself
by an admirable ruse deguerre
161, 162; he defeats Minuciiis
at Geronium, 169 ; he retreats
on and seizes Cannae, 171 ; his
masterly arrangements for the
battle, 174, 175 ; he annihil-
ates the Roman army, 171,
180 ; but resolves not to attack
Rome, 18 1 ; he makes a treaty
with Macedon, 189 ; and
marches into Campania, 196 ;

he fails to take Cumae and
Neapolis, 197 ; is defeated by
Marcelius at Nola, 198, 199 ;

he winters at Capua, igg
;
his

position in Southern Italy, its

difficulties and dangers, but he
maintains his military ascend-
ency, 201—205 ; he tries again
to take Cumse and Neapolis,
207 ;

he captures Tarentum,
208 ; his exploit with the
Tarentine fleet, 209, 210 ; he
despatches Hyppocrates and
Epicydes to maintain the war
in Sicily, 216 ; he marches to
and relieves Capua, 232 ; he
routs Marcus Centenius, 233

;

and Cnseus Fulvius, 234, 235 ;

he advances on Capua when
the Romans renew the siege,
and is beaten off, 236 ; he
marches to Rome to draw the
enemy off from Capua, 237 ;

he appears before Rome and re-
treats into Bruttium, 237—241 ;

he sends Mutines to prolong
the war in Sicily, 241 ; he routs
the Proconsul Centumalus,
249 ;

he fights two bloody bat-
tles with Marcelius, 260 ; he
raises the siege of Caulon, 260 ;

but loses Tarentum, 261, 262;
he raises the siege of Rocri,
269 ;

position of Hannibal in
Southern Italy before the
march of his brother Hasdru-
bal to join him, 275, 276 ; he
fights Nero at Grumentum and
is defeated, 276, 277 ; position
of Hannibal when Plasdrubal
reaches Umbria, 279 ; he re-
treats iiato Bruttium. after the
Metaurus, 284 ; Rome still

fears to attack him, 287 ; he
remains unconqiiered in Brut-
tium and constructs the lines
of Laciniuni, 291—293 ; he is

encamped there for two years,
ibid, j he is recalled to Car-
thage by the government, 310

;

he departs from Italy, 31 1 ;

and lands in Africa, 3x2 ; his
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Hannibal (^Continued).
interview with Scipio, 313,
314 ; he fights at Zama and is

completely defeated, 3 14-32 x ;

his resource and energy in the
battle, 314—321 ;

he probably
arranges with Scipio the con-
ditions of peace, 322 ; his wise
policy, 323 ; he is made suffete
and inaugurates great reforms
at Carthage, 336 ; he is driven
by the oligarchy into exile,

337 ; he seeks refuge at the
court of Antiochus the Great,
ibid^ / he tries to renew the
League against ’ Rome, 338,
339 ; he is placed in inferior
command and disregarded,

339 ;
he is defeated near As-

pendus, 341 ; he is found in
Crete and Armenia, 342 ; he
seeks an asylum with Prusias,
King of Bithynia, 343 ; is be-
ti*ayed and takes poison, 343 ;

supposed to have been buried
at Libyssa, the modern Geb-
sah, 343 ; estimate of Hanni-
bal's genius and achievements,
344-362

Hanno the Great, 77
Hanno, a lieutenant of Hanni-

bal, left behind in Spain, loi,
102

Hanno, another lieutenant of
Hannibal, at Cannae, 175 ; in
Bruttium, 23

x

Hasdrubal, son-in-law of Hamil-
car, continues his work in
Spain, 81 ;

great ability of, 89 ;

death of, 90
Hasdrubal, lieutenant of Hanni-

bal, loi ; fine conduct of, at
Cannae, 176, 177

Hasdrubal Barca, son of Hamil-
car and brother of Hannibal, he
commands in Spain, 140 ;

and
is opposed to Cnseus Scipio,

141 ; he is defeated by the
Scipios in Spain, 200 ; he is

driven from the Peninsula^
214 ;

he returns, but finds the
work of Hamilcar half undone,
ibid, I he defeats the Scipios
and nearly destroys the pouer
of Rome in Spain, 241--243 ;

he is opposed to Nero, 253 ; he
fights Scipio at Baecula and
eludes him, 270 ; he reaches
Auvergne on his way to join
Hannibal in Italy, 273 ;

his
march through Gaul, 277 ; he
crosses the Alps with little

difficulty and enters the valley
of the Po, ibid, / he lays siege
to Placentia, 277, 278 ;

he
forces back the Praetor Por-
cius and reaches the plains of
Umbria, ibid^ / difficulty of his
position, 279 ; he sends mes-
sengers to Hannibal, these are
made prisoners and his de-
spatches intercepted, 279 ; he
becomes aware that two con-
suls are in his front, 281 ; he
falls back on the Metaurus and
is defeated and slaiii, 282—284 ;

his character, 284
Hasdrubal, Cisco, 242, 252, 263,

270, 272 ;
his disputes with

Mago, 272 ;
he is defeated at

Silpia by Scipio, 295 ;
see also

298, 307> 308
Hellas, state of, at the end of

the First Punic War, 82
Herdonia, battle of ‘ 234
Hiero, ruler of Syracuse, 52, 53
Hieronymus, son of Hiero, his

ambition and folly, his murder,
217

Hippocrates, sent by Hannibal
to Sicily, 215, 2x9, 240

I

Illyrians, the, attacked by Rome
after the First Punic War, 83

Indibilis, Prince of the Spanish
Celts joins Scipio against
Carthage, 269
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Institutions, the civil, of Rome,
9, 14 ; the military, see Roman
army ;

the civil, of Carthage,
34-36 ; the military, see Cartha-
ginian army,

Insubres, the, tribe of Gauls, 85,
88, 116, 331

L

lines of, 291
Laelius, lieutenant of Scipio,
commands the Roman cavalry
at Zama, 314, 321

Lsevinus, consul, subdues Sicily,

251, 252
Latin League, the, Rome sub-

jugates, 6
Legion, organisation of the Ro-
man, 14, 17

Leontini, a city of Sicily, sacked
by Marcellus, 219

Ligures, the, 85, 145, 331
Lilybaeum, 63 ;

siege of, 64, 65
Livius, Marcus, elected consul

with ISfero, 274 ;
effects his

junction at Sinigaglia with the
Praetor Porcius, 278 ;

in com-
mand at the Metaurus, 282,

283 ;
has the honour of a tri-

umph at Rome, 285
Lucanians, the, revolt from Rome

after Cannae, 190

M
Macedon, jealous of Rome, 84 ;

Hannibal tries to bring, into
Ms great League, 97 ; treaty
with, 189

Magnesia, battle of, 341, 342
Mago, Barca, brother of Hanni-

bal, and one of his lieutenants,

80, loi
;

his conduct at the
Trebia, 13 1, 132 ;

and at

Cannae, 175 ; sent to Spain,
200 ; ill Spain, 242 ; his dis-

putes with Hasdrubal Gisco in
Spain, 269, 272 ; he is defeated

by Scipio at Silpia, 295“‘297 ;

he stirs up a rising against
Rome in Andalusia, 298 ;

he
is sent by the Carthaginian
government to Italy, 300 ; he
lands in Minorca, 301 ; and
reaches Genoa and Northern
Italy, 302 ; he is defeated near
Milan by Quintilius Varus and
Marcus Cornelius, 310 ; is

mortally wounded, 310
Maharbal, lieutenant of Hanni-

bal, conduct of, after Trasi-
menub, 150, 151 ; and at Caii-
iioe, 180

Mahon, port, called from Mago,
301

Mamertines, the proximate cause
of First Punic War, 52, 53

Mandonius, prince of the Spanish
Celts, unites with Iiidibilis to
support Scipio, 269

Marcellus, Marcus Claudius, in
command after Cannse, 195 ;

he defeats Hannibal at Nola,
198 ; the “ Sword of Rome/*
199 ; he besieges and sacks
Syracuse, 220-224

;
his cruel-

ties, and 241 ;
consul,

248 ;
fights Hannibal at Num-

istro, 250 ;
proconsul, 257 ;

he
fights Hannibal near Asculum
and is really beaten, 259, 260 ;

murmurs against him at Rome,
260 ; consul for the fifth time,
266 ; he falls into an ambush
and is slain, 268 ; his character,
ibid,

Marcius, Roman general in Spain,
253

Marseilles, Greek colony in Gaul,
friendly to Rome, 104

Massinissa, a Numidian prince
and warrior, an ally of Car-
thage, he takes part in the de-
feat of the Scipios, 243 ; he
gives aid to Hasdrubal Barca,
269 ; he is won over to Rome
by Scipio, 29S ; he joins Scipio
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in the attack on Carthage, 307 ;

his most important success at
Zama, 314—321 ;

he becomes a
thorn in the sideof Carthage and
a powerful ally of Rome, 335

Messana, siege oi, 54
Metaurus, battle of the, 282—284
Mutines, sent by Hannibal to

maintain the war in Sicily,

241 ;
he betrays the Carthagin-

ian cause, 250
Mylos, battle of, 57

N
Napoleon, 97 ; his opinion on

the operations of Publius
Scipio, III

;
and on Hanni-

baPs movements before the
Trebia, 126 ;

on the route
taken by Hannibal when cross-
ing the Alps, 136 ;

his com-
ments on ancient naval warfare,

345 ;
his estimate of Hannibal

as a warrior, 346 ;
comparison

between Hannibal and Napo-
leon, 353-361

Neapolis, 197, 207
Nero, Caius Claudius, at Capua,

230, 235 ;
sent to Spain after

the disaster of the Scipios, 253 ;

elected consul, 274 ; fights and
defeats Hannibal at Grumen-
tum, 276, 277 ;

he receives
the intercepted despatch to
Hannibal of Hasdrubal Barca,

279 ; he sends messengers to
Rome and marches through
Central Italy to oppose Has-
drubal, 280 ; he leaves a legatus
to hold Hannibal in check,
ibid. I his extraordinary march,
281 ; he joins Livius and Por-
cius, and insists on giving
battle at once, 281 ;

fine man-
oeuvre of Nero’s which gains
the battle of the Metaurus,
283 ; he is the most prominent
figure in the triumph at Rome,

285 ; the greatest of the Roman
generals in the Second Punic
War, but not in command
again, 286

Nola, battle of, 198, 199
Numistro, battle of, 250

O
Oringis, a city in. Spain, taken
by Lucius Scipio, 295

P

Panormus, defeat of Carthagin-
ians at, 63

Pellegrino, a mountain in Sicily
fortified by Hamilcar, 70

Pera, Marcus Junius, dictator
after Cannas, 195

Phalanx, organisation of the
Carthaginian, 39, 40

Philip, king of Macedon, deals
with Hannibal after Cannae,
187 ; makes regular treaty,

189 ; does not energetically
support Hannibal, 200 ;

his
attempts too late, 214 ; makes
peace with Rome after a war
of some years, 294 ; an ally of
Rome in the war with Antio-
chus, 340

Phoenicians, the, 29, 30, and
passim

Placentia, a Roman colony and
fortress on the Po, Publius
Scipio reaches, 120 ;

it affords
a place of refuge to the wreck
of the Roman army after the
Trebia, 132 ;

it is besieged by
Hasdrubal Barca, 277

Pleminius, a Roman officer, guilty
of great cruelty at Locri which
nearly involved Scipio, 306

Porcius, Lucius Lincinius, prae-
tor, 274 ;

joins the consul
Livius at Sinigaglia, 278

Postumius, defeat of, in Northern
Italy nearly contemporaneous,
with Cannse, 180
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Prusias, King of Bithynia, be-
trays Hannibal to Rome, 343

Pyrenees, Hannibal crosses the,

100
Pyrrhus, war with Rome, 7

R

Rebellion, of the Libyan peoples
after the First Punic War
endangers Carthage, 76—78

Regains, consul, invades the do-
main of Carthage, 59, 60 ;

is

defeated at the battle of Tunis,

6r, 62
Regulus, Attilius, consul, in

front of Hannibal, 165
Rhone, passage of the, by Hanni-

bal, 105-107
Rome, early progress of, 5”"28

;

constitution and government
of, 9-13 ;

during the First
Punic War, 50, 74 ;

in the
Second Punic War, faulty
dispositions of the senate at
beginning of the war, 102, 103 ;

preparations to resist Hanni-
bal after the Trebia, 140—143 ;

alarm at Rome after Trasi-
menus and resolution to hold
out, 154, 155 ;

great exertions
to continue the war, 166, 167 ;

heroic energy of Rome after
Cannae, 184, 189, 195 ; she at-

tacks Philip of Macedon being
in league with the Atolians,
Attalus of Pergamus, and the
barbarians of the Balkans, 213 ;

gigantic efforts of Rome and
severe trials of the citizens,

225-230 ;
Hannibal at the

gates of Rome, 237, 238 ; wise
conduct of the senate when the
twelve colonies revolt, 262,
263 ;

state of feeling at Rome
at the news of the march of
Hasdrubal Barca to the Alps,
273 ; immense preparations,

^73» 274 ; exultation of the

people after the victory of
the Metaurus, 284, 285 ;

Rome temporises after the
Metaurus and tries to repair
the losses of the state^ 288,
291 ; condition of Rome after
the Second Punic War, 326,
327 ;

advance of, to empire,
330 ; Rome finally subdues
Sardinia, Corsica, and the Bale-
aric Islands, and crushes the
Gauls in northern Italy, 331,
332 ;

war with Philip of Mace-
don, 335 ; Rome compels him
to accept an ignominious
peace, ibid, ; war with Antio-
chus, 338—342 ;

Rome destroys
Carthage, 362—364 ;

her des-
tinies in the future, 364, 365

S

Saguntum, half Greek colony in
Spain, 90 ;

besieged and taken
by Hannibal, 96

Saint Bernard, the pass of, 114
' Samnites, the, Rome conquers,

6 ; hostile to Rome, 95, 153
;

Sardinia, Rome seizes the Car-
thaginian settlements in, 78 ;

the islanders revolt from Rome
after Cannse, 215 ; finally con-
quered after the Second Punic
War, 332

Scipio, Publius Cornelius, consul,
103 ; he is delayed at Mar-
seilles, 104 ; his conviction
that Hannibal could not cross
the Alps, 104 ; he is baffled by
Hannibal, and makes a false
march to the Rhone, 108 ; he
sends his brother Cnseus to
Spain, 109 ; defeated on the
Ticinus, 119 ; he reaches Pla-
centia, 120 ; and crosses the
Trebia, 123 ; he urges his
colleague, Sempronius, not to
offer battle to Hannibal, I2(*;
is defeated at the Trebia and
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Scipio {Continued),
severely wounded, 128-I32 ;

is sent to Spain and joins his
brother Cnaeus 21 1 ; the
brothers increase the power of
Rome in Spain, 21 1, 212 ;

they
stir up Syphax against Car-
thage, 212 ; Publius is com-
pletely defeated and slain with
his brother, 242, 243

Scipio, Cnaeus Cornelius, lands
in Spain, 109 ; defeats Hanno
and is defeated by Hasdrubal,
141 ; clings to Tarragona, ex-
tends the power of Rome on
the Ebro, idid^ y advances with
his brother into Spain, 212 ; is

defeated and slain, 242, 243
Scipio, Publius Cornelius Afri-

canus, son of Publius, saves
his father’s life on the Ticinus,
119 ;

he rebukes the cowardly
young Roman nobles after
Cannae, 254 ;

he is elected to
command in Spain, ibid. / his
character, 255 ; he lands at
Tarragona, 257 ; reorganises
the Roman army and takes
Cartagena, 263, 264 ;

his wise
and humane conduct, 265 : he
marches across the Sierra
Morena, 269 ;

and attacks
Hasdrubal Barca at Bsecula,
270 ; he allows Plasdrubal to
elude him and to reach Gaul,
ibid,, ; this negligence a capital
mistake, 270, 271 ; Scipio de-
feats a Carthaginian army at
Silpia, 295—297 ;

he has an
interview with Syphax and
gives proof of his diplomatic
skill, 297, 298 ;

he wins over
Massinissa, 298 ;

with difficulty

puts down a rising of his
soldiery in Spain, 299, 300 ;

Scipio goes to Rome, is elected
consul, and proposes to cany
the war into Africa, 302 ; he is

opposed by Fablus and the

greater part of the Senate, 302,
303 ;

his popular arts, 304 ;
he

is allowed to go to Spain, but
with too small a force, and is

made proconsul, tbid. / he in-
vades the African domain of
Carthage, 306 ; unworthy ruse
de guerre of, 308 ; he proposes
terms to Carthage, 309 ; Scipio
advances into the territory of
Carthage after a breach of an
armistice she had agreed to,

313 ;
his interview with Han-

nibal, 313, 314 ;
he fights and

gains the battle of Zama, 3x4—
321 ;

not to be compared to
Hannibal in this conflict, 322 ;

he probably arranges the con-
ditions of peace with Hannibal,
322 ;

he returns to Rome and
is saluted as Africanus, 324 ;

he conducts the war with Anti-
ochus, 341 ; he dies the same
year as Hannibal, 342-344

Sea, Rome deficient in power at,

before the First Punic War,
importance of command of in
the Second Punic War, 93,
141, 142

Sempronius, Tiberius Longus,
consul, 103 ;

he departs from
Rome for Sicily, ibid. / opera-
tions of, in Sicily, 122 ; re-

called to confront Plannibal,
123 ;

fine march of his army,
ibid. ; he reaches Ariminium,
125 ;

effects his junction with
Scipio, 126 ;

his rash conduct,
127 ;

he attacks Hannibal and
is routed on the Trebia, 128—
132

Senones, tribe of Gauls, 84
Sicily, settlement of Carthage in,

31 ; wars in, 31—34 ;
Cartha-

ginian dominions are added to

Rome, 72 ; state of affairs in,

after Cannse, 215, seq. ; des-
perate conflict in , after the fall

of Syracuse, 241 ; subjugation
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of the island by Lraevimis, 251,
252

Sieges, Rome backward in the
art of, 24

Silpia, battle of, 295—297
Sinigaglia, Roman colony of, 85
Slave Army, of Rome, 194, 195

>

204; defeated and disbanded,
233 ,

placed ill the field again,

274
Sophonisba, daughter of Hasdru-

bal Gisco, given to Syphax,
298 ; tragic fate of, 308

Spain, Carthaginian settlements
in, 33, 80 ; Hamilcar founds a
Carthaginian empire in, 80, 81 ;

the power of Rome gradually
advances in, 200, 21 1, 212

;

but is nearly destroyed after
the defeat and death of the
Scipios, 242, 243 ;

Carthage
loses her empire in, 274, 275 ;

state of, under the Roman re-

public, 333
Stradella Pass, mastered by Han-

nibal, 121
Syphax, powerful Numidian

prince, won over to Rome by
the Scipios, 212 ; ultimately
joins Carthage when her terri-

tory is invaded by Scipio, is

defeated and made prisoner,
308

Syracuse, city of, revolution in,

216, 217 ;
Hippocrates and

Epicydes sent to, by Hannibal,
216; siege and sack of, by
Marcellus, 220-224

T

Tarentum, revolts from Rome
after Cannae, 190 ;

taken by
Hannibal, 209, 210 ; retaken
by Fabius, 261, 262

Tarragona, Roman station in
Spain, 141, 257

Taurini, tribe of Gauls, defeated
by Hannibal, 117

Telamon, battle of, 87
Thurii, defection of, from Rome,

210
Ticinus, defeat of Scipio on, XI9
Trasimenus, battle of, 147-150
Trebia, battle of, 128-132
Tunis, battle of, 60—62
Turin, stormed by Hannibal, 114

U

Utica, Phcenician colony, 30,

257 ; siege of, by Scipio, 300-
309

V

Varro, Terentius, consul, his
character, 167 ;

his disputes
with his colleague ^inilius,
171 ; he gives battle at Cannae,
172 ; his faulty dispositions,

173 ;
in command of the Ro-

man left wing, 174 ; is com-
pletely routed, but escapes
from the field and rallies the
wreck of his army, 193 ; is

nobly received by the Senate,
ibid^ : in command again in
Etruria, 272

Veneti, the, 84, 331
Vermina, son of Syphax, de-

feated after Zama, 322
Volso, consul, invades Carthage

with Regulus, 59
Volso, Uucius Manlius, praetor,

X03 W
White Rock, the, X14

X

Xanthippus, defeats Regulus, 6z
62

Z

Zama, battle of, 314—32

x
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Heroes of the Nations

A Sbriss of biographical studies of the lives and
work of a number of representative historical char-

acters about whom have gathered the great traditions

of the Nations to which they belonged, and who have
been accepted, in many instances, as types of the

several National ideals. With the life of each typical

character will be presented a picture of the National

conditions surrounding him during his career.

The narratives are the work of writers who are

recognized authorities on their several subjects, and,

while thoroughly trustworthy as history, will present

picturesque and dramatic “stories” of the Men and
ot the events connected with them.

To the Life of each “Hero” wiE be given one duo-
decimo volume, handsomely printed in large type,

provided with maps and adequately illustrated ac-

cording to the special requirements of the several

subjects.

JFbr full list of volumes see next page,^



HEROES OF THE NATIONS

NELSON. By W. Clark Russell.

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS. By C.

R. L. Fletcher.

PERICLES. By Evelyn Abbott.

THEODORIC THE GOTH, By
Thomas Hodgkin.

SIR PHILIP SIDNEY. By H. R.

Fox-Boume.

JULIUS C^SAR. By ^ . Warde
Fowler.

WYCLIF. By Lewis Sergeant.

NAPOLEON. By W. O’Connor

Morris.

HENRY OF NAVARRE. By P.

P, Willert.

CICERO. By J. L. Strachan-

Davidson.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. By Noah
Brooks.

PRINCE HENRY (OF PORTU-
GAL) THE NAVIGATOR.
By C. R. Beazley.

JULIAN THE PHILOSOPHER.
By Alice Gardner.

LOUIS XIV. By Arthur Hassan.

CHARLES XII. By R. Nisbet

Bain.

LORENZO DE' MEDICI. By
Edward Armstrong.

JEANNE D’ARC. By Mrs. OH-
phant.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. By
Wasbington Irving.

[

ROBERT THE BRUCE. By Sit

I Herbert Maxwell.

HANNIBAL. By W, O’Connor

Morris.

ULYSSES S. GRANT. ByWilHam
Conant Church.

ROBERT E. LEE. By Henry
Alexander White.

THE CID CAMPEADOR. By H.

Butler Clarke.

SALADIN. By Stanley Lane
Poole.

BISMARCIC. By J. W, Headlam.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT. By
Benjamin I. Wheeler.

CHARLEMAGNE. By H. W. C
Davis.

OLIVER CROMWELL. By
Charles Firth.

RICHELIEU. By James B. Perkins.
DANIEL O’CONNELL. By Rob-

ert Dunlop.

SAINT LOUIS (Louis IX. of

France). By Frederick Perry.

LORD CHATHAM. By Walfoid

Davis Green.

OWEN GLYNDWR. By Arthur

G. Bradley,

HENRY V. By Charles L. Rings,

ford.

EDWARD I. By Edward Jenks,

AUGUSTUS C^SAR. By J. B.

? Firth,



HEROES OF THE NATIONS

FREDERICK THE GREAT. By
W. F, Reddaway.

WELLINGTON. By W. O^Connor
Morris, ^CONSTANTINE THE GREAT.
By J. B. Firth.

MOHAMMED. By D.S.Maxgoliouth,
CHARLES THE BOLD, By Ruth

Putnam.
WASHINGTON, By J. A. Harrison,

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR,
By F, B, Stanton,

FERNANDO CORTfeS. By F. A.
MacNutt.

WILLIAM THE SILENT, By
Ruth Putnam,

BLtJCHER. By Emm F. Hen-
derson,

Other volumes in preparation are ;

GREGORY VII. By F. Urquhart.

JUDAS MACCABiEUS. By Istad
Abrahams.

FREDERICK 11. By A, L, Smith.

New York->G. P. PUTNAM’S SONS, Fubusksks—London

MARLBOROUGH. By C. T. At-
kinTOQ.

MOLTKB. By Jamw Warddl.
ALFRED THE GREAT. By B«w

tha I«ts.



The Story of the Nations

In the story form the current of each National life

is distinctly indicated, and its picturesque and note-^

•worthy periods and episodes are presented for the

reader in their philosophical relation to each othei

as •well as to universal history.

It is the plan of the •writers of the different volumes
to enter into the real life of the peoples, and to bring

them before the reader as they actually lived, labored,

and struggled—as they studied and wrote, and as

they amused themselves. In carrying out this plan,

the myths, "with which the history of all lands be-

gins, are not overlooked, though they are carefully

distinguished from the actual history, so far as the

labors of the accepted historical authorities have
resulted in definite conclusions.

The subjects of the different volumes have been
planned to cover connecting and, as far as possible,

consecutive epochs or periods, so that the set when
completed will present in a comprehensive narrative
the chief events in the great STOiry op the Nations:
but it is, of course, not always practicable to issue

the several volumes in their chronological order.

Por list of volumes see next page.



THE STORY OP THE NATIONS

GREECE. Prof. Jas. A. Harrison.

ROME. Arthur Gilman,

THE JEWS. Prof. James K. Hos-

mer.

CHALDEA, Z. A, Ragozin.

GERMANY. S. Baring-Gould.

NORWAY, Hjalmar H. Boyesen.

SPAIN. Rev, E. E, and Susan
Hale.

HUNGARY. Prof. A. Vdmb^ry.

CARTHAGE. Prof, Alfred J.

Church,

THE SARACENS. Arthur QiU

man.

THE MOORS IN SPAIN. Stanley

Lane-Poole.

THE NORMANS. Sarah Ome
Jewett.

PERSIA. S. G. W, Beniamin.

ANCIENT EGYPl', Prof. Geo,

.RawHnson,

ALEXANDER'S EMPIRE. Prof,

3, P. Mahaify,

ASSYRIA, Z. A. Ragozin.

THE GOTHS, Henry Bradley.

IRELAND. Hon. Emily Lawless,

TURKEY. Stanley Lane-Poole,

MEDIA. BABYLON, AND PER-
SIA. Z. A. Ragozin,

MEDIEVAL FRANCE. Prof, Gus-
tave Masson.

HOLLAND. Prof. J. Tliorold

Rogers.

MEXICO. Susan Hale.

PHCENICIA. George Rawlinsooi

THE HANSA TOWNS, Helen

Zimmem,
EARLY BRITAIN. Prof. Alfred

J. Church,

THE BARBARY CORSAIRS.

Stanley Lane-Poole.

RUSSIA. W.R. Morfill

THE JEWS UNDER ROME. W.
D. Morrison.

SCOTLAND, John Mackintosh.

SWITZERLAND, R. Stead and

Mrs. A. Hug.

PORTUGAL. H. Morse-Stephens.

THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE, C,

W. C. Oman.

SICILY. E. A. Freeman.

THE TUSCAN REPUBLICS. Bella

Duffy.

POLAND. W. R. Morfill.

PARTHIA. Geo. RawHnson

JAPAN. David Murray,

THE CHRISTIAN RECOVERS
OF SPAIN. H.E. Watts.

AUSTRALASIA. GxeviUe Tiegar^

then.

SOUTHERN AFRICA. Geo. M.
Theal.

VENICE. Alethea WeiL

THE CRUSADES. T. S. Archer

and C. L. Kingsfoxd.

VEDIC INDIA. Z. A. Ragozin.

BOHEMIA, C. E. Maurice.

CANADA. J. G. Bourmot.

THE BALKAN STATES. William
Miller.



THE STORY OF THE NATIONS

BiaXISH RULE IN INDIA. R.

W. Fmzer.

MODERN FRANCE. AndriSLeBon,

THE BRITISH EMPIRE, Alfred

T. Story. Two vols.

THE FRANKS. Lewis Sergeant.

THE WEST INDIES, Amos K.
Piske.

THE PEOPLE OP ENGLAND.
Justin McCarthy, M.P. Two
vols.

AUSTRIA. Sidney Whitman.
CHINA. Robt. K. Douglass.

MODERN SPAIN. Major Martin

A, S. Hume.
MODERN ITALY. Pietro Orsi

THE THIRTEEN COLONIES.
Helen A. Smith. Two vols.

WALES AND CORNWALL. Owen
M. Edwards. Net $1.35-

MEDLaEVAL ROME. Wm. MiUer.

THE PAPAL MONARCHY. Wm.
Barry.

MEDI./EVAL INDIA. Stanley

Lane-Poole,

BUDDHIST INDIA. T. W. Rhys-

Davids.

THE SOUTH AMERICAN RE-
PUBLICS. Thomas C. Daw->

son. Two vols.

PARLIAMENTARY ENGLAND.
Edward Jenks.

MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. Mary
Bateson,

THE UNITED STATES. Edward
Earle Sparks. Two vols.

ENGLAND, THE COMING OF
PARLIAMENT. L. Cecil Jane.

GREECE—EARLIEST TIMES—
A.D. 14. B. S. Shuckburgh.

ROMAN EMPIRE, B.C. 29"'A,D

476, N. Stuart Jones.




